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E D I T O R SI N T R O D U C T I O N
THERE
are not wanting indicationsthat

-

public interest in the Critical Philosophy has been quickened
of recentdays
in thesecountries,
as well as in
America. To lighten the toil of penetrating through
the wilderness of Kant’s long sentences, the English
student has now many aids, which those who
began their studies fifteen or twenty years ago did
not enjoy.
Translations,
paraphrases,
criticisms,
have been published in considerable numbers; so
that if it is notyet true that “ h e who runsmay
read,” it may at least be said that a patient student
of ordinaryindustry and intelligencehas his way
made plain before him. Andyettheverynumber
of aids is dangerous. Whatever maybe the value
of short and easy handbooks in other departments of
science, it is certain that no manwill
become a
philosopher, no man will even acquire a satisfactory
knowledge of the history of philosophy,without
personal and prolonged study of the z)sissima verba
of the great masters of human thought. “Above
all,” saidSchopenhauer, “ my truth-seekingyoung
friends,beware of lettingour professors tell you
xi
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what is contained in the Critiqueof the Pure Reason”;
and the advice has not become less wholesome with
the lapse of years. The fact, however, that many
persons have not sufficient familiarity with German
in the
to enable them to study German Philosophy
original with ease,makestranslationsaneducational necessity ; and this translation of Kant’s
Critique of the faculty of Judgement has been undertaken in the hope that it maypromoteamore
any reader
generalstudy of that masterpiece.If
wishes to follow Schopenhauer’s advice, he has only
toomit
the whole of this prefatory matterand
proceed at once to theAuthor’s laborious Introduction.
It is somewhatsurprisingthattheCritique
of
Judgement has neveryet been madeaccessible to
the English reader. Dr.Watson has indeedtranslated a few selected passages, so also has Dr. Caird
in his valuable account of the Kantian philosophy,
and I have found theirrenderings of considerable
service ; but the space devoted by both writers to
the Critiqueof Judgement is very smallin comparison
with that given to the Critiques of Pure and Practical
Reason.Andyet
the work is not an unimportant
one. Kant himself regardedit as the coping-stone
of his criticaledifice; it even formed the point of
departure for hissuccessors, Fichte,Schellingand
respective
Hegel, in the construction of their
systems,Possibly
the reason of its comparative
neglectlies in itsrepulsivestyle.
Kant was never
careful of ’style, and in his lateryears he became

.
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moreandmoreenthralled
by thosetechnicalities
and refined distinctions which deter so many from
the Critical Philosophy even in its earlier sections.
These “ symmetrical architectonic amusements,’’ as
Schopenhauer called them, encumber every page of
Kant’s later writings, and they are a constant source
of embarrassmenttohisunhappytranslator.For,
as
every
translator
knows,
no
single
word in one
language exactlycovers anysingle word in another ;
and yet if Kant’s distinctions are to be preserved it
is necessary to select with more or lessarbitrariness
English equivalents for German technical terms, and
of this will be
retainthem all through.Instances
given later on ; I only remark here on the fact that
Kant’s besetting sin of over-technicality is especially conspicuous in this treatise.
Another fault-an old fault of Kant-apparent
after reading even a few pages, is that repetitions
are very frequent of the same thought in but slightly
varied language. Arguments are repeated over and
over again until they become quite wearisome ; and
then when the reader’sattentionhasflagged,and
he is glancing cursorily down the page, some important newpoint is introducedwithoutemphasis,
as if theauthor were really anxious tokeephis
meaning to himself at ‘all hazards. A book written
insuchfashionrarelyattracts
a wide circle of
readers. And yet,
not
only
did
Goethe
think
it received a largemeasure
of
highly of it,but
attention in France as well as in Germany on its
firstappearance.Originailypublished
at Berlin in

xiv
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1790,a Second Edition was called for in I 793 ; and
a French translation was made by Imhoff in 1796.
OtherFrench versions are those by Keratryand
Weyland in 1823, and by Barni in 1846. This
while performing my
last I havehadbeforeme
task, but I have not found it of much service ; the
older French translations I havenotseen.
The
existence of these French versions, when taken in
connexion with the absence until veryrecently of
any systematic account of the Critique of Judgement
in English, may be perhaps explained by the lively
interest that was taken o n the Continent in the
Philosophy of Art in the early part of t h e century ;
whereasscientificstudiesonthissubjectreceived
little attention in England during the same period,
T h e student of the Critique of Pure Reason will
remember how closely, in his Transcendental Logic,
Kant follows the lines of the ordinary logic of the
schools. H e finds his whole planreadymadefor
him, as it were ; and he proceeds to work out the
metaphysicalprinciples which underlie the process
of syllogisticreasoning.
And as therearethree
propositions in every syllogism, he points out that,
in correspondence with thistriplicity,
thehigher
faculties of the soul may be regarded as threefold.
T h e Understanding
or
the'
faculty of concepts
gives us our majorpremiss, as it supplies us in
the firstinstance with ageneral notion. By means
of the Judgementwe see that a particular case comes
under the general rule, and by the Reason we draw
our conclusion. These, as three
distinct
move-

J

.

ments in the process of reasoning, areregarded
by Kant as indicatingthreedistinct
faculties, with
which the Analytic of Concepts, the Analytic of
Principles, andthe Dialectic are respectivelyconimportant
cerned. The full significance of this
classification does not seem,
however,
to
have
occurred to Kant at the time, as we may see from
the order in which he wrote his great books1 The
firstproblem
which arreststheattention
of all
modernphilosophers is,of course, the problem of
knowledge,itsconditionsanditsproperobjects.
And in the Critique of PureReasonthis
is discussed, and the conclusion is reached that nature as
phenomenon is the onlyobject of which we can
hope to acquire any exactknowledge.
B u t it is
apparent that there are other problems which merit
consideration ; a complete philosophy includes practice as well as theory ; ithasto
do notonly with
logic, but with life. And thus the Critique
of Practical
Reason was written, in which is unfolded the doctrine
of man's freedom standing in sharp contrast with the
necessity of natural law. Here, then, it seemsat
first sightas if wehad
covered the whole field
of humanactivity.
For we haveinvestigated the
sources of knowledge, and at the same
timehave
pointed out the conditions of practical life, and have
seen that the
laws of freedom are just as true in
their own sphere as are thelaws of nature.
1

1 Dr. Caird (Ctilicac Phir'osOpy of Kant, voL ii. p. 406) has g i v e n
an instructive account of the gradual development in Kant's mind of
the main idea of the Critique of Judgement.

~

~~~

~

But as we reflect on our mental states we find
that here .no proper account has been given of the
phenomena of feeLz'q, which play so large a part
in experience.And
this Kant saw beforehehad
proceededveryfar
with theCritique of Practical
Reason ; and in consequence he adopted a threefold
classification of the higher mental faculties based on
that given by previouspsychologists.Knowledge,
modes
feeling,desire,thesearethethreeultimate
of consciousness, of which the second has not yet
beendescribed.Andwhen
we compare this with
the former tripledivision which we tookup from
theAristotelian logic, we seethatthe
parallelism
is significant. Understanding is par excedhce the
faculty of knowledge, andReasonthe
facultyof
desire
(these
points
are
developed
in Kant's
first two Critiques).And
this suggeststhat
the
Judgementcorrespondstothefeeling
of pleasure
andpain ; it occupies a positionintermediatebetween Understanding and Reason, just
as, roughly
speaking, the feeling of pleasure is intermediate
between our perception of an object and our desire
to possess it.
And so the Critique of Judgement completes the
whole undertaking of criticism ; its endeavour is to
show that there are a priori principles .at the basis
of Judgement just as there are in the case of Understanding and of Reason ; that these principles, like
the principles of Reason, are notconstitutive but
only regulative of experience, i e . that they do not
teach us anything positive about the CharacterEstics

xvii
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of objects,butonlyindicate
the conditionsunder
which we find it necessary to view them ; and
lastly, that we are thus furnished with an a Pr;On*
philosophy of pleasure.
T h e fundamentalprincipleunderlying
the procedure of the Judgement is seen to be that of the
purposiveness of Nature ; nature is everywhere
adaptedtoends
or purposes, andthusconstitutes
a W ~ U ~ O T a, well-ordered whole. By this
means,
nature is regarded by us as if its particular empirical
laws were not isolated and disparate, but connected
and in relation,derivingtheir
unity in seeming
diversity from a n intelligence which is at the source
of nature. I t is only by the assumption of sucha
principle that we can construe nature to ourselves ;
and the principle is then said to be a transcendental
condition of the exercise of our judging faculty, but
valid only for the reflective, not for the determinant
Judgement. I t gives us pleasure to view nature "in
this way ; just as the contemplation of chaos would
be painful.
But this purposivenessmay be only formal and
subjective,orreal
and objective. Insome cases
the purposivenessresides in the felt harmonyand
accordance of the form of the object with the cognitive faculties ; in others the form of the object is
judged to harmonise with the purpose in view in its
existence. That is to say, in the one case we judge
the form of the object to be purposive, as in the
case of a flower, but could not explain any purpose
served by it ; in the other case we have a definite

b
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notion of what it is adapted for. In the former case
the aesthetical Judgement is brought to bear, in the
latter the teleological ; and it thus appears that the
Critique of Judgement has two main divisions; it
treats first of the philosophy of Taste, the Beautiful
and the Sublime in Nature; and secondly, of the
Teleology of nature’s working.
I t is a curious
literaryparallel that St. Augustine hints (Co;t.essions iv. r 5) that he had written a book, De Pulchro
et A&o, in which theseapparentlydistincttopics
per se
were combined ; “ pulchrumesse,quod
ipsum ; aptum,
autem,
quod
ad aliquid accommodatum
deceret.”
A beautiful
object
has
no
purpose external to itself and the observer; but a
useful object servesfurther ends. Both, however,
may bebroughtunderthehighercategory
of things
that are reckonedpwposive by the Judgement.
We have here then, in the first place, a basis for
an a p r i o ~ iPhilosophy of Taste ; and Kant works
out its details with great elaboration. H e borrowed
little from the writings of hispredecessors,but
struck out, as was ever his plan, a line of his own.
H e quotes with approval from Burke’s Treatise ON
the SubZime ana! Beaut+l, which was accessible to
him in a German translation; but is careful to
remark that it is as psychology, not as philosophy,
that Burke’swork has value. H e may haveread
i n addition
Hutcheson’s
I n p u i y which had also
been translatedinto German ; and he was complete
master of Hume’sopinions.
Of other writerson
Beauty, he only names Batteux
and
Lessing.

-

.

.
’
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Batteux was aFrench writer of reputewho had
attempteda twofold arrangement of theArts as
they may be brought under Space and under Time
respectively,amode
of classification whichwould
He does not seem,
naturally
appeal
to
Kant.
- book
however,tohaveread
the ancienttext
onthe
subject,Aristotle’s
Puetics, the principles
of which Lessing declared to be as certain as
Euclid.
Following the guiding threadof the categories, he
declares that the aesthetical judgement about Beauty
is according to quality disinterested ; a point which
had
been
laid down by such different
writers
as Hutcheson and Moses Mendelssohn. As to
qzrantity, the judgement about beauty gives universal
satisfaction,although
it is based on no
definite
concept. T h e universality is only subjective; but
still it is there. The maxim Trakit sua guempue
voLucptas does not apply to the pleasure
afforded by
a pure judgement about beauty. As to re&tion, the
characteristic of the object called beautiful is that it
betrays a purposivenesswithoutdefinitepurpose.
The pleasure is a priori, independent on theone
hand of the charms of sense or the emotions of mere
feeling, as Winckelmann had already declared ; and
on the other hand is a pleasure quite distinct from
that taken which we feel when viewingperfection,
with which Wolff and Baumgarten had identified it.
By hisdistinctionbetweenfreeanddependent
beauty, which we also find in the pages of Hutcheson, Kant furtherdevelops
his doctrine of the

.
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freedom of the pure judgement of taste from the
thraldom of concepts.
Finally, the satisfaction afforded by the contemplation of a beautiful object is a necessary satisfaction.
This necessity is not, to be sure, theoretical like the
necessity attaching to theLaw of Causality ; nor is it a
practical necessity as is the need to assume the Moral
Law as the guiding principle of conduct. But it may
be called exemfZary ; that is, we may set up our satisfaction in a beautiful picture as setting an example
to befollowedby others. I t is plain, however, that
this can only be assumed under certain presuppositions. We must presuppose the idea of a senszcs cornmzcnis or common sense in which all men share. As
knowledge admits of being communicated to others,
so also does the feeling for beauty. For the relation
between the cognitivefacultiesrequisite
for Taste
is also requisite for IntelligenceorsoundUnderstanding, and as we always presuppose the latter to
be the same in others as in ourselves, so may we
presuppose the former.
The analysis of the Sublime which follows that
of the Beautiful is interesting and profound ; indeed
Schopenhauerregarded it as the bestpart of the
Critique of the Aesthetical Judgement. The general
characteristics of our judgements about the Sublime
are similar tothosealready
laid down in thecase
of the Beautiful;but there are marked differences
in the two cases. Ifthe pleasuretaken in beauty
arises from a feeling of the purposiveness of the
object in its relation to the subject, that in sublimity
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rather expresses a purposiveness of the subject in
respect of the object. Nothing in natureis sublime ; and the sublimity really resides in the mind
andthere alone. Indeed, as trueBeauty is found,
properly speaking, only in beauty of form, the idea
of sublimity is excited rather by those objects which
are formless and exhibit a violation of purpose.
A distinction not needed in the case of the
Beautiful becomesnecessary when we proceed to
further
analyse
the
Sublime. For in aesthetical
judgements about the Beautiful the mind is in restful
contemplation ; but in the case of theSublime .a
mental movement is excited (pp. 105 and I 20). This
movement, as it is pleasing, must involve a purposiveness in the harmony of the mental powers ; and the
purposiveness may be eitherin reference to the faculty
of cognition or to that of desire. In the former case
the sublime is called the Mathematically Sublime-the
sublime of mere magnitude-the absolutely great ; in
the latter it is the sublime of power, the Dynamically
Sublime.Gioberti,
a n Italianwriter on the philosophy of Taste, has pushed this distinction so far as
to find in it an explanation of the relation between
Beauty and Sublimity.
T h e dynamicalSublime,"
he says,createsthe
Beautiful ; the mathematical
Sublime contains it," a remark with which probably
Kant would have no quarrel.
Inboth cases, however, we find that the feeling of theSublimeawakensinus
a feeling of
the supersensibledestination of man. " T h e very
capacity of conceiving the sublime,'' he tells us,
' I

xxii
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indicates a mental faculty that far
surpasses
every
standard
of sense.” And
to
explain the
necessitybelonging
toourjudgementsaboutthe
sublime, Kant points out that
as wefind ourselves
compelled to postulate a sensus communis to account
for theagreement of men in theirappreciation of
beautiful objects, so the principleunderlyingtheir
consent in judging of the sublimeis “ t h e presupposition of the moral feeling in man.” The feeling
of the sublimity of our own moral destination is the
necessary prerequisite for forming such judgements.
T h e connexionbetweenBeautyand
Goodness involved to a Greek in the double sense of the word
K&V
is developed by Kant with keeninsight.
To
feel interest in the beauty of Natureheregards
as a mark of a moral disposition, though he will not
admit thatthesame
inferencemaybedrawnas
to the character of the art connoisseur
42).
But
it is specially with referenceto the connexion between the capacity for appreciating the Sublime, and
the moral feeling, that the originality of Kant’s treatment becomes apparent.
The objects of nature,hecontinues,
which we
dall sublime, inspire us with a feeling of pain rather
than of pleasure ; as Lucretius has it-

(5

Me quaedam divina voluptas
Percipit atque horror.

But this “horror” must not inspireactual fear.
A s noextraneouscharmmustmingle
with the
satisfaction felt in a beautiful object, if the judge-
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mentabout beauty is to remainpure ; so in the
case of the sublime we mustnot be afraid of the
object which yet in certain aspects is fearful.
This conception of the feelings of sublimity
excited by the loneliness of an Alpine peak or the
grandeur of an earthquake is now a familiar one ;
but it was not so in Kant'sday.Switzerlandhad
not then become the recreation-ground of Europe ;
and though natural beauty was a familiar topic with
poets and painters it was not generally recognised
thattastehasalsoto
do with the sublime. De
Saussure's TraveZs, Haller's poem Die ACpen, and
this work of Kant's mark the beginning of a new
epoch in our ways of looking at the sublime and
terribleaspects of Nature.And
it is not a little
remarkablethatthe
man who could write thus
feelingly about the emotions inspired by grand and
savagescenery,hadneverseen
a mountain in
his life.
The power and
the
insight of his
observationshereare
in markedcontrasttothe
poverty of some of his remarks about the characteristics of beauty. For instance, he putsforward the
curious doctrine that colour in a picture is only an
extraneouscharm,anddoesnotreallyaddtothe
beauty of the form delineated, nay rather distracts
themind from it. His criticisms on thispoint, if
sound, would makeFlaxmanatruerartistthan
Titian or Paolo Veronese. But indeed his discussion
of Painting or Music is not very appreciative ; he
was, to the end, a creature of pure Reason.
Upon the analysis hegives of the Arts,little

need be saidhere.
Fine Art is regarded as the
Art of Genius, “that innate
mental
disposition
through which Nature gives the rule to Art” (0 46).
Art differs from Science in the absence of definite
concepts in the mind of the artist. It thus happens
that thegreatartist
canrarelycommunicatehis
methods ; indeed hecannotexplainthemeven
to
himself. Poeta Hascitzcr, Ron j t ; and the same is
true in every form of fine art. Genius is, in short,
the faculty of presentingaestheticalIdeas
; an
aesthetical Idea being an intuition of the Imaginano
concept is adequate.
And
it
tion, to which
is by the excitation of suchineffable Ideas that a
greatwork of art affects us. As Bacontells us,
“that is thebestpart
of Beauty which a picture
cannot express ; no, nor the first sight of the eye.”
This characteristic of theartistic genius has been
noted by allwho have thought upon a r t ; more is
present in its productions than can be perfectly
expressed in language. As Pliny said of Timanthus
the painter of Iphigenia, “ In omnibus ejus operibus
intelligitur plus
super
quam
pingitur.”
But
this
genius requires to be kept in check by taste ; quite
in the spirit of the U W I # p O U 6 V q of the best Greek art,
Kant remarks that if in a work of art some feature
must be sacrificed, it is better to lose something of
genius than to violate the canons
of taste. It is in
thisself-masterythat
“the sanity of truegenius ”
expresses itself.
The mainquestion with which theCritique of
Judgement is concerned is, of course, the questionas
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to the purposiveness, the ZwecRmusszgheit, exhibited
by nature.
That nature
appears
to be full of
purpose is merematter of fact. I t displayspurposiveness in respect of our faculties of cognition,
inthose
of its phenomena whichwe
designate
beautiful. And also in its organic
products
we
observemethods of operation whichwe canonly
explain by describingthem as processes in which
as
meansare
used to accomplish certainends,
processes thatarejwjosiue.Inour
observation
of natural phenomena, as Kuno Fischer puts it, we
judge theirfarms aesthetically, and their Zfe teleologically.
As regardsthe first kind of Zwechmasszgkeit,
that which is 0 t h Zwect-the
purposiveness of a
beautiful object which does not seem to be directed
to any externalend-there are two ways in which we
may account forit.
We may either say that it was
actuallydesigned to be beautiful by theSupreme
Force behind Nature, or we may say that purposiveness is notreallyresident
in nature,but thatour
perception of it is due to the subjective needs of our
judging faculty. We have to contemplate beautiful
objects as zythey were purposive, but they may not
be so in reality. And this latter idealistic doctrine is
what Kant fallsback upon. He appeals in support
of it, to thephenomena of crystallisation (pp. 243
sgg.), in which manyvery
beautiful formsseem
to be producedbymerely
mechanical processes.
The beauty of a rock crystal is apparently produced
without any forethoughtonthepart
of nature, and
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heurgesthat
we are not justified inasserting
dogmatically thatany laws distinct from those of
mechanism are needed to account for beauty in
other cases. Mechanismcan do so much ; may it
not do all ? And he brings forward as a consideration which ought to settle the question, the fact that
in judging of beauty “ we invariably seek its gauge
in ozwsedves apriori” ; we do not learn from nature,
but from ourselves,what we are to find beautiful.
Mr. Kennedy in hisDonnellanLectureshashere
pointed out several weak spots in Kant’s armour. In
the firstplace, the fact that we seek the gauge of
beauty in our own mind “may be shownfromhis
own definition to be a necessary result of the very
nature of beauty.”’
For Kant tells us thatthe
aesthetical judgement about beauty always involves
I‘ a reference of the representation to the subject
” ;
andthisapplies
equally tojudgementsaboutthe
beautiful in Artandthe beautiful in Nature. But
no one could maintain that from this definition it
follows that we are not compelled to postulate design
inthe mind of theartist who paints a beautiful
picture. And thus as the fact that “ we always seek
the gauge of beauty ” in ourselves does not do away
with the beliefin a designing mindwhen we are
contemplatingworks of art,itcannotbesaid
to
exclude the belief in a Master Hand which moulded
the forms of Nature. As Cicero hasit,nature
is
non artificiosa solum, sed plane artifex.” But the
cogency of this reasoning, for the details of which
‘I

1
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Mr. Kennedy’s pages,
becomesmore apparent when we reflect onthat
second form of purposiveness, viz. adaptationto
definite ends, with which we meet in the phenomena
of organic life.
If we watch, e.g. thegrowth of a tree we perceivethat
its various partsare
not isolated and
unconnected, but t h a t on the contrary they are only
possible by reference to the idea of the whole. Each
limb affects every other,
and is reciprocally affected by
it; in short “in such a product of nature every part not
only existshy meam of the other parts,but is thought
as existing for the sake of the others and the whole ”
(p. 277). T h e operations of nature in organised
bodies seen] to be of an entirely different character
from mere mechanical processes ; we cannot construe
them to ourselves except under the hypothesis that
nature in them is working towards a designed end.
T h e distinctionbetweennature’s
“ Technic ”
or
purposive
operation,
and nature’s
Mechanism
is
fundamental for the explanation of natural law.
T h e language of biology eloquently
shows
the
impossibility of eliminating at leastthe
&a of
purpose from our investigations into the phenomena
of life, growth,and reproduction. AndKant dismisses with scant
respect
that cheapand
easy
philosophy which would fain deny the distinctiveness of nature’spurposiveoperation.
A doctrine,
like that of Epicurus, in which every natural phenomenon is regarded as the result of the blind drifting
of atoms in accordance with purely mechanical laws,
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reaIly explainsnothing,andleast
of all explains
that illusion in ourteleological judgements which
leads us toassumepurposewherereallythere
is
none.
I t has been urged by Kirchmann and others that
thisdistinctionbetween
Technicand Mechanism,
on which Kant lays so much stress,has been disThe
proved by theprogress of modernscience.
doctrines, usually associated with the
name
of
Darwin, of NaturalSelectionandSurvival
of the
Fittest,quite
sufficiently explain, it is
said,
on
mechanical principles the semblance of purpose with
which naturemocks us. The presence of order is
not due toanypurposebehind
the naturaloperation,
but to the inevitable disappearance of the disorderly.
It wouldbe
absurd, of course,to claim for Kant
that
he
anticipated
the
Darwinian
doctrines
of
development ; and yet passages are not wanting in
his writings inwhich hetakesa
view of the continuity of species with which modern science would
havelittle fault to find. “ Natureorganises itself
anditsorganisedproducts
in every species, no
doubt after one general pattern but yet with suitable
deviations, which self-preservation demands accordingtocircumstances ” (p. 2 7 9 ) . “ The analogy of
forms, which with all their differences seem to have
been produced according to a common original type,
strengthens our suspicions of an actual relationship
between them in their production from acQmmon
parent,throughthegradualapproximation
of one
animal genus to another-fromthose
in which the

~
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principle of purposes seems to be best authenticated,
i.e. from man,down to the polypeandagainfrom
this down to mosses and lichens, and finally to crude
matter. And so the whole Technic of nature, which
is so incomprehensibleto us in organisedbeings
that we believeourselves
compelled tothinka
different principle for it, seems to be derived from
matter and its powers according to mechanical laws
(likethose bywhich it works in the formation of
crystals) ” (p. 337). Such a theory he calls “ a daring
venture of reason,” and its coincidenceswith modern
science are realandstriking.Buthe
is careful to
add that suchatheory,even
if established, would
not eliminate purpose
from the universe ; it would
indeed suggest that certain special processes having
the semblance of purpose may beelucidated
on
mechanicalprinciples,but
on the whole, purposive
operationonthepart
of MotherNatureit
would
still be needful toassume
(p. 338). “No finite
Reasoncanhopetounderstandtheproduction
of
even a blade of grass by mere mechanical causes ”
(p. 326). I‘ I t is absurd to hope that another Newton
will arise in the future who shall make comprehensible by us the production of ablade
of grass
accordingto
natural laws which n o design has
ordered ” (p. 3 I 2).
Crude materialism thus affording no explanation
of the purposivenessinnature,
we go on to ask
what other theories are logically possible. We may
dismiss at once the doctrine of Hylozoism, according to which the purposes in nature are explained
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inreference
to a world-soul,which
is theinner
principle of the material universe and constitutes its
life. For such a doctrine is self-contradictory, inasmuch as lifelessness, inertia, is the essential characteristic of matter,and to talk of livingmatter is
absurd (p. 304). A much more plausible system is
that of Spinoza, who aimedat establishing theideality
of the principle of natural purposes. He regarded
the world whole as a complex of manifold determinations inhering in a single simple substance ; and
thus reduced our concepts of the purposive in nature
to our own consciousness of existing in an all-embracing Being. B u t on reflection we see thatthis
does not so much explain as explain away the purposiveness of nature ; it gives u s an unity of inherence in one Substance, butnot an unity of causal
dependence on oneSubstance (p. 303). Andthis
latter wouldbe
necessary in orderto explain the
unity of purpose which nature exhibits in its phenomenal working. Spinozism, therefore, does not give
what it pretends to give ; it puts us off with a vague
and unfruitful unity of ground, when what we seek
is a unity that shall itself contain the causes of the
differences manifest in nature.
We have left then as the only remaining possible
doctrine, Theism, which represents natural purposes
as produced in accordance with the Will and Design
of an Intelligent Author and Governor
of Nature.
This theory is,in the first place, " superior to all
other grounds of explanation (p. 305)~ for it gives
a full solution of the problem before us and enables
"
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us to maintain the reality of the ZwecRmasszg&eit of
nature. “ Teleology finds the consummation ofits
investigationsonlyinTheology
” (p.31 I).
To represent the world and the natural purposes therein
as produced by a n intelligent Cause is I ‘ completely
of view for
satisfactory from every humanpoint
both the speculative and practical use of our Reason”
(p. 31 2). Thusthe contemplation of natural purposes, i.e. the common Argument from Design,
enables us to reach a highestUnderstandingas
Cause of the world “ in accordance with the principles
of the reflective Judgement, i e . in accordance with the
constitation of OUY human facudty of cognztzon ” (p.

4 16).

It is in thisqualifying clause that Kant’s negative attitude in respect of Theism betrays itself.
He regards it as a necessaryassumption for the
guidance of scientiiic investigation, no less than for
the practicalneeds
of morals ; buthedoes
not
admitthat we can claim for itobjective validity.
In the language of the Critique of Pure Reason, the
Idea of God furnishes a regulative, not a constitutive
principle of Reason ; or as he prefers to put it in the
present work, it is valid only for the reflective, not
for the determinant Judgement. We are notjustified,
Kant maintains, in asserting dogmatically that God
us the limited
exists ; thereisonlypermittedto
formula “We cannototherwiseconceivethe
purposiveness which must lie at thebasis of our cognition
of theinternal possibility of manynaturalthings,
than by representing it and the world in general as

produced by anintelligentcause,
i.e. a God ” (p.
3 12).
We ask then, whence arises this impossibility of
objectivestatement ? It is in thetrueKantian
spirittoassertthatnosyntheticalpropositioncan
be made with reference towhat
lies aboveand
behind the world of sense ; but there is a difficulty
in carryingoutthisprincipleintodetails.
Kant’s
refusal to infer a designing Hand behind the apparent order of nature is based, he tells us, on the fact
that the concept of a natural purpose ” is one that
cannot be justified to the speculativeReason.
For
all we know it may only indicate our way of looking
at things, and may point to no corresponding objectthe limited
ivereality.
That we are forcedby
nature of our faculties to view nature as working
towards ends, as purposive, does not prove that it is
really so. W e cannot justify such pretended insight
into what is behind the veil.
I t is to be observed,however,thatprecisely
similar arguments might be
urged
against
our
affirmation of purpose, design, will, as the spring of
the actions of otherhumanbeings1
For let us
consider why it is that, mind being assumed as the
basis of our own individual consciousness, we go on
to attribute minds of likecharacter to other men.
W e see that the external behaviour of other men is
similar to our own, andthat the mostreasonable
way of accounting for such behaviour is to suppose
I‘

I reproduce here in part a paper read before the Victoria
Institute in April 1892.
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that they have minds
likeourselves, that they are
possessed of an active and spontaneously energking
faculty,which is the seat of their personality. But
it is instructive to observe that neither on Kantian
principles noronanyothercan'
we demmstrate
this ; to cross the chasm which separates one man's
personality from another'srequires
a venture of
faith just as emphatically as a n y theological formula.
I can by no means prove to the determinant Judgementthatthe
complex of sensations which I constantly
experience,
and
which I call thePrime
Minister, is anything more
than
a well-ordered
machine. I t is improbablethat this is the casehighly improbable ; but the falsity of such an hypothesiscannot beproved in the same way that we
would provethe falsity of the assertion that two
and t w o make five. Butthenthoughthehypoof court by demonthesis cannot be thus ruled out
is not the simplest
stration of its absurdity,it
hypothesis,nor isitthatone
which bestaccounts
for the facts. T h e assumption, on the other hand,
that the men whom I meet every day have minds
like my own, perfectly accounts for all the facts, and
is a verysimpleassumption.
I t merely extends by
induction the sphere of a force which I already know
to exist. Or in other words, crude materialism not
giving me an intelligent account of my own individual consciousness, I recognise mind, voik, as a vera
cazlsa, as something which really does produce effects
in the field of experience, and which therefore I may
legitimately put forward as the cause of those actions
C
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of other men which externally so much resemble my
own. But, ashasbeensaid
before, thisargument,
though entirely convincing to any sane person,is not
demonstrative ; in Kantian language and on Kantian
principles the reasoning here used would seem to be
valid only for the reflective andnot for the determinantJudgement.
If the principle of design or
conscious adaptation of means toendsbe
not a
constitutive principle of experience,
but
only
a
regulativeprincipleintroduced
to account for the
facts, what righthave we to put it forward dogmatically as affording an explanation of the actions
of other human beings ?
It cannot be said that Kant's attempted answer
to such a defence of the Design Argument is quite
conclusive. In 9 go of the MethodoZogy (p. 399) he
pleads that though it is perfectly legitimate to argue
by analogyfromour
own minds to the minds of
other men,-nay further, although we may conclude
fromthoseactions
of the loweranimals
which
display plan, that they are not, as Descartes alleged,
mere machines-yet it is not legitimate to conclude
from the apparent presence of design in the operations of nature that a conscious mind directs those
operations. For,he argues, that in comparing the
actions of men and thelower animals, or in comparing
the actions of one man with those of another, we are
not pressing OUT analogy beyond the limits of experience. Men and beasts alike are finite living beings,
subject tothe limitations of finite existence; and
hencethe
law which governstheoneseries
of
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operations may beregarded
by analogy as sufficientlyexplainingtheother
series. B u t the power
at the basis of Nature is utterly above definition
orcomprehension,and
we aregoing beyond our
legitimate province if we venture to ascribe to it
a
mode of operation with which we are only conversant
in thecase of beingssubject to the conditions of
spaceand
time. He urges in shortthat
when
speakingaboutman
and his mindwe thoroughly
understandwhat
we are talkingabout ; butin
speaking of the Mind of Deity we are dealing with
something of which we have no experience, and of
which therefore we have no right to predicate anything.
But it is apparent that, as has been pointed out,
even when we infer the existence of another finite
mind from certain
observed
operations,
we are
makingan inference aboutsomething which is as
mysterious an x as anything can be. Mind is n0t.a
thing that is subject to the laws and conditions of
the world of sense ; it is ‘‘ in the world but not of
the world.” And so to infer the existence of the
mind of any individual except myself is a quite
different kind of inference from that by which, for
example, we infer the presence of a n electro-magnet
in a given field. T h e action of the latter w e understand to a large extent ; but we do not understand
the action of mind, which yet we know from daily
experience of ourselves does produce effects in the
phenomenal world, often permanent and important
effects.
Briefly, theaction of mindupon matter
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(to use the ordinaryphraseology for thesake of
clearness) is-we may assume for our present purpose-an established fact. Hencethe causality of
mind is a vera causa ; we bring it in to account for
the actions of other human beings, and by precisely
the same process of reasoning we invoke it to
explain the operations of nature.
And it is altogether beside the point to urge, as
Kant does incessantly, that in the lattercase the intelligence inferred is injnite ; in the former onlyfinite.
All that the Design Argument undertakes to prove
is that mind lies at the basis of nature. It is quite
beyond its province to say whether this mind is
finite orinfinite;andthusKant'scriticismson
p. 364 aresomewhat wide of the mark. There is
alwaysa difficulty in any argument which triesto
establish the operation of mind anywhere, for mind
cannot be seen or touched or felt ; but the difficulty
is not peculiar to that particular form of argument
with which theological interests are involved.
The real plausibility of this objection arises from
a vague idea, often present to us when we speak of
i n f i d e wisdom or infinite intelligence, namely that
the epithet infinite in some way alters the meaning
of theattributesto
which it is applied.But
the
truth is that the word i?zj%ite, whenapplied
to
wisdom or knowledge oranyother
intellectual or
to
moral quality, can onlyproperlyhavereference
the number of acts of wisdom or knowledge that w e
suppose to have been performed. The only sense
in which we haveanyright
to speak of i n j d t ?
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‘wisdom is that it is that which performs an infinite
number of wise acts. And so when we speak of
infinite ittteZZkeae, we have not theslightest warrant,
either in logic or incommon sense, for supposing
that such intelligence is not similar in kind to that
finite intelligence which we know in man.
To understandKant’sattitude
fully,we must
also takeinto consideration the great weight that
heattaches to the Moral Argument for the existence of
God.
T h e positive
side
of his
teachis summedup
in the following
ingonTheism
sentence (p. 388) : “ For the theoretical reflective
Judgement .physical Teleology sufficiently proves
from the purposes of Nature an intelligent worldcause ; for the practical Judgement moral Teleology
establishesit
by the concept of a final purpose,
to ascribe to creation.” That
which itisforced
side of hissystem which is akin to Agnosticism
finds expression in his determined refusal to admit
anything more than this. T h e existence of God is
for him a “ thing of faith ” ; and is not a fact of knowledge, strictly so called. “ Faith ” he holds (p. 409)
“is the moral attitude of Reason as to belief in
that which is unattainable by theoretical cognition.
I t is thereforetheconstant
principle of the mind
to assume as true that which it is necessary to presuppose as condition of the possibility of the highest
moral final purpose.” As he says elsewhere (Introduction to Logic, ix. p. 6o), “ That man is morally
wnbetieviivg who does not accept that which, though
imp~ssib&to know, is moraZGy ntcessary to suppose.”
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Andas far as he goesaTheistmayagree
with
him, and hehas done yeoman’sservice to Theism
by his insistence on the absolute impossibility of a n y
other working hypothesis as an explanation
of the
phenomena of nature. But I haveendeavoured to
indicate at what points he does not seem to me to
have gone as far as even his own declared principles
would justify him in going. If the existence of a
Supreme Mind be a thing of faith,” this may with
equal justice be said of the finite minds of the men
all around us ; andhis attempt toshowthat
the
argument from analogy is here without foundation is
not convincing.
Kant, however, in the Critique of Judgement is
sadlyfettered by the chains that hehimself
had
forged, and frequentlychafesunder
therestraints
they impose. H e indicates more than once a point of
view higher than that of the Critique of Pure Reason,
from which the phenomena of life and mind may be
contemplated. H e hadalreadyhinted in that work
that the supersensible substrate of the ego and the
non-ego might be identical. “ Both kinds of objects
differ from each other, not internally, but only so far
as the one aPy5ear.s external to the other
; possibly
what is at the basis of phenomenal matter as a thing
in itself may not be so heterogeneous after all as we
imagine.”’ This hypothesis which remainsabare
undevelopedpossibility in theearlier work is put
forward as apositive doctrinein the Critiqueof Judgement. “ Theremust,” says Kant, be ground
a
C n ‘ b p e o f p u r e Reason.

Dialectic, Bk. ii. chap. i. near the end.
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of the unity of the supersensible, which lies at the
basis of nature, with that which the concept of

freedom practically contains ” (Introduction, p. 13).
That is to say, he maintains that to explain the
phenomena of organic life and the purposiveness of
nature we must hold that the world of sense is not
disparate from and opposed to the world of thought,
but that autm-e is the dmeZoprnenL of freedom. T h e
connexion of nature and freedom is suggested by,
nay is involved in, the notion of natural adaptation ;
and although we can arrive at no knowledge of the
supersensible substrate of both, yet such a common
groundthere must be. This principle is thestarting-point of the systemswhich followed that of Kant ;
and the philosophy of later Idealism is little more
than a development of the principle in its consequences.
H e approaches the same doctrine by a different
path in the Critique of the Teleological Judgement
(5 77), where he argues that the distinction between
the mechanical andthe
teleological working of
nature, upon which so much stress has been justly
laid, depends for its validity upon the peculiar character of ourUnderstanding.When
we give what
may be called a mechanical elucidation of any
naturalphenomenon, we begin with its parts, and
from what we know of them we explain the whole.
But in the case of certain objects, e.g..organised
bodies, thiscannotbedone.
In theircase we can
only account for theparts by a referencetothe
whole. Now, were it possible for us to perceive a
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whole before its parts and derive the latter from the
former,’ then an organism would be capable of being
understood and would be a n object of knowledge in
thestrictest sense, But ourUnderstanding is not
able to do this, and its inadequacy for such a task
leads us toconceive the possibility of an Understanding, not discursive like ours, but intuitive, for
which knowledge of the whole would precede that
of the parts. “ It is at least possible to consider the
material world as merephenomenon,and to think
as its substrate
something
like
a thing in itself
(which is notphenomenon),and
to attach to this
a correspondingintellectualintuition.
Thus there
would be, although incognisable by us, a supersensible
real ground for nature,to whichwe ourselves belong” (p. 325). Hence,althoughMechanismand
Technic must not be confused and must ever stand
side by side in our scientific investigation of natural
law, yetmusttheyberegardedascoalescingin
a
singlehigherprincipleincognisable
by us. T h e
ground of union is “ t h e supersensible substrate of
nature of which we can determine nothing positively,
except that it is thebeing in itself of which we
it
merely
know
the
phenomenon.”
Thus,
then,
appears that the whole force of Kant’s main argument has proceeded upon an assumption, viz. the
permanent oppositionbetween Sense and Understanding, which the progress of the argument has
shown to be unsound. ‘‘ Kant seems,” says Goethe,’
Cf.Kuno Fischer, A Cn’tipe of Kani, p. 142.
by Caird, Critirac PAiZos@hy of Kanf, vol. ii. p. 507,

Quoted

. .

“ t o have woven a certain element of irony into his
method. For, while at onetime heseemedto
be
bent on limiting our faculties of knowledge in the
narrowest way, at anothertimehepointed,asit
were with asidegesture, beyond thelimits which
he himself haddrawn.”
The fact of adaptation of
means to ends observable in nature seems to break
down the barrier between Nature and Freedom ;
and if we oncerelinquish the distinction between
Mechanism and Technic in the operations of nature
we are led to the Idea of
an absolute Being, who
manifests Himself by action which, though necessary,
is yet the outcome of perfect freedom.
Kant, however,though
he approachessucha
position more than once, can never be said to have
risen to it. H e deprecates unceasingly the attempt
to combine principles of nature with the principles
of freedom as a task beyond the modest capacity of
humanreason ; and while strenuouslyinsisting on
the practical force of the Moral Argument for the
Being of God, which is found in the witness of
man’s conscience, will not admit that it can in any
way be regarded as strengtheningthetheoretical arguments adduced by Teleology. The two
lines of proof,he holds, arequite distinct ; and
nothingbut confusion and intellectualdisastercan
result from the effort to combine them. The moral
proof stands by itself, and it needs no such crutches
as theargument from Designcanoffer.
But, as
wb0 reiterates this criticism

teaching.

all through his account of Kant’s
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Mr. Kennedy has pointed out in his acute criticism
of the Kantian doctrine of Theism, it would not be
possible to combineatheoretical
disbeZief in God
with a frankacceptance of the practical belief of
His existence borne in upon us by the Moral Law.
Kant himself admits this : “ A dogmatical zozbedief;”
he says (p. 41I), “ cannotsubsisttogether
with a
moral maxim dominant in the mental attitude.”
That is, though the theoretical argument be incomplete, we cannotreject the conclusion to which it
leads, for this is confirmed by the moral necessities
of conscience.
Kant’s position,then,
seemstocome
to this,
that
though
he
never
doubts
the existence of
God,hehasverygravedoubtsthat
H e can be
theoretically known by man. That H e is, is certain ;
what H e is, we cannotdetermine.
I t is aposition
not dissimilar to current Agnostic doctrines ; and as
long astheantithesis
between SenseandUnderstanding,betweenMatterand
Mind, is insisted
upon as expressing a real and abiding truth, Kant’s
reasoning can hardly be refuted with completeness.
No doubt it may be urged that since the practical
and theoretical arguments both arrive at the same
conclusion, the cogency of our
reasoning
in the
latter should confirm ourtrust in the former. But
true conclusionsmaysometimes
seem to follow
from quite insufficient premises; and Kant
is thus
justified in demanding that each argument shall
be
submitted
to
independent
tests.
I have
en1
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deavoured to showabove thathe has not treated
the theoretical line of reasoning quite fairly, and that
he has underestimated its force ; but its value as an
argamnt is not increased by showing that another
entirely different process of thoughtleads tothe
same result. Andthatthe
witness of conscience
affords the most powerful and convincing argument
for the existence of a Supreme Being, the source of
law as of love, is a simple matter of experience.
Induction, syllogism, analogy, do not really generate
beliefin God, though they may serve to justify to
reason a faith that we already possess. The poet
has the truth of it :
Wer Gott nicht fiihlt in sich und allen Lebenskreisen,
Dem werdet Ihr Ihn nicht beweisen
mit Beweisen.

I give at the end of this Introduction a Glossary
of the chief philosophical terms used by Kant ; I
havetriedtorender
them by thesameEnglish
equivalents all throughthe work, in ordertopreserve, as far as may be, the exactness of expression
in the original. I am conscious that this makes the
translation clumsy in many places, but have thought
it best
to
sacrifice elegance to precision. This
course is themore necessary to adopt,as
Kant
cannot be understood unless his nice verbal distinctions beattended
to. Thus reaZ meansquite a
different thing from wirkkich ; Hang from Nezgzcng ;
Rghrung from A f e k t or Leiaknschaft ; Anschaumg
from E m p j m h n g o r Wakmehmang ; Endzweck from
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Zetzter Zweck ; lake. from VovsteZZung ; Ezkenschaft
from Attribzlt or Beschafenhit ; Schranke from
Grenze ; ilberreden from fiiiberzeugen, etc. I am not
satisfied with gratification and ( I grief”asthe
English equivalents for Yergniigen and Schmerz ; but
it is necessary to distinguish these words from Last
and Undust, and “ mentalpleasure,”mental
pain,”
which would nearly hit thesense,are
awkward.
Again, the constant rendering of schon by beautiful
involves the expression beautiful art ” instead of the
more usual phrase fine art.” Pzlkposive is a n ugly
word, but it has come into use lately ; and its employment enables us to preserve the connexion between
Zweck and zweckmusszg, I haveprinted Judgment
with a capital letter when it signifies the facd’y,
with a small initial when it signifies the act, of
judging.And
in likemanner I distinguish Oljekt
from Gegenstand, by printingthe word ‘I Object,”
when it represents the former, with a large initial.
The text I have followed is, in the main, that
printed by Hartenstein ; but occasionally Rosenkranz
preserves the better reading. All important variants
between the First and Second Editions have
been
indicated at the foot of the page. A few notes have
been added, which are enclosed in square brackets,
to distinguish them from those which formed part of
the original work. I have in general quoted Kant’s
Introdation t o L o p 2 and CrdZgue of Practical Reason
in Dr. Abbott’s translations.
My best thanks are due to Rev. J. H. Kennedy
and Mr. F. Purser for much valuable aid during
‘I
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the passage of thistranslationthrough
the press.
And I am underevengreaterobligations
to Mr.
Mahaffy, whowas good enough to readthrough
the whole of the proof; by his acute andlearned
criticismsmany errors have been avoided. Others
I have no doubt still remain, but for these I must
be accounted alone responsible.

J. H. BERNARD.
TRINITY
COLLEGE,DUBLIN,
May 24, 1892.

Morethantwenty-oneyearshavepassedsince
the firstedition of this Translation was published,
and during that
time much has been written,both
in Germany and in England, on thesubject of
Kant’s Crilipw of Jzdgement. I n particular, the
German text has been critically determined by the
labours of Professor Windelband, whose fine edition
forms the fifth volume of Kant’s Collected Works as
issued by the Royal Prussian Academy of Sciences
(Berlin, 1908). I t will be indispensable to future
students.Anexcellentaccount
of the significance,
in the Kantian system, of the UhieiZskraft, by Mr.
R. A. C . Macmillan,appeared in 19I z ; and Mr.
J. C. Meredith has publishedrecently an English
edition of the C~it+z~e
of AestReticaZJudgement, with
notes and essays, dealing with the philosophy of art,
which goes over the ground very fully.
Some critics of my first edition took exception to
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the clumsiness of the word “representation ” as the
equivalent of Vom!eLdztzg, but I havemadeno
change in this respect, as it seems to me (and so far
as I have observed to others who have worked on
the Crit+e of Jzdgement), that it is necessary to
preserve in English the relationbetween the noun
Vorstedlun~and the verbvorstedden, if Kant’s reasoni n g is to beexhibited
clearly. I have, however,
abandoned the attempt to preserve the word Kritik
in English,andhave
replaced it by Crz’tipe or
criticism, throughout. The other changes that have
been made are mere corrections or emendations of
faulty or obscure renderings, with a few additional
notes. I have left my originalIntroduction as it
was written in 1892, without attemptingany fresh
examination of the problems that Kant set himself.

JOHN OSSORY.
THEPALACE,KILKENNY,
january 6 , I 9 I 4.

GLOSSARY O F KANT’S PHILOSOPHICAL
TERMS
Absicht ; design.
Achtung ; respect.
Affekt ; afection.
Angenehm ; pleasant.
Anschauung ; intuition.
Attribut ; attribute.
Aufkkrung ; enlightenment.

Gesetzmbsigkeit ; conformi@ to
Zaw.
Gewalt ; dominion or authriiy.
Claube ; faith.
Grenze ; bound.
Grundsatz ; fundumentaZ~ro~osition or pnirciple.

Begehr ; &sire.
Begriff; concept.
Beschaffenheit ; comtitution or
characteristic.
Bestimmen ; to deternrine.

Hang ; propension.

Darstellen ; to present.
Dasein ; presence or being.

Idee ; (&a.
Leidenschaft ; $assibn.
Letzter Zweck ; uZtimte pur-pose.
Lust ; pleasure.
Meinen ; @inion.

Eigenschaft ; prope~4.
Empfindung ; sensation.
Endzweck ; fimlpurpose.
Erkenntniss ; cognition or knowledge.
Erklarung ; ex$anahm.
Erscheinung ; phenomenon.
Existenz ; enistence.
Furwahrhalten ; 6eZiej
Gebiet ; realm.
Gefuhl ; feezing.
Gegenstand ; o ~ e c t .
Geist ; spit.it.
Geniessen ; enjoyment.
Geschicklichkeit ; skZ.
Geschrnack ; Taste.

Neigung ; inclimztion.
Objekt ; 06iect.
Prinzip ; prim@e.
Real ; real.
Reich ; kingdom.
Reiz; c h a m .
Riihrung ; emohbn.
Schein ; illusion.
Schmerz ; pi$
Schan ; beautzyuul.
Schranke ; ZiwuY.
Schwarmerei ;fumticism.
Seele ; soul
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Ueberreden ; to gersuade.
Ueberschwanglich ; transcendent.
Ueberzeugen ; to convince.
Unlust ; pain.
Urtheil ; judgement.
Urtheilskraft ; judgement.
Verbindung ; combination.
Vergniigen ; gratz3ation.
Verknupfung ; connewion.
Vermogen ;faculfy.
Vernunft ; Reason.
Verniinftelei ; s@histty or subtZety.
Versiand ; Understanding.

Vorstellung ; rejresestatzon.
Wahrnehrnung ;jercqition.
Wesen ; being.
Willkuhr ; elective wiZL
Wirklich ; utual.
Wohlgefallen ; satisfaction.
Zufriedenheit : contentment.
Zweck ; j u e o s e .
Zweckrnassig ; jurposive.
Zweckverbindung;@urposivecom-

kination, etc.

PREFACE
WE may call the faculty of cognition from prin,
Reason, and the inquiry into its
ciples a p ~ w r ipare
possibility and bounds generally the Critique of pure
Reason, although by this faculty we only understand
Reason in its theoretical employment, as it appears
under that name in the former work ; without wishing to inquire into its faculty, as practical Reason,
according to its special principles. That [Critique]
goes merely intoour faculty of knowingthings a
p&ori, and busies itself therefore only with the
cognitive faczllty to the exclusion of the feeling of
pleasure and pain and the faculty of desire ; and of
the cognitive faculties itonlyconcerns
itself with
Un&vstanding, according to its principles a priori,
to the exclusion of]zdgement and Reason (as faculties
alike belonging to theoretical cognition), because it
is found in the sequel that no other cognitive faculty
but the Understanding canfurnish constitutive principles of cognition a priori. T h e Critique,then,
which
which siftsthem
all, as regardstheshare
each of the other faculties mightpretend to have
in the clear possession of knowledge from its own
peculiar root, leavesnothing butwhat the Understandairg prescribes a priori’ as law for nature as
the complex of phenomena (whose form also is
I
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given a priori). I t relegates all otherpure conceptsunderIdeas,
which aretranscendent for our
theoretical faculty of cognition, butarenotthereforeuseless
orto
bedispensed
with. For they
serve as regulativeprinciples;partly to check the
dangerous
pretensions
of Understanding, as if
(because it canfurnish a priom' the conditions of
the possibility of all things which it can know) it
had thereby confined within these bounds the possibility of all things in general ; and partly to lead it to
the consideration of nature according to a principle
of completeness, althoughit
canneverattain
to
this, andthus
to furtherthe
final design of all
knowledge.
I t was thenproperly the Understanding which
hasits specialrealm
in the cognitive facuZty, so
far as it containsconstitutiveprinciples
of cognition apriori, which by the Critique, comprehensively
called the Critique of pure Reason, was to be placed
in certain and sole possession against all other competitors. And so also to Reason, which contains
a pr;On' nowhere
except
constitutive
principles
simply in respect of the facaZ2y of desire, should
beassigned its place in theCritique of practical
Reason.
Whether now the Jzldgement, which in the order
of ourcognitive facultiesforms a mediatinglink
also
between
Understanding
and
Reason,
has
principles a p;Om' for itself;whetherthese
are
constitutiveormerelyregulative(thusindicating
no special realm) ; and whether they give a rule a
priori to the feeling of pleasureand pain, as the
mediatinglinkbetweenthecognitive
faculty and
the faculty of desire(just as theUnderstanding
1

[Reading, with Windelband, in sicheren allamgen Bea'tz.]
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prescribes laws a p n w i to the first, Reason to the
questions with which the
second) ; thesearethe
present Critique of Judgement is concerned.
A Critique of pure Reason, i.e. of our faculty of
judging a priori according to principles, would be
incomplete, if the Judgement, which as a cognitive
facultyalso makes claim to such principles, were
not treated as a particular part of it ; although its
a system of pure Philosophy need
principlesin
form no particular part between the theoretical
and the practical, but can be annexed when
needful
to one or both as occasion requires. For if such
a system is oneday to be completedunder
the
generalname of Metaphysic (which it is possible
to achieve quite completely, and which is supremely
important for theuse of Reason in every reference), the soilfor
the edifice must be explored
by Criticism as deep down as the foundation of
the faculty of principles independent of experience,
in orderthatit
maysink
in nopart,
for this
would inevitablybring aboutthe downfall of thle
whole.
We can easilyinfer
from thenature
of the
Judgement(whose right use is so necessarily and
so universally requisite, that by the name of sound
Understanding
nothing
else but
this
faculty is
meant),thatitmust
be attended with great difficulties to find a principle peculiar to it ; (some such
itmust contain a priori initself,for
otherwiseit
would not be set apart by the commonest Criticism
as a special cognitive faculty). This principlemust
not be derived a $nOpz’ from concepts, for these
belong to the Understanding, and Judgementis only
concerned with their application. I t must, therefore,
furnish of itself a concept, through which, properly

4
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speaking, no thingis cognised, but which only serves
as a rule, though not an objective one to
which it
can adapt its judgement; because for thislatter
another faculty of Judgement would be requisite,
in ordertobeabletodistinguishwhether[any
given case] is or is not the case for the rule.
This perplexity about a principle (whether it
is
subjective or objective)presents
itself mainly in
thosejudgementsthat
we call aesthetical, which
concern the Beautiful and the Sublime of Nature or
of Art. And, nevertheless, the
critical investigation
of a principle of Judgement in these is the most
importantpart in a Critique of this faculty. For
althoughtheydo
not bythemselvescontributeto
the knowledge of things, yettheybelong
tothe
cognitive faculty alone, and point
to an immediate
reference of this faculty to the feeling of pleasure or
a priori; without
pain according to some principle
confusing this with what maybe thedetermining
ground of the faculty of desire, which has its principles a @ i o n . in concepts of Reason.In the
a
logical judging of nature,experienceexhibits
conformity to law inthings, to the understanding
of which the‘general concept
or to the explanation
of the sensible does not attain ; here the Judgement
can
only
derive from itself a principle
of
the
reference of the natural thing to theunknowable
supersensible (a principle which itmustonlyuse
from its own point of view for the cognition of
nature).
And
so, though in this
case
such
a
principle a pn’ori can and must be applied
to the
c o p i t i o n of the beings of the world, and opens out
at the same t i m e prospects which are advantageous
for the practical Reason,yetithasnoimmediate
reference to the feeling of pleasureand pain. But
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this reference is precisely the puzzle in the principle
of Judgement, which renders a special section for
this faculty necessary in the Critique ; since the
logical judging according to concepts (fromwhich
an immediate inference can neverbedrawn
to
the feeling of pleasure and pain)along with their
critical limitation, has at all events beencapable
of being
appended
to the theoretical part of
Philosophy.
The examination of the faculty of taste, as the
aesthetical Judgement, isnot here plannedin reference
to the formation or the culture of taste (for this will
take its course in the future as in the past without
anysuch
investigations),butmerely
in a transcendentalpoint of view. Hence, I trustthatas
regards the deficiency of the former purpose it will
bejudged
with indulgence,though
in thelatter
point of view it must be prepared for the severest
difficulty of
scrutiny. But I hopethatthegreat
solving a problem so involved by nature may serve
in
as excuse for somehardlyavoidableobscurity
its solution, if onlyitbeclearlyestablished
that
the principle is correctlystated.
1 grantthatthe
mode of deriving the phenomena of the Judgement
from ithas
not all the clearness which might
be rightlydemandedelsewhere,
viz. in the case
of cognitionaccording to concepts ; but I believe
that I haveattainedto
itin
the second part of
this work.
Here then 1 end my whole critical undertaking.
I shall proceed without delay to the doctrinal [part]
in order to profit, as fa; as is possible, by the more
favourablemoments of my increasing years. I t is
obvious that in this [part] there will be no special
section for the Judgement, because in respect of this
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facultyCriticism servesinstead
of Theory ; but,
according to the division of Philosophy (and also of
pure Philosophy) into theoretical
and practical, the
Metaphysic of Nature and of Morals will complete
the undertaking.

INTRODUCTION
I. OFTHE

DIVISION OF PHILOSOPHY

WE proceedquitecorrectly

if, as usual, we divide
Philosophy, as containingthe
principles of the
rationalcognition of thingsbymeansofconcepts
(not merely, as logic does, principles of the form of
thought in general withoutdistinction of Objects),
into tkeoreticaz andpractiGaZ. But then the concepts,
which furnish their Object to the principles of this
rationalcognition,must
be specifically distinct ;
otherwisethey wouldnot justify a division, which
always presupposes a contrast between the principles
of t h e rational cognition belonging to the different
parts of a science.
'
Now thereare only twokinds of concepts,and
as many
distinct
principles of the
theseadmit
,possibility of theirobjects,
viz. nataral comepts
;andthe concejt of freedom. T h e formerrender
'possible theoreticaZ cognition according to principles
a priori; thelatter in respect of thistheoretical
cognition only supplies in itself a negative principle
it
(that of merecontrast),butontheotherhand
furnishesfundamentalpropositions
which extend
thesphere of the determination of the will and
aretherefore called practical. Thus Philosophy is
correctlydivided intotwo parts, quite distinct in
7
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theirprinciples ; the theoretical part or Naturad
PhiZosophy,and the practical part or MoraZ Phidosophy (for that is thename given tothe practical
legislation of Reason in accordance with the concept
of freedom). But up
to the present a gross misuse
of theseexpressionshasprevailed,both
in the
division of the different principles and consequently
also of Philosophy itself. For what is practical
according tonaturalconceptshasbeenidentified
with the practical according to the concept of freedom ; and so with the like titles, ‘ theoretical ’ and
‘practical ’ Philosophy,adivisionhasbeenmade,
by which in fact nothing has been divided (for both
parts might in such case have principles of the same
kind).
The will, regarded as the faculty of desire, is (in
this view) one of the manynaturalcauses
in the
world, viz. that cause which acts in accordance with
concepts. All that is represented as possible (or
necessary) by meansofa
will is calledpractically
possible (or necessary) ; as distinguished from the
physical possibility or necessity of an efiect, whose
cause is notdeterminedtocausality
by concepts
(but in lifeless matter by mechanism and in animals
by instinct). Here, in respect of the practical, it is
left undetermined whether the concept which gives
the rule to the causality of the will, is a natural concept or a concept of freedom.
But the lastdistinction is essential. For if the
concept which determines the causality is a natural
concept, then the principles are technical4 jracticak ;
whereas, if it is a concept of freedom they are moraZdy
practicad. And as the division of a rational science
depends on the distinctionbetweenobjectswhose
cognitionneedsdistinctprinciples,
the former will

I
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belong to theoretical Philosophy (doctrineof Nature),
but the latter alone will constitute the second part,
viz. practical Philosophy (doctrine of Morals).
All technically practical rules (i.8.the rules of art
and skill generally, or of prudence regarded as skill
in exercising an influence over men and their wills),
so far as their principles rest on concepts, must be
reckoned only as corollaries to theoretical Philosophy.
For they concern only the possibility of things accordingto naturalconcepts,to
which belongnot
only the means which are to be met with in nature,
butalso the will itself (as a faculty of desireand
consequently a natural faculty), so far as it can be
determinedconformably to theserules by natural
motives. However, practicalrules of thiskind are
notcalled laws (likephysicallaws),but
only precepts ; because the will does not stand merely under
the natural concept, but also under the concept
of
freedom, in relation to which its principles are called
laws. These with theirconsequencesaloneconstitutethe secondorpracticalpart
of Philosophy.
.
T h e solution of the problems of pure geometry
does not belong to a particular part of the science ;
mensuration does not deserve the name of practical,
in contrast to pure,geometry,asasecondpart
of
geometry in general; and justaslittleoughtthe
mechanical or chemical art of experiment or observation tobe reckoned as a practicalpart of the
doctrine of Nature. Just aslittle, in fine, ought
housekeeping,farming,statesmanship,
theart
of
conversation, the prescribingofdiet, the universal
doctrine of happiness itself, or the curbing of the
inclinations and checking of the affections for the
sake of happiness, to be reckoned as practical Philosophy, ortakentoconstitutethe
secondpart of
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Philosophy in general. For all these containonly
rules of skill (and are consequently only technically
practical) for bringing about an effect that is possible
accordingtothenaturalconcepts
of causes and
effects, which, since they belong to theoretical Philosophy, are subject to those precepts
as mere corollaries from it (viz. natural science), and can therefore
claim no place in a special Philosophycalled practical.
On the other hand, the
morally practicalprecepts,
which are altogetherbased on the concept of freedom
to the complete exclusion of the natural determining
grounds of the will, constitute a quite special class.
These, like t h e rules which nature obeys, are called
simply laws, buttheydo
not,like them,reston
sensuousconditions
but on a supersensibleprinciple ; and accordingly they require for themselves
a quite different part of Philosophy, called practical,
corresponding to its theoretical part.
We hence see that a complex of practical precepts
given
by Philosophy does
not
constitute
a
distinct part of Philosophy, as opposed to the theoretical part, because these precepts are practical ; for
theymight be that,even if theirprincipleswere
derived altogether from the theoretical cognition of
nature(as technically practical rules). [A distinct
branch of Philosophy is constituted only] if their
from thenatural
principle, asit is notborrowed
concept, which is alwayssensuouslyconditioned,
rests on the supersensible, which alonemakesthe
cognisable
by
formal laws.
concept of freedom
These precepts are then morally practical, ie. not
merely precepts or rules in this or that aspect, but,
without anyprecedingreference
to purposesand
designs, are laws.

\

11. OF THE REALM OF PHILOSOPHY IN GENERAL

SOfar as our concepts have a priori application,
so far extends the use of our cognitive faculty according to principles, and with it Philosophy.
But the complex of all objects, to which those
conceptsare referred, in ordertobringabout
a
knowledge of them where it is possible, may be subdivided according to the adequacy or inadequacy of
our [cognitive] faculty to this design.
Concepts, so far as they are referred to objects,
independently of the possibility or impossibility of
the cognition of these objects, have their field which
is determined merely according to the relation that
their Object has to our cognitive faculty in general. The part of this field in which knowledge is possible
for us is a ground or territory (territo&m) for these
conceptsandtherequisitecognitive
faculty. T h e
are legislative, is
part of this territory, where they
the realm (ditio) of these concepts and of the corresponding
cognitive
faculties. Empirical
concepts
have, therefore, their territory in nature, as the complex of allobjects of sense,but no realm, only a
dwelling-place (domicidi~m)
; for thoughtheyare
produced in conformity to law they are not legislative, but the rules based on them are empirical and
consequently contingent.
Our whole cognitive faculty has two realms, that
of natural concepts and that of the concept of freedom ; for through both it is legislative apmuri. In
is dividedinto
accordance with this,Philosophy
theoretical and practical. But the territory to which
its realm extendsand in which its legislation is
exevczjed, is always only the complex of objects of
all possible experience, so long as they are taken for
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nothing more than mere phenomena ; for otherwise
no legislation of theUnderstanding in respect of
them is conceivable.
Legislation throughnaturalconcepts
is carried
on by means of the Understanding and is theoretical.
Legislation through the concept of freedom is carried
on by the Reason and is merely practical. I t is only
in thepractical[sphere]
that the Reason can be
legislative ; inrespect of theoreticalcognition(of
nature)it can merely (asacquainted with law by
the Understanding) deduce from given laws consequences which always remain within [the limits of3
is not
nature.Butontheother
hand,
Reason
always therefore Zegishtive, where there arepractical
rules, for they may be only technically practical.
UnderstandingandReason
exercise,therefore,
two distinct legislationsin regard to oneand the same
territory of experience,withoutprejudicetoeach
other. T h e concept of freedom aslittledisturbs
the legislation of nature, as the natural concept influences the legislation through the former.The
possibility of at least thinking without contradiction
the co-existence of both legislations, and of the correspondingfaculties in the same subject, has
been
shown in the Critique of pure Reason; for it annulled
the objectionson theother side by exposingthe
dialectical illusion which they contain.
These twodifferentrealmsthen
do notlimit
each other in their legislation,thoughtheyperpetually do so in the world of sense. That they
do notconstitute o m realm,arises from this, that
the natural concept representsits objects in intuition,
not as things in themselves, but as mere phenomena;
the concept of freedom, on the other hand,represents in its Object a thing in itself, but not in
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intuition. Hence,neither of them can furnish a
theoreticalknowledge
of itsObject(oreven
of
the thinking subject) as a thing in itself; this would
bethesupersensible,theIdea
of which we must
indeed make the basis of the possibility of all these
objects of experience, but which we can never extend
or elevate into a cognition.
There is, then,anunboundedbutalso
inaccessible field for our whole cognitive faculty-the field
of the supersensible-wherein wefind no territory,
and, therefore, can have in it, for theoretical cognition, no realm either for concepts of Understanding
or Reason. This field we must indeed occupy with
Ideason behalf of the theoretical as well asthe
practical use of Reason, but we can supply to them
in reference to the laws [arising] from the concept
of freedom no other than practical reality, by which
our theoreticalcognition
is notextended
in the
slightest degree towards the supersensible.
Now even if an immeasurable gulf is fixed .
between the sensible realm of the concept of nature .
and the supersensible
realm of the concept of freedom,
so thatnotransition
is possible from the 'first to
the second(bymeans
of thetheoretical
use of
Reason), just as if they were two different worlds
of which the first could haveno influence upon
the second, yet the second
is meant to have an influence upon the first. T h e concept of freedom is
meant to actualise in the world of sense the purpose
proposed by its laws, and consequently nature must
be so thought that the conformity to law of its form,
atleastharmonises
with the possibility of the
purposes to be effected in it according to laws of
freedom.There must,therefore, be a ground of
the u d y of the supersensible, which lies atthe

l
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basis of nature, with that which the conceptof
freedompractically contains ; andthe conceptof
although it does not attain
either
this
ground,
theoretically or practically toaknowledge
of the
same, and hence has no peculiar realm, nevertheless
makes possible thetransition
from themode of
thought according to the principles of the one to
that according to the principles of the other.
111. OF THE CRITIQUE OF JUDGEMENTAS
COMBINING THETWOPARTS

A MEANS OF

OF PHILOSOPHYINTO

A WHOLE.

The Critique of the cognitive faculties, as regards
what they can furnish a friuri,has properly speaking
no realm in respect' of Objects, because it is not a
doctrine,butonlyhasto
investigate whetherand
how, in accordance with the state of these faculties, a
doctrine is possible by their means. Its field extends
to all their
pretensions]
in order
to
confine them
within theirlegitimatebounds.
But whatcannot
enter into the division of Philosophy may yet enter,
as a chief part, into the Critique of the pure faculty
of cognition in general, viz. if it contains principles
which are availableneitherfortheoreticalnorfor
practical use.
The natural concepts, which contain the ground
of all theoreticalknowledge a pnun.] rest on the
legislation of the Understanding.T h e concept of
freedom, which contains the ground of all sensuouslya pmun; rests on
unconditionedpracticalprecepts
the legislation of the Reason. Both faculties] therefore] besides being capable of application as regards
their logical form to principles of whatever origin,
have also as regardstheircontent,their
special

\
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legislations above which there is no other ( a p n b r i ) ;
and hence the division of Philosophy into theoretical
and practical is justified.
But in the family
of
the
higher
cognitive
faculties there is a middle term between the Understanding and the Reason. This is the Jzdgement, of
which wehave cause for supposingaccording to
analogy that it may contain in itself, if not a special
legislation, yet a special principle of its own to be
sought according to laws, though merely subjective
a priori. This principle, even if ithave no field
of objects as its realm, yet may have somewhere a
territory with a certain character, for which n o other
principle can be valid.
Butbesides
(tojudge by analogy)there is a
new ground for bringing the Judgement into
conof ourreprenexion with anotherarrangement
sentative faculties, which seems
to
be
of even
greaterimportancethanthat
of its relationship
with the family of the cognitive faculties. For all
faculties or capacities of the soul can be reduced to .
three, which cannot be any further derived from one
common ground : the faclcZty of knowkdge, thefee&
izg of pkaslcre a d p a i n , and the facuZty of desire.'\
1 If we have cause for supposing that concepts which we use as
empirical principles stand in relationship with thepure
cognitive
faculty apnbri, it is profitable, because of this reference, to seek for
them a transcendental definition ; i.e. a definition through pure categories, so far as these by themselves adequately furnish the distinction
of the concept in question from others. We here follow the example
of the mathematician who leaves undetermined the empirical data of
his problem, and only bringstheir relation in theirpuresynthesis
under the concepts of pure Arithmetic, and thus generalises the solution. Objectionhasbeenbroughtagainst
a similar procedure of
mine (cf. the Preface to thecritique
of Practical Reason, A660tt'r TransZatzbn, p. 94), and mydefinitionof
the faculty of desire has been
found fault with, viz. that it is [the being's] facdty of becoming by
meam of its r@vesenfafzbns fhcause of f h e actuaiisql of the objects of
t h e re$resmfations ; for the desires might be mere cravings,and by

I
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For the faculty of knowledge the Understanding is
alone legislative, if (as must happen when it
is considered by itself without confusion with the faculty
of desire)thisfaculty
is referred tonatureasthe
of
faculty of theoreticad Knowbdge; forinrespect
nature (as phenomenon)
it is alonepossible for u s
to give laws by means of natural concepts apriori,
i.e. by pure concepts of Understanding.For the
faculty of desire, as a higher faculty according to the
concept of freedom, the Reason (in which alone this
means of these alone every one is convinced the Object cannot be
produced.But this proves nothing more than that there are desires
in man, bywhich
heis in contradiction withhimself.
Forhere
he strives for the productionof the Object by means ofthe representation alone, from which he can expect no result, because he is conscious that his mechanical powers (if I may so call those which a r e
not psychological) which must be determined by that representation to
bring about the Object (mediately) are either not competent, or even
tendtowards what isimpossible; e.g. to reversethepast
( 0 mihi
$vaeteritos . . etc.), or to annihilate in the impatience of expectation the interval before the wished for moment.Although in such
fantasticdesires we are conscious of theinadequacy (or eventhe
unsuitability) of our representations for being causes of their objects,
yet their reference as causes, and consequently the representation of
their cuusaZi& is containedin every m k h ; andthis is specially
evident if the wish is an fiection or Zongihg. For these [longings]
by their dilatation and contraction of the heart and consequent exhaustion of its powers, prove that these powers are continually kept on
the stretch by representations, but that they perpetually let the mind,
havingregardto
the impossibility [of the desire],fall back in exhaustion. Even prayers for the aversion of great and (asfar as one
can see) unavoidable evils, and many superstitious means for attaining in a natural way impossible purposes, point to the causal reference
of representations to their Objects ; a reference which cannot at all be
checked bythe consciousnessof the inadequacyof the effort to produce
the effect.As to why there should be in our nature this propensity to desires which are consciously vain, that is an anthropologicoteleological problem. I t seems that if we were not determined to the
application of our powers before we were assured of the adequacy of
our faculties to produce an Object, these powers would remain in great
p
a
r
t unused. For we commonly learn to know our powers only by
first making trial of them. This deception in the case of vain wishes
is then only the consequence of a benevolent ordinance in our nature.
[This note was added by Kant in the Second Edition.]
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concept has a place) is alone apriori 1egislative.Now between the faculties of knowledge and desire
there is the feeling of pleasure, just as the Judgement is intermediatebetweentheUnderstanding
and the Reason. We may thereforesuppose provisionally that the Judgement likewisecontains in
itself an a priori principle.Andaspleasureor
with the faculty of
pain is necessarilycombined
desire (eitherprecedingthis
principle as in the
lower desires, or following it as in the higher, when
the desire is determined by the moral law), we may
also suppose that the Judgement will bring about a
transition from the pure faculty of knowledge, the
realm of natural concepts, to the realm of the concept of freedom, just as in its logical use it makes
possible the transition from Understanding
to
Reason.
Although, then, Philosophy can be divided only
into two main parts, the theoretical and the practical,
and although all that we may be able to say of the
special principles of Judgement must be counted as
belonging in it to the theoretical part, i.e. to rational
cognition in accordance with natural concepts ; yet
the Critique of pure Reason, which must decide all
this, as regards the possibility of the system before
undertaking it, consists of three parts ; the Critique
of pure Understanding, of pure Judgement, and of
pure Reason, which faculties are called pure because
they are legislative apnori.
IV. OF JUDGEMENT AS A FACULTYLEGISLATING
A PRIORI

I
i
j

Judgement in general is the faculty of thinking
the particular as contained under the Universal. I f
the universal (the rule, the principle, the law) be

*
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given, the Judgement which subsumes the particular
under it (even if, as transcendentalJudgement,it
furnishes apmwi, the conditions in conformity with
which subsumptionunder
that universal is alone
possible) is detemimad. But if only the particular
be given for which the universal has to befound,
the Judgement is merely rejective.
T h e determinant Judgement only subsumes under
universal transcendental laws given by the Understanding ; the law is marked out for it, apmuri, and
ithasthereforenoneed
to seek a law for itself
in order to be able to subordinate the particular
in
But the forms of nature
nature to the universal.are so manifold, andthere are so many rnodifications of the universaltranscendentalnaturalconcepts left undetermined by the laws given, apriom;
by the pure Understanding,-because
these only
concern the possibility of a nature in general (as an
object of sense),-that there must be laws for these
[forms]also.
These, as empirical, may becontingent
from the pointof view of o w Understanding, and yet,
if they are to be called laws (as the concept of a
nature requires), they must be regarded as necessary
in virtue of a principle of the unity of the manifold,
T h e reflective Judgethough it beunknown to us.ment, which is obliged to ascend from the.particular
in nature to the universal, requires on that account
a principle that it cannot borrow
from experience,
because its function is to establish the unity of all
empiricalprinciplesunder
higherones,andhence
to establish the possibility of their systematic subordination. Such a transcendentalprinciple,then,
the reflective Judgement can only give as a law from
and to itself. I t cannotderive
it from outside
(because then it would be &e determinant judge-

,
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ment); norcanitprescribeit
to nature,because
reflection upon t h e laws of nature adjusts itself by
nature, and not nature by the conditions according
to which weattempt to arrive at a concept of it
which is quite contingent in respect of these.
This principle can be no other than the following : As universal laws of nature have their ground
in our Understanding, which prescribesthem
to
nature(although
only according tothe universal
concept of it as nature) ; so particular empirical laws,
in respect of what is in them left undetermined by
these universal laws, must be considered in accordance with such a unity as they would have if an
Understanding(althoughnotourUnderstanding)
had furnished them to our cognitive faculties, so as
to make possible a system of experience according
toparticular
laws of nature. Notas
if, in this
as
way, such anUnderstanding mustbeassumed
actual (for it is only our reflective Judgementto
which this Idea serves as a principle-for reflecting,
not for determining) ; but this faculty thus gives a
law only to itself and not to nature.
Now the concept of an Object, so far as it contains the ground of the actuality of this Object, is the
purpose;andtheagreement
of a thing with that
constitution of things, which is only possible according to purposes, is called the purposiveness of its
form. Thus the principle of Judgement, in respect
of the form of things of nature under empirical laws
generally, is theptqbosivemssof nature in its manifoldness. That is, nature is represented by means of this
concept, as if an Understandingcontained the ground
of the unity of the manifold of its empirical laws.
The purposiveness of nature is therefore a particular concept, a f i - w i , which has its origin solely
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§ V

in the reflective Judgement. For we cannot ascribe
tonaturalproductsanything
like areference
of
nature in them to purposes ; we canonly use this
concept to reflect upon such products in respect of
the connexion of phenomena which is givenin nature
according to empirical laws. This concept is also
quite
different
from practical
purposiveness
(in
human art or in morals), though it is certainly
thought according to the analogy of these last.
V.

THE
OF

OF

PRINCIPLE
NATURE

IS

O F THE FORMAL PURPOSIVENESS

A

TRANSCENDENTAL PRINCIPLE

JUDGEMENT.

A transcendentalprinciple is one by means of
which is represented, a pmori, the universal conditionunder which alone things can be in general
Objects of our cognition. On the other hand, a
principle is called metaphysical if it represents the
apriori condition under which alone Objects, whose
conceptmust be empiricallygiven, can be further
determined a prwri. Thusthe
principle of the
cognition of bodies as substances, and as changeable
substances, is transcendental, if thereby it is asserted
that their changes
must haveacause ; it is metaphysical if it asserts that their changes musthave an
externaZ cause. For in the former case bodies need
only be thought by means of ontological predicates
of Understanding), e.g. substance,
(pureconcepts
in order to cognise the proposition apriori; but in
the latter case the empirical concept of a body (asa
movable thing in space) must lie at the basis of the
proposition,althoughoncethisbasis
has been laid
down, it may be seen completely a priori that this
latterpredicate (motion only by external causes)

'
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belongs to body.Thus, as I shall presently show,
the principle of the purposiveness of nature (in the
manifoldness of its empirical laws) is a transcendental principle. For the concept of Objects, so far as
they are thought as standing under this principle, is
only the pure concept of objects of possible empirical
cognition in general and contains nothing empirical.
On the other hand, the
principle of practical purposiveness, which must be thought i n the Idea of the
determination of a free wiZZ, is a metaphysical principle ; because the concept of a faculty of desire as
a will must be given empirically ( i e . does not belong
totranscendentalpredicates).Bothprinciplesare,
however, not empirical, but a p r w r i ; because for
the combination of the predicate with the empirical
concept of the subjectof their judgements no further
experience is needed,butit
can beapprehended
completely a @ion:
That the concept of a purposiveness of nature
belongs to transcendentalprinciples can besufficiently
seen from the maxims of theJudgement, whichlie
at the basis of the investigation of nature a priori,
andyetdonotgofurtherthanthe
possibility of
experience, and consequently of the cognition of
nature-not
indeednature
in general,butnature
as determined through a variety of particular laws.
These maximspresentthemselves
in the course
of this science often enough, though
in a scattered
way, as sentences of metaphysical wisdom, whose
necessity we cannotdemonstrate
from concepts.
Nature takes the shortest way (dm farsimoniae) ;
a t the sametimeitmakesno
leaps, either in the
course of its changes or in the juxtaposition of
specifically different forms (lex contixoci ilr natocra) ;
its great variety in empirical laws is yetunity

=
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under afew principles (prim$ia jraeter necessitatem
no% sunt muZt$Zicanah),” etc.
If we propose toset forth theoriginofthese
fundamentalpropositionsandtry
todo so by the
psychological method, we violatetheirsense.
For
they do not tell us what happens, i.e. by what rule
our cognitive powers actually operate,
and how we
judge, but how we ought to judge ; and this logical
objective necessity does not emerge if the principles
are merelyempirical. Hence that purposiveness of
nature for our cognitive faculties and their use, which
is plainly apparent fromthem, is a transcendental
principle of judgements, and needs therefore also a
Transcendental Deduction, by means of which the
ground for so judging must be sought in the
sources of cognition a priori:
We find in the grounds of the possibility of an
experience in the very first place something necessary, viz. the universallawswithout
which nature
in general (as anobject of sense) cannot be thought ;
and these rest upon the Categories, applied to the
formal conditions of all intuition possible for us, so
far as it is alsogiven a priori. Now under these
laws the Judgementis determinant, for it has nothing
!to do b.ut to
subsume
under
given
laws. For
example, the Understanding says that every changehasitscause(universal
law of nature); the transcendental Judgement has nothing further to do than
to supply a priori the condition of subsumption
underthe
concept of theUnderstanding
placed
before it, i.e. the succession [in time] of the determinations of oneandthe same thing. For nature
in general (asan object of possible experience) that
law is cognised as absolutely necessary.But
now theobjects of empiricalcognition aredeter-
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mined in many other ways than by that formal timecondition, or, at least as far as we can judge apll;ori,
are
determinable.
Hence
specifically different
natures can be causes in an infinite variety of ways,
as well as in virtue of what they have in common
as belonging to nature in general ; and each of these
modes must (in accordance with the conc pt of a
cause in general) have its rule, which is a aw and
thereforebringsnecessity
with it, although we do
/not at all comprehend this necessity, in virtue of the
!constitution and the limitations of our cognitive
:faculties. We mustthereforethink
in nature, in
respect of its merely empirical laws, a possibility of
infinitely various empirical laws, which are, as far as
our insight goes, contingent (cannot be cognised a
prwrz), and in respect of whichwe judge nature,
according to empiricallaws and the possibility of the
unity of experience (as a system according -to empirical laws), to becontingent,Butsuch
a unity
must be necessarily presupposedand assumed, for
otherwise there would be n o thoroughgoing connexion of empiricalcognitions in a whole of experience. T h e universal laws of nature no doubt
furnishsuch a connexion of things according to
their kind as things of nature in general, butnot
of nature.
specifically, as such particularbeings
for its special
Hence the Judgement must assume
use this principle a p n ' m ; that what in the particular
(empirical) laws of nature is from the human point
of view contingent, yet contains a unity of law in
the
_. cpmbination of its manifold into an experience
possible in itself-a unity not indeed to be fathomed
as the unity
by us, but yet thinkable. Consequently
of law in a combination, which we cognise as contingent in itself, although in conformity with a

1

.

necessary design (a need) of Understanding, is represented as the purposiveness
of Objects (here of
nature) ; so must the Judgement, which in respect
of thingsunder possible (not yetdiscovered) empirical laws is merely reflection, think of nature in
respect of thelatter
according toa pr;nc@?e of
pzcrposivemss for our cognitive faculty, which then is
expressed in the above maxims of the Judgement.
This transcendental concept of apurposiveness of
nature is neither a natural concept nor a concept of
freedom,becauseitascribesnothingto
the Object
(of nature), but only represents the peculiar way in
which we
lmust
proceed in reflection upon the
conobjects of nature in reference to a thoroughly
nected experience, and is consequently a subjective
principle(maxim) of theJudgement.Hence,as
if
it were a lucky chance favouring our design, we are
rejoiced (properly speaking, relieved
of a want), if
we meetwithsuchsystematicunityundermerely
empirical laws ; although we must necessarilyassume
that there is such a unity without our comprehending it or being able to prove it.
In order to convince ourselves of the correctness
of this Deduction of the concept before us, and the
necessity of assuming it as a transcendental principle
of cognition, just consider themagnitude of the
problem. T h e problem, which lies a $r;Orz' in our
Understanding, is to make a connected experience
out of given perceptions of a nature containing at
all events an infinite variety of empirical laws. The
Understanding is, no doubt, in possession a $r;Ori
of universal laws of nature,without which nature
could not be an object of experience ; but it needs
in addition a certain order of nature in its particular
rules, which canonly
be empiricallyknown and

\
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which are, as regards the Understanding,
contingent.
These rules,without which we could not proceed
from the universal analogy of a possible experience
in general to the particular, must be thought by it as
laws (ie. as necessary), for otherwisethey would
of nature ; althoughtheir
not constituteanorder
necessity can never be cognised orcomprehended
can
by it. Although,therefore,theUnderstanding
determine nothing apnori in respect of Objects, it
must, in order to trace out these empirical so-called
laws, place at the basis of all reflection upon Objects
an a pr;Ort principle, viz. that a cognisableorder
of nature is possible in accordance with these laws.
The following propositions express some such principle. There is in nature a subordination of genera
and
species
comprehensible
us.
by
Each
one
approximates to some other according to a common
principle, so that atransition from onetoanother
and so on to a highergenus
maybe
possible.
Though it seems at the outset
unavoidable for our
Understanding to assume different kinds of causality
for the specific differences of natural operations, yet
these differentkindsmaystandunder
a small
number of principles, with the investigation of which
we have to busy ourselves. This harmony of nature
with ourcognitivefaculty
is presupposed apriuri
by the Judgement, on behalf of its reflection upon
nature in accordance with its empirical laws ; whilst
theUnderstandingatthesame
timecognises it
objectively as contingent, and it is only the Judgement that ascribesittonatureasatrancendental
purposiveness (in relation to the cognitive faculty of
the subject). For withoutthispresupposition
we
should have no order of nature in accordance with
empirical laws, and consequently no guiding thread

'
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for an experience orderedby these in all their variety,
o r for an investigation of them.

For it might easily be thought that,
in spite of
all the uniformity of natural things according to the
universal laws, without which we should not have
the form of a n empiricalcognition in general, the
specific variety of the empirical laws of nature
so great, that
includingtheir effects mightyetbe
it would, be impossiblefor ourUnderstanding, to
detect in nature a comprehensible order ; to divide
its productsintogeneraandspecies,
so as to use
t h e principles which explainandmake
intelligible
one for the
explanation
and
comprehension of
another; or out of such confused material (strictly
to be
we shouldsay, so infinitely various and not
measured by our faculty of comprehension) to make
a connected experience.
Thejudgementhas
thereforealso in itself a
principle a @ion’ of the possibility of nature, but
onlyin a subjectiveaspect ; by which it‘prescribes,
not to nature (autonomy), but to itself (heautonomy)
a law for its reflection upon nature.
This we might
call the daw of the @;z@aiiobn of zatzlve in respect
of its empirical laws. The Judgementdoesnot
cognise this a priori in nature, but assumes -it .pn
behalf of a natural order cognisable by-our Understanding in the division which itmakes
of t5e
universal lawsof nature when it
wishes to subordinate
t o these the variety of particular laws. If then we
say that nature specifies its universal laws according
to the principles of purposiveness for our cognitive
faculty, i e . in accordance with the necessary business
of t h e human Understanding of finding the universal
for the particular which perception offers it, and again
of findingconnexionfor
thediverse (which how-
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ever is a universal for each species) in the unity of
a principle,-we thus neither prescribe to nature a
law, nor do we learn one from it by observation
(although such a principle may be confirmed by this
means). For it is not a principle of the determinant
butmerely of the reflective Judgement. We only
require that, be nature disposed as it may as regards
its universal laws, investigation intoits empirical
laws may be carriedon
in accordance with that
principle and the maxims founded thereon, because
it is only so far asthat holds that we can make
any progress with the use of our Understanding in
experience, or gain knowledge.
VI.

OF

THE

COMBINATION

OF

THE

FEELING

PLEASURE
WITH
THE CONCEPT OF
POSIVENESS OF NATURE.

The thoughtharmony

THE

OF

PUR-

of nature in the variety
of its particular laws with our need of finding
universality of principles for it, must be judged as
contingent in respect of our insight, but yet at the
sametimeasindispensable
for theneeds of our
Understanding, and consequently asa purposiveness
by whichnature is harmonised with ourdesign,
which, however, has onlyknowledge for its aim.
T h e universal laws of theUnderstanding, which
are at thesame time laws of nature, arejust as
necessary (although arising from spontaneity) as the
of motion. Their productionpremateriallaws
supposesnodesignonthepart
of ourcognitive
faculty, because it 'is only by means of them that
we, in the first place, attain a concept of what the
cognition of things (of nature) is, and attribute them
necessarily to nature as Object of our cognition in
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general. But, so far as we can see, it is contingent
that the order of nature according to its particular
laws, in all its variety and heterogeneity possibly at
leasttranscendingourcomprehension,shouldbe
actually conformable to these [laws]. T h e discovery
of this [order] is the business of the Understanding
which is
designedly
borne
towards
necessary
a
purpose, viz. the bringing of unity of principles into
nature, which purpose thentheJudgementmust
ascribe to nature, because the Understanding cannot
here prescribe any law to it.
T h e attainment of that design is bound up with
the feeling of pleasure, and since the condition of this
attainment is a representation a priori,-as here a
principle for the reflective Judgement in general,therefore the feeling of pleasure is determined by a
ground a priori and valid for every man, and that
merely by the reference of the Object to thecognitive
faculty, the concept of purposiveness here not having
the leastreferenceto the faculty of desire. I t is thus
quite distinguished from all practical purposiveness
of nature.
In fact, although from the agreement of perceptions with laws in accordance with universal
naturalconcepts
(thecategories), we do not and
cannot find in ourselves the slightest effect upon the
feeling of pleasure,
because
the
Understanding
necessarily proceeds’ according to its nature without
any design ; yet, on the other hand, the
discovery
that two or more
empiricalheterogeneouslaws of
nature may be combined under one principle
comprehendingthem
both, is theground of a very
marked pleasure, often even of an admiration, which
does notcease,though
we maybealready
quite
familiar with the objects of it. We no longer find, it

,
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is true, any marked pleasure in the comprehensibility
of nature and in the unity of its divisions into genera
and species, whereby are possible all empirical concepts, through which we cogniseitaccording
to
itsparticular laws. But thispleasurehascertainly
been present at one time, and it is only because the
commonest experience would be impossible without
it that it is gradually confounded with mere cognition
and no longer arrests particular attention. There is
then somethingin our judgements upon'naturewhich
makes us attentive to its purposiveness for
our Understanding-an endeavour to bring, where possible, its
dissimilar laws under higher ones, though still always
empirical-and thus, if successful, makes us feel pleasure in thatharmony of these with ourcognitive
faculty, which harmony we regard as merely contingent. On the other hand, a representation of nature
would altogether displease, by which it should be
foretold to usthat
in the smallestinvestigation
beyond the commonest experience we should meet
with a heterogeneity of its laws, which would make the
union of its particular laws under universal empirical
laws impossibleforourUnderstanding.
For this
would contradicttheprinciple
of thesubjectivelypurposive specification of nature in its genera, and
also of our reflective Judgement id respect of such
principle.
This presupposition of the Judgementis, however,
at the Same time so indeterminate as to how far that
ideal purposiveness of nature for ourcognitive
faculty should be extended, that if we were told that
a deeper or wider knowledge of nature derived from
of laws,
observation must lead a t last to a variety
which no human Understanding could reduce to a
principle, we should at once acquiesce. Butstill

'

we more gladly listen to one who offers hope that
the morewe know nature internally, and can compare
it with external members now unknown to us, the
more simple shall we find it in its principles, and that
the further our experience reaches the moreuniform
shall we find it amid the apparent heterogeneity of
its empirical laws. For it is a mandate of our
Judgement to proceed according to the principle of
the harmony of nature with our cognitive faculty so
far as that reaches, without deciding (because it
is
not the determinant Judgement which gives us this
rule) whether or notitisboundedanywhere.
For
although in respect of the rationaluse of our cognitive
faculty we candeterminesuch
bounds, this is not
possible in the empirical field.
VII. OF THE AESTHETICAL
REPRESENTATION

OF THE

PURPOSIVENESS OF NATURE.

That which in the representation of an
Object
is merely subjective, i e . which decides its reference
to thesubject,nottothe
object, is itsaesthetical
character ; but that which serves or can be used for
the determination of the object (for cognition), is its
logical validity. Inthe cognition of anobject of
senseboth references present themselves. Inthe
sense-representation of externalthingsthequality
is the merely
of spacewherein we intuitethem
subjective [element] of my representation (by which
itremains undecidedwhat theymay be in themselves as Objects), on account of which reference
the object is thought therebymerely as phenomenon.
Butspace,notwithstandingits
merelysubjective
quality, is at thesametimean
ingredient in the
cognition of things as phenomena. Sematioa, again
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"(;.e. externalsensation),expressesthe
merely subjective [element] of our representations of external
things, but it is also t h e proper material (reale) of
them(by which somethingexisting is given), just
as space is the mere form a$riori of the possibility
of their intuition. Nevertheless, however, sensation
is also employedin the cognition of external Objects.
But the subjective [element] in a representation
which cannot be an ingredient of cognition, is the
pleasure or pain which is boundup
with i t ; for
through it I cognisenothing in the object of the
representation, although it may be the effect of some
cognition.Now
the purposiveness of a thing, so
far as it is represented in perception, is no characteristic of theobject itself (for such cannotbe perceived),
although it may beinferred from acognition of
things. T h e purposiveness,therefore,
which precedes the .cognition of an Object, and which, even
without our wishing to use the representation of it
for cognition, is, atthesame
time,immediately
bound up with it, is that subjective [element] which
cannotbeaningredient
in cognition. Hencethe
object is only called purposive, when its representaGon isimmediatelycombined
with the feeling of
pleasure ; and this very representation is an aestheticalrepresentation of purposiveness.The only
a
question is whether there is, in general,such
representation of purposiveness.
If pleasure is bound up with the mere apprehension ( ~ e h n s i o of
) the form of anobject of intuition, without reference to a concept for a definite
cognition,then
the representation is thereby not
to the subject;
referred to t h e Object,butsimply
and the pleasure can express nothing else than its
harmony with the cognitivefaculties which come

.
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into play in the reflective Judgement, and so far as
can onlyexpress a
theyare inplay ; andhence
subjective formal purposiveness of the Object. For
that apprehension of forms in the Imagination can
never take place without the reflective Judgement,
though undesignedly, at least comparing them
with
its faculty of referringintuitionstoconcepts.If
this comparison the Imagination (as the
nowin
faculty of a priori intuitions) is placed by means
of a given representation undesignedly in agreement
with the Understanding, as the faculty of concepts,
and thus a feeling of pleasure is aroused, the object
must then be regarded as purposive for the reflective
Judgement.Suchajudgement
is anaesthetical
judgement upon thepurposiveness of theObject,
which does not base itself upon any present concept
of theobject,nordoes
it furnishanysuch.
I n the
case of an object whose form (not the matter of its
representation, as sensation), in the mere reflection
upon it (withoutreferencetoanyconcepttobe
obtained of it), is judged as the ground of a pleasure.
in the representation of such an Object, this pleasure
is judged as bound up with therepresentation
only for the
necessarily;and,consequently,not
subject which apprehends this form, but for every
judging being in general. T h e object is then called
beautiful ; and the faculty of judging by means of
such apleasure(and,consequently,
with universal
of
validity) is called Taste.Forsincetheground
thepleasure is placed merely in the form of the
object for reflection in general-and, consequently,
innosensation
of theobject,and
also without
reference to any concept
which anywhere involves
design-it
is only the conformity to Jaw in the
empirical use of the Judgement in general (unity of
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the Imagination with theUnderstanding)
in the
subject, with which the representation of the Object
in reflection, whose conditions are universally valid
a pr;Ori, harmonises. And sincethisharmony
of
the object with the faculties of the subject is contingent, it bringsabouttherepresentation
of its
purposiveness in respect of the cognitive faculties of
the subject.
Here nowis a pleasure, which, like all pleasure
or pain that is not produced through the concept of
freedom (ie. through the precedingdetermination
of the higher faculties of desire by pure Reason),
can
never
be
comprehended
from concepts, as
necessarily bound up with the representation of an
object. I t must alwaysbe cognised as combined
with this only by means of reflective perception ;
and,consequently, like all empirical judgements, it
can declare no objective necessity and lay claim to
no a pnbri validity. But thejudgement of taste
also clairps, as every other empirical judgement does,
,to be valid for everyone ; and in spite of itsinner
contingencythis is always possible. T h e strange
andirregularthing
is thatit is notanempirical
concept, but a feeling of pleasure (consequently not
a concept at all), which by the judgement of taste is
attributed toevery one,-just as if it were a predicate
bound UP with the cognition of the Object-and
which is connected with the representation thereof.
A singular judgementof experience, e.g.,when we
perceive a moveable drop of water in an ice-crystal,
may justly claim that every one else should find it
the Same ; because we have formed this judgement,
according to the universal conditions of the determinant faculty of Judgement, under the laws of a
possible experience in general. Just in the Same
D
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way he who feels pleasure in the mere reflection
upon the form ofan object without respect
to any
concept, although this judgement be empirical and
singular, justly claims the agreement of every one ;
because the ground of this pleasure is found in the
/universal, although subjective, conditionof reflective
:judgements, viz., the purposive harmony of an object
j(whether a product of nature or of art) with the
]mutual
relations
of the cognitive faculties (the
jImagination
i
andtheUnderstanding),
a harmony
iwhich is requisiteforeveryempirical
cognition.
T h e pleasure, therefore, in the judgement of taste is
dependent on a n empirical representation, and cannot
be bound up a priori with any concept (we cannot
determine apmbri what object is or is not according
totaste ; that we must find out by experiment).
But the pleasure is the determining ground of this
judgement only because we are conscious that it rests
merely on reflection andonthe
universal though
only subjectiveconditions of the harmony of that
reflection with the cognition of Objects in general,
for which the form of the Object is purposive.
Thus the reason why judgements of taste according to their possibility are subjected to a Critique
is that they presuppose a principle apnuri, although
this principle isneitherone
of cognition for the
Understandingnor of practice for the Will, and
therefore is not in any way determinant apnori
Susceptibility to pleasurefrom reflection upon
the forms of things (of Nature as well as of Art),
indicatesnotonly
a purposiveness of the Objects
in relation to the reflective Judgement, conformably
to the concept of nature in t h e subject; but also
conversely a purposiveness of the subject in respect
of the objects according to their form or even their
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formlessness, in virtue of the concept of freedom.
Hence the aesthetical judgement is not only related
as a judgement of taste to the beautiful, butalso
asspringing from a spiritual feeling is related to
the subdime ; and thus the Critique of the aesthetical
Judgement must be divided into two corresponding
sections.
VIII. OF THE LOGICAL REPRESENTATION OF THE

PURPOSIVENESS OF NATURE

Purposivenessmayberepresented
in an object
given in experience on a merely subjective ground,
as theharmony of its form,-in
the ajprehension
(ap#rehensio) of it prior to any concept,-with the
cognitive faculties, in ordertounitethe
intuition
with concepts for a cognition
generally.
Orit
may be represented objectively as theharmony
of the form of the object with the possibility of the
a concept of it which
thing itself, accordingto
precedes and containstheground
of this form.
W e haveseen that the representation of purposiveness of the first
kind
rests
on
the immediate
pleasure in the form of the object in themere
reflection upon it. Buttherepresentation
of purposiveness of the secondkind, since it refers the
form of the Object,not to the cognitive faculties
of the subject in theapprehension of it,but to a
definite cognition of the object under a given concept,
hasnothing todo with a feeling of pleasure in
things, but only with the Understanding in its judgementupon them. I f the concept of a n object is
given, the business of the Judgement in the use of
theconcept forcognitionconsists
in jresentaiioa
(exhibit&), i.e. in setting a corresponding intuition
beside the concept. This may take placeeither
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throughour own Imagination] as in Art whenwe
realise a preconceivedconcept of an object which
is a purpose of ours; or through Nature
in its Technic
(as in organised bodies) when we supply to itour concept of its purpose in order to judge of its products.
In the latter case it is not merely the #urfoszveness
of nature in the form of the thing thatis represented,
its product is represented as a naturad
butthis
jw"-ose.Althoughourconcept
of a subjective
purposiveness of nature in its formsaccording to
a concept of theObject,
empiricallaws
isnot
but only a principle of the Judgement for furnishing itself with concepts amid the immense variety
of nature (and thus being able to ascertain its own
ascribe
to nature as it
position), yet we thus
were a regardto our cognitive faculty according
to theanalogy of purpose. Thus we canregard
naturaZ beauty as the presentation of the concept
of the formal(merelysubjective)purposiveness,
of the
and naturad fiyposes asthepresentation
concept of a real(objective)purposiveness.
The
former of these we judge of by Taste (aesthetically,
by the medium of the feeling of pleasure), the latter
by Understanding and Reason (logically, according
to concepts).
On this is based the division of the Critique of
JudgementintotheCritique
of aestheticad and of
tebodogicud Judgement. By the first we understand
the faculty of judging of the formal purposiveness
(otherwise called subjective) of Nature by means of
the feeling of pleasure or pain ; by the second the
faculty of judging its real (objective) purposiveness
by means of Understanding and Reason.
In a Critique of Judgement the part containing
the
aesthetical judgement is essential, because this alone

I
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contains a principle which theJudgement places
quite a priori atthe basisofitsreflectionupon
nature ; viz., the principle of a formal purposiveness
of nature, according to its particular (empirical) laws,
for our cognitive faculty, without which the Understandingcouldnot
find itself in nature.Onthe
other hand no reason aprion' could be specified,and even the possibility of a reason would not be
apparent from the concept of natureas anobject
of experience whether general or
particular,-why
of nature, i.e.
there shouldbeobjectivepurposes
things which are only possible as natural purposes ;
but the Judgement, without
containing
such a
principle aprion. in itself, in given cases (of certain
products), in order to make use of the conceptof
purposeson behalf of Reason, would only contain
the ruleaccording
to which thattranscendental
principlehasalreadyprepared
theUnderstanding
to apply to nature the concept of a purpose (at least
as regards its form).
But thetranscendentalprinciple which represents
a purposiveness of nature (in subjective reference to
ourcognitivefaculty)
in the form of a thing as a
principleby which we judge of nature,leavesit
quite undetermined where and in what cases I have
of
to judge of aproductaccordingtoaprinciple
purposiveness, and not rather according to universal
natural laws. I t leaves it to the
aesthetical Judgement to decide by taste the harmony of this product
(of its form) with our cognitive faculty (so far as this
decision rests not on any agreement with concepts
but on feeling).
On the other hand, the Judgement
teleologically employedfurnishesconditionsdeterminately under which something (e.g. an organised
body) is to be judged according to the Idea of a

I

i

purpose of nature ; but it can adduce no fundamental
proposition from the concept of nature as an object
of experience authorising it to ascribe to nature a
@ibn'a reference to purposes, or even indeterminately
to assume this of such products in actual experience.
T h e reason of this is that we must havemany
particular experiences, and consider them under the
unity of their principle, in order to be able to cognise,
even empirically, objective purposiveness in a certain
object.T h e aestheticalJudgement is therefore
a special faculty for judging of things according to
a rule, but notaccording to concepts. T h e teleological Judgement is not a special faculty, but only
the reflective Judgement in general, so far as it
proceeds, as it always does in theoretical cognition,
according toconcepts ; but in respect of certain
objects of nature according to special principles, viz.,
of a merely reflective Judgement, and not of a JudgeThus as regards its
ment that determines Objects.
application it belongs to the theoretical partof Philosophy ; and on account of its special principles which
in Doctrine,
are notdeterminant,astheymustbe
it must constitute a special part of the Critique. On
the otherhand, the aesthetical Judgement contributes
nothing towards the knowledge
of its objects, and
thus must be reckoned as belonging to the criticism
i t s cognitive faculties,
of thejudgingsubjectand
only so far as theyaresusceptible
of a prior;
principles, of whateverother
use (theoreticalor
practical) they maybe.
This is the propaedeutic
of all Philosophy.
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IX. OF THE CONNEXION OF THE LEGISLATION OF UN-

DERSTANDING WITH THAT OF REASON BY MEANS
OF THE JUDGEMENT

~

.

T h e Understanding legislates a priori for nature
as an Object of sense-for a theoretical knowledge
a
of it in a possibleexperience.Reasonlegislates
jnbn’ for freedom and its peculiar casuality ; as the
supersensiblein the subject, for an unconditioned
practical knowledge. T h e realm of the natural
concept under the one legislation andthat of the
concept of freedom
under
the
other
are
entirely
removed from all mutual influence which they might
have on one another (each according to its fundagulf that separates the
mentallaws) by the great
supersensible from phenomena. The concept of
freedom determines
nothing
in respect of the
theoretical cognition of nature ; and the natural concept determines nothing in respect of the practical
\laws of freedom, So far then it is not possible to
!throw a bridge from the one realm to the other.
But although the determining grounds of causality
(and
the
according to the concept of freedom
practicalrules which itcontains)arenot
resident
in nature,andthesensiblecannotdeterminethe
supersensible in t h e subject, yetthis
is possible
conversely (not, to be sure, in respect of the cognition of nature, but as regards the effects of the supersensible upon the sensible). This in fact is involved
in the concept of a causality through freedom, the
e j e c t of which is to take place in the world according to its formal laws. T h e word cause, of course,
whenused of the supersensibleonly signifies the
growmi which determinesthe causality of natural

~
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things to an effectin accordance with their proper
natural laws, although harmoniously with the formal
principle of the laws of Reason. Althoughthe
possibility of this cannot be comprehended, yet the
objection of a contradiction alleged to be found in
it can be sufficiently answered."
The effectin
accordance with the concept of freedom is the final
purpose which {or its phenomenon in the world of
sense)ought
to exist ; andthe condition of the
possibility of this is presupposed in nature (in the
nature of the subject as a sensible being, that is, as
man). T h e Judgement presupposes this a priori
and withoutreference
tothe practical ; andthus
furnishesthemediatingconceptbetweenthe
concepts of [natureandthat
of freedom. Itmakes
possible the transition from the conformity to law
in accordance with the former to the final purpose
in accordance with thelatter,andthis
by the
concept of a purposiveness of nature. F o r thus is
cognised the possibility of the final purpose which
alone can be actualised in nature in harmony with
its laws.
T h e Understanding by the possibility of its a
1 One of the various pretended
contradictionsinthis
whole
distinction of the causality of nature from that of freedom is this.
It is objected that if I speak of obstacles which natureopposesto
causality according to (moral) laws of freedom or of the assistance it
affords, I am admitting an influence of theformer upon the latter.
Rut ifwe try to understand what has been said, this misinterpretation isveryeasy
to avoid. The opposition orassistanceisnot
between nature and freedom, but between the former as phenomenon
and the efects of thelatter as phenomena inthe world of sense,
The causality of freedom itself (of pure and practical Reason) is the
causality of a naturalcausesubordinatedto
freedom ( i e . of the
subject considered as man and therefore as phenomenon). The
intelligible, which is thought under freedom, contains the ground of
the &ternination of this [natural cause] in a way not explicable any
further (just as that intelligible does which constitutes the supersensible substrate of nature).
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priori laws for nature, gives a proof that nature is
only cognised by us as phenomenon ; and implies
a supersensiblesubatthesame
time thatithas
strate,.thoughit
leavesthis
quite undetermined.
TheJudgement by its a priori principle for the
judging of nature according to its possible particular
laws, makesthesupersensiblesubstrate(both
in
us and without us) determinabde by means o f the
intedhctuad facuZty. But the Reason by its practical
apriori law determines it ; and thus the Judgement
makes possible the transition from t h e realm of the;
concept of nature to that of the concept of freedom.
As regardsthe faculties of the soul in general,
;
in their higher aspect, as containing an autonomy
the Understanding is that which contains the constitutive principles a priori for the cognitive facudty
(the theoretical cognition of nature). For thefeezing
ofpbasure andpain there is the Judgement, independently of concepts and sensations which relate to the
determination of the faculty of desire and can thus
be immediately practical. For thefaczlh'y of &sire
there is theReason
which is practical without
the mediation of any pleasurewhatever.
I t determines for the faculty of desire, as a superior faculty,
the final purpose which carries with it the pure
intellectualsatisfaction in the0bjeG.-The
concept formed by Judgement of a purposiveness of
naturebelongs
to naturalconcepts,
but only as
a regulativeprinciple
of thecognitive
faculty ;
althoughtheaestheticaljudgementuponcertain
objects (of NatureorArt)
which occasions it is,
in respect of the feeling of pleasure or pain, a
constitutive principle. T h e spontaneity in the play
of thecognitive faculties, theharmony of which
the
contains the ground of thispleasure,makes
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above concept [of the purposiveness of nature] fit to
be themediatinglinkbetweenthe
realm of the
natural concept and that of the concept of freedom
in its effects ; whilst at the same time it promotes
the sensibility of the mind for moral feeling.The
following table may facilitate the review of all the
higher faculties according to their systematic unity.'
AZl th 1acuZtie.s of the mind
Cognitive faculties.
Faculties of desire.
Feeling of pleasure and pain.
Copitive faru Ztiks
Judgement.
Understanding.

Reason.

A $rioripn'nc@les
Conformity to law.

Purposiveness.
purpose.
Final
Application to

Nature.

Art

Freedom.

1 It has been thought a doubtful point that my divisions in pure
Philosophyshould always be threefold. Butthat lies in thenature
of the thing. If there is to be an apn'on' division it must be either
analytical, according to the lawof contradiction, which is always
twofold (quodlibet ens est aut A aut m n A ) ; or it is synthfical.
And if in this latter case it is to be derived from
a #nbVi concejts
(not as in Mathematicfromtheintuitioncorrespondingtothe
concept), the division must necessarily be trichotomy. For according
to what is requisite for synthetical unity in general there must
be
( I ) a condition, ( 2 ) a conditioned, and (3) the concept which arises
from the union of the conditioned with its condition.

THE CRITIQUE O F JUDGEMENT
PART I
CRITIQUE OF THEAESTHETICALJUDGEMENT

FIRST DIVISION
ANALYTIC OF THE AESTHETICALJUDGEMENT

FIRST BOOK
ANALYTIC OF THE BEAUTIFUL

FIRST MOMENT
OF THE JUDGEMENT OF
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I.

TASTE^ ACCORDING

TO QUALITY

The judgement of taste is aesthetuad

In order to decide whether anything is beautiful
or not, we refer therepresentation,not
by the
Understanding to the Object for cognition but, by
theImagination(perhapsin
conjunctionwith the
Understanding) to the subject, and its feeling of
pleasure or pain. T h e judgement of taste is therefore not a judgement of cognition, and is consequentlynot
logical but aesthetical, by which we
understandthatwhosedeterminingground
can be
1 The definition of taste which is laid down here is that it is the
faculty of judging of the beautiful But the analysis of judgements of
taste must show what is required in order to call an object beautiful.
The moments, t o which this Judgement has regard in its reflection, I
have sought in accordance with the guidance of the logical functions
of judgement (for in a judgement of taste a reference to the Understanding is always involved). I have consideredthemoment
of
quality first, because the aesthetical judgement upon the beautiful first
pays attention to it.
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no other than szl&ktive. Every reference of representations, even that of sensations, may be objective
(and then it signifies the real in an empirical representation) ; save only thereference to the feeling
of pleasureandpain,
by which nothing in the
Object is signified,butthrough
which there is
a feeling in thesubject, as it isaffected by the
representation.
by
T o apprehend a regular,purposivebuilding
means of one’scognitivefaculty(whether
in a
clear or a confused way of representation) is somefrom beingconscious of this
thingquitedifferent
representation as connected with the sensation of
satisfaction. Herethe representation is altogether
referred to the subject and toits feeling of life, under
the name of thefeeling of pleasureor pain. T h i s
establishesaquiteseparatefaculty
of distinction
and of judgement, adding nothing to cognition, but
only comparingthegivenrepresentation
in the
subject with the whole faculty of representations, of
which the mind is conscious in thefeeling of its
state.Givenrepresentations
in ajudgementcan
be empirical(consequently,aesthetical)
; but the
judgement which is formed by means of them is
logical, provided they are referred in the judgement
to the Object. Conversely,
if the given representations are rational, but are referred in a judgement
simply to the subject (to its feeling), the judgement
is so far always aesthetical.
2.

Th satisfattion whuh aktemines the
judgmzent of

taste is disinterested

T h e satisfaction which
we
combine with the
representation of the existence of an object is called
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interest.Such satisfactionalways has reference to
the faculty of desire, either as its determining ground
itsdetermining
or as necessarilyconnectedwith
ground.Nowwhen
the question is if a thing is
beautiful, we do not want to know whether anything
depends or can depend on the existenceof the thing
either for myself or for any one else, but how we
judge it by mere observation (intuitionor reflection).
I f any one asks me if I find that palacebeautiful
which I see before me, I may answer : I do not like
things of thatkind which aremade merely to be
answer
like
that Iroquois
stared at. O r I can
sachem who was pleased in Paris by nothing more
than by the cook-shops. Or again after the manner
of Rozcsseazc I may rebuke the vanity of the great
who waste the sweat of the people on such superfluous things. In fine I could easily convince myself
that if I found myself on an uninhabited island witho u t the hope of ever again coming among men, and
could conjure up just such a splendidbuilding by
my mere wish, I should not even give
myself the
trouble if I had a sufficiently comfortable hut. This
may all be admitted and approved; but
we arenot now
talking of this. We wish only to know if this mere
representation of the object is accompanied in me
with satisfaction,however indifferent I maybe as
regards the existenceof the object of this representation. We easily see that in sayingitis beuzctz+aZ
and in showing that I have taste, I am concerned, not
with that in which I depend on the existence of the
object, but with that which I make out of this representation in myself. Every one must admit that
a judgement about beauty, in which the least interest
mingles, is very partial and is not a pure judgement
of taste. We must not be in the least prejudiced in
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favour of the existence of the things, but be quite
indifferent in this respect, in order to play the judge
in things of taste.
We cannot,however, betterelucidatethisproposition, which is of capitalimportance,thanby
contrastingthepuredisinterested
satisfaction in
judgements of taste, with that which is bound up with
an interest, especially if we can at the same time be
certain that there are no other kinds of interest than
those which are now to be specified.
3. The satisfaction ix the PLEASANT is bound
z q j with interest

That which pleases the senses in sensation is
Here the opportunitypresents itself of
censuring a verycommon confusion of the double
sense which the wordsensationcanhave,and
of
calling attention to it. All satisfaction (it is said or
thought)is itself sensation (of a pleasure). Consequently everything thatpleases is pleasant because
it pleases (and according to its different degrees or
its reIations to other pleasant sensations it is agreeabb, toveb, delightfuZ, enjoyable, etc.). But if this
be admitted,
then
impressions
of Sense which
determine the inclination, fundamental propositions
of Reason which determine the Will, mere reflective
forms of intuition which determine the Judgement,
are quite the same,
regards the effect upon the
feeling of pleasure. For this would be pleasantness
PLEASANT.

, a s

1 A judgementuponanobject
of satisfactionmay be quite disiatmeded, but yet very interesting, i.e. not based upon an interest, but
bringing an interestwith it; of this kind are all pure moral judgements. Judgements of taste, however, do not in themselves establish
any interest. Only in society is it interksting to have taste : the
reason of this will be shown in the sequel.
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in thesensation of one’s state,andsince
in the
end all the operations of our faculties must issue in
the practical and unite in it as their goal, we could
suppose no other way of estimating things and their
worththan that which consists in thegratification
I t is of no consequence at all
thattheypromise.
how this is attained,andsincethenthe
choice of
meansalone could make a difference, men could
indeedblame
one another for stupidityand
indiscretion,butnever for basenessandwickedness.
his own way of seeing
For all, eachaccordingto
things, seek one goal, that is, gratification.
I f a determination of the feeling of pleasure or
pain is called sensation, this expressionsignifies
something quite different from what I mean when I
call therepresentation of a thing (bysense, as a
receptivity
belonging
to
the
cognitive
faculty)
sensation. For in the latter case the representation
is referred to the Object, in the form’er simply to the
subject, and is available for no cognition whatever,
not even for that by which the subject cognises itself.
In the above elucidation
we understand by the
word sensation, a n objective representation of sense ;
and in order to avoid misinterpretation, we shall call
that, which mustalwaysremainmerelysubjective
andcanconstituteabsolutely
no representation of
anobject,bytheordinaryterm“feeling.”
The
greencolour of themeadows belongs to o6jective
sensation, as a perception of an object of sense ; the
pleasantness of this belongs to su&ective sensation
by which no object is represented, i.e. to feeling,
by which the object is considered as an Object of
satisfaction (which does not furnish a cognition of it).
Now that a judgement about an object, by which
I describe it as pleasant, expresses an interest in it,
E
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is plain from the fact that by sensation it excites a
desire for objects of that kind ; consequently the
the merejudgement
satisfactionpresupposesnot
about it, but the relation of its existence to my state,
so far as this is affected by such an Object. Hence
we do not merely say of the pleasant, itpZeases ; but,
itgratzj5e.s. I give to it no mere approval, but inclination is aroused by i t ; and in thecase of what is
pleasant in the most lively fashion, there is no judgement at all upon thecharacter of theObject,for
those who always lay themselves
out
only
for
enjoyment (for that is the word describing intense
gratification) would fain dispense with all judgement.

5

4. The satisfction in t h GOOD is bozcnd zc.
with interest

Whatever by means of Reasonpleasesthrough
the mere concept is GOOD. That which pleases only
as a means we call good for something (the useful) ;
but that which pleases for itself isgood in itsedf: In
both there is always involved the concept of a
purpose, and consequently the relation of Reason to
the (at least possible) volition, and thus a satisfaction
in the presence of an Object or a n action, ;.e. some
kind of interest.
Inorder to find anything good, I mustalways
know what sort of a thing the object ought-tobe, i.e.
I must haveaconcept of it. But there isnoneed
ofthis, to find a thing beautiful. Flowers,free
delineations,outlinesintertwined
with oneanother
without design and called foliage, have no meaning,
depend on no definite concept, and yet they please.
T h e satisfaction in the beautiful must depend on the
reflection upon an object,leading to any concept
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(however indefinite) ; and it is thusdistinguished
from the pleasant which rests entirely upon sensation.
I t is true, the Pleasant seems
in many cases to
be the
same
as the Good.
Thus people are
accustomed to say that all gratification (especially if
it lasts) is good in itself; which is very much the
same as to say that lasting pleasure and the good
arethe same. But we cansoon see that this is
merely a confusion of words ; for the concepts
to theseexpressionscan
which properlybelong
in no way be interchanged. T h e pleasant, which,
as such,representstheobjectsimply
in relation
to Sense, must first be brought by the
concept of
a purposeunderprinciples
of Reason, in order to
call it good, as an object of the Will. But that there
is [involved] a quite different relation to satisfaction
in calling that which gratifies at the same timegood,
may be seen from the fact that in the case of the
good thequestion always is, whether it is mediately
or immediately good (useful or good in itself) ; but
on the contrary in the case of the pleasant there can
be no question about this at all, for the word always
signifies something which pleases immediately. (The
same is applicable to what I call beautiful).
Even in common speechmen
distinguish the
Pleasant from the Good. Of a dish which stimulates
the taste by spices and other condiments we say unhesitatingly that itispleasant,though
it is at the
same time admittednot to be good ; for though it irnmediately de,?&-ht.ithe senses, yet mediately, ie. considered by Reason which looks to the after results,
it displeases. Even in the judging of health we may
notice thisdistinction.
I t is immediatelypleasant
to every one possessing it (at least negatively, ie. as
the absence of all bodily pains). But in order to say

.
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thatit is good,itmustbeconsidered
by Reason
with referencetopurposes
; viz. thatit is a state
in
which makesus fitfor all ourbusiness.Finally
respect of happinessevery
one believes himself
entitled to describe the greatest sum of the pleasantnesses of life (as regards both their number and their
a true,evenasthehighest,
good.
duration)as
HoweverReason is opposed to this.Pleasantness
isenjoyment.And
if we wereconcerned with this
alone, it would be foolish to be scrupulous as regards
themeans which procureit
for us, or [tocare]
whether it is obtainedpassively by thebounty of
own
activity
and
work.
But
nature or by our
Reason can neverbepersuaded
that the existence
enjoyment (however
of a man who merely lives for
busy he may be in this point of view), has a worth
in itself ; even if he at the sametime is conducive as
a means to the best enjoyment of others, and shares
in all their gratifications by sympathy. Only what
he does,withoutreference
to enjoyment, in full
freedom and independently of what nature can procure for him passively, givesban [absolute’] worth to
his being, as the existence of a person ; and happiness, with the whole abundance of its pleasures, is
far from being an unconditioned good.2
However, notwithstanding all this difference between the pleasantand the good, they both agree
in thisthattheyarealwaysboundup
with an
of
interest in their object. [This is true]notonly
the pleasant (5 j),and the mediate~good (theuseful)
[Second Edition.]
An obligationtoenjoyment is amanifestabsurdity.
Thus the
obligation to all actions which have merely enjoyment for their aim
canonly be apretended one; howeverspiritually it may be conceived (or decked out), even if it is a mystical, or so-called heavenly,
enjoyment.
I

2
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which is pleasing as a means towards pleasantness
somewhere, but also of that which is good absolutely
and in every aspect, viz. moral good, which brings
is the
with itthehighest
interest. Forthegood
Object of will (i.e. of a faculty of desire determined
by Reason), But to will something,and to have a
\
satisfaction in its existence, i.e. to take an interest in
it, are identical.
,$

5 , Cornfarison of the three specz$caZ&
kinds of satisfaction

dzferent

T h e pleasant and the good have both a reference
to the faculty of desire ; and they bring with themthe former a satisfaction pathologically conditioned
(byimpulses,stimuli)-the
latter a pure practical
satisfaction, which is determined not merely by the
representation of the object, but also by the represented connexion of the subject with the existence
of the object. [Itisnotmerelytheobjectthat
pleases, but also its existence.'J On the other hand,
the judgement of taste is merely contempdative ; ie.
it is a judgement which, indifferent as regards the
being of a n object, compares its character with the
feeling of pleasure and pain. But this contemplation
itself is not directed to concepts ; for the judgement
of taste is not a cognitive judgement (either theo.retical or practical), and thus is not based on concepts,
nor has it concepts as itspw-me.
T h e Pleasant, the Beautiful, and the Good, designate then, three different relations of representations
to the feeling of pleasure and pain, in reference to
which we distinguish from eachother objects or
methods of representing them. A'nd the expressions
1

[Second Edition]

,
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corresponding to each, by which we mark our comsame. That which
placency in them,arenotthe
GRATIFIES a man is called $hasant; that which
merely PLEASES him
is
beautzjid; that which is
ESTEEMED [or a@rovedl] by him, i e . that to which
he accords an objective worth, is good. Pleasantness
concernsirrationalanimalsalso;butBeauty
only
concerns men, ;.e. animal, but still rational, beingsnot merely gud rational (e.g. spirits), but gtzd animal
also ; and the Good concerns every rational
being
in general,This
is aproposition which can only
be
completely
established
and
explained
in the
sequel. W e may say that of all thesethreekinds
of satisfaction, that of taste in the Beautiful is alone
a disinterested and free satisfaction ; for no interest,
either of Sense or of Reason, here forces our assent.
Hence w e may say of satisfaction that it is related
in the three aforesaid cases to i d i n a t i o n , to favour,
orto respect. Now favour is the onlyfreesatisthat is
faction. An object of inclination,andone
proposed to our desire by a law of Reason, leave us
no freedom in forming for ourselvesanywherean
object of pleasure. All interest
presupposes
or
generates a want ; and, as the determining ground
of assent, it leaves the judgement about the object
no longer free.
As regards the interest of inclination in the case
says that hunger is the
of the Pleasant, every one
best sauce, and everything that is eatable is relished
by people with a healthy appetite ; and thus a satisfaction of this sort does not indicate choice directed
by taste. It is only when the want is appeased that
we can distinguish which of many men has or has
In the same way there may be manners
nottaste.
1

[Second Edition.]
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(conduct)withoutvirtue,politenesswithout
goodwill, decorumwithoutmodesty, etc. For where the
moral law speaks there is no longer, objectively, a
free choice as regards what is to be done ; and to
display taste in its fulfilment (or in judging of
another's fulfilment of it) is something
quite
different from manifesting the moral attitude of
thought. For thisinvolves a command andgenerates a want, whilst moral taste only plays with the
objects of satisfaction,without attaching itself to
one of them.
EXPLANATION OF THE BEAUTIFULRESULTING
FROM THE FIRST MOMENT

Taste is the faculty of judging of an object or a
method of representing it by an entire4 disinterested
satisfaction or dissatisfaction. T h e object of such
satisfaction is called beaz&,hZ.'

SECOND MOMENT
OF THE JUDGEMENT OF TASTE, VIZ. ACCORDING TO

QUANTITY

$ 6 . The beuutz@d is that which apart from concepts
is represented as the object of a universa2 satiqkction
This explanation of the beautiful can be derived
1 [Ueberweg points out (Hisf.ofPAiZ., i i 528, Eng. Trans.) that
Mendelssohn had already called attention to the disinterestedness of
our satisfaction in the Beautiful. " It appears,"saysMendelssohn,
'(to be a particular mark of the beautifu4 that it is contemplated with
in our
quietSatisfaction, thatit
pleases, even though itbenot
possession, and even though we be never so far removed from the
desire to put it to our use." But, of course, as Ueberweg remarks,
Kant's conception of disinterestedness extends far beyond the absence
of a desire to possess the object]
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from the preceding explanation of it as the object of
an entirelydisinterested satisfaction. Forthe fact
of which every one is conscious, that the satisfaction
is for him quite disinterested, implies in his judgement a ground of satisfaction for every one. For
inclination of the
since it doesnotrestonany
subject (nor upon any other premeditated interest),
but since he who judges feels himself quite fyee as
regardsthe satisfaction which heattaches to the
object, he cannot find the ground of this satisfaction
in anyprivateconditionsconnected
withhis own
subject ; and hence it must be regarded as grounded
on whathe canpresuppose
in everyother man.
Consequently he mustbelieve thathehas
reason
for attributing a similarsatisfaction to every one.
He will therefore speak of the beautiful, as if beauty
were a characteristic of the object and the judgement
logical (constituting a cognition of theObject by
is only
means of concepts of it) ; althoughit
aesthetical and involvesmerely a reference of the
representation of theobjectto the subject. For it
hasthissimilarity
to a logical judgementthat we
canpresupposeitsvalidity for every one. Butthis
universalitycannotarise
from concepts ; for from
concepts there is notransitionto
the feeling of
pleasureorpain(except
in pure practical laws,
which bringaninterest
with themsuch as is not
bound up with the pure judgement of taste). Consequently the judgement of taste, accompanied with
the consciousness of separation from all interest, must
claim validity for every one, without this universality
dependingonObjects.That
is, there must be
bound up with it a title to subjective universality.
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$ 7. Cornfarison of the Beautz$d with the Phasant
and the Good by means of the above characteristic

As regardsthePleasanteveryone

is content
that his judgement, which hebasesuponprivate
feeling,and by which he says of an object that it
pleaseshim,shouldbelimitedmerely
to his own
person. T h u s he is quitecontented
that if he
says “ Canary wine is pleasant,” another man may
correct his expression and remind him that he ought
to say “ I t is pleasant to me.” And this is the case
not only as regardsthe
taste of the tongue, the
palate, and the throat, but for whatever is pleasant to
any one’s eyes and ears. To one violet colour is soft
andlovely, to another it is faded anddead.
One
man likes the tone of wind instruments, another that
of strings.
To strive here with the design of
reproving as incorrect another man’s judgement
which is different from our own, as if the judgements
were logically opposed, would be folly. As regards
the pleasantthereforethefundamentalproposition
is valid, eve y one has his ow% taste (the taste of
Sense).
the Beautiful.
The case is quitedifferentwith
I t would (on the contrary) belaughable if a man
who imagined anything to his own taste, thought to
justify himself by saying : “ This object (the house
we see, the coat that person wears, the concert we
hear, the poem submittedto
our judgement) is
beautiful for me.” For he must not call it beautzyid
if it merely pleases himself. Many things may have
for him charm and pleasantness
; no one troubles himself at that ; but if he gives out anything as beautiful,
hesupposesinothqrs
thesame satisfaction-he
I
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judges not merely for himself, but for every one, and
speaks of beauty as if it were a property of things.
Hence he says“ the thivzg is beautiful ” ; and he does
of others with this his
not count on the agreement
judgement of satisfaction, because he has found this
agreement several times before, but he demands it of
them. He blames them if they judge otherwise and
he denies them taste, which he nevertheless requires
from them. Here then we cannot say that each man
has his own particulartaste.
For this would be as
much as to say that there is no taste whatever ; ;.e.
n o aesthetical judgement, which can make a rightful
claim upon every one’s assent.
At the same time we find as regards the Pleasant
thatthere is an agreementamong
men in their
judgements upon it, in regard to which w e deny Taste
to someandattribute
it to others ; by thisnot
meaningone of our organicsenses,but
a faculty
of judging in respect of the pleasantgenerally.
Thus we say of a man who knows how to entertain
his guestswithpleasures
(of enjoyment for all
the senses), so thattheyare allpleased, “ h e has
taste.’’ Butherethe
universality is only taken
rules which are
comparatively ; andthereemerge
only general (like a11 empirical ones), and not aniversal; which latter the judgement of Taste upon
the beautiful undertakesorlays
claim to. I t is a
judgement in reference to sociability, so far as this
restson empirical rules. In respect of the Good
it is truethatjudgementsmake
rightful claim to
validity for every one; but the Good is represented
only by meam of a concept as theObject of a
universal satisfaction, which is the case neither with
the Pleasant nor with the Beautiful.

I
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The universaZity of the satisfaction is represented
in a jzcdgemed of Taste on& as subjective

This particular determination of the universality
of an aesthetical judgement, which is to be met with
in a judgement of taste, is noteworthy, not indeedfor
the logician, but for the transcendental philosopher.
I t requires no small trouble to discover its origin,
but we thusdetect
a property of ourcognitive
faculty which withoutthisanaiysis
would remain
unknown.
First, w e must be fully convinced of the fact
that in a judgement of taste (about the Beautiful)
the satisfaction in the object is imputed to every one,
without being based on a concept (for then it would
be the Good). Further,this
claim to
universal
validity so essentiallybelongs to a judgement by
whichwe
describe anything as deautzyud, that if
thiswerenot
thought in it, it would nevercome
intoourthoughtstousetheexpression
at all,
a concept
but everything which pleaseswithout
of the
would becountedaspleasant.Inrespect
latter every one has his
own opinion ; and no one
assumes, in another, agreement with his judgement
of taste, which is always the case in a judgement
of taste about beauty. I may call the first the taste
of Sense,thesecond
the taste of Reflection ; so
far as the first lays down mere private judgements,
and the second judgements supposed to be generally
valid (public), but in both cases aesthetical (not practical) judgements about an object merely in respect
of the relation
of its representation to the feeling
of
pleasure
and
pain.
Now here is something
of Sense not only
strange. As regardsthetaste
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does experience show that its judgement(of pleasure
or pain connected with anything) is not valid universally, but every one is content not to impute agreementwith
it toothers(although
actually there
is. oftenfound
a veryextendedconcurrence
in
thesejudgements).
Ontheother
hand, thetaste
of Reflection has its claim to the universal validity
of its judgements (about thebeautiful) rejected often
enough, as experience teaches ; although it may find
it possible (as it actually does) to represent judgements which can demand this universal agreement.
In fact for each of its judgements of taste it imputes
this to everyone,withoutthepersonsthatjudge
disputing as tothe
possibility of such a claim ;
although in particular cases they cannot agree as to
the correct application of this faculty.
Here we must, in the first place, remark that a
universality which does not restonconcepts
of
Objects (not even on empirical ones) is not logical
but aesthetical, i.e. it involves no objective quantity
of the judgement but only that which is subjective.
For this I use theexpression general vaZidity which
signifies the validity of the reference of a representation, not to the cognitive faculty but, to the feeling
of pleasureand pain for every subject. (We can
avail ourselves also of the same expression for the
logical quantity of the judgement, if only we prefix
objective to “universal validity,” to distinguishit
from that which is merely subjective andaesthetical.)
A judgement with olyective zcaiversdvadidity
is also always valid subjectively ; i.e. if the judgement holds for everything contained under a given
concept, it holds also for every one who represents
a n objectbymeans
of this concept. But from a
sdjective universaZvaZid~~y,~.e,
aesthetical and resting
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on no concept, we cannot infer that which is
logical ; becausethatkind
of judgement doesnot
Object.
Hence
the
aesthetical
extend to the
universality which is ascribed to a judgement must
be of a particularkind,because
it does not unite
thepredicate of beauty with the concept of the
Object, considered in its whole logical sphere, and
it to the whole sphere of judging
yetextends
persons.
I n respect of logical quantity all judgements of
taste are singuZar judgements. For because I must
refer the object immediately to
my feeling of pleasure
and pain, and that not
by means of concepts, they
cannot have thequantity
of objectivegenerally
validjudgements.Nevertheless
if thesingularrepresentation of the Object of the judgement of taste
inaccordance with the conditions determining the
latter, were transformed by comparison into a concept, alogically universal judgement
could result therefrom. E.g. I describe by a judgement of taste the
rose, that I see, as beautiful.But
thejudgement
which results from the comparison of several singular
judgements, “ Roses in general are beautiful ” is no
longer described simplyas aesthetical, butas a logical
judgementbased on anaestheticalone.Againthe
judgement “The rose is pleasant”(tosmell)
is,
although aesthetical and singular, not a judgement
of Taste but of Sense. I t is distinguished from the
former by the fact that the judgementof Taste carries
with it an aesthticad quantity of universality, ;.e. of
validity for every one; which cannot be found in a
judgement about the Pleasant. I t is only judgements
about theGood which-although they also determine
satisfaction in an object,-have logical and notmereIy
aestheticaluniversality ; for theyare valid of the
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Object, as cognitiveof it, and thus are valid for every
one.
If we judgeObjects merelyaccordingtoconcepts,then
all representation of beauty is lost.
Thusthere
can be no ruleaccordingto
which
anyoneis
to be forced to recogniseanythingas
beautiful. We cannotpress [upon others] by the
aid of anyreasonsorfundamentalpropositions
our judgement that a coat, a
house, or a floweris
beautiful. W e wish to
submit
the
Object
to
our own eyes, as if the satisfaction in it depended
on sensation ; and yet if we then call theobject
beautiful, we believe that we speak with a universal
voice, and we claim the assentof every one, although
on the contrary all private sensation can only decide
for the observer himself and his satisfaction.
We may see now that in the judgement of taste
nothingispostulatedbut
such a zcniversal voice,
in respect of the satisfaction withoutthe intervention
of concepts ; and thus thepossibility of an aesthetical
judgement that can, at the same
time, be regarded
as valid for every one. The judgement of taste itself
does not postdate the agreement of every one (for
that can only be done by a logically universal judgement because it can adducereasons) ; it only imputes this agreement to every one, as
a case of the
rule in respect of which itexpects,not
confirmation by concepts,
but
assent
from others. The
universal voice is, therefore, onIy anIdea(wedo
notyetinquire
upon whatitrests).
I t may be
uncertain whether or not the man, who believes that
he is laying downa judgementof taste, is, as a matter
of fact, judging in conformity with that Idea ; but
thatherefershisjudgement thereto, and, consequently,
that it is intendedtobeajudgement
of taste,he
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announces by theexpression“beauty.”
He can
be quitecertain of this forhimself
by themere
consciousness of theseparation of everything befrom the
longing to thePleasantandtheGood
satisfaction which is left ; and this is all for which he
promises himself the agreementof every one-a claim
which would be justifiableunder these conditions,
provided only he did not often make mistakes, and
thus lay down an erroneous judgement of taste.

5 9.

Investzgation of thequestion‘whether
in the
ofpdeasurepreceah
jzldgeement of taste the feezing
o r foZlows t h judging of the object

T h e solution of this question is the key to the
Critique of Taste, and so is worthy of all attention.
If thepleasure in thegiven objectprecedes,
and it is only its universal communicability that is
to be acknowledged in the judgement of taste about
the representation of the object, there would be a
contradiction, ‘ F o r such pleasure would be nothing
different from the mere pleasantness in the sensation,
and so in accordance with its nature could have only
private validity, because it is immediately dependent
ontherepresentationthrough
which theobject is
given.
Hence, it is the universalcapability
of communication of thementalstate
in thegiven
representation which, as the subjectivecondition of
the judgement of taste,mustbefundamental,
and
must havethepleasureintheobject
as its consequent.
But
nothing
can
be
universally
cornmunicatedexceptcognition
andrepresentation, so
far as it belongs to cognition. For it is only thus
that this latter can be objective ; and only through
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this has it a universal point of reference, with which
the representative power of every one is compelled
to harmonise. If thedeterminingground
of our
judgement as to this universal communicabilityof the
representation is to be merely subjective, ;.e. is conceived independently of any concept of the object,
it can be nothing else than the state of mind, which
is to be metwith in the relation of our representative
powers to each other, so far as they refer a given
representation to cognition in general.
T h e cognitivepowers,
which are involved by
thisrepresentation, are here in free play, because
no definite concept limits them to a particular rule
state of mindinthis
of cognition. Hence,the
representationmustbe
a feeling of thefree play
of the representative powers in a given representation with reference to a cognition in general. Now
a representation by which an object is given,
that is to become a cognition in general,requires
Imagination, for the gathering together themanifold
of intuition, and Understanding, for the unity of
the concept uniting the representations. This state
of free pZay of thecognitive
faculties in a representation by which an object is given, must be
universally communicable ; becausecognition,
as
the determination of the Object with which given
representations (in whatever subject) are to agree,
is the onlykind of representation which is valid
for every one.
T h e subjective universal communicability of the
mode of representation in a judgement of taste,
sinceit is to be possiblewithoutpresupposing
a
definite concept, can refer to nothing else than the
1 JReading
bestimmte.3

besondere with Whdelband; Hartenstein reads
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state of mind in thefree play of the Imagination
and the Understanding
(so far as they agree with
each other, as is requisite for cognztwn in general).
We are conscious that
this
subjective
relation,
suitable for cognition in general, must be
valid for
every one, and thus
must
be
universally
communicable, just as if it were a definitecognition,
resting always on that relation as itssubjective
condition.
This merely subjective (aesthetical) judging
of the
object, or of the representation by which it is given,
precedes the pleasure in it, and is the ground of this
pleasure in the harmony of the cognitive faculties ;
but on the universality of the subjective conditions
for judging of objects is alone based the universal
subjective validity of the satisfactionbound up by
us with the representation of the object that w e call
beautiful.
T h e power of communicating one’s state of mind,
even though onlyin respect of the cognitive faculties,
carries a pleasure with it, as we can easily show from
of man towardssociability
thenaturalpropension
(empirical and psychological).
But this is not
enough for our design. T h e pleasurethatwe feel
is, in a judgement of taste, necessarily imputed by
us to every one else ; as if, when we call a thing
beautiful, it is to be regarded as a characteristic of
theobject which is determined in it according to
concepts ; though beauty, without a reference to the
feeling of the subject, is nothing by itself. But we
must reserve the examination of this question until
wehaveansweredanother,
viz. “ If and how
aesthetical judgements are possible a prim;?
We now occupy ourselves with the easierquestion,
in what way we are conscious of a mutual subjective
I’
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harmony of the cognitive powers with one another
in the judgement of taste ; is it aesthetically by mere
internal sense and sensation? or is it
intellectually
by the consciousness of ourdesignedactivity,by
which we bring them into play ?
If the given representation, which occasions the
judgement of taste, were a concept uniting UnderstandingandImagination
in thejudging of the
object, into a cognition of the Object, the consciousness of this relation would be intellectual (as in the
objectiveschematism of theJudgement ofwhich
the
Critique’
treats).
B u t then
the
judgement
would not be laid down in reference to pleasure and
pain, and consequently would not be a judgement of
taste.But
thejudgement of taste,independently
of concepts, determinestheObject
in respect of
satisfaction and of the predicate of beauty. Therefore that subjective unity of relation can only make
itself known by means of sensation. T h e excitement
of both faculties (Imagination and Understanding)
the stimulus of
to indeterminate,butyet,through
thegivensensation,harmoniousactivity,
viz. that
which belongs to cognition in general, is the sensation whoseuniversalcommunicability
ispostulated
by thejudgement of taste. An objectiverelation
can only be thought, but yet,so far as it is subjective
according to its conditions, can be felt in its effect
on the mind ; and, of a relation based on no concept
(like the relation of the representative powers to a
cognitive faculty in general), no other consciousness
is possible than that through the sensation
of the
effect, which consists in the more lively play of both
mentalpowers
(theImaginationandthe
Understanding) when animated by mutualagreement. A
1

[ l e . TXe Critique

of Pure Reasoq Analytic, bk ii.

c i.]
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representation which,as singular and apartfrom comparison with others, yet has an agreement
with the
conditions of universality which it is the business of
theUnderstanding to supply,brings t h e cognitive
faculties intothatproportionateaccord
which we
require for all cognition, and so regard as holding
for every one who is determined to judge by means
of Understanding and Sense in combination (i.e. for
every man).
EXPLANATION
OF

THE BEAUTIFUL
RESULTING

FROM

THE SECOND
MOMENT

T h e beazltzficz is that which pleasesuniversally,
without a concept.

THIRD MOMENT
OF

JUDGEMENTS
RELATION

OF

OF

TASTE, ACCORDING
THE

TO

PURPOSES
WHICH

THE
ARE

BROUGHT INTO CONSIDERATION THEREIN.

§

I 0.

0fpurposiveness in general

If we wish to explain what a purpose is according to its transcendentaldeterminations(without
presupposing anything empirical like the feeling of
pleasure) [we say that] the purpose is the object of
a concept, in so far as the concept is regarded as
thecause
of the object (the real ground of its
possibility) ; and the causality of a concept in respect
of its Object is itspurposiveness (forrna finadis).
Where then not merely the cognition of an object,
is
but the object itself (its form andexistence)
thought as an effect only possible by means of the
concept of thislatter,therewethink
a purpose,
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T h e representation of the effect is here the determining ground of itscauseandprecedes
it. T h e
consciousness of the causality of a representation, for
maintaining the subject in the same state, may here
generallydenotewhat
we call pleasure ; while on
theotherhand
pain is thatrepresentation
which
contains theground of thedetermination of the
into
their
opposite
[of
state of representations
restraining or removing them '1.
T h e faculty of desire, so far as it is determinable
only through concepts, i.e. to act in conformity with
the representation of a purpose, would be the Will.
But an Object, or a state of mind, or even an action,
is called purposive, although its possibility does not
necessarily presuppose the representation of a purpose, merely because its possibility can be explained
and conceived by us only so far as we assume for its
ground a causality according to purposes, ;.e. a will
which would have so disposed it according to the
representation of a certain rule. There can be, then,
purposiveness without purpose, so far as we do not
place the causes of this form in a will, but yet can
only makethe explanation of its possibility intelligible to ourselvesbyderivingit
from a will.
Again, we are not always forced to regard what we
observe (in respect of its possibility) from the point
of view of Reason. Thus we can at least observe a
purposiveness according to form, without basing it
on a purpose (as the materia1 of the nemcs JinaZis),
1 [Second Edition. Spencer expresses muchmore concisely what
Kant has in his mind here. '' Pleasure . . is a feeling whichwe
; pain is
a
seek to bringinto consciousness andretainthere
feeling whichwe seek to get out of consciousness and to keep out."
Pn'naYh of PsychoZogy, § r 2 5 .]
2 [The editions of Hartenstein and Kirchmann omit ohm before
meek, which makeshavoc of the sentence. It is correctly printed
by Rosenkmnz and Windelband.]
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only by

Th judgement of tastehas nothing at its
basis but the form of the purposiveness of an
object ( o r of its mode of representation)

I I.

Every purpose, if it be regarded as a ground
of
satisfaction,alwayscarrieswith
it an interest-as
of thejudgement-about
thedeterminingground
theobject
of pleasure. Therefore nosubjective
purpose can lie atthe basis of thejudgement of
taste.Butneithercan
the judgement of taste be
determined by anyrepresentation of anobjective
purpose, ;.e. of the possibility of the object itself in
accordance with principles of purposive combination,
and consequently it can be determined
by no concept of the good ; because it is an aesthetical and
not a cognitivejudgement. It thereforehasto do
with no concept of thecharacter andinternalor
external possibility of the object by means of this
or that cause,butmerely
with the relation of the
representative powers to one another, so far as they
are determined by a representation.
in thedetermination
of a n
Nowthisrelation
object as beautiful is bound up with the feeling of
pleasure, which is declared by the judgementof taste
to be valid for everyone ; henceapleasantness,
accompanying the representation, can as little contain the determining ground [of the judgement] as
the representation of the perfection of the object and
the concept of the good can. Thereforeit can be
nothing else than the subjective purposivenessin the
representation of anobjectwithout
any purpose
(either objective or subjective) ; and thus it is the

.
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mere form of purposiveness in the representation by
which an object is givento us, so far as we are
conscious of it, which constitutesthe satisfaction
that we without a concept judge to be universally
communicable ; and, consequently, this is the determining ground of the judgement of taste.

f

I 2.

The judgement of taste rests on a priori
groulzds

To establish a $r;Ori the connexion of the
feeling of a pleasure or pain as an effect, with any
representation whatever (sensation or concept) as its
cause, is absolutely impossible ; for that would be a
[particular]'causalrelation
which (with objects of
experience) can a1ways only be cognised a jostel.;ori,
andthroughthe medium of experience itself. W e
actuallyhave,indeed,
in theCritique of practical
Reason,
derived
from universal
moral
concepts
a priori the feeling of respect (as a specialand
will
not
peculiar modification of feeling which
strictlycorrespondeithertothepleasure
or the
But
pain that we get from empirical
objects).
there we could go beyond t h e bounds of experience
a causality which restedon
a superand callin
sensible attribute of the subject, viz. freedom. And
even there, properly speaking, it was not thisfeezing
which we derived from theIdea of the moral as
cause, butmerely
thedetermination
of the will.
Butthestate
of mind which accompanies any
determination of the will is in itself a feeling of
pleasure and identical with it, andthereforedoes
not follow from it as its effect. This last must only
be assumed if the concept of the moral as a good
1

[First Edition.]
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precede the determination of the will by the law ; for
in that case the pleasure that is
bound up with the
concept could not be derived from it as from a mere
cognition.
Now the case is similar with the pleasure in
aesthetical judgements, only that here it is
merely
contemplative and does not bring about an interest
in the Object, which on the other hand in the moral
judgement it is practical.’ T h e consciousness of the
mere formal purposiveness in the play of the subject’s
cognitive powers, in a representation through which
an object is given, is the pleasure itself; because it
contains a determining ground of the activity of the
subject in respect of the excitement of its cognitive
powers, andthereforeaninner
causality (which is
purposive) in respect of cognition in general without
however being limited to any definite cognition ; and
consequently contains a mere form of the subjective
purposiveness of a representation in an aesthetical
is in no way practical,
judgement.Thispleasure
neither
like
that
arising
from the pathological
ground of pleasantness, nor thatfrom the intellectual
ground of the represented good. But yet it involves
causality, viz. of maintaining the state of the representation itself, andtheexercise
of the cognitive
powers without further design.
W e Zinger over the
contemplation of the beautiful, becausethis
contemplation strengthens and reproduces itself, which
1 [Cf. Metujltysic of Mo~QZS,
Introd. I. “ T h e pleasure which is
necessarily bound up with the desire (of the object whose representation affects feeling) may be called jracticd pleasure, whether it be
cause or effect of the desire. On thecontrary,thepleasure
which
is not necessarilyboundup
with thedesire of the object, and
which, therefore, is at bottom not a pleasure in the existence of the
Object of the representation, but clings to the representation only,
may be called mere contemplative pleasure
or passive sutisfuctiun.
The feeling of the latter kind of pleasure we call taste.‘J]
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is analogousto(thoughnot
of thesame kind as)
that lingering which takes place when a [physical]
charm in the representation of the object repeatedly
arouses the attention, the mind being passive.

kj I 3. Th pure judgement of taste is independent
of charm and emotion

Every interest spoils the judgement of taste and
if thepurtakes from its impartiality,especially
posiveness is not, as with the interest of Reason,
placed before the feeling of pleasure but grounded
on it. This lastalways happens in a n aesthetical
judgement upon anything so far as it gratifies or
grieves us. Hencejudgements so affected can lay
no claim at all to a universally valid satisfaction, or
at least so much the less claim, in proportion as
therearesensations
of thissortamongthedeof taste. That taste is still
termining
grounds
barbaric which needs a mixture of c h a m s and
emotions in order that there may be satisfaction, and
still more so if it makethesethemeasure
of its
assent.
Neverthelesscharms are oftennotonly
taken
account of in the case of beauty (which properly
speaking ought merely to be concerned with form) as
contributory to the aesthetical universal satisfaction ;
but they are passed off as in themselves beauties,
and Lhus the matter of satisfaction is substituted for
the form. This misconception, however, like so
many others which havesomething true at their
basis, may beremovedby
a careful definition of
these concepts.
A judgement of taste on which charm andemotion
have no influence (although they may be bound up
'
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with the satisfaction in the beautiful),-which therefore has as its determining ground merely the purposiveness of the form,-is apwejiudgement of taste.
I 4. Elacidation

by means of examples

Aesthetical judgements can be divided just like
theoretical(logical) judgementsinto empirical and
pure. The first assertpleasantnessorunpleasantness ; the second assert the beauty of an object or
of themanner of representing it. T h e former are
judgements of Sense (materialaestheticaljudgements) ; thelatter [as formal ’] are alonestrictly
judgements of Taste.
A judgement of taste is therefore pure, only so
far as nomerelyempiricalsatisfaction
is mingled
with its
determining
ground.
But
this
always
happens if charm or emotion have any share in the
judgement by which anything is to be described as
beautiful.
Now heremanyobjectionspresentthemselves,
which fallaciously put forward charm not merely as
necessary
a
ingredient
of beauty, but as alone
sufficient [to justify] a thing’s being called beautiful.
A mere colour, e.g. the green of a grass plot, a mere
tone(asdistinguished
from sound and noise)like
that of a violin, are by most peopledescribed as
beautiful in themselves ; although both seem to have
at their basis merely the matter of representations,
viz. simply sensation, and therefore only deserve to
be calledpleasant,But
we must at the same time
of colours and of tone
remark that the sensations
have a right to be regarded as beautiful only in so
far as they arepure. This is a determination which
[ S e c d Edition.]
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concernstheirform,
and is the only [element] of
these representations which admits with certainty of
universalcommunicability ; for we cannotassume
thatthequality
of sensations is thesame in all
subjects, and we can hardly say that the pleasantness
of one colour or the tone of one musical instrument
is judged preferable to that of another in the same
way by every one.
If we assume with Eubr that colours are isochronous vibrations (pzcZ..zcs) of the aether, as sounds
are of the air in a state of disturbance, and,-what
is most important,-that
themind notonlyperceives by sense the effectof these in exciting the
organ, butalsoperceivesby
reflection theregular
play of impressions (and thus the form of the com'1 still
bination of different representations)-which
do notdoubt 2-then colours andtonecannotbe
reckoned asmeresensations,but
as the formal
determination of the unity of a manifold of sensations, and thus as beauties in themselves.
But " pure " in a simple mode of sensation means
that its uniformity is troubled and interrupted by no
foreign sensation, and it belongs merely to theform ;
because here we can abstract from thequality of
thatmode of sensation(abstract from the colours
Hence all
and tone, if any, which itrepresents).
simple colours, so far as they are pure, are regarded
as beautiful ; composite colours have not this advantage,because, as they are notsimple, we have no
standard for judging whether they should be called
pure or not.
But asregardsthe
beauty attributed to the
[First Edition has gZeiche ; Second Edition has solch.]
[First and Second Editions have sehr meipe ; but this was corrected to nicht waj'r2 in the Third Edition of I 799.1
2
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objecton account of its form, to suppose it to be
capable of augmentation through the charm of the
object is a common error, and one very prejudicial
to genuine,uncorrupted,
well-founded taste. W e
can doubtless add these charms
to beauty, in order
tointerestthemind
by therepresentation of the
object, apart from the bare satisfaction [received] ;
andthustheymayserve
as a recommendation of
tasteandits
cultivation,especiallywhen
itisyet
crude and unexercised. But
they actually do injury
to the judgement of taste if they draw attention to
themselves as the grounds for judging of beauty. So
far are they from adding to beauty that they must
only be admitted by indulgence as aliens ; and provided always that they do not disturb the beautiful
form, in cases when taste is yet weak and untrained.
In painting,sculpture,and
in all the formative
arts-in architecture, and horticulture, so far as they
delineation is theessential
are beautiful arts-the
thing; and here it is not what gratifies in sensation
but what pleases by means of its form that is fundamental for taste. T h e colours which light upthe
sketch belong to the charm ; they may indeed enliven ' the object for sensation, but they cannot make
it worthy of contemplationand beautiful. In most
cases they are rather limited by the requirements of
the beautiful form ; and even where charm
is permissible it is ennobled solely by this,
of
Every form of theobjects
of sense(both
externalsenseand
also mediately of internal) is
e i t h e r j p r e or$day.
In the latter case it is either
play of figures
(in
space,
viz. pantomime
and
dancing), or the mere play of sensations (in time).
T h e charm of colours or of the pleasant tones of an
1

[Bdebt marhen ; First Edition had beZiebt.1
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instrument may be added ; but the &Zineatz'ox in the
first case and the composition in the second constitute the properobject of the pure judgement of taste.
To say that the purity of colours and of tones, or
their variety and contrast, seems to add to beauty,
doesnotmeanthattheysupplyahomogeneous
addition to our satisfaction in the form because they
are pleasant in themselves ; but they do so, because
theymakethe
form moreexactly,definitely,
and
completely,intuitible,andbesides
by theircharm
[excite the representation, whilst they 1
' awaken and
fix our attention on the object itself.
Even what we callornaments[parerga'],
i.e.
those things which do not belongto the complete
representation of the objectinternally aselements
but-onlyexternally
as complements, and which
augment the satisfaction of taste, do so only by their
of pictures,' or]
form ; as for example[theframes
the draperies of statues or the colonnades of palaces.
But if the ornament does not itself consist in beautiful form, and if it is used as a golden frame is used,
merely to recommend the painting by its charm, it
is then calledfinery and injures genuine beauty.
Emotion, i.e. a sensation in which pleasantness
is produced by means of a momentary checking and
a consequent more powerful outflow of the vital
force, does
not
belong
at all to beauty.
But
sublimity [with which the feeling of emotion is
bound up '1 requires a different standard of judgement from that which is at the foundation of taste ;
and thus a pure judgement of taste has for its determining groundneithercharm
noremotion, .in a
word, no sensation as the material of the aesthetical
judgement.
[Second Edition.]
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The judgement o f taste is quite idependent
of the concept o f perfectim

Objective purposiveness can only be cognised by
means of the reference of the manifold to a definite
purpose,
and
therefore
only througha
concept.
From this alone it is plain that the Beautiful, the
judging of which has at its basis a merely formal
purposiveness, i.e. a purposiveness without purpose,
is quite independent of the concept of the Good ;
becausethelatterpresupposes
a n objectivepurposiveness, ;.e. the reference of the object to a
definite purpose.
Objectivepurposiveness
is eitherexternal, i.e.
the utiZity, orinternal,
i.e. the perfection of the
object. That the
satisfaction
in an
object,
on
account of which we call it beautiful, cannot rest
on therepresentation
of its utility,is sufficiently
obvious from the two precedingsections ; because
in thatcase it would notbeanimmediatesatisfaction in the object, which is the essential condition
of a judgement about beauty. But objective internal
purposiveness, ;.e. perfection, comes nearer to the
by
predicate of beauty ; and it has been regarded
celebratedphilosophers’asthesameasbeauty,
with the proviso, ;f it is thought in a confused way.
I t is of the greatest importance in a Critique of Taste
todecidewhetherbeauty
can thus actually be
resohed into the concept of perfection.
To judge of objective purposiveness we always
1 [Kant probably alludes here to Baumgarten ( I 7 14-1762),
who
was the first writer to give the name of Aesthetics to the Philosophy
of Taste. He defined beauty as ‘‘ perfection apprehended through the
senses.” Kant is said to have used 85 a text-book at lectures a work
by Meier, a pupil of Baumgarten’s, on this subject,]
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need not only the concept of a purpose, but (if that
purposiveness is not to be
external
utility but
internal) the concept of aninternalpurpose which
shallcontain the ground of the internal possibility
of the object. Now as a purpose in general is that
whose concept can be regarded as the ground of the
so, in order to
possibility of theobjectitself;
representobjectivepurposiveness
in a thing,the
concept of what sort of thizg it is t o be must come
first. T h e agreement of the manifold in it with
this concept (which furnishes the rule for combining
the manifold) isthe guaZitative perfection of the
thing. Quite different from this is pantdative perfection, the completeness of a thing after its kind,
which is a mere concept of magnitude (of totality).l
I n this what the thing ought t o be is conceived as
alreadydetermined,andit
is onlyasked if it has
add its requisites. T h e formal [element) in the representation of a thing, i.e. the agreementof the manifold
with a unity (it being undetermined what this ought
to be), gives to cognition no objective purposiveness
is made of this
whatever. Forsinceabstraction
unity as purpose (whatthethingought
to be),
nothingremainsbutthesubjectivepurposiveness
of the representations in the mind of the intuiting
it furnishes a certain
subject. Andthis,although
purposiveness of therepresentativestate
of the
subject, and so a facility of apprehending a given
1 [Cf.Preface to the Metaphysical Ekmezts of Ethic4 v. : L L The
wordperfcctionisliabletomanymisconceptions.
It is sometimes
understood as aconcept belongingto TranscendentalPhilosophy ;
viz. the concept of the totality of the manifold, which, taken together,
constitutes a Thing; sometimes, again, it is understood as belonging
toTeleology, so that it signifies the agreement of the characteristics
of athingwith apuq5ose. Perfection in theformer sense might be
called quantitative (material),inthelatter
quaBtative (formal) perfection.”]
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form by the Imagination, yet furnishes no perfection
of an Object, since the Object is not here conceived
by means of the concept of a purpose. For example,
if in a forest I come across a plot of sward, round
which trees standin a circle, and do not then represent
to myself a purpose, viz. that it is intended to serve
for countrydances,nottheleastconcept
of perfection is furnished
by
the
mere
form. But to
represent to oneself a formal objective purposiveness
without purpose, 2.e. the mere form of a perjectiun
(without any matter and without the concept of that
with which it is accordant,even if itweremerely
theIdea
of conformity to law in general l ) is a
veritable contradiction.
Now thejudgement of taste is anaesthetical
judgement, i.e. such as rests on subjective grounds,
the determining ground of which cannot be a concept, and consequently cannot be the concept
of a
definite
purpose.
Therefore in beauty,
regarded
as a formal subjective purposiveness, there is in no
way thought a perfection of the object, as a wouldbeformalpurposiveness,
which yet is objective.
Andthus to distinguishbetweentheconcepts
of
the Beautifuland the Good, as i f , theywere only
differentinlogicalform,
thefirstbeinga
confused, the second a clear concept of perfection, but
identical in contentandorigin,
is quite fallacious.
Forthenthere
would be no speczfic difference
between them, but a. judgement of taste would be
as much a cognitiv<ju&p”?s
the judgement by
I$ .
I w x ~ ojust
~ as~when
;
the ordinary man says that fraud IS unjust he bases
hisjudgementon
confusedgrounds,whilst
the
”

1 [The words even
Edition]

g. . . general were

added in the Second

.
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philosopher bases it
on clear grounds, but both
on
identical
principles
of Reason. I have
already,
however, said that an aesthetical judgementis unique
of its kind, and gives
absolutely no cognition (not
even a confused cognition) of the Object ; this is only
supplied by a logical judgement. On the contrary,
it simplyrefers
the representation, by which an
Object is given, to the subject ; and brings to our
notice no characteristic of the object, but only the
purposive form in thedetermination of the representative powers which are occupyingthemselves
therewith. The'judgement is called aesthetical just
because its determiningground is not a concept,
but the feeling (of internal sense) of that harmony in
the play of the mental powers, so far as it can be felt
in sensation. On the other hand, if we wish to call
confused concepts and the objective judgement
based
on them, aesthetical, we shall have an Understandingjudging sensibly or a Senserepresentingits
Objects by means of concepts[both of which are
contradictory.'] The faculty of concepts, bethey
confused or clear, is theUnderstanding ; and although Understanding has to do with the judgement
of taste, as an aesthetical judgement(asit haswith all
judgements), yet it has to do with it not as a faculty
by which an objectiscognised,but
as the faculty
which determines the judgement and its representation (without anyconcept) in accordance with its
relation to thesubjectandthe
subject'sinternal
feeling, in so far as this judgement may be possible
in accordance with a universal rule.
1

[Second Edition.]
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8 16. The judgement

of taste, by which a n object is
decZared to be beautzyud un&r the condition of a
&jnite concept, is not pure

Thereare twokinds
of beauty ; freebeauty
(~u~chmtuu'ovaga) or merely dependent
beauty
(pudchn'tudo adhaerens). T h e first presupposes no
concept of what the object ought to be ; the second
does presuppose such a concept and the perfection
of the object in accordancetherewith.
T h e first is
called the(self-subsistent)beauty
of this orthat
thing ; the second, as dependent upon a concept
(conditionedbeauty), is ascribed toObjects which
come under the concept of a particular purpose.
Flowersarefreenatural
beauties. Hardly any
of a thing a
onebut a botanistknowswhatsort
flower ought to be ; and even he, though recognising in the flower the reproductiveorgan
of the
plant, paysnoregard
to thisnaturalpurpose
if
he is passingjudgement on the flower by Taste.
There is then at the basis of thisjudgementno
perfection of anykind,nointernalpurposiveness,
to which the collection of the manifold is referred.
Many birds (such as the parrot, the humming bird,
thebird
of paradise),and
many sea shells 'are
beauties in themselves, which d o not belong to any
objectdetermined
in respect of itspurpose
by
concepts, butplease freely and in themselves. So
alsodelineations h Lz grecgue, foIiage for borders
or wall-papers,mean nothing in themselves ; they
no Objectunder
a definite
representnothingconcept,-and
arefree beauties. We canrefer to
the same class what are called in music phantasies
( i e . pieces without any theme), and in fact all music
without words.
G

In the judging of a free beauty (according to the
mere form) the judgement of taste is pure. There
is presupposed no concept of any purpose, for which
the manifold shouldservethegivenObject,and
which therefore is toberepresented
therein. By
such a concept the freedom of the Imagination which
disports itselfin
the contemplation of thefigure
would be only limited.
But humanbeauty (ie. of a man, a woman, or
a child), thebeauty of a horse, or a building (be
itchurch, palace, arsenal, or summer-house)presupposes a concept of the purpose which determines
w h a t the thing is to be, and consequently a concept
of its perfection ; it is thereforeadherent beauty.
Now as the combination of the Pleasant(in sensation)
with Beauty, which properly is only concerned with
form, is a hindrance to the purity of the judgement
of taste ; so also is its purity injured by the
combination with Beauty of the Good (viz. that manifold
which is goodforthething
itself in accordance
with its purpose).
We could add much to a building which would
immediately please the eye, if onlyitwerenot
to
be a church. We could adorn a figure with all
kinds of spirals and light but regular
lines, as the
New Zealanders do with their tattooing, if only it
were not the figure of a human being. And again
this could have muchfinerfeatures
and a more
pleasing and gentle cast of countenanceprovided
it were not intended to represent a man, much less
a warrior.
Now the satisfaction in the manifold of a thing
in reference to the internal purposewhich determines
its possibility is a satisfaction grounded ona concept ;
but the satisfaction in beauty is such as presupposes

no concept,but is immediatelyboundup
with the
representationthrough
which the object is given
(not through which it is thought). If now the judgement of Taste in respect of the beauty of a thing is
made dependent on the purpose in its manifold, like
a judgement of Reason,and thus limited, it isno
longer a free and pure judgement of Taste.
I t is true that taste gains by this combination of
aesthetical with intellectual satisfaction, inasmuch as
it becomes fixed ; and though it is not universal, yet
in respect to certain purposively determined Objects
it becomes possible to prescribe rules for it. These,
however, are not rules of taste, but merely rules for
the unification of Taste with Reason, ie. of the
Beautiful with the Good, by which the former
becomesavailable as a n instrument of design in
respect of the latter. Thus the tone
of mind which
is self-maintaining and of subjective universal validity
is subordinated to the way of thinking which can be
maintained onlyby painful resolve, butis of objective
universal validity. Properly speaking, however, perfection gains nothing by beauty or beauty
by perfection ; but,when we comparetherepresentation
by which an object is given to us with the Object
(as regardswhat it oughtto be) by means of a
concept, we cannot avoid considering along with it
the sensation in the subject. And thus whenboth
y
states of mind are in harmony our whole f a ~ d t of
representative power gains.
A judgement of taste, then,in respect of anobject
with adefiniteinternalpurpose,
can only bepure,
if either the person judging has no concept of this
purpose, or else abstracts from it in his judgement.
Such a person, although forming an accurate judgement of taste in judging of the object as free beauty,

.
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would yet by another who considers the beauty in
it only as a dependent attribute (who looks to the
purpose of theobject)be
blamed, and accused of
false taste ; althoughbothareright
in their own
way, the one in reference to whathe has before
his eyes, the other
in reference to what he has in
histhought.
By means of this distinction we can
settle many disputes about beauty between judges
one is speaking of
oftaste ; byshowingthatthe
free, the other of dependent, beauty,-that
the first
is making a pure, the second an applied, judgement
of taste.

0 I 7.

Of the Ideab of beauty

There can benoobjective
rule of taste which
shall determine by
means
of concepts
what
is
beautiful. Foreveryjudgement
from thissource
is aesthetical ; i.e. the feeling of the subject, and not
a concept of the Object, is its determining ground.
To seek for a principle of taste which shall furnish,
by means of definite concepts, a universal criterion
of the beautiful, is fruitlesstrouble ; becausewhat
is sought is impossible and self-contradictory. T h e
universal communicability of sensation (satisfaction
or dissatisfaction)without theaid of a conceptthe agreement, as far as is possible, of all times and
peoples as regards this feeling in the representation
of certain objects-this
isthe empiricalcriterion,
although weak and hardly sufficing for probability,
of the derivation of a taste,thus
confirmed by
examples, from the deep-lying grounds of agreement
common to all men, in judging of the forms under
which objects are given to them.
Hence, we considersomeproducts
of taste as
emmjhv-y. Not
that
taste
can
be acquired by
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imitating others ; for it must be an original faculty.
He whoimitates a model shows, n o doubt, in so
far as he attains to it, skill ; but only shows taste
in so far as he can judge of this model itself.' I t
follows
from
hence thatthehighest
model, the
archetype of taste, is a mere Idea, which every one
must produce in himself; andaccordingto
which
he must judge every Object of taste, every example
of judgement by taste, and even the taste of every
one. Idea properlymeansarationalconcept,and
I&aZ therepresentation
of anindividualbeing,
to
an
Idea2Hencethat
regarded as adequate
archetype of taste, which certainlyrests
on the
indeterminate Idea that Reason has of a maximum,
but which cannotberepresented
by concepts,but
is better called
only in anindividualpresentation,
theIdeal of the beautiful. Althoughwearenot
in possession of this, we yetstrivetoproduce
it in ourselves.But
it can only be a n Ideal of
the Imagination, because it rests
on a presentation
and not on concepts,and the Imagination is the
faculty of presentationHow do we arrive at such
an Ideal of beauty ? A friom; or empirically ?
Moreover,whatspecies of t h e beautiful is suscepti ble of an Ideal ?
First, it is well toremarkthatthe
beauty for
1 Models of tasteasregardsthearts
of speech
must
be
composed in a deadandlearned
language. The first, in order
that theymaynot
suffer that change which inevitablycomesover
livinglanguages,in which nobleexpressionsbecomeflat,
common
ones antiquated, and newly created ones have oniy a short currency.
The second, because learned languages have a grammar which is subject to no wanton change of fashion,but the rules of which are
preserved unchanged.
2 mis distinctionbetween
an fdea and an IdeaZ, as alsothe
furthercontrastbetweenId&
of the Reason andIdeals of the
Imagination, hadalreadybeengivenbyKant
in the Critz$ue of
Pure Reason, Dialectic, bk. ii. c. iii. 5 I.]

. .,,.
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which an Ideal is to besoughtcannotbe
v a p
beauty,but
is j x e d by a concept of objective
purposiveness ; and thus it cannot appertain to the
Object of a quite pure judgement
of taste, but to
that of a judgement of taste which is in part intellectual. That is, in whatevergrounds of judgementanIdeal
is to be found,an Idea of Reason
in accordance with definiteconcepts
must lie at
itsbasis ; which determines a priori the purpose
on which the internal possibility of the object rests.
AnIdeal of beautiful flowers, of a beautiful piece
of furniture, of abeautiful view, is inconceivable.
B u t neither can an Ideal be represented of a beauty
e.g. of abeautiful
dependent ondefinitepurposes,
dwelling-house, a beautiful tree, a beautiful garden,
because
their
purpose
is not
etc. ; presumably
sufficiently determinedand
fixedby
the concept,
and thus the purposiveness is nearly as freeas
in the case of vagze beauty. T h e only being which
has the purpose of its existence in itself is man, who
can determine hispurposes by Reason ; or,where
he must receive them from external perception, yet
can
compare
them
with essential
and
universal
purposes, and can judge this their
accordance
aesthetically. This m a n is, then, alone of all objects
in the world, susceptible of an Ideal of beauty ; as
it is only kzlmamity in his person, as an intelligence,
that is susceptible of the Ideal ofperfection.
But thkre areheretwo
elements. First, there
is the aesthetical 1pomadI&a, which is an individual
Imagination),
representing
the
intuition (of the
standard of our judgement [upon man] as a thing
belonging to a particularanimalspecies.
Second&,
there is the rationalIdea which makes the purposes
be sensibly
of humanity, so far as theycannot

represented,the principlefor judging of afigure
through which, astheirphenomenal
effect, those
purposes are revealed. T h e normal Idea of the
figure of an animal of a particular race must
take
its elements from experience.
But
the
greatest
purposiveness in the construction of the figure,
that wouldbe available for the universal standard
of aesthetical judgement upon each individual of this
species-the image which is as it weredesignedly
atthe
basis of nature’s Technic,to
which only
the whole race andnotanyisolatedindividual
is
adequate - this lies merely in theIdea
of the
judging [subject]. And this, with its proportions,
as an aesthetical Idea, can be completely presented
in concreto in a model. I n order to make intelligible
in some measure(forwho
can extracther whole
secret from nature?) how thiscomestopass,
we
shall attempt a psychological explanation.
We must remark that, in a way quite incomprehensible by us, the Imagination can not only recall,
on occasion, the
signs
for concepts long past,
butcanalsoreproduce
theimage
of the figure
of
of the object out of an unspeakablenumber
objects of different kinds or even of the same kind.
Further, if the mind is concerned with-comparisons,
theImaginationcan,
in all probability,
actually
let one
image
glide
into
though
unconsciously
another, and thus by the concurrence of several of
the same kind come by an average, which serves as
the commonmeasure of all. Everyone,hasseen
thousand
a
full-grown
men.
Now if you wish
to judge of their normal size, estimating it by means
of comparison, the Imagination (as I think) allows
a greatnumber
of images (perhapsthe
whole
thousand)to fall on one another. If I am allowed

.
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to apply herethe analogy of opticalpresentation,
it is in the space where most of them are combined
and inside the contour,where the place is illuminated with the most vivid colours, that the average
size is cognisable ; which, both in height
and
from theextreme
breadth, is equallyfarremoved
bounds of thegreatest andsmalleststature.
And
thisisthestature
of abeautiful man. (We could
arrive at t h e same thing mechanically, by adding
together all thousand magnitudes, heights, breadths,
sum by athouandthicknesses,anddividingthe
sand. 3 u t theImaginationdoesthis
by means
of a dynamical effect, which arises from the various
impressions of such figures on the organ of internal
sense.) If now in asimilar wayfor thisaverage
man
we
seek the average head, for this head
theaverage nose, etc., suchfigure is atthe basis
of the normal Idea in the country
where
the
comparison is instituted. Thus necessarilyunder
a
these empiricalconditionsanegromusthave
different normal Idea of the beauty of the [human
figure] from awhiteman,aChinaman
a different
normal Idea from a European, etc. Andthesame
is the case with the model of abeautifulhorse or
dog (of a certain breed).This normaZ Idea is not
derived from proportions got from experience [and
regarded] as d e j d e r d e s ; but in accordance with
it rulesfor
judgingbecome in the firstinstance
possible. I t is the image for the whole race, which
floats among all the variously different intuitions of
individuals, which nature takes as archetype in her
productions of thesame species, but which seems
notto be fully reached in anyindividual case. It
is by no meansthe whole archtype of Seaaty in
the race,butonly
the form constitutingtheindis-
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pensablecondition of all beauty,andthusmerely
correctness in the [mental] presentation of the race.
I t is, like the celebrated D o ~ $ k o r u sof Pulycdetus,’
the rule (Myrmz’s Cow might also be used thus for
itskind).
It can thereforecontainnothingspecifically characteristic,forotherwiseit
would not be
the normal Idea for the race.
Its presentation
it
pleases, not by its beauty,butmerelybecause
contradicts no condition, under which alone a thing
of this kind canbe beautiful. The presentation is
merely correct.’
W e must yet distinguish the normaZ Idea of the
beautiful from the (dead, which latter,ongrounds
alreadyalleged,wecanonlyexpect
in the h m a n
figure. I n thistheIdeal consists in the expression
of the mora4 without which theobject would not
please universally andthus positively (notmerely
T h e visible
negatively in a correctpresentation).
expression of moral Ideas that rulemen inwardly,
[Polydetus of Argos flourished about 430 B.C. Hisstatue of
the S’earbearm (DovyPhomcs),afterwards became known as the
Canon ;
because in it theartist was supposedtohaveembodieda
perfect
representation of the ideal of the human figure.]
[This was acelebratedstatueexecuted
by Myron, aGreek
sculptor,contemporary with Polycletus. It is frequentlymentioned
in the Greek Anthology.]
8 It will be found that a perfectly regular countenance, such
as a
painter might wish to have for a model, ordinarily tells us nothing ;
because
it
contains
nothing
characteristic,
and
therefore
rather
expresses the Idea of the race than the specific [traits] of a person.
The exaggeration of a characteristic of this kind, i.e. such as does
violence to the normal Idea (the purposiveness of the race) is called
can’rattlre, Experience
also
shows that
these
quite
regular
countenancescommonlyindicateinternally
only amediocre man;
presumably (if it may be assumed that external nature expresses the
proportions of internal) because, if no mentaldispositionexceeds
that proportion which i s requisite in order to constitute a man free
from faults, nothingcanbe
expecred of whatiscalled
genius, in
which nature seems to depart from the ordinaryrelations of the
mental powers on behalf of some special one.

can indeedonly be got from experience ; butto
make its
connexion
with all which ourReason
unites with the morally good in theIdea of the
of heart,purity,
highestpurposiveness,-goodness
strength, peace, etc.,-visible as it were in bodily
manifestation (as the effect of that which is internal), requires a union of pure Ideas of Reason with
greatimaginativepower,even
in him whowishes
tojudge of it, still more in him who wishes to
present it. T h e correctness of suchanIdeal
of
beauty is shown by its permitting no sensible charm
to mingle with the satisfaction in the Object and yet
therein. This
allowing us totakeagreatinterest
shows that a judgement in accordance with such a
standard can never be purely aesthetical, and that a
judgement in accordance with an Ideal of beauty is
not a mere judgement of taste.
EXPLANATION OF THE BEAUTIFUL
DERIVED FROM THIS THIRD MOMENT

B e a d y is the form of the pu@osiveness of an
object, so far as this is perceived in it without any
representation oJ a
It might be objected to this explanation that there are things, in
which we see a purposive form without cognising any [definite] purpose
in them, like the stone implementsoften got from old sepulchral tumuli
with a hole in them as if for a handle. These, although they plainly
indicateby their shape a purposiveness of wbich we do not know
the purpose, are nevertheless not described as 'beautiful. But ifwe
regard a thing as a work of art, that is enough to make us admit
thatitsshape
has reference to somedesignand
definite purpose.
And hence there is no immediate satisfaction in the contemplation
ofit.
On theotherhand
a flower, e.g. a tulip, isregarded
as
beautiful;because in perceiving it we find a certain purposiveness
which, in our judgement, is referred ,to no purpose a t all.

FOURTH MOMENT
OF THE JUDGEMENT OF TASTE, ACCORDING
TO

THE
MODALITY OF THE SATISFACTION IN THE OBJECT

§

What the modaZity in a judgement of
taste is
I can say of every representation that it is at least
possih’e that(asacognition)
it shouldbe
bound
up with a pleasure. Of arepresentationthat
I
call phasant I say that it actzmZdy excites pleasure
in me.
But the beautzjid we think as having a
necessary reference to satisfaction. Now this necessityis of a peculiarkind.
I t is notatheoretical
objectivenecessity ; in which case it would be
cognised a p r w r i that every one wiZZ f e d this satisfaction in theobject called beautiful by me. It is
not a practicalnecessity ; inwhich case, by concepts of a pure rational will serving as a rulefor
freely acting beings, the satisfaction is the necessary
result of an objective law and only indicates that we
absolutely (without anyfurtherdesign)ought
to
act in a certain way. But the necessity which is
thought in an aesthetical judgementcan only be called
exempZary ; i.e. a necessity of the assent of aZZ to a
judgement which is regarded as the example of a
universal ruIe that we cannot state. Since an aesthetical judgement is not a n objective cognitive judgement, this necessity cannot be derived from definite
concepts,and isthereforenot
apodictic. Stillless
can it be inferred from the universality of experience
(of a complete agreement of judgements as to the
For not only would
beauty of acertainobject).
experience
hardly
furnish
sufficiently
numerous
18.
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vouchers for this ; but also, on empirical judgements
we canbasenoconcept
of the necessity of these
judgements.

8 19. The subjective necessity, which we ascribe
to the judgement of taste, is conditioned
The judgement of taste requiresthe agreement
of everyone ; and he whodescribesanythingas
ought to givehis
beautiful claims thateveryone
approval to the object in question and also describe
it as beautiful. T h e ozlght in the aesthetical judgement
is thereforepronounced in accordancewith all the
data which are required for judging and yet is only
conditioned. We ask for theagreement of every
one else, because we have for it a groundthat is
common to all ; and wecould count on this agreement,provided we werealways sure that the case
was correctlysubsumedunder
that ground as rule
of assent.

5 20.

The condztzon of necessity which a judgement
o f taste asserts is the Idea of a common sense

If judgementsof taste (like cognitive judgements)
had a definiteobjective principle, thenthe person
who lays them down
in accordance with this latter
would claim an unconditioned necessity for his judgement. If they were devoid of all principle, like those
of the mere taste of sense, we would not allow them
in thoughtany necessitywhatever.
Hence they
must have a subjective principle which determines
what pleases or displeases only by feeling and not
byconcepts,but
yet with universal validity. But
such a principle could only be regarded as a c m m m
seme, which is essentiallydifferentfrom
commQn
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Understanding which people sometimes call common
Sense (sensus communis) ; for thelatter does not
judge by feeling but alwaysbyconcepts,although
ordinarily only as by obscurely represented principles.
Hence itisonlyunderthepresuppositionthat
do not
there is a common sense (by whichwe
understand an external sense, but the effect resulting
is
from the free play of our cognitive powers)-it
only under this presupposition, I say, that the judgement of taste can be laid down.

$

2I.

Have we ground for presupposing a common
sense ?

Cognitions and jrldgements must, along with the
conviction that accompanies them, admit of universal
communicability ; for otherwisethere would be no
harmonybetweenthemandtheObject,andthey
would be collectively a mere subjective play of the
representative powers, exactly as scepticism would
if cognitions aretoadmit
of comhaveit.But
municability, so must also the state of mind,-i.e.
the accordance of the cognitive powers with a cognitiongenerally, and that proportion of them which
is suitable for a representation (by which an object
is given to us) in orderthat a cognition may be
made out of it-admit of universal communicability.
For withoutthis
as the subjective condition of
cognition,knowledge as an effect could not arise.
This actuallyalways
takes placewhen
a given
object by means of Sense excites the Imagination
to collect the manifold, and the Imagination in its
turnexcites the Understanding to bringabout a
unity of this collectiveprocessin
concepts. But
this accordance of the cognitivepowershas
a
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different proportion according to the variety of the
Objects which are given. However,it
must be
such that this internal relation, by which one mental
faculty is excited by another,shallbegenerally
the most beneficial for both faculties in respect of
cognition (of givenobjects);andthis
accordance
can only be determined by feeling (not according to
concepts). Since now thisaccordance
itself must
admit of universal communicability,and consequently
also our feeling of it (in a given representation)] and
since the universalcommunicability
of afeeling
presupposes a common sense, we have grounds for
assumingthislatter.Andthis
common sense is
assumed without relying on psychological observations] but simply as the necessary condition of the
universal communicability of our knowledge, which
is presupposed in everyLogicand
in everyprinciple of knowledge that is not sceptical.

5 22.

The necessity o f the universal agreemenf that
is thought in a judgement of taste is a subjective
necessity, which is represented as objective u n h r
the presupposition of a common sense

I n all judgements by which we describe anything
as beautiful, we allow no onetobe
of another
opinion ; without however grounding our judgement
on concepts but only on our feeling, which we therefore place at its basis not as a private,but as a
communal feeling.’ Now this common sense cannot
be grounded on experience; for it aims a t justifying
ought. I t doesnot
judgements which containan
say that every one mil.! agree with my judgement,
but thathe ought. And so commonsense, as an
1

[Cp. p.

I

70, inpa.]
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example of whose judgement I here put forward my
judgement of taste and on account of which I attribute to the latter a n exempZaary validity, is a mere
ideal norm, under the supposition of which I have a
right to make into a rule for every one a judgement
that accords therewith, as well as the satisfaction in
anObjectexpressed
in such judgement. For the
principle, which concerns the agreement of different
only subjective, is yet
judging persons,although
assumed as subjectively universal (an Idea necessary
for every one) ; and thus can claim universal assent
(as if itwereobjective)provided
we aresure
that we havecorrectlysubsumed[theparticulars]
under it.
This indeterminate norm of a common sense is
actuallypresupposed byus ; as is shown by our
claim to lay downjudgements of taste. Whether
as a constithere is in fact suchacommonsense,
tutive principle of the possibility of experience, or
whetherayethigherprinciple
of Reasonmakes
it only into a regulative principle
for producing in
u s a commonsense for higherpurposes : whether
faculty,
therefore Taste is anoriginalandnatural
or only theIdea
of an artificial oneyetto
be
of taste with its
acquired, so thatajudgement
assumption of a universalassent in fact, is onlya
requirement of Reason for producing such harmony
of sentiment ; whether the “ ought,” ie. the objective
necessity of the confluence of the feeling of any one
man with that of everyother, onlysignifies the
possibility of arriving at this accord, and the judgement of taste only affords an example of the application of this principle : thesequestions
we have
neither the wish nor thepowertoinvestigateas
yet ; we have now only to resolve the faculty of taste
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into its elements in order to unite them at last in the
Idea of a common sense.
EXPLANATION
OF

THE BEAUTIFUL
RESULTING

FROM

THE FOURTH
MOMENT

The beautzyd is that which without any concept
is cognised as the object of a necessary satisfaction.
GENERAL REMARK ON THE FIRST SECTION OF THE
ANALYTIC

If we seek the result of the precedinganalysis
we find that everything runs up into this concept of
Taste, that it is a faculty for judging an object in
reference to the Imagination’sfree conformity t o law.
Now if in the judgementof taste theImagination must
be considered in its freedom, it is in the first place
not regarded as reproductive, as it is subject to the
laws of association, butas productive and spontaneous
of arbitraryforms of possiblein(astheauthor
in theapprehension
of a
tuition). Andalthough
given object of sense it is tied to a definite form of
this Object, and so far has no free play (such as that
of poetry) yet it may readily be conceived that the
object can furnish it with such a form containing a
collection of the manifold, as the Imagination itself,
if it were left free, would project in accordance with
the conformity t o Zaw of the Understanding in
general. But that the imaginative power should be
f r e e and yet of itsecf conformed to Zaw, i e . bringing
autonomywith it, is acontradiction.
T h e Understandingalonegivesthe
law. If, however, the
Imagination is compelled to proceed according to a
definite law, its product in respect of form is determined by concepts as to what it ought to be. But

.
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then, as is above shown, the satisfaction is not that
in the Beautiful, but in the Good (in perfection, at
any rate in mere formal perfection) ; and the judgement is not ajudgement of taste.Hence
it is a
conformity to law without a law ; and a subjective
agreement of the Imagination and Understanding,
"without such an objective agreement as there is
is referredto
a definite
whentherepresentation
concept of an object,-can subsist along with the free
conformity to law of theUnderstanding (which is
also called purposiveness without purpose) and with
the peculiar feature of a judgement of taste.
Nowgeometricallyregularfigures,suchasa
circle, a square, a cube, etc., are commonly adduced
by critics of tasteasthe simplestand most indisputable examples of beauty ; and yet they are called
regular,because
we canonlyrepresentthem
by
regarding them as mere presentations of a definite
concept which prescribes the rule for the figure
(according to which aloneit is possible). One of
these two must be wrong, either that judgement of
the critic which ascribes beauty to the said figures,
or ours, which regardspurposiveness apart from a
concept as requisite for beauty.
Hardly any onewill say that a man must have taste
in order that he should find moresatisfaction in a
circle than in a scrawled outline, in an equilateral and
equiangular quadrilateral thanin onewhich is oblique,
irregular, and as it were deformed, for this belongs to
the ordinary Understanding and is not Taste at all.
Where, e.g. our design is to judge of the size of an
area, or to make intelligible the relation of the parts
of it, when divided, to one another and to the whole,
then regular figuresand thoseof the simplest kind are
needed, andthe satisfaction does not rest immediately
H
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on the aspect of the figure, but on its availability for
all kinds of possibledesigns.
A room whose walls
form oblique angles, or a parterre of this kind, even
every violation of symmetry in the figure of animals
(e.g. being one-eyed), of buildings, or of flower beds,
displeases, because it contradicts the purpose of the
thing, not only practically in respect of adefinite
use of it, but also when we pass judgement on it as
regards any possibledesign.
This is not the case
in thejudgement of taste, which when pure combinessatisfactionordissatisfaction,-without
any
reference to its use or to a purpose,-with the mere
consiakation of the object.
The regularity which leads to the concept of a n
object is indeed the indispensable condition (conditio
sine p a non) for graspingtheobject
in asingle
representation and determining the
manifold in its
form. This determination is a purpose in respect of
cognition, and in reference to this it is always bound
up with satisfaction (which accompanies the execuis
tion of every, even problematical, design). There
here, however, merely the approval
of the solution
satisfying a problem, and
not a freeandindefinite
purposive entertainment of the mental powers with
what we call beautiful, where the Understanding is
at the service of Imagination and not vice zmsa.
In a thing thatis only possibIe by means of design,
-a
building,oreven
an animal,-theregularity
consisting in symmetry must expressthe
unity
of theintuitionthataccompaniestheconcept
of
purpose,andthisregularitybelongstocognition.
Butwhere only a freeplay of therepresentative
powers (underthecondition,however,thatthe
Understanding is to suffer n o shock thereby) is to
be kept up, in pleasure gardens, room decorations,
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all kinds of tastefulfurniture, etc., regularity that
showsconstraint is avoided as much as possible.
Thus in the English taste in gardens, or in bizarre
taste in furniture, the freedom of the Imagination is
pushedalmostnear
to thegrotesque,and
in this
separation from every constraint of rule we have the
case, where taste can display its greatest perfection
in the enterprises of the Imagination.
All stiff regularity (such as approximates to
mathematicalregularity)
has something in itrepugnant totaste ; for ourentertainment
in the
contemplation of itlastsfornolength
of time,
but it rather, in so far as it has notexpressly in
view cognition or a definite practical purpose, produces
weariness.
On the other hand that with
which Imaginationcanplay
in an unstudied and
purposive manneris always new to us, and one
doesnot get tired of looking at it. Marsden in
hisdescription of Sumatra makes the remark that
thefree beauties of naturesurroundthespectator
everywhere and thus lose their attraction forhim.'
a pepper-garden, where the stakes
On the other hand
on which this plant twines itself form parallel rows,
had much attractiveness for him, if he met with it
in the middle of a forest. And hence he infers that
wild beauty, apparently irregular, only pleases as a
variation from the regular beauty of which one has
B u t he needonlyhave
madethe
seenenough.
experiment of spending one day in a pepper-garden,
to have been convinced
that, once the Understanding,
by the aid of this regularity, has put itself in accord
with the order that it always needs, the object will
not entertain for long,-nay rather it will impose a
[ h e 2% Histoty of Sumutra, by W. Marsden (London, I 783),

P. 113.1
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burdensomeconstraintupontheImagination.
On
the other hand, nature, which there is prodigal in its
variety even to luxuriance, that is subjected to no
constraint of artificial rules, can supply constant food
for taste.Even the song of birds, which we can
bringunder no musical rule, seemstohavemore
freedom, and therefore more for taste, than a song of
a human being which is produced in accordance with
all the rules of music ; for we very much sooner weary
of thelatter, if it is repeatedoftenand
at length.
Here, however, we probably confuse our participawe love,
tion in the mirth of alittlecreaturethat
with the beauty of its song ; for if this were exactly
imitated by man (assometimesthenotes
of the
nightingaleare)
it would seem to ourearquite
devoid of taste.
Again,beautifulobjects are to bedistinguished
from beautiful views of objects(whichoften
on
account of theirdistancecannotbeclearlyrecogI n the
latter
case taste
appears
not
nised).
so much in whattheImagination
apfrehndi in
this field, as in the impulse it thus gets to f i t i o n ,
i.e. in the peculiarfancies with ‘which themind
entertains itself, whilst it is continually being aroused
by thevariety which strikes the eye. An illustration is afforded, e g . by thesight of thechanging
shapes of a fire on the hearth or of a rippling brook ;
neither of these hasbeauty,buttheybringwith
they
them a charm for theImagination,because
entertain it in free play.
1

[Cf 5 42 infiu.]

S E C O N D BOOK
ANALYTIC OF THE SUBLIME

tj

Transition from the f a c d t y which judges of
the Beawt$uZ to that which judges of the Sublime
23.

T h e Beautiful andtheSublimeagree
in this,
in themselves.Further,neither
thatbothplease
presupposes a judgement of sense nor a judgement
logically determined, but a .judgement of reflection.
to them]
Consequentlythesatisfaction[beIonging
does notdepend on asensation, as in the case of
thePleasant, nor onadefiniteconcept,
as in the
case of the Good ; but it is nevertheless referred to
conceptsalthoughindeterminateones.And
so the
satisfaction is connected with the mere presentation
[of the object] or with the faculty of presentation;
so that in the case of a given intuition this faculty
or theImagination is considered as in agreement
with the facuZty o f cohic@ts of Understandingor
Reason (in its furtherance of these latter).Hence
both kinds of judgements are szkplar, andyet
announce themselves as universally valid for every
lay claim merely tothe
subject ; althoughthey
feeling of pleasure and not to any knowledge of the
object.
But there are also remarkable differences between
in
nature
is connected
the two. T h e Beautiful
101
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with the form of the object, which consists in having
boundaries. The Sublime,on the other hand, is to
be found in a formless object, so far as in it or by
occasion of it bomddessness is represented, and yet
to thought. Thusthe
its totality is alsopresent
Beautiful seems to beregarded
asthe presentation of an indefinite concept of Understanding ;
theSublime as that of alikeconcept
of Reason.
Therefore the satisfaction in the one case is bound
up with the representation of qzladity, in the other
with that of guantity. Andthelatter
satisfaction
is quite different in kind from the former, for this
[the Beautiful '1 directly brings with it a feeling of
the furtherance of life, and thus is compatible with
charmsand with the play of theImagination.But
the other [the feeling of the Sublime '1 is a pleasure
that arisesonlyindirectly
; viz. it is produced by .
the feeling of a momentarychecking of the vital
powers and a consequent stronger outflow of them,
so thatitseems
to beregardedas
emotion,-not
play, but earnest in the exercise of the Imagination.
-Henceit
is incompatiblewith
charms;and as
the mind is notmerely attracted by the objectbut
is ever beingalternatelyrepelled,thesatisfaction
in the sublime does not so much involve a positive
pleasure as admiration or respect, which rather
deserves to be called negative pleasure.
Buttheinnerand
mostimportantdistinction
betweentheSublime
and Beautiful is, certainly,
as follows. (Here, as we are entitled to do, we only
bringunderconsideration
in the first instancethe
sublime in natural Objects ; for the sublime of Art
is alwayslimitedby
the conditions of agreement
with Nature.)
Natural
beauty
(which is self1

[Second Edition.]
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subsisting)brings
with it a purposiveness in its
form by which the object seems to be, as it were,
pre-adapted to our Judgement, and thus constitutes
in itself a n object of satisfaction. O n theother
hand, that which excites in us, without any reasoningaboutit,but
in themere apprehension of it,
the feeling of the sublime, may appear as regards
its form to violate purpose in respect of t h e Judgement, to be unsuited to our presentative faculty,
and, as it were, to do violence to the Imagination ;
and yet it is judged to be only the more sublime.
Now fromthis we may seethat in general we
express ourselves incorrectly if we call any object of
nature sublime, although we can quite correctly call
many objects of nature beautiful. For how can
that be marked by an expression of approval, which
is apprehended in itself as being a violation of
purpose ? All that we cansay is thatthe object
is fit for the presentation of a sublimity which can
be found in the mind ; for no sensible form can
contain thesublime properly so-called. This concerns only Ideas of the Reason, which, although no
adequatepresentationis
possible for them, by this
inadequacy that admits of sensible presentation, are
arousedandsummonedintothe
mind. T h u s the
wide ocean, agitated by the storm, cannot be called
sublime. Its aspect is horrible ; and the mind must
bealready filled with manifold Ideas if it is to be
determined by such an intuition to a feeling itself
sublime, as it is incited to abandonsensibility and
to busy itself with Ideasthat involve higher purposiveness.
Self-subsisting,naturalbeautydiscovers
to us a
Technic of nature, which represents it as a system
in accordance with laws, the principle ofwhich we
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do not find in the whole of our faculty of Understanding. That principle is the principle of purposiveness, in respect of the use of our Judgement
in regard to phenomena ; [which requires] that
these mustnot
bejudgedas
merelybelonging
tonature
in its purposeless mechanism, butalso
as belonging to somethinganalogous
to art.
It,
therefore, actually extends, not indeed our cognition
of natural Objects, but our concept of nature ; [which
is now notregarded] as mere mechanismbut as
art. This leads to profoundinvestigationsas
to
the possibility of such a form. But in what we
are accustomed to call sublime there is nothing
at all that leads to particularobjectiveprinciples
and forms of nature corresponding to them ; so far
from it that for the most part nature excites the Ideas
of the sublime in its chaos or in its wildest and most
size and
irregular disorder and desolation, provided
that
the
might
are
perceived.
Hence, we see
concept of the Sublime is notnearly so important
or rich in consequences as the concept of the
Beautiful ; andthat in generalit displays nothing
purposive in nature itself, but only in that possible
use of our intuitions of it by which there is produced
in us a feeling of a purposiveness quite independent
of nature. We must seek a groundexternal
to
ourselves . for the Beautiful of nature ; but seek it
for theSublimemerely
in ourselves and in our
attitude of thought which introduces sublimity into
the representation of nature. This is a veryneedful preliminaryremark, which quiteseparatesthe
Ideas of the sublime from that of a purposiveness
of natwe, andmakesthetheory
of the sublime
a mere appendix to the aesthetical judging of that
purposiveness ; because by means of it no particular

P

form is represented in nature, butthere
is only
developed a purposiveuse which theImagination
makes of its representation.

tj 24. Of the divisions of an investigation into the
feezing of the sublime

As regards the division of themoments of the
aesthetical judging of objects in reference to the
feeling of the sublime, the Analyticcanproceed
according to the same principle as was adapted in
the analysis of judgements of taste. For as an act
of the aesthetical reflective Judgement, the satisfaction in the Sublime must be represented just as in
the case of the Beautiful,-according
to quantity as
universally valid, according to quality as devoid of
iderest, according to reZation as subjective purposto modaZi2y as necessary.
iveness, andaccording
And so the method here will not diverge from that
of the preceding section ; unless, indeed, we count
it a difference that in the case where the aesthetical
Judgement is concerned with the form of the Object
we began with the investigation
of its quality, but
here, in view of the formlessness which may belong
to what we call sublime, we shall begin with quantity,
as the first moment of the aesthetical judgement as
to t h e sublime. T h e reason for this may beseen
from the preceding paragraph,
Buttheanalysis
of theSublimeinvolves
a
division not needed in the case of the Beautiful,
viz. a division intothe
mathematicaZ4 andthe
dymrwicaZGy subdime.
For the feeling of the Sublime brings with it as
its characteristicfeature a movewttt of the mind
bound up with the judging of the object, while in
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the case of the Beautiful taste presupposes and
maintains the mind in restful contemplation.Now
this movement ought to
be judged as subjectively
us), and
purposive(because
the sublimepleases
thus it is referred through the Imagination either to
the faculty of cognition or of desire. I n either
reference the purposiveness of the given representation ought to be judged only in respect of this
f m l t y (withoutpurposeor
interest); but in the
mathefirst case it is ascribed totheObjectasa
matical determination of the Imagination, in the
second as dynamicad. And
hence
we have
this
twofold way of representing the sublime.
A.-OF

5 25.

THE

MATHEMATICALLY
SUBLIME

ExpZanation of the t e r n

sublime

IC

W e call that sublime which is absolute@ great.
Buttobe
great, and to bea greatsomethingare
quite different concepts (magdudo and pantitas).
I n likemannerto
say simp4(simpliciter)
that
anything is great is quite different from saying that
it is absohte& great (absolute, non comparative
magnum). T h e latter is what is great beyond all
comfan2on.What now is meant by theexpression that anything is great or small or of medium
size ? I t is notapureconcept
of Understanding
that is thus signified ; still less is it an intuition of
Sense, and just as little is it a concept of Reason,
because it brings with it no principle of cognition.
It must thereforebeaconcept
of Judgementor
derived from one ; and a subjectivepurposiveness
of the representation in reference to the Judgement
must lie at its basis. That anything is a magnitude
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(quantum) may be cognised from thething itself,
without any comparison of it with other things ; viz.
if there is a multiplicity of the homogeneous constituting onething.
But to cognise how great it
is always
requires
some
other
magnitude
as a
measure. But because thejudging of magnitude
depends not merelyon multiplicity (number), but
also on themagnitude of the unit (themeasure),
and since, to judge of the magnitude of this latter
againrequiresanotherasmeasurewith
which it
may be compared, we seethatthedetermination
of themagnitude
of phenomenacansupply
no
absoluteconceptwhatever
of magnitude,butonly
a comparative one.
If now 1 say simply thatanything is great, it
appears that I have no comparison in view, a t least
none with an objective measure ; because it is thus
not determined at all how great t h e object is. But
althoughthestandard
of comparison is merely
subjective, yet the judgement none the
less claims
universal assent ; “ this man is beautiful,” and “ he
is tall,’’ arejudgements notlimitedmerely
to the
like theoreticaljudgements,
judgingsubject,but,
demanding the assent of every one.
In a judgement by which anything is designated
simply as great, it is not merely meantthatthe
is
object has a magnitude, but that this magnitude
superior to that of many other objects of the same
kind, without, however, any exact determination of
this superiority. Thus there is always at the basis
of our judgement a standard which we assume as
the same for every one ; this, however, is not available for any logical (mathematically definite) judging
of magnitude, b u t only for aesthetical judging of the
same, becauseit is a merelysubjectivestandard

i
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lying at the basis of the reflective judgement upon
magnitude. I t may
be
empirical, as, e g . the
average size of the men known to us, of animals of
a certainkind,trees, houses, mountains, etc. Or it
may be a standardgiven a priori, which through
the defects of the judging subject is limited by the
subjective conditions of presentation in concreto ; as,
e.g. in the practical sphere,thegreatness
of a
certain virtue, or of the public liberty and justice in
a country ; or, in the theoretical sphere, the greatness
of the accuracy or the inaccuracy of an observation
or measurement that has been made, etc.
Here it is remarkable that, although we have no
interest whatever in an Object,-ie. its existence is
indifferentto us,-yet
itsmere size,even if it is
considered as formless, may bring a satisfaction with
itthat is universally communicable, andthat consequently involves the consciousness of a subjective
purposiveness in the use of our cognitive faculty.
This is not indeed a satisfaction in theObject
(because it may be formless), as in the case of the
Beautiful, in which the reflective Judgement finds
itself purposively determined in reference to cognition in general ; but [a satisfaction] in the extension
of the Imagination by itself.
If (under the above limitation) we say simply of
an object “ it is great,”this is no mathematically
definite judgement but a mere judgement of reflection upon the representation of it, which is subjectively purposive for a certain use of ourcognitive
powers in theestimation of magnitude ; and w e
always then bind up with the representation a kind
of respect, as *also a kind of contempt for what we
simply call “ small.” Further, the judging of things
as great or small extends to everything, even to all

theircharacteristics ; thus we describebeauty
as
great or small. T h e reason of this is to be sought
in the fact thatwhatever we present in intuition
according to the precept of the Judgement (and thus
represent aesthetically) is always a phenomenon and
thus a quantum.
But if we call anything not only great, but absolutely great in every point of view (great beyond all
comparison), i e . sublime, we soon see that it is not
permissible to seek for an adequate standard of this
outsideitself,butmerely
in itself. I t is a magnitude which is likeitselfalone.
I t follows hence
that the sublime is not to be sought in the things of
nature, but only in our Ideas ; but in which of them
it lies must be reserved for the Deduction.
T h e foregoing explanation can be thus expressed :
thesubZime is that. in comparisolz with which everything edse is snzaZZ. Here we easily see that nothing
can be given in nature, however
great it is judged
by us to be, which could not if considered in another
relation be reduced to the infinitely small ; and conversely there is nothing so small, which does not
admit of extension by our Imagination to the greatness of a world, if compared with stillsmaller
us with
standards.
Telescopes
have
furnished
abundant
material
for makingthe
firstremark,
microscopes for the second.
Nothing,
therefore,
which can be an object of the senses, is, considered
on this basis, to be called sublime. But because there
is in ourImagination
a striving towards infinite
progress, and in ourReason a claimfor absolute
totality, regarded as a real Idea, therefore this very
inadequateness for that Idea in our faculty for
estimating the magnitude of things of sense, excites
in us the feeling of a supersensible faculty. And

1
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it is not the object

of sense, but the use which the
of certainobjectson
Judgementnaturallymakes
behalf of this latter feeling, that is absolutely great ;
and in comparison every other use is small. Consequently it is the state of mind produced by a certain
representation with which the reflective Judgement
is occupied, and not the Object, that is to be called
sublime.
We may
therefore
append
to
the
preceding
formulas explaining the sublime this other : the subZ i m e is that, the mere ability to think which, shows a
facuZty of the mind surpassing every standard ofSense.

$ 26. Of that estimation of the magnitude of natural
things which is requisite fur the Ia2a of the Sublime
T h e estimation of magnitude by means of concepts of number (or theirsigns
in Algebra) is
mathematical;butthat
in mere intuition (bythe
measurement of the eye) is aesthetical.Nowwe
can comeby definite conceptsof how great a thing is,
[only]’ by numbers, of which the unit is the measure
(at all events by series
of numbersprogressing to
infinity) ; and so far all logical estimation of magnitude is mathematical. Butsincethemagnitude
of
the measure must then be assumed known, and this
again is only to beestimated mathematically by
means of numbers,-the
unit of which must be another [smaller] measure,-we
can never have a first
or fundamentalmeasure,andthereforecannever
So
have a definiteconcept of a givenmagnitude.
the estimation of the magnitude of the fundamental
m a s u r e mustconsistinthis,
that we can immediatelyapprehend it inintuitionanduseitbythe
1

[Second Edition.]
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Imagination for thepresentation
of concepts of
number. That is, all esti.mation of themagnitude
of the objects of nature is in the end aesthetical (Le.
subjectively and not objectively determined).
Now for the mathematical estimation of magnitude there is, indeed, no maximum (for the power of
numbers extends to infinity) ; but for its aesthetical
estimation there is
always
maximum,
a
and
of
this I say that if it is judged as the absolute measure
than whichno greater is possiblesubjectively(for
the judging subject), it brings with it the Idea of the
sublime and produces that emotion which no matheof its magnitude by means of
maticalestimation
numbers can bringabout(except
so far asthe
aesthetical fundamental measure remains vividly
in
the Imagination). Forthe
former only presents
relativemagnitude by means of comparison with
others of thesame kind ; butthelatterpresents
magnitude absolutely, so far as the mind can grasp
it in an intuition.
In receiving a quantum into the Imagination
by
intuition, in order to be able to use it for a measure
or as a unit for the estimation of magnitude by means
of numbers, there are two operations of the Imagination involved : apprehension (aHreAensio) and comprehension (comjrehnsio aesthtita). As toapprehension there is no difficulty, for it can go on ad
infim'tum ; butcomprehensionbecomes
harder the
further apprehension advances, and soon attains to
itsmaximum, viz. the aesthetically greatest fundamentalmeasure for the estimation of magnitude.
For whenapprehensionhasgone
so far that the
partial representations of sensuous intuition at first
apprehendedbegin to vanish in theImagination,
whilst thiseverproceedstothe
apprehension of
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others, then it loses as much on the one side as it
gains on the other ; and in comprehension there is a
maximum beyond which it cannot go.
Hence can be explained what Savary remarks in
his account of Egypt, viz. that we must keep from
going very near the Pyramids just as
much as w e
keep from going too far from them, in order to get
the full emotional effect from their size. For if we
are too far away, theparts
to be apprehended
(thestones
lying oneover
the other)are
only
obscurelyrepresented,and
the representation of
them produces no effect upon the aesthetical judgement of the subject. But if we are verynear, the
eye requires some time to complete the apprehension
of the tiers from the bottom up to the apex ; and
then the first tiers are always partly forgotten before
theImaginationhastaken
in the last, and so the
complete.The
comprehension of themisnever
same thing maysufficiently explain the bewilderment
or, as it were, perplexity which, it is said, seizes the
spectator on his first entranceintoSt.Peter'sat
Rome. For there is herea feeling of the inadequacy
of hisImagination for presentingtheIdeas
of a
whole, wherein theImaginationreaches
its maximum, and, in striving to surpass it, sinks back into
itself, by which, however, a kind of emotional satisfaction is produced.
I do not wish to speak as yet of the ground of
this satisfaction, which is bound up with a representation from which we should least of all expect it,
viz. a representation which lets us remark its
inadequacy and consequently its subjective want of
purposiveness for the Judgement in the estimation of
magnitude. I onlyremark that if the aesthetical
1 [Lettrcs
!E&&, par M. Savary,Amsterdam, 1787.1
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judgement is pure (i.e. mingZed wifh no teZeoZogicaZ
jadgement or judgementof Reason) andis to be given
as a completely suitable example
of the Critique of
the aesthtical Judgement] we must not exhibit the
sublime in products of art (e.g. buildings, pillars, etc.)
where human purpose determines
the form as well
as the size ; nor yet in things of nature the concepts
of which bring with them a definite purpose (e.g.
animals with aknownnaturaldestination)
; but in
rude nature (and in this only in so far as it does not
bring with itanycharmoremotionproduced
by
actual danger) merely as
containing
magnitude.
For in this kind of representationnaturecontains
nothing monstrous (either magnificent or horrible) ;
the magnitude that is apprehended may be increased
as much as you wish providedit can be comprehended in a whole by theImagination.Anobject
is monstrozls if by its size it destroysthepurpose
which constitutestheconcept of it. But themere
presentation of a concept is called cuZossaZ, which is
almost too great for any presentation (bordering on
; because the purpose of
therelativelymonstrous)
thepresentation of aconcept is madeharder[to
realise] by the intuition of the object being almost
A pure
too great for our faculty of apprehension.judgement upon the sublime must, however, have no
purpose of the Object as its determining ground, if
it is tobeaestheticalandnotmixedup
with any
judgement of Understanding or Reason.

Because everything which is to give disinterested
pleasure tothe merelyreflective Judgementmust
bring with the representation of it, subjective and,
as subjective, universally valid purposivenessI

1x4
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although no purposiveness of the f o r m of the object
lies (as in the case of the Beautiful) at the ground of
the judgement-the
questionarises " what is this
subjective purposiveness ? " And how does it come
to be prescribed as the norm by which a ground for
universally valid satisfaction is supplied in the mere
estimation of magnitude,even
in that which is
forced up to the point where our faculty of Imagination is inadequate for the presentation of the concept
of magnitude ?
I n the process of combinationrequisite for the
estimation of magnitude,
the
Imagination
proceeds
of itself to infinity without anything hindering i t ;
but the Understanding guides by
it means of concepts
of number, for which the Imagination must furnish
the schema. And in this procedure, as belonging to
the logical estimation of magnitude, there is indeed
something objectively purposive,-in
accordance
with the concept of a purpose (as all measurement
is),-but
nothingpurposiveandpleasing
for the
aesthetical
Judgement.
There is also in this
designedpurposivenessnothing
whichwould force
us to push the magnitude of the measure, and consequently the colrtprehsnsion of the manifoldin an
intuition, to the boundsof the faculty of Imagination,
or as far as ever this can reach in its presentations.
For in the estimation of magnitude by the Understanding (Arithmetic) we only go to a certain point
whether we push the comprehension of the units up
to the number I O (as in the decimal scale) or only
up to 4 (as in thequaternaryscale);thefurther
production of magnitudeproceeds by combination
or, if the quantum is given in intuition, by apprehension, but merely bywayof progression (not of
comprehension) .in accordancewith
a n assumed

/
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principle of progression.
In this mathematical
estimation of magnitude the Understandingis equally
served
and
contented
whether
the
Imagination
chooses for unit a magnitude that we can take in in
aglance, e.g. a foot or rod,or aGerman mile or
even the earth’s diameter,-of h i c h the apprehenthe comprehension
sion is indeed possible, but not
in a n intuition of the Imagination (not possible by
colrtprehensio.aesthetica, although quite possible by
comfrehzsio do&o in a concept of number). In both
cases the logicalestimation of magnitudegoes on
without hindrance to infinity.
But now the mind listens to t h e voice of Reason
which, for every given magnitude,-even for those
that can never be entirely apprehended, although (in
sensible representation) they are judged as entirely
given,requires
totality.
Reason
consequently
desirescomprehension in one intuition,and so the
presentation of all these members of a progressively
increasingseries.
It doesnotevenexemptthe
infinite (space and past time) from this requirement ;
it rather renders it unavoidable to think the infinite
(in the judgement of common Reason) as entire&
given (according to its totality).
But the infinite is absolutely(not merely com.paratively)great.Comparedwith
it everything
else (of the same kind of magnitudes) is small. And
what is’most important is that to be able only to
think it as a &ole indicates a faculty of mind which
surpasseseverystandard of Sense. For [to representitsensibly]
would require a comprehension
having for unit a standard bearinga definite relation,
expressible in numbers, io the infinite ; which is
impossible. Nevertlieless, the bare capabidity of
thi~Ki?tgthis infinite without contradiction requires
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in the human mind a faculty itself supersensible. For
it is only by means of this faculty and its Idea of a
nournenon,- which admits of no intuition, but
which yet serves as the substrate for the intuition
of the world, as a mere phenomenon,-that
the
infinite of the world of sense, in the pure intellectual
estimation of magnitude, can be complete& comprein themathehended under a concept,although
matical estimation of magnitude by means of concepts
of namber it can never be completely thought. The
faculty of being able to think the infinite of supersensible intuition asgiven (in its intelligiblesubof sensibility, and
strate), surpasses every standard
is great beyond all comparison even with the faculty
of mathematicalestimation ; not of course in a
theoreticalpoint
of view andon
behalf of the
cognitive faculty, but as a n extension of the mind
which feels itself able in another (practical) point of
view to g o beyond the limit of sensibility.
sublime
in those of its
Nature is therefore
phenomena, whose intuition brings with it the Idea
of their infinity. This last can only come by the inadequacy of the greatest effort of our Imagination to
estimatethemagnitude
of an object. But now in
mathematical estimation of magnitude the Imagination is equal toproviding a sufficient measure for
every object ; because the numerical concepts of the
Understanding, by means of progression, can make
anymeasureadequate
to anygiven
magnitude.
Thereforeit
must be the aesthlicad estimation
of magnitudein
which it is felt that the effort
towards
comprehension
surpasses
the power of
theImaginationtograspin
a whole of intuition
the progressiveapprehension ; and at thesame
time is perceived the inadequacy of this faculty,

.
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unbounded in its progress, for grasping and using,
for the estimation of magnitude,fundamental
a
by the
measure which could bemadeavailable
Understanding with littletrouble.
Now the proper
of nature is its
unchangeable fundamental measure
nature
as
a
absolute whole ; which, regarding
phenomenon, wouldbe infinity comprehended. But
since this fundamental measureis a self-contradictory
concept(onaccount
of the impossibility of the
absolute totality of an endless progress), that magnitude of a natural Object, on which the Imagination
fruitlessly spends its whole faculty of comprehension,
must carry our concept of nature to a supersensible
substrate (which lies at its basis and also at the basis
is
of our faculty of thought). As this,however,
great beyondall standards of sense, it makesus judge
as subizme, not so much the object, as our own state
of mind in the estimation of it.
Therefore, just as the aesthetical Judgement in
judgingthe Beautiful refers the Imagination in its
in order to harmonise
free play to the Wm?er.stam?i~g,
it with the concepts of the latter in general (without
any determination of them) ; so does thesame
faculty when judging a thing as Sublime refer itself
to the Reason in order that it may subjectively be
in accordance with its Ideas (no matter whatthey
are) :--i.e.
that it mayproducea
state of mind
with that
conformable to
them
and
compatible
brought a b w t by the influence of definite (practical)
Ideas upon feeling.
W e hence see also that true sublimitymust be
sought only in the mind of the [subject] judging,
not in the natural Object, the judgementupon which
occasions this state. Who would call sublime, e.g.
shapeless mountainmassespiled
in wild disorder
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upon each other with their pyramids of ice, or the
gloomy raging sea ? But the mind
feels
itself
elevated in its own judgement if, while contemplating them without any reference
to their form, and
abandoning itself tothe
Imaginationand
tothe
Reason-which although placed in combination with
the
Imagination
without any definite
purpose,
merely extends it-it yet finds the whole power of
the Imagination inadequate to its Ideas.
Examples of the mathematically Sublime of
nature inmereintuition
are all the cases in which
we are given,not
so much a larger numerical
concept as a large unitfor
themeasure of the
Imagination(forshorteningthe
numerical series).
A tree,[theheight
of] which we estimate with
reference to the height of a man, at all events gives
a standard for a mountain ; and if this were a mile
high, it would serve as unitforthenumberexpressive of the earth’s diameter, so that the latter
might be made intuitible. The earth’sdiameter
[would supply a unit] for the knownplanetary
system ; thisagain for the Milky Way ; andthe
immeasurable number of milky way systems called
nebulae,-which
presumably constitute a system of
thesamekindamong
themselves-lets
us expect
no bounds here. Now the Sublime in the aesthetical
judging of an immeasurable whole like this lies
not so muchin thegreatness of thenumber [of
unitsl, as in the fact that in our progress we ever
arrive at yet greater units. To thisthesystematic
division of the universe contributes, which represents
every magnitude in nature as small in i t s turn ; and
represents our Imagination with its entire freedom
from bounds, and with it Nature, as a mere nothing
in comparison with the Ideas of Reason, if it is

.
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sought
to
furnish
presentation
a
adequate to them.

5 2 7.

which shall be

Of the quadity of the satisfaction in our
judgements upon the Sublime

T h e feeling of our incapacity to attain toan
Idea, which is a Caw for us, is RESPECT. Now the
Idea of the comprehension of everyphenomenon
that can be given us in the intuition of a whole, is
an Idea prescribed to us by a law of Reason, which
recognises
no
other measure, definite, valid for
every one, and invariable, than the absolute whole.
But our Imagination, even in its greatest efforts, in
respect of that comprehension, whichwe
expect
from it, of a givenobjectin
a whole of intuition
(and thus with reference to the presentation of the
Idea of Reason),exhibits
its own limits and inadequacy ; although at the same time it shows that
itsdestination is to make itself adequatetothis
Idea regarded as a law. Therefore the feeling of the 1
Sublime in nature is respect for our own destina-i
tion, which' by a certain subreption we attribute to
an Object of nature (conversion of respect for the
Idea of humanity in our own subjectintorespect
intuitively
evident
for the Object). This makes
the superiority of the rational determination of our
cognitive faculties tothegreatest
faculty of our
Sensibility.
T h e feeling of the Sublime is therefore a feeling
of pain, arising from the want of accordance between
the aesthetical
estimation
of magnitude
formed
by the Imagination and t h e estimation of the same
a
formed by Reason. Thereis at thesametime
pleasure thus excited, arising from the correspond-

-
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ence with rational Ideas of thisvery
judgement
of the inadequacy of our greatest faculty of Sense ;
in so far as it is a law for us to strive after these
Ideas. In fact it is for us a law (of Reason),and
in
belongs to our destination, to estimate as small,
comparison with Ideas of Reason, everything which
an object of Sense,contains
nature,regardedas
that is great for us ; and that which arouses in us
the feeling of this supersensible destination agrees
with that law. Now the
greatest
effort of the
Imagination in the presentation of the unit for the
estimation of magnitudeindicatesareference
to
something absulzdeb great; and consequently a
reference to the law of Reason, which bids us take
thisaloneasthesupreme
measure of magnitude.
Thereforetheinner
perception of the inadequacy
of all sensible standards for rationalestimation of
magnitude indicates a correspondence
with rational
laws ; it involvesapain,
which arouses in us the
feeling of oursupersensibledestination,according
to which it is purposiveandthereforepleasurable
to find every standard of Sensibility inadequate to
the Ideas of Understanding.
T h e mindfeelsitself
moved in therepresentation of the Sublime in nature ; whilst in aesthetical
judgementsabout
the. Beautiful it is in restful
contemplation. This movement may (especially in
its beginnings) be compared to a vibration, i.e. to a
quickly alternating attraction towards, and repulsion
from, thesame Object. The transcendent(towards
which the Imagination is impelled in its apprehension
of intuition) is for the Imagination like an abyss in
which it fears to lose itself;but for the rational
Idea of the supersensible it is not transcendent but
in conformity with law tobringaboutsuchan

'
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effort of theImagination,and
consequently here
there is the same amount of attraction as there was
of repulsion for the mere
Sensibility.
But
the
judgement itself alwaysremains in this case only
aesthetical, because- without havinganydeterminate concept of the Object at its basis-it merely
represents the subjective play of the mental powers
(ImaginationandReason)asharmoniousthrough
theirverycontrast.
Forjust as Imaginationand
Unakrstanding, in judging of the Beautiful, generate
a subjectivepurposiveness
of the mentalpowers
by means of their harmony, so [here 1
' Imagination
and Reason do so by means of their conflict. That
is, they bring about a feeling that w e possess pure
self-subsistent Reason, or a faculty for the estimation of magnitude, whose pre-eminence can be made
intuitively evident only by the inadequacy of that
faculty[Imagination] which is itself unbounded in
the presentation of magnitudes (of sensible objects).
(regarded
as
T h e measurement of a space
apprehension) is at the same time a description of it,
andthus an objective movement
in the actof Imagination and a progress. On the otherhand, the comprehension of the manifold in the unity,-not of thought
but of intuition,-and consequently the comprehensionof the successively apprehended[elements] in one
glance, isa regress, which annihilates thecondition of
time in this progress of the Imagination and makes
coexisteltce intuitible.a I t is therefore
(since
the
time-series is a condition of the internal sense and
a subjectivemovement
of the
of anintuition)
[Second Edition.]
[With this should be comparedthesimilardiscussioninthe
Cn'tigue of Pure Reason, Dialectic, bk. ii. c. ii. I$ I , On tkp System of
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Imagination, by which it does
violence
to
the
internalsense ; this must be themore noticeable,
is which theImagination
the greater the quantum
The effort,therecomprehends in oneintuition.
fore, to receive in one single intuition a measure for
magnitudesthatrequiresan'appreciable
time to
apprehend, is a kind of representation, which, subjectivelyconsidered, is contrarytopurpose
: but
objectively, as requisite for the estimation of magnitude, it is purposive. T h u s that veryviolence
which is done to the subject through the Imagination
in reference to the whole
is judgedaspurposive
determination of the mind.
The paZity of the feeling of the Sublime is that
it is a feeling of pain in reference to the faculty by
which we judge aestheticallyof an object,which pain,
however, is represented at the same
time as purposive.
This is possible through the fact that the veryincapacity in question discovers the consciousness of
an unlimitedfaculty of the same subject, and that
the mind can only judge of the latter aesthetically
by means of the former.
I n the logical
estimation
of magnitude
the
impossibility of everarrivingatabsolutetotality,
by means of theprogress of themeasurement of
things of the sensible world in time and space, was
i e . asan
impossibiIity of
cognisedasobjective,
thiaking the infinite as entirely given ; andnot as
merelysubjectiveor
that there was only an incapacity to gym# it. Forthere we havenot
to
do with the degree of comprehension in an intuition,
regarded as a measure, but everything depends on a
concept of number. But in aesthetical estimation of
magnitude the concept of number must disappear or
be changed, and the comprehensionof theImagination
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in reference to theunit of measure (thus avoiding the
concepts of a lawof the successiveproduction of
concepts of magnitude) is alone purposive for it.If now a magnitude almost reaches the limit of our
faculty of comprehension in an intuition, andyet
theImagination is invited by means of numerical
magnitudes (in respect ofwhich we are conscious
that our faculty is unbounded) toaesthetical comprehension in a greater unit, then we mentally feel ourselves confined aestheticallywithinbounds.
But
neverthelessthe pain in regard to the necessary
extension of theImagination for accordancewith
that which is unbounded in our faculty of Reason,
viz. the Idea of the absolute whole, and consequently
the very unpurposiveness of the faculty of Imagination forrationalIdeasandthearousing
of them,
arerepresented as purposive. Thus it is thatthe
aesthetical judgement itself is subjectively purposive
for theReason as the source of Ideas, i.e. as the
source of an intellectual comprehension for which all
aesthetical comprehension is small; and there accompanies the reception of an object as sublime a
pleasure, which is only possible through the medium
of a pain.
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Of Natzwe regard& as Mzght

Mzgh is that which is superior to great
hindrances. It is called damim'on if it is superior
to the resistance of that which itself possesses might.
as
Nature considered in anaestheticaljudgement
might that has no dominion over us, is dynamicaib
SZ4bZiW.
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If nature is tobe judged by us as dynamically
sublime,itmustberepresented
as excitingfear
(although it is not true conversely that every object
which excites fear is regarded in our aesthetical judgement as sublime). For in aesthetical judgements
(without the aid of concepts) superiority to hindrances
can only be judged according to the greatness of the
resistance. Now that which we are driven to resist
is an evil, and, if we do not find our faculties a match
for it, is anobject .of fear. Hencenature can be
regarded by the aesthetical Judgement as might, and
consequently as dynamically sublime, only so far as
it is considered an object of fear.
B u t we can regard a n object as fearfad, without
being afraid of it ; viz. if we judge of it in such a
way that we merely thilzk a case in which we would
wish to resist it, and yet in which all resistance would
be altogethervain.
Thusthe virtuousmanfears
God without being afraid of Him ; because to wish
to resist Him and His commandments, he thinks is
But
acaseasto
which he need notbeanxious.
in every such case that he thinks as not impossible,
he cognises Him as fearful.
He who fears can form no judgement about the
Sublime in nature ; just as he who is seduced by
inclination and appetite can form no judgement about
the Beautiful. T h e former fliesfrom thesight of
an object which inspires him with awe ; and it is impossible to find satisfaction in a terror that is seriously
felt. Hencethe pleasurablenessarising
from the
cessation of an uneasinessis a state o f j o y . But
this, on account of thedeliverance from danger
[which is involved], is a state of joy conjoined with
the resolvenot to expose ourselves to the danger
again ; we cannot willingly look backupon
our
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sensations [of danger], much less seek the occasion
for them again.
Bold, overhanging,andasitwerethreatening,
rocks ; clouds piled up in the sky, moving with lightning flashes and thunder peals ; volcanoes in all their
violence of destruction ; hurricanes with their track
of devastation ; the boundlessocean in a state of
tumult ; the lofty waterfall of a mightyriver, and
such like ; these exhibit our faculty of resistance as
insignificantly small in comparison with their might.
But the sight of them is the more attractive, the more
fearful it is, provided only that we are in security ;
andwe readily call theseobjectssublime,because
theyraise
theenergies
of the soul abovetheir
accustomedheight,anddiscover
in us a faculty of
resistance of a quite different kind, which gives us
courage to measure ourselves against the apparent
almightiness of nature.
Now, in the immensity of nature, and in the
inadequacy of our faculties for adopting a standard
of the
proportionate to theaestheticalestimation
magnitude of its r e a h , we find our own limitation ;
although at the same time in our rational faculty we
find a different,non-sensuous standard, which has
that infinity itself under it as-a
unit, and in comparison
with which everything in nature is small. Thus
in our mind we find a superiority to nature even in
its immensity. And so also the irresistibility of its
might, while making us recognise our own
[physi' impotence,considered as beings of nature,
cal 1
discloses to us a faculty ofjudging independently of,
and a superiority over, nature ; on which is based a
kind of self-preservation, entirely different from that
which can be attacked and brought into danger by
1

[Second Edition.]
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external
nature.
Thus,
humanity
in our
person
remainsunhumiliated, thoughthe individual might
have to submit to this dominion. I n this way nature
is not judged to be sublime in our aesthetical judgements, in so far as it excites fear ; but because it calls
up that power in us (which is not nature) of regarding
as small thethingsabout
whichwe are solicitous
(goods, health, and life), and of regarding its might
(to whichwe are nodoubtsubjected
in respect of
these things), as nevertheless without any dominion
over us and our personality to which we must bow
whereourhighestfundamentalpropositions,and
their
assertion
or
abandonment,
are
concerned.
Thereforenature
is here called
sublimemerely
because it elevates the Imagination to a presentation
of those cases in which the mind can make felt the
propersublimity of its destination, in comparison
with nature itself.
This estimation of ourselves
loses
nothing
through the fact that we mustregardourselvesas
safe in order to feel this inspiritingsatisfaction ;
and that hence, as there is noseriousness in the
danger,theremight
be also (as might seem to be
the case) just as little seriousness in the sublimity
of our spiritualfaculty.
Forthe satisfactionhere
concernsonly the d e s h a t i m of ourfaculty which
discloses itself in such a case, so far as the tendency
in ournature,
whilst its
to this destinationlies
developmentandexerciseremainincumbentand
obligatory. And in this there is truth,however
conscious themanmaybe
of his present actual
powerlessness,when hestretches his reflection so
far.
No doubtthisprincipleseemsto
be too farfetched and toosubtlyreasoned,andconsequently
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seemstogo
beyond the scope of anaesthetical
judgement ; butobservation
of men provesthe
opposite, and shows that it m+ lie at the root of the
most ordinaryjudgements,although
we arenot
alwaysconscious of it. For what is that which is,
eventothesavage,an
object of thegreatest
admiration ? I t is a man who shrinks from nothing,
who fears nothing, and therefore does not
yield to
face it vigorously with
danger, but rathergoesto
the fullestdeliberation.Even
in the most highly
civilised state this peculiar veneration for the soldier
remains,thoughonlyunder
the condition thathe
exhibit all thevirtues of peace,gentleness,comeven a becomingcare
for his own
passion,and
person ; becauseevenbythese
it is recognised
that his mind is unsubdued by danger.
Hence
whatever
disputes
there
may about
be the
superiority of the respect which is to be accorded
them, in the comparison of a statesmanand
a
general,theaestheticaljudgementdecides
for the
latter. War itself, if it is carried on with order and
with a sacred respect for the rights of citizens, has
something sublime in it, and makes the disposition
of the people who carry it on thus, only the more
sublime, themorenumerousarethedangersto
which theyareexposed,and
in respect of which
theybehave with courage. Ontheotherhand,a
longpeacegenerallybringsaboutapredominant
commercial spirit, and along g i t h it, low selfishness,
cowardice, and effeminacy, an! debases the disposition of the people.’
3
I t appearsto conflict w i 9 thissolution of the
concept of the sublime, so far as sublimity is
ascribed
to
might, that we are accustomed to
1

[Cf.5 83, infiu.]
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represent God as presenting Himself
in His wrath
and yet in His sublimity, in the tempest, the storm,
the earthquake, etc. ; and that it wouldbefoolish
and criminal to imagine a superiority of our minds
seems,even
overtheseworks
of His, and,asit
overthedesigns
of such might. Hence it would
appear that no feeling of the sublimity of our own
nature,butrathersubjection,abasement,and
a
feeling of complete powerlessness, is a fitting state
of mind before the manifestation of such an object,
and this isgenerallybound
up with the Idea of it
duringnaturalphenomena of this kind.Generally
in religion,prostration,adoration
with benthead,
with contrite, anxious demeanour and
voice, seems
to be the onlyfittingbehaviour
in presence of
the
Godhead
; and
hence
most
peoples
have
adopted
and
still
observe
it.
But this
state
of
mind is far from being
necessarily
bound
up
with theIdea- of the sublimity of a religion and
object.
its
The man who is actually
afraid,
becausehe finds reasons for fear in himself, whilst
conscious by hisculpabledisposition
of offending
and
against a Might whose will is irresistible
at the same time just, is not in the frame of mind
for admiring the divine greatness. For this a mood
of calm contemplation and a quite free judgement
if he is conscious of anupright
are needed.Only
disposition pleasing to God do those operations of
might serve to awaken in him theIdea
of the
Sublimity of thisBeing, for then herecognises in
himself asublimity of dispositionconformable to
His will ; andthus he is raised above the fear of
suchoperations
of nature, which he nolonger
regards as outbursts of His wrath. Even humility,
in theshape of a sternjudgement uponhisown
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faults,-which otherwise, witha consciousness of good
intentions, could be easily palliated from the frailty
of human nature,-is
a sublime state of mind,
consisting in a voluntary subjection of himself to the
pain of remorse, in orderthat its causesmaybe
graduallyremoved.Inthis
way religion is essentially distinguished from superstition. T h e latter
establishes in the
mind,
not
reverence
for the
of the allSublime, but fear andapprehension
powerful Being to whose will the terrified man sees
himself subject,withoutaccording
Himany high
esteem. From this nothing can arise but a seeking
of favour,andflattery,instead
of a religion which
consists in a good life.’
Sublimity, therefore, does not reside
in anything
of nature, but only in our mind, in so far as we can
become conscious thatwearesuperior
to nature
within, and therefore also to nature without us (so
far as i t influences us). Everythingthatexcites
thisfeeling i n us, e.g. the mzght of nature which
calls forth
our
forces, is called then (although
improperly) sublime. Only by supposing this Idea
in ourselves, and in reference to it, are we capable of
attaining to the Idea of the sublimity of that Being,
which producesrespect in us, notmerely by the
by
might thatit
displays in nature,butrather
means of the faculty which resides in us of judging
it fearlessly and of regardingour
destination as
sublime in rerspect of it.
[In the PhihsojhicaZ T h v y of ReZigion, pt. i. sud$n. (Abbott’s
Translation, p. 360), Kant, as here,divides “all religionsintotwo
classes-favour-seekingreligion(mereworship)and
moral religion,
that is, the religion of a good Zqe ;” and he concludes that 6‘ amongst
all the public religions that have ever existed the Christian alone
is
moral.”]
K
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§ 29. Of the mohlity of thejzcdgement upon the
subZime in nature

There are numberless beautiful things in nature
about which we can assume and even expect, without being
far
mistaken,
the harmony of every
one's judgement with our own. But in respect of
our judgementupon the sublime in nature, we cannot
promise ourselves so easily the accordance of others.
F o r a far greater culture, as well of the aesthetical
Judgement as of the cognitive faculties which lie
at its basis, seemsrequisite
in order to beable
to passjudgementonthis
pre-eminentquality of
natural objects.
Thatthe mindbe attuned to feel the sublime
postulates a susceptibility of the mind for Ideas.
For in the very inadequacy of nature to these
latter, and thus only by presupposing them and
by
straining the Imagination to use nature as a schema
forthem, is to be found that which isterrible to
sensibility andyet is attractive. [Itis attractive]
becauseReason exerts a dominion over sensibility
conformity with its own
in order to extenditin
realm (the practical) andtomakeit
look out
intothe
Infinite, which is for
it
an abyss. In
fact, without
development
of moral
Ideas,
that
which we, prepared by culture, call sublime, presents
as terrible.
itself to the uneducatedmanmerely
Inthe indications of the dominion of nature in
destruction,and
in thegreatscale
of itsmight,
in comparison with which hisown is a vanishing
quantity, he will only see the misery, danger,and
distress which surround the man who is exposed to
it. So the good, and indeedintelligent, Savoyard
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peasant (as Herr von Saussure relates)unhesitatingly called all lovers of snow-mountains fools.
And whoknows,whether
he would have been so
completely
wrong,
if Saussure had
undertaken
the danger to which he exposed himself merely, as
most travellers do, from amateur curiosity,
or that
he might be able to givea pathetic account of them ?
Buthisdesign
was the instruction of men ; and
this excellent man gave the readers of his Travels,
soul-stirring sensations such as he himself had, into
the bargain.
But although the judgement upon theSublime
in nature needs culture (more than
the judgement
upon the Beautiful), it is not thereforeprimarily
produced by cultureand
introduced in a merely
conventional way intosociety.
Ratherhasitroot
in humannature,even
in that which, alikewith
common Understanding, we can impute to and
expect of everyone, viz.in
thetendency to the
feeling for (practical) Ideas, ;.e. to the moral feeling.
Hereon is based the necessity of that agreement
of the judgement of others about the sublime with
our own which we include in thelatter.Forjust
as we charge with want of taste the man who is indifferent when passing judgement upon an object of
nature that we regard as beautiful ; so we say of him
who remains unmoved in the presence of that which
we judge to be sublime, he has nofeeLhg.
But we
claim both from every man, and we presuppose them
in him if he has any culture at all ; only with the
of
difference, that we expectthe
formerdirectly
everyone,because
in it the Judgement refers the
Imagination merelyto the Understanding, thefaculty
1

[ Vuyages dam Zes A@es, par H. B. de Saussure; vol. i. was

published at Neuchatel in 1779 ; vol i i at Geneva in 1786.1
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of concepts ; butthelatter,
because in itthe
Imagination is related to the Reason, the faculty of
Ideas, only under a subjective presupposition(which,
however, we believe we are authorised in imputing
to every one), viz. the presupposition of the moral
feeling [in man.’] Thus itis that we ascribe necessity
to this aesthetical judgement also.
In this modality of aesthetical judgements, viz. in
the necessityclaimed for them,lies an important
of Judgement. For it
moment of theCritique
enables us to recognisein them an afriori principle,
and raises them o u t of empirical psychology,in which
otherwisethey would remainburied
amongst t h e
feelings of gratification and grief (only with the
unmeaning addition of being called j n e r feelings).
Thus itenables us tooto place theJudgement
among those faculties that have a p r i o r i principles
at their basis, and so to bring it into Transcendental
Philosophy.
GENERAL REMARK UPON THE EXPOSITION OF THE
AESTHETICALREFLECTIVEJUDGEMENT

I n reference to the feeling of pleasure an object
is to be classified as eitherpdeasant, or beautzq’kl, or
szlbLime, or good (absolutely), (jzlczcndum,fukhmrn,
sublime, honesturn).
T h e #basad, as motive of desire, is always of
one and the same kind, no matter whence it comes
andhowever specifically different therepresentation (of sense, and sensation objectively considered)
may be.
Hence in judgingits
influence onthe
mind,account is takenonly of thenumber of its
charms(simultaneous and successive), and so only
1

[Second Edition,]
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of the mass, as it were, of the pleasant sensation ;
and this can be made intelligible only by pwantzty.
It has no reference to culture, but belongs
to mere
On theotherhand,the
beautzfid
enjoyment.requires therepresentation of acertain qwlZity of
the
Object,
that
can be
made
intelligible
and
reduced to concepts (although it is not so reduced
in an aesthetical judgement) ; and it cultivates us, in
that it teachesustoattendtothepurposiveness
in thefeeling of pleasure.The swbZinze consists1
merely in the YeZation by which the sensible in the
representation of nature is judged available for a
possiblesupersensible use.T h e absohtedy good,
subjectively judged according tothe feeling that
itinspires
(theObject
of the moral feeling), as
capable of determiningthe powers of the subject
through the representation
of an absodutedy compeZZing law, is specially distinguished by the modaZity
of anecessity
that rests a pnom’ uponconcepts.
This necessityinvolvesnotmerelya
daim, buta
command for the assent of every one, and belongs
in itself to the pure intellectual, rather than to the
aesthetical Judgement ; and is by a determinant and
not amerereflective
judgement ascribed not to
Nature butto
Freedom.Butthe
determiwbidity
of the szdyecf by means of this Idea, and especially
of a subject that can feel hindrances in sensibility,
and at the same time its superiorityto them by their
subjugation involving a modzj5cation of its state-i.e.
the moral feeling,-is yet so far cognate to the
aesthetical judgementandits
formal conditions
that it can servetorepresenttheconformity
to
law of action from duty
as
aesthetical,
;.e. as
sublime or even as beautiful,withoutlosingits
purity. This would not be so, if w e were to put
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it in naturalcombination with thefeeling of the
pleasant.
If we take the result of the foregoing exposition
of the two kinds of aestheticaljudgements,there
arise therefrom the following short explanations :
The Beautifid is what pleases in themere
judgement(andthereforenot
by the mediumof
sensation in accordance with a concept of the Understanding). I t follows atonce from thisthat it
must please apart from all interest.
The SubZime is what pleases immediately through
its opposition to the interest of sense.
Both, asexplanations of aestheticaluniversally
valid judging, are referred
to subjectivegrounds ;
in the one case to grounds of sensibility, in favour of
the contemplative Understanding ; in the other case
in opPositzon t o sensibility, but on behalf of the purposes of practicalReason.Both,however,united
in thesamesubject,arepurposive
in referenceto
the moral feeling. The Beautifulprepares
us to
lovedisinterestedlysomething,evennatureitself;
the Sublime prepares us to esteem something highly
even in opposition to our own (sensible) interest.
: it is a n
W e may describetheSublimethus
object (of nature) the representatwn of which dtermines the mind to think the unattaimzbiZi2yof mture
regardd as a presentationof Ideas.
Literallytakenandlogicallyconsidered,Ideas
if we extendouremcannotbepresented.But
pirical
representative
faculty
(mathematically
or
dynamically)totheintuition
of nature,Reason
inevitably intervenes, as the faculty expressing the
independence of absolute totality,’ and generates the
1

p-e.1

[ A h Vmo&n a b /d@e&nz

dcr ahohten Totalihit, a curious
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effort of the mind, vain though it be, to make the
representation of the senses adequate to this. This
effort,-and the feeling of the unattainability of the
Idea by means of the Imagination,-is itself a preof our
sentation of thesubjectivepurposiveness
mind in the employment of the Imagination for its
supersensibledestination ; and forces us, subjectively, to think nature itself in its totality as a presentation of something supersensible, without being
able ol$ectively to arrive at this presentation.
For we soon see that nature in space and time
entirely lacks the unconditioned, and, consequently,
thatabsolutemagnitude,
which yet is desired by
the most ordinary Reason. I t is bythisthatwe
are reminded that we only have to do with nature
as phenomenon, and that it mustberegarded
as
the mere presentation of a nature in itself (of which
Reason has the Idea).Butthis
Idea of the supersensible, which we can nofurther determine,-so
that we cannot Know but only think nature as its
presentation,-is
awakened in us by means of an
object,whoseaestheticalappreciationstrains
the
Imagination to its utmostbounds, whether of extension(mathematical)
or of itsmightoverthe
mind (dynamical). Andthisjudgementisbased
upon a feeling of the mind’s destination, which
entirely surpasses the realm of the former (LC. upon
the moral feeling), in respect of which the representation of the object is judged as subjectively
purposive.
in nature
I n fact, a feeling for theSublime
cannot well be thought without combining therewith
a mentaldisposition
which isakin to the Moral.
And although the immediate pleasure in theBeautiful of nature likewise presupposes and cultivates a
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certain ZiberaZify in our mental attitude, i.e. a satisfaction independent of mere sensible enjoyment, yet
freedom is thus represented as
in pZay rather than
in that law-directed occapation which is the genuine
characteristic of human morality, in which Reason
must exercisedominion
over Sensibility. But in
aesthetical judgements upon theSublime this dominion is represented as exercised by the Imagination, regarded as an instrument of Reason.
T h e satisfaction in theSublime
of nature is
then only negative (whilst that in the Beautiful is
positive) ; viz. a feeling thattheImagination
is
depriving itself of its freedom, while it is purposively
determinedaccording to a different law from that
of its empiricalemployment.
It thusacquiresan
extension and a might greater than it
sacrifices,the ground of which, however, is concealed from
the
itself; whilst yet it feels the sacrifice or
deprivationand,
atthesame
time, the cause to
which it is subjected. Astoonishmenf, thatborders
uponterror,thedreadandthe
holy awe which
seizes the observer at the sight
of mountain peaks
to heaven, deepchasmsand
rearingthemselves
streamsragingtherein,deep-shadowed
solitudes
that dispose oneto melancholy meditations-this,
in the safety in which we know ourselves to be, is
not actual fear, but only
an attempt to feel fear by
the aid of theImagination ; that we may feel the
might of this faculty in combining with the mind’s
repose the mentalmovementtherebyexcited,and
being thus superiorto internal nature,-and therefore
to externa1,”so far as this can have any
influence
onour feeling of well-being. For the Imagination
by the laws of Association makes our state of contentment dependent on physical [causes] ; but it also,
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by the principles of the Schematism of the judgement
(being so far, therefore,ranked under freedom), is
the instrument of Reason and its Ideas, and, as such,
has might to maintain our independence of natural
influences, to regard as small what in reference to
them is great, and so to place the absolutely great
only in theproperdestination of the subject. The
raising of this reflection of the aesthetical Judgement
so as to be adequate to Reason (though
without a
definite concept of Reason) represents the object as
subjectively purposive, even by the objective want
of accordance between the Imaginationin its greatest
extension and the Reason (as the faculty of Ideas).
to what has
W e musthere,generally,attend
been
already
noted,
that
in theTranscendental
Aesthetic of Judgement we must speak solely of pure
aesthetical judgements ; consequently our examples
are not to be taken
from such beautiful or sublime
objects of Nature as presupposethe concept of a
purpose.
For, if so, thepurposiveness would be
either teleological, or would be based on mere sensations of an object (gratification or grief) ; and thus
would be in the former case not aesthetical,
in the
latter notmerely formal. If then we call the sight
of the starry heaven subhze, we must not place at
of worlds
the basis of ourjudgementconcepts
inhabited by rationalbeings, and regard the bright
points, with which we see the space above us filled,
as their suns moving in circlespurposively
fixed
with reference to them ; butwemustregardit,
just as we see it, as a distant,all-embracing vault.
Only under such a representation can we range that
sublimity which a pure aesthetical judgement ascribes
to thisobject.
And in the same way, if we are to
call thesight of the Ocean sublime,wemustnot
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think of it as we [ordinarily] do, endowed as we are
with all kinds of knowledge (not contained, however,
in the immediate intuition). For example, we sometimes think of the ocean as a vast kingdom of aquatic
creatures ; or as the great source of those vapours
that fill theair with clouds for the benefit of the
land ; or again as an element which, though dividing
continents from each other, yet promotes the greatest communication between them : but these furnish
merely teleological judgements. To call the ocean
sublime we mustregardit
as poets do, merely by
what strikestheeye
; if it is at rest,as
a clear
by theheaven ; if
mirror of wateronlybounded
it is restless, as an abyss threatening to overwhelm
everything. The like is to be said of theSublime
and Beautiful in thehuman figure. We mustnot
regard as the determining grounds of our judgement
the concepts of the purposeswhich all our limbs serve,
and we must not allow this coincidence to injaence
our aesthetical judgement(for then itwould no longer
be pure) ; although it is certainly a necessary condition of aesthetical satisfaction that there should be
no conflict between them. Aesthetical purposiveness
is the conformity to law of the Judgement initsfrepdum. The satisfaction in theobjectdependson
the relation in which we wish to place the Imagination ; always provided that i t by itself entertains the
mind in free occupation. If, on theotherhand,
thejudgementbedeterminedbyanything
else,whether sensation or concept,-although
it may be
conformable to law, it cannot be the act
of a free
Judgement.
If then we speak of intellectual beauty or sublimity, these expressions are, JYS~, not quite accurate,
because beauty and sublimity are aesthetical modes
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of representation, which would not be found in us at
all if we were pure intelligences (or even regarded
ourselves as such in thought). Second&, although
both, as objects of antintellectual (moral) satisfaction,
are so farcompatiblewithaestheticalsatisfaction
that they rest upon no interest, yet they are difficult
to unite with it, because they are meant toprodwe
a n interest. This,
if its presentation is to harmonise
with the satisfaction in theaestheticaljudgement,
could only arise by means of a sensible interest that
we combine with it in the presentation ; andthus
damage would be done to the intellectual purposiveness, and it would lose its purity.
T h e object of a pureand unconditionedintellectual satisfaction is the Moral Law in that might
which it exercises in us over all mental motives dhat
@ w e & it. This might onlymakes itself aesthetically known to us through sacrifices (which causing a
feeling of deprivation, though on behalf of internal
freedom, in return discloses in us an unfathomable
depth of this supersensible faculty,with consequences
extending beyond our ken) ; thus the satisfaction on
the aesthetical side(in relation to sensibility) is negative, i.e. against this interest, but regarded from the
intellectual side it is positive and combined with an
interest. Henceit follows thatthe intellectual, in
itself purposive, (moral) good, aesthetically
judged,
must be represented as sublime rather than beautiful,
so that it ratherawakensthe
feeling of respect
(which disdains charm) than thatof love and familiar
inclination ; for human nature does not attach itself
to this good spontaneously, but only by the authority
which Reason
exercises
over
Sensibility. Conversely also, that which we call sublime in nature,
whether externa1 or internal (e.g. certain affections),
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is onlyrepresented
as a might in the mind to
overcome [certain] hindrances of the Sensibility by
means of moral fundamental propositions, and only
thus does it interest.
I will dwell a moment on this latterpoint.
The
Idea of the Good conjoined with affection is called
enthsiasm.
This state of mind seems
to
be
sublime, to the extent that we commonly assert that
nothing great could be done without it. Now every
affection ' is blind, either in the choice of its purpose,
or, if this be supplied by Reason, in its accomplishment ; for i t is a mentalmovement which makes
it impossibletoexercisea
free deliberationabout
so as to determineourfundamentalpropositions
selves thereby. It can therefore in no way deserve
the approval of the Reason. Nevertheless, aesthetically, enthusiasm is sublime,because it is atension
of forces produced by Ideas, which give an impulse
to the mind, that operates far more powerfully and
lastingly thanthe
impulsearisingfromsensible
representations.
But
(which seems
strange)
the
absence of afection (apatheia, PhZegma in sz&nzjcatu
bono) in a mind that vigorously follows its unalterable principles is sublime,and in a farpreferable
way, because it has also on its side the satisfaction
[SecondEdition.]
Aflectiom are specifically different from passions. The former
; thelatter
belong tothe faculty of
are relatedmerelytofeeling
desire, and are inclinations which render difficult or impossibleall
determination of the [elective] willby principles. The former are
stormy and unpremeditated ; the latter are steady and deliberate
;
thus indignation in the form of wrath is an affection, but in the form
of hatred (revenge) is a passion. The lattercanneverand
in no
reference be calledsublime ; because while in an affection the
freedom of the mindis hi&red, in a passion itis abolished. [Cf.
Preface to the Mehphydal Elemnts of Ethics, § xvi., wherethis
distinction is more fully drawn o u t Affection is described as hasty ;
and passion is defined as the sensible afletiiegrown into a permanent
inclination.]
1
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of pure Reason.' It is only a mental state of this kind
is subsethat is called noble ; andthisexpression
quently applied to things, e.g. a building, a garment,
literary style, bodily presence, etc., when these do not
so much arouse astonishment (the affection produced
by the representationofnoveltyexceedingour
expectations), as admiration (astonishment that does
not ceasewhen the noveltydisappears) ; andthis
isthecase
when Ideasagree
in theirpresentation undesignedly and artlessly with the aesthetical
satisfaction.
Every affection of the STRENUOUS kind (viz. that
excites the consciousness of our power to overcome
every obstacle-animi strenui) is aestketica@ysubdime,
e.g.wrath, even despair (2.e. the despair of indknation, not of faintheartedness). But affections of the
LANGUID kind (which make the very effort of resistance an object of pain-animum Zang-24idunt) have
nothing noble in themselves,but they may be reckoned
under the sensuously beautiful. Emotioucs,which may
rise to the strength of affections, are very different.
We haveboth spirited andtender emotions. T h e
latter, if they rise totheheight
of affections, are
worthless ; thepropensity to them is called sentimentaZity. A sympathetic grief that will not admit
of consolation, or one referring to imaginary evils to
which wedeliberatelysurrender
ourselves-being
deceived by fancy-as if they were actual, indicates
and produces a tender,' though weak, soul-which
shows a beautiful sideand
which can be called
fanciful, though notenthusiastic.Romances,lacry1 [In the Preface to the Mefa$hysicaZ Elements of Ethics, § xvii.,
Kant gives the term moral apathy to that freedom from the sway of
the affections, which is distinguished from indifference to them.]
2 [Reading wed& with Rosenkranz and Windelband; Hartenstein
and Kirchmann have weise, which yields no sense.]
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!nose plays, shallow moral precepts, which toy with
(falsely) so-called moraldispositions,butinfact
maketheheart
languid,insensible
to thesevere
precept of duty, and incapable of all respect for the
worth of humanity in our own person, and for the
rights of men (a very different thing from their
happiness),. andingeneral
incapable of all steady
principle ; even a religious discourse,' which recomof favour and
mends a cringing,abjectseeking
ingratiation of ourselves, which proposes the
abandonment of all confidence in our own faculties
in opposition tothe
evil within us, instead of a
sturdy resolution to endeavour to overcomeour
inclinations by means of those powers which with all
our frailty yet remainto
us ; that false humility
which setsthe only way of pleasingtheSupreme
Being in self-depreciation, in whininghypocritical
repentance and in a merepassive state ofmindtheseare notcompatible with any frame of mind
still less with one
that can becountedbeautiful,
which is to be counted sublime.
B u t even stormy movements of mind which may
beconnectedunderthename
of edification with
Ideas of religion, or-as merely belonging to culture
-with Ideas containing a social interest, can in no
way, however they strain the Imagination, lay claim
to the honour of being subdime presentations, unless
a mentalmood
which, altheyleaveafterthem
though only indirectly, has influence upon the mind's
consciousness of its strength, and its resolution in
referencetothat
which involves pure intellectual
purposiveness(the
supersensible). For otherwise
all these emotions belong only to motiolz, which one
would
fain
enjoy for thesake
of health. T h e
1

[Cf.p.

129 supra.]
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pleasant
exhaustion,
consequent
upon
such
disturbance produced by the play of the affections, i s
anenjoyment of our well-beingarising from the
of the various vital forces.
restoredequilibrium
This in the end amounts to the same thing as that
state which Eastern voluptuaries find so delightful,
when they get their bodies as it were kneaded and
all their muscles and joints softly pressed and bent ;
only that in this case the motive principle is for the
most part external, in the other case it is altogether
internal. Many a man believes himself to be edified
by a sermon, when indeed there is no edification at
all (no system of good maxims) ; or to be improved
by a tragedy, when he is only glad at his ennui being
happily dispelled. So the Sublime must always have
reference to the disposition, i.e. to the maxims which
furnish to the intellectual [part] and to the Ideas of
Reason a superiority over sensibility.
W e need not fear that the feeling of the sublime
will lose by so abstract a mode of presentation,which is quite negative in respect of what is sensible,
-for the Imagination, although it finds nothing beyond the sensible to which it can attach itself, yet
feels itself unbounded by this removal of its limitations; and thus that very abstraction is a presentation
of the Infinite,whichcanbenothingbut
a mere
negativepresentation,but
which yetexpandsthe
soul. Perhapsthereis nosublimerpassage
in the
irhozc shalt not
JewishLawthan
thecommand,
make to thyse(,f any graven image, nor the lzheness
of anything which is in haven o r opc the earth o r
r&v the earth, etc. This commandalonecan
the Jewishpeople in
explain theenthusiasmthat
their moral period felt for their religion, when they
compared themselves with other peoples ; or explain
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thepride
which Mahommedanism inspires. The
same is true of the moral law and of the tendency to
morality in us. I t is q u i t e erroneous to fear that if
we deprive this [tendency] of all that can recommend
it to sense it will only involve a cold lifeless assent
and no moving force or emotion. It is quite the other
way, for where the senses see nothing more before
them,andtheunmistakableand
indelible Idea of
moralityremains,it
would be rather necessary to
moderate the impetus of an unbounded Imagination,
to prevent it from rising to enthusiasm, than through
fear of the powerlessness of these Ideas to seek aid
for them in images
and
childish ritual. Thus
governments have willingly allowed religion to be
;
abundantlyprovidedwiththelatteraccessories
and seekingthereby
to relieve theirsubjects
of
trouble,they have also soughttodeprivethem
of
the faculty of extending theirspiritual powers beyond
the limits that are arbitrarily assigned to them, and
by means of which they can bethemore
easily
treated as mere passive’ beings.
This pure,elevating,merelynegativepresentation of morality brings with it, on the other hand, no
danger of fanaticism, which is a &dusion that we calz
wiZZ ourseZzm t o see somethitzg beyond aZZ bounds of
sensibiZi4, i e . to dreaminaccordance
with fundamental propositions (or to go mad with Reason) ; and
is merely
this is so j u s t becausethispresentation
negative. Forthe ittscratabdeaess of the Idea of
Freedom quitecutsit
off from any positive presentation ; but the moral law is in itself sufficiently
and originally determinant in us, so thatit does
notpermit u s to cast a glance atanyground
of
to itself. If enthusiasm is
determinationexternal
1

[Kirchmann has #osiriv ; but this is probably a mere misprint.]
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comparable to madness, fanaticism is comparable to
monomania ; of which the latter is least of all compatible with the sublime,because in its detail it is
ridiculous. In enthusiasm,regarded as an affection,
theImagination is withoutbridle ; in fanaticism,
passion, it is
regarded as aninveterate,brooding
without rule. T h e first is a transitory
accident
which sometimes befalls the soundest Understandi n g ; the second is a disease which unsettles it.
Siwjlicity (purposivenesswithout art) is asit
were the style of Nature in the sublime, and so also
of Morality which is a second (supersensible) nature;
of which we only know the laws without being able
to reach by intuition that supersensiblefaculty in ourselves which contains the ground of the legislation.
Now the satisfaction in the Beautiful, like that in
the Sublime, is not alone distinguishable from other
aesthetical judgements by its universal communicability, but also because, through this very property,
itacquiresaninterest
in reference to society (in
which thiscommunication is possible). We must,
however, remark that separation from aZZ society is
regarded as sublime, if it rests upon Ideas that overlook all sensibleinterest. To be sufficient for oneself, and consequently to have no need of society,
without at the same time being unsociable, i.e.
without flying from it, is somethingborderingon
the sublime ; as is any dispensing with wants. On
the other hand, to fly from men from misanthropy,
because we bear ill-will to them, or from anthofophoby (shyness), because we fear them as foes, is
partly hateful, partly contemptible.
There is indeed
a misanthropy
(very
improperly
so-called),
the
tendency to which frequently appears with old age
in many right-thinking men ; which is philanthropic
L

1
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enough as far as goodwidd to men is concerned, ‘but
which through long and sad experience
is far removed
from satisfaction with men. Evidence of thisis
afforded by the propensity to solitude, the fantastic
wish for a secluded country seat, or (in the case of
youngpersons)bythedream
of the happinessof
passingone’s life with a little family uponsome
island unknown to the rest of the world ; a dream
of which story-tellersorwriters
of Robinsonades
know how tomakegood
use. Falsehood,ingratitude, injustice, the childishness of thepurposes
regarded by ourselves as importantandgreat,
in
the pursuit of which men inflict upon each other all
imaginable evils, are so contradictory to the Idea of
what menmightbe
if they would, and conflict so
with our lively wish toseethembetter,that,
in
order that we may a o t hate them (since we cannot
love them), the renunciation of all social joys seems
t h e sadbut a small sacrifice. This sadness-not
ness (of which sympathy is the cause) for the evils
which fate brings upon others,-but for those things
which men do to one another (which depends upon
an antipathy in fundamental propositions), is sublime,
because it rests uponIdeas, whilst t h e formercan
only count asbeautiful.T h e brilliant and thorough
Saussum,’ in his account of his Alpine travels, says
of one of the Savoy mountains, called Bonhomsne,
There reigns there a certain ins@id sadness.” He
therefore recognised an iltteresting sadness, that the
which men
sight of a solitudemightinspire,to
might wish to transport themselves that they might
neither hear nor experience any more of the world ;
which, however, would not be quite so inhospitable
that it would offer only an extremelypainful retreat.]

[L.c. vol. ii. p. 181.1
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I make this remark

solely with the design of indicatingagainthatevendepression(notdejected
sadness) may be counted among the
sturdy affections,
if ithasitsground
in moral Ideas. But if it is
grounded on sympathy and, as such, is amiable, it
belongsmerely tothe Zanguid affections. [I make
thisremark]to
call attention to the state ofmind
which is sacbzilrze only in the first case.

We can now compare the above Transcendental
Exposition of aesthetical judgements with the
Physiological worked out by Burke and by many
clear-headed men among us, in order to see whither
a merelyempiricalexposition
of theSublimeand
Beautiful leads. Burke, who deserves to beregarded as the mostimportantauthorwhoadopts
this mode of treatment, infers by this method “that
the feeling of the Sublime rests on the impulse towards self-preservation and on fear, i.e. on a pain,
which not going so far as actually to derangethe
parts of the body, produces movements which, since
they purify t h e finer or grosser vessels of dangerous
of exciting
or troublesomestoppages,arecapable
pleasant sensations ; not indeed pleasure, b u t a kind
of satisfyinghorror,
a certaintranquillitytinged
withterror.”’
T h e Beautiful, which he founded on
1 [See Burke, On the SubZime and Beautzyul, Part IV., Sect.
vii. ‘‘ If the pain and terror are so modified as not to be actually
noxious ; if the pain is not carried to violence, and the terror is not
of the person, as these
conversantaboutthepresentdestruction
emotions clear the parts, whether fine or gross, of a dangerous and
are capable of producingdelight ;
troublesomeincumbrance,they
not pleasure, buta sort of delightfulhorror, a sort of tranquillity
tinged with terror ; which, as it belongs to self-preservation, is one
of the strongest of all the passions.” Kant quotes from the German
version published a t Riga in 1773. This was a free translation
made from Burke’s fifth edition.]
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love (which he wishes to keep quite
separate from
desire), he reduces to “ the relaxing, slackening, and
enervating of the fibres of the body, and a consequent weakening,languor, and exhaustion,a fainting, dissolving, and melting away for enjoyment.,”
And he confirms this explanation not only by cases
in which theImagination in combination with the
Understanding can excite in us the feelingof t h e
Beautiful or of the Sublime, but by cases in which
itis combined with sensation.As psychological
observations,theseanalyses
of thephenomena of
our mind are exceedingly beautiful, and afford rich
material for the favourite investigations of empirical
anthropology. I t is alsonot to bedenied that all
representations in us, whether,objectively viewed,
theyare merelysensibleorarequiteintellectual,
may yet subjectivelybeunitedtogratificationor
grief, however imperceptible either may be ; because
they all affect the feeling of life, and none of them,
so far as it is a modification of the subject, can be
indifferent.
And
so, asEpicurus
maintained, all
gralzjcation or grief may ultimately be corporeal,
whether it arises from the representations of the
ImaginationortheUnderstanding;
because life
without a feeling of bodily organs would be merely
a consciousness of existence, without any feeling of
well-being orthe reverse, ie. of thefurtheringor
thechecking of the vital powers. Forthemind
is by itself alone life (the principle of life), and
hindrances or furtherances must be sought outside
[See Burke, LC., Part IV., Sect. xix. “Beautyacts by relaxingthe solids of thewholesystem.Thereareall
the appear; and arelaxationsomewhat
below the
ances of sucharelaxation
naturaltone seemstome
to be the cause of all positive pleasure.
Who is astranger to thatmanner of expression so commoninall
times and in all countries, of being softened, relaxed,enervated,
dissolved, melted away by pleasure ? ”3
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it 'and yet in the man, consequently in union
with
his body.
If, however, we place the satisfaction ,in the
object altogether in the fact that it gratifies u s by
charmor emotion, we must not assumethatany
other man agrees with the aestheticaljudgement
which we pass ; for as to theseeachonerightly
in that
consults his own individualsensibility.But
case all censorship of taste would disappear, except
indeed the example afforded by the accidental agreement of others in their judgements were regarded
as commanding ourassent ; andthis principle w e
shouldprobablyresist,
and shouldappeal
tothe
naturalright
of subjectingthejudgement,
which
restson the immediatefeeling of our own wellbeing, to our own senseandnottothat
of any
other man.
I f then the judgement of taste is not to be valid
merely egoisticaZdy, but according to its inner nature,
-;.e. on account of itself and not on account of the
examplesthatothersgive
of their taste,-to
be
necessarily valid PZwaZisticaZly, if we regard it as a
judgement which may exact the adhesion of every
one ; then there must lie at its basis some apnon'
principle (whether objective or subjective) to which
wecannever
attain by seekingoutthe
empirical
laws of mentalchanges.
For these only enable us
to know how we judge, but do not prescribe to us
how w e ought to judge. Theydo notsupplyan
wncondifioned command,' such asjudgements of
taste presuppose,inasmuch
astheyrequire
that
the satisfactionbe immediate4 connected with the
of
representation. Thusthe empiricalexposition
aestheticaljudgements may be a beginning of a
1

[Reading Gebot; Kirchrnann has Gesets.]
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collection of materials for ahigherinvestigation
;
but a transcendental discussion of this faculty is also
possible, and is an essential
part of the Critique of
Taste. For if it had not a priori. principles, it could
not possibly passsentence on thejudgements of
others,and it could notapproveor
blame them
with any appearance of right.
The remaining part of the Analytic of the
Aesthetical Judgement contains first the

DEDUCTION OF [PURE
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,
AESTHETICAL JUDGEMENTS

30. The Deduction of aestheticadjudgements on the

objects of nature must not be directed to what
we ca22 Szddime innature,
but on& to the
Beautz$uZ.
T h e claim of an aesthetical judgementto universal validity for every subject requires, as a judgement resting on some a priori principle, a Deduction
(or legitimatising of itspretensions) in addition to
itsExposition ; if it isconcerned with satisfaction
or dissatisfaction in the form of the Object. Of this
kind are judgements of taste about the Beautiful in
Nature. For in that case the purposiveness has its
in itsfigure,although it
ground in the Object and
does not indicate the reference
of this to other objects
according to concepts (for a cognitive judgement),
butmerelyhas
to do in general with theapprehension of this form, so far as it shows itself conformable in the mind to thefacu2ty of concepts and
to that of their presentation (which is identical with
that of apprehension). We can thus, in respect of
the Beautiful in nature,suggest
many questions
1

[Second Edition.]
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touchingthecause
of thispurposiveness of their
forms, e.g. to explain why naturehasscattered
abroadbeauty
with such profusion, even in the
depth of the ocean,where
thehumaneye
(for
which alone that purposiveness exists) but seldom
penetrates.
But theSublime in nature-if
we arepassing
upon it a pure aesthetical judgement, not mixed u p
with anyconcepts of perfection orobjectivepurposiveness, in which case it would be a teleological
judgement-may beregarded as quite formless or
devoid of figure, andyetastheobject
of a pure
satisfaction ; and it may display a subjectivepurposiveness in t h e givenrepresentation.And
we
ask if, for an aesthetical judgement of this kind,over and above the Exposition
of what is thought
in it,-a
Deductionalso of its claim toany(subjective) a prwri principle may be demanded ?
T o whichwe may answer that the Sublime in
nature is improperly so' called, andthat properly
speakingthe word shouldonly
be appIied to a
state of mind, or
rather
to its foundation in
humannature.
T h e apprehension of anotherwise
formless and unpurposiveobject gives merely the
occasion, through which we become conscious of
such a state;the
object is thus em#Zqyed as
subjectivelypurposive, but is not judged as such
in itseGfand on account of its form (it is, as it were,
a species finaZis accefta, non data). Henceour
Exposition of judgementsconcerningtheSublime
in nature was at thesametimetheirDeduction.
For when we analysed the reflection of the Judgement in such acts, wefound in them a purposive
relation of the cognitive faculties, which must be
ascribedultimately to the faculty of purposes (the
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will), andhenceis
itself purposive a priori. This
thenimmediatelyinvolves
the Deduction, i e . the
justification of the claim of such a judgement to
universal and necessary validity.
W e shalltherefore
only havetoseek
for the
deduction of judgements of Taste, ;.e. of judgements
about the Beauty of natural things ; we shall thus
treat satisfactorily the problem with which the whole
faculty of aesthetical Judgement is concerned.

0 3 I.

Of the method o f deduction of judgements
of Taste
A Deduction, i.e. the guarantee of the legitimacy
of a class of judgements, is only obligatory if the
judgement lays claim to necessity. This itdoes, if
it demands even subjectiveuniversality or the agreement of every one, although it is not a judgement
of cognition but only one of pleasure or pain in a
givenobject; ie. itassumesasubjectivepurposiveness thoroughly valid for every one, which must
not be based on any concept of the thing, because
the judgement is one of taste.
W e have before us in t h e latter case n o cognitive
judgement-neither a theoretical
one based on the
by the
concept of a Nature in generalformed
Understanding, nor a (pure) practical one based on
the Idea of Freedom, as given a priorz by Reason.
Therefore we have to justify a priori the validity
neither of a judgement which represents what a
thing is, nor of one which prescribes that I ought
to do something in ordertoproduce it. We have
merely to prove for theJudgementgenerallythe
aniversaZ vuZidity of a singular judgement that expresses the subjective purposiveness of an empirical
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representation of the form of an object ; in order
to explain how it is possible that a thing can please
in the mere act of judging it (without sensation or
concept), and how the satisfaction of one man can
be proclaimed as a rule for every other ; just as the
act of judging of an objectfor the sakeof a cognition
in general has universal rules.
If now this universal validity is not to be based
on any collecting of the suffrages of others, or on
any questioning of them as to the kind of sensations
they have, but is to rest, as it were, on an autonomy
of the judging subject in respect of the feeling of
;.e. on his
pleasure (in thegivenrepresentation),
own taste, andyet is not to bederived from conasthe
cepts; then a judgement like this-such
a twofold logical
judgement of taste is, in fact-has
peculiarity. First, there is its a priori universal
validity, which is not a logical universality in accordance with concepts, but the universality of a
singularjudgement.
Second&, ithas
a necessity
(whichmustalwaysrest
on a priori grounds),
which howeverdoes not dependonany
a priori
grounds of proof, throughtherepresentation
of
which theassentthateveryone
concedes to t h e
judgement of taste could be exacted.
The solution of these logical peculiarities,
wherein a judgement of taste is different from all
cognitive judgements-if we at t h e outset abstract
from all content, viz. from the feeling of pleasure,
and merelycompare the aesthetical form with the
form of objective judgements as logic prescribes it
-is sufficient by itself for the deduction of this
represent
and
singular faculty. We shall then
elucidate by examples these characteristic properties
of taste.

‘54
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First peczlliarity of th+dgement of Taste

The judgement of taste determines its object in
respect of satisfaction (in itsbeauty) with anaccompanying claim for the assent of every om, just
as if it were objective.
To saythat
“this flower is beautiful ” is the
same as to assert its proper claim tosatisfyevery
one. By the pleasantness of its smell ithas no
such claim. A smell which onemanenjoysgives
are we to presume
another a headache. Now what
is to be regardedas
from thisexceptthatbeauty
aproperty
of the flower itself, which doesnot
accommodate itself to anydiversity of personsor
of theirsensitiveorgans,butto
which these must
accommodatethemselves if they are topass any
judgement uponit ? And yetthis is not so. For
a judgement of taste consists in callingathing
beautiful just because of that characteristic in respect
of which itaccommodatesitselftoourmode
of
apprehension.
Moreover, it is required of every judgementwhich
is to prove the taste of the subject, that the subject
shall judge by himself, withoutneeding
togrope
about empirically among the judgements of others,
and acquaint himself previously as to their satisfaction or dissatisfaction with thesameobject;thus
his judgement should be pronounced a prziwi, and
not be a mere imitation because the thing actually
gives universalpleasure.
One would think, however,thatan
a priori judgement must containa
concept of theObject, for the cognition of which
it contains the principle ; but the judgement of taste
is not based upon concepts at all, and is in general
not a cognitive but an aesthetical judgement.
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Thus a young poet does not permit
himself to
be dissuaded from hisconviction that hispoem is
beautiful, by the judgement of the public or of his
friends ; and if he givesearto them he does so,
not because he now judges differently, but because,
although(inregard
to him) the whole public has
false taste, in his desire for applause he finds reason
for accommodating himself to the common error
(even against his judgement). I t is only at a later
time,whenhis
Judgement has been sharpened
by
exercise, that he voluntarily departs from his former
judgements ; just as he proceeds with those of his
judgements which rest
upon
Reason.
Taste
[merely]’ claims autonomy. To makethejudgements of others the determining grounds of his own
would be heteronomy.
T h a t we, and rightly,recommend the works of
the ancients as models and call their authors classical,
thus forming amongwriters a kind of noble class
who give laws to the people by their example, seems
to indicate a posteriori sources of taste, and to contradict the autonomy of taste in every subject. But
we might j u s t as well say that theold mathematicians,
-who are regarded up to the present day as supplying models not easily to be dispensed with for the
supreme profundity and elegance of their synthetical
methods,-prove that our Reason is only imitative,
and that we have not the faculty of producing from
i t in combinationwithintuitionrigid
proofs by
means of the construction of concepts.2 Thereis
no use of our powers,however
free, no use of
. Reason itself (which must create all its judgements
[Second Edition.]
[Cf. Cri’h’pue of Pure Reason, Methodology, c. I , 5 I . ‘‘The
construction of a concept is the a pio+i presentation of thecorresponding intuition.”]
1

2
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a pr;O~ifrom commonsources) which would not
give risetofaulty
attempts, if everysubjecthad
always to beginanew from therude basis of his
naturalstate,and
if others had notpreceded him
with theirattempts.Notthatthesemakemere
imitators of those who come after them, but rather
by theirproceduretheyputothersonthetrack
of seeking in themselves principles and so of pursuing their own course,oftena
better one. Even in
religion-where certainlyevery one has toderive
the rule of hisconduct from himself, becausehe
remainsresponsible
for it andcannotshift
the
blame of histransgressionsuponothers,whether
his teachersorhispredecessors-there
is never
as much accomplished by means of universalprecepts,eitherobtained from priestsorphilosophers
or got from oneself, as by‘ means of anexample
of virtueorholiness
which, exhibited in history,
with theautonomyofvirtue
doesnotdispense
based on theproperandoriginalIdea
of morality
( a p ~ i o r Z )or
, change it into a mechanical imitation.
FoZZowizg, involving
something
precedent,
not
“imitation,” is the right expression for all influence
thatthe
products of anexemplary
author may
have upon others.Andthisonlymeansthat
we
d.rawfrom
thekame sources asour
predecessor
did, and learn from him only the way toavail
ourselves of them.But
of all faculties andtalents
Taste, because its judgement is not determinable by
concepts and precepts, is just that one which most
needs examples of what has in the progressof culture
received thelongestapproval
; that itmaynot
become again uncivilised and return to the crudeness
of its first essays.
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Seco4zd&cuZiarity of the jadgement of Taste

T h e judgement of taste is notdeterminable by
grounds of proof, just as if it were merely szcbjective.
If a man, in thefirstplace, does not find a building, a prospect, or a poem beautiful, a hundred voices
all highly praising it will not force his inmost agreement. He may indeed feign thatit pleases himin
orderthathe
may not beregardedas
devoid of
taste ; he may even begin to doubt whether he has
formedhistasteon
a knowledge of a sufficient
number of objects of a certainkind (just as one,
who believes that he recognises in the distance as a
forest, something which all others regard as a town,
doubtsthejudgement
of his own sight).Buthe
clearly sees that the agreement of others gives no
valid proof of the judgement about beauty. Others
might perhaps see and observe
forhim ; and what
many haveseen in one way, althoughhebelieves
that he has seen it differently, might serve him as
anadequateground
of proof of a theoretical and
consequently logical judgement. But that a thing
has pleased others could never serve as the basis
of an aesthetical judgement. A judgement of others
which is unfavourable to ours may indeedrightly
make usscrutinise our own with care, but it can
neverconvince us of its incorrectness. There is
therefore no empiricalground of proof which would
force a judgement of taste upon any one.
Still less, in the second place, can an a p y i o r i
proof determine according to definite rules a judgement about beauty. If a man reads me a poem of
his or ,brings me to a play, which doesnotafter
all suit my taste, he maybring forward in proof
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of the beauty of his poem Battezlx' or Lessing or
stillmoreancient
and famous critics of taste,and
all t h e ruleslaiddown
by them ; certainpassages
which displease m e may agree very well with rules
of beauty(astheyhave
been putforth
by these
writers and are universally recognised) : but I stop
my ears, I will listento
no argumentsand
no
reasoning ; and I will rather assume that these rules
of the critics are false, or at least that they do not
apply to the case
in question,thanadmit
that my
judgement should be determined by grounds of proof
apriori. For it is to be a judgement of Taste and
not of Understanding or Reason.
I t seemsthat this is one of the chief reasons
why this aesthetical faculty of judgement has been
given the
name
of Taste.For
though a man
enumerate to me all the ingredients of a dish, and
remark that each is separatelypleasant to me and
further extol with justice the wholesomeness of this
particular food-yet am I deaf to all these reasons ;
I try the dishwith my tongue and my palate, and
thereafter (and not according to universal principles)
do I pass my judgement.
I n fact the judgement of Taste always takes the
form of a singular judgement about an Object. The
Understanding can form a universal judgement by
comparing the Object in point of the satisfaction it
affords with the judgement of others upon i t : 8.g.
all tulips are beautiful." But thenthis is not a
judgement of taste but a logical judgement, which
takesthe
relation of anObjecttotasteasthe
predicate of things of certain
a
species. That
judgement,however, in which I find an individual
I'

1

[Charles Batteux ( 1 7 I 3 - I 780),

yeduits d un rntmepn'ncz~e.]

author of Lex Beaur Arts

giventulipbeautiful, i.e. inwhich I findmy satisfaction in ittobe
universallyvalid,
is alone a
judgement of taste. Its peculiarityconsists in the
fact that, although it has merely subjective validity,
it claims theassent of aZL subjects,exactly as it
would do if it were an objective judgement resting
on grounds of knowledge, that could be established
by a proof.

§ 34. There is no objective princ+Ze of Taste
possibb
By a principle of taste I mean a principle under
the condition of which we could subsume the concept of an object andthus infer by means of a
syllogism that the object is beautiful. Butthat is
absolutely impossible. For I must feel the pleasure
of the object,
immediately in therepresentation
by no grounds of
and of that I canhepersuaded
proof whatever. Although, as Hame says,’ all critics
can reason more plausibly than cooks, yet the same
fateawaitsthem.
They cannotexpectthedetermining ground of their judgement [to be derived]
from the force of the proofs, butonly from the
reflection of the subject upon its own proper state
(of pleasure or pain), all preceptsand rulesbeing
rejected.
But althoughcritics can andoughttopursue
1 [Essay XVIII, The Scejtic.
“ Criticscanreason
anddispute
more plausibly than cooks or perfumers. We may observe, however,
that this uniformity among human kind, hinders not,
but that there
is a considerable diversity in the sentiments of beauty m-dworth, and
that education, custom, prejudice,caprice, and humour,frequently
vary our taste of this kind.
. Beauty and worth are merely of a
relative nature, and consist in an agreeable sentiment, produced by
an object in a particular mind, according to the peculiar structure and
constitution of that mind.”]

..
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their reasonings so that our judgementsof taste may
be corrected and extended, it is not with a view to
set forth thedeterminingground
of thiskind
of
aestheticaljudgements in auniversallyapplicable
formula, which is impossible ; but rather to investigatethecognitive
faculties andtheirexercise
in
these judgements, and to
explain by examples the
reciprocal subjective
purposiveness,
the
form of
which, as has been shown above, in' a given representation,
constitutes
the
beauty
of the object.
Therefore the Critique of Taste
is only subjective
as regardstherepresentationthrough
which an
Object is given
to
us ; viz. it is the
art
or
science of reducingtorulesthe
reciprocal relation
between theUnderstandingandtheImagination
in thegivenrepresentation(without
reference to
anyprecedingsensationor
concept). That is, it
is the art or science of reducing to rules their accordance or discordance, and of determining them with
regardtotheirconditions.
I t is an art, if it only
shows this by examples ; it is a scZelzGe if it derives
the possibility of such judgements from the nature
of these faculties, as cognitive faculties in general.
W e have here, in Transcendental Criticism, only to do
with the latter. It shoulddevelopandjustify
the
subjective principle of taste, as an a priori principle
of the Judgement. This Critique, as an art, merely
seeks to apply, in the judging of objects, the physiological (here psychological), and therefore empirical
rules,accordingto
which taste actuallyproceeds
(withouttakinganyaccount
of their possibility) ;
and it criticises the products of beautiful art just as,
regardedas a science, it criticises the faculty by
which they are judged.
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0 35,

The jrinc$Ze of Taste is the szcbjective
priBc@jZe o f Jzldgement in generaZ
T h e judgement of taste is distinguished from a
logical judgement in this, that the latter subsumes
a representationundertheconcept
of theObject,
while the formerdoesnotsubsumeitunder
any
concept ; because otherwise the necessary universal
agreement [in these judgements] would be capable
of beingenforced
by proofs. Nevertheless it is
like the latter in this, that it claims universality and
necessity, though not according to concepts
of the
Object, and consequently a merely subjective necessity. Now,because
the concepts in ajudgement
constitute its content (what belongs to the cognition
of theObject),butthejudgement
of taste is not
determinable by concepts, it is based only on the
subjective formal condition of a judgementin general.
The subjectiveconditionof
all judgements is the
faculty of Judgement itself. This whenused with
reference to a representation by which an object is
given, requires the accordance of two representative
powers : viz. Imagination(for
the intuitionand
comprehension of the manifold) and Understanding
(for the concept as a representation of the unity of
thiscomprehension).Nowbecause
no concept of
the Object lies here at the basis of the judgement,
in the subsumption of the
it can only
consist
Imagination itself (in t h e case of arepresentation
by which anobject is given) under the conditions
that the Understanding requires to pass from intuition to concepts. That is, because the freedom of the
Imagination consists in the fact that it schematises
without any concept, the judgement of taste must
rest on a mere sensation of the reciprocal activity of
M
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the Imagination in its freedom and the Understanding with its confomity to law. I t musttherefore
rest on a feeling, which makes u s judge the object
(by
by the
purposiveness
of the representation
which an object is given) in respect of the
furtherance of the cognitive faculty in its free play.
as subjectiveJudgement,contains
a
Taste,then,
principle of subsumption,not
of intuitions under
concepts,but of the f a t d y of intuitions or prefaczcdty
sentations (i.e. theImagination)underthe
of the concepts ( i e . the Understanding) ; so far as
the former in its freedom harmonises with the latter
Ziz ifs conformity t o law.
I n order to discoverthisground
of legitimacy
by a Deduction of the judgements of taste we can
only take as a clue the formal peculiarities of this
kind of judgements, and consequently can only consider their logical form.

5 36.

Of the probbm of a Deduction of judgements

o f Taste
T h e concept of an Object in general can immediately becombinedwiththe
perception of an
object,containingitsempiricalpredicates,
so as
to form a cognitive judgement ; and it is thus that a
judgement of experience is produced.' At the basis
of thislie
a jrion. concepts of the synthetical
unity of the manifold of intuition, by which the
manifold is thought as thedetermination
of an
Object. These concepts(theCategories) require a
Deduction, which is given in the Critique of pure
1 [For the distinction, animportant one in Kant, between judge
ments of experience andjudgementsofperception, see his ProZepmna,
5 I 8. Cf. Kanfs Ctitical Pfiloso$hy f i English Readers, vof. i.
p. I 16.1
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Reason ; and byitwe can get the solution of the
problem, how aresynthetical
a p ~ i o r icognitive
judgements possible ? This problem concernsthen
the a priori principles of the pure Understanding
and its theoretical judgements.
But with aperception there can alsobecombined afeeling of pleasure (or pain) andasatisfaction, that accompanies the representation of the
Objectandserves
instead of its predicate ; thus
there can result an aesthetical 'non-cognitive judgement. At the basis of suchajudgement-ifitis
notamere
judgement of sensationbutaformal
judgement of reflection, which imputesthesame
satisfaction necessarily to every one,-must lie some
apriori principle ; which map be merely subjective
(if anobjective
one shouldproveimpossible
for
may
judgements of thiskind),butalsoassuch
need a Deduction, that we may thereby comprehend
how anaesthetical
judgement can lay claim to
necessity. Onthis
is founded the problem with
which we are now occupied, how are judgements of
tastepossible ? This problem thenhas to do with
the apriori principles of the pure faculty of Judgement in aesthetical judgements ; i.e. judgements in
which it has not (as in theoretical ones) merely to
subsume under objective conceptsof Understanding,
and in which it is subject to a law, but in which it
is, itself, subjectively, both object and law.
This problem then may be thusrepresented :
how is a judgement possible, in which merely from
oar OWPE feeling of pleasure in an object,independently of its concept, we judge that this pleasure
of thesameObject
attachestotherepresentation
in every other a b j e c t , and that a priori without
waiting for the accordance of others ?
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I t is easytoseethatjudgements
of tasteare
synthetical,becausethey
go beyondtheconcept
and evenbeyond the intuition of theObject,and
add to that intuition as predicate something that is
not a cognition, viz. a feeling of pleasure (or pain).
(of the personaZ pleasure
Althoughthepredicate
bound up with the representation) is empirical, nevertheless, as concerns the required assent of every m e
the judgements area p n i r i , or desire to be regarded
as such ; and this. is already
involved
in the
expressions of this claim. Thus this problem of the
Critique of Judgement belongs to the general
problem of transcendental philosophy, how are synthetical a priori judgements possible ?

5 37,

What is proper& asserted a pion’of an
object in a judgement of Taste

That the representation of an object is immediately bound up with pleasure can only be internally
perceived, and if we did not wish to indicate
than this it would give a merely
anythingmore
For I cannot combine a
empirical
judgement.
definite
feeling
(of pleasure or pain) with any
representationexceptwherethere
is at bottoman
a priori principle in theReasondeterminingthe
Will. In
that
case
the
pleasure
(in the moral
feeling) is the consequence of the principle, but
cannot be compared with the pleasure in taste,
because it requires a definite concept of a law ; and
the
latter
pleasure, on the contrary, must be
bound up with the mere act of judging,prior
to all concepts. Hence also all judgements of
tastearesingularjudgements,
because
they
do
not combinetheirpredicate
of satisfaction with a

concept,but with a givenindividualempirical
representation.
And so it is not the pleasure, but the zllziversaZ
vaZidity of this PZeasure, perceived as mentally
bound up with the mere judgement upon an object,
which is represented a priori in a judgement of
taste as a universal rule for the Judgement and valid
for every one. I t is an empirical judgement [to say]
that I perceive and judge an object with pleasure.
But it is an apriori judgement [to say] that I find it
beautiful, i.e. I attribute this satisfaction necessarily
to every one.

5 38.

Deduction of judgements of Taste

If it be admittedthat

in apurejudgement
of
taste the satisfaction in the object is combined with
the mere act of judging its form, it is nothing else
than its subjective purposiveness for the Judgement
with the
which we feel to bementallycombined
representation of the object. T h e Judgement,as
regards the formal rules of its action, apart from all
can only be
matter (whether sensation or concept),
directed to the subjective conditions of its employment in general (it is applied’ neither to a particular
mode of sensenorto
a particularconcept of the
Understanding) ; and consequently to that subjective
[element] which we can presuppose in all men (as
requisite for possiblecognitioningeneral).
Thus
the agreement of a representation with these conditions of the Judgement must be capable of being
assumed as valid a priori for every one. 1.e. we
may rightly impute to every one the pleasure or the
subjectivepyrposiveness of therepresentationfor
1

[First Edition has “limited.”]
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in the

Remark

This Deduction is thus easy,because ithasno
need to justify the objective reality of any concept,
for Beauty is not a concept of the Object and the
judgement of taste is not cognitive. It onlymaintains that we are justified in presupposing universally
in every man thosesubjectiveconditions
of the
Judgement which we find in ourselves ; and further,
that we haverightlysubsumedthegivenObject
under
these
conditions. The latter
has
indeed
unavoidable difficulties which do not beset.the
logical Judgement.There
we subsumeunderconcepts,but
in the aesthetical Judgement undera
merelysensiblerelationbetweentheImagination
andUnderstanding
mutuallyharmonising
in the
representation of the form of the Object,-in which
casethesubsumption may easily be fallacious. Yet
the legitimacy of the claim of theJudgement in
counting upon universal assent is not thus annulled ;
it reduces itself merely tothecorrectness
of the
principle of judging validly for everyone
from
1 Inordertobe
justified in claiming universal assent for an
aesthetical judgement that rests
merely on subjective grounds, it is
sufficient to assume, ( I ) thatthe
subjective conditions of the
Judgement, as regards the relation of the cognitive powers thus put
into activity to a cognition in general,arethesame
in all men.
This must be true, because otherwise men would notbeable
to
communicatetheirrepresentations
or even their knowledge. (2)
The judgementmust merely have reference to this relation (consequently to the formal condition of the Judgement) and be pure, i.e.
not mingled either with concepts of the Object or with sensations, as
determininggrounds.
If therehasbeen
any mistake as regards
this latter condition, then there is only an inaccurate application of
the privilege, which a law gives us, to a particular case; but that
does not destroy the privilege itself in general.

subjective
grounds.
Forastothe
difficulty or
doubt concerning the correctnessof the subsumption
under that principle, it makes t h e legitimacy of the
claim of an aesthetical judgement in general to such
of thesame,
as little
validity andtheprinciple
doubtful, as the like faulty (though
neither
so
commonly norreadilyfaulty)subsumption
of the
logical Judgement under its. principle can make t h e
latter, an objectiveprinciple,doubtful.
But if the
questionwere to be, how is it possible to assume
nature a priori to be a complex of objects of taste ?
this problem has reference to Teleology, because it
must be regarded as a purpose of nature essentially
belonging to its concepttoexhibitforms
thatare
purposive for our Judgement. But thecorrectness
of this latter assumption is verydoubtful,whereas
the efficacy of natural beauties is patent to experience.

0 39. Of the communicabiZity of

a Sensation

I f sensation, as the real in perception, is related
toknowledge, it is called sensation of the senses ;
and its specific quality may be represented as generally communicable in a uniform way, if we assume
thateveryonehassenses
like our own. But this
cannot at all be presupposed of any single sensation.
T o a tnan who is deficient in thesense of smell,
thiskind
of sensationcannot
be communicated ;
andeven if it is not wholly deficient, w e cannot
be certain that he gets exactly the same sensation
from a flower that we have. B u t even moremust
we represent men as differing in respect of the
PZeasuntness or un$easantess involved in thesensation from the same object of sense ; and it is
absolutely not to be required that every man should

take pleasure in the same objects.Pleasure
of this
kind,becauseitcomes
into the mindthroughthe
senses, in respect of which therefore we are passive,
we may call the pleasure of enjymenf.
Satisfaction in an actionbecause of its moral
character is on the other hand not the pleasure of
enjoyment,but of spontaneityanditsaccordance
this feeling,
with theIdea of its destination.But
called moral, requires concepts, and presents not free
purposiveness, but purposiveness that is conformable
of beinguniversally
to law ; itthereforeadmits
communicated only by means of Reason, and, if the
pleasure is to behomogeneous for everyone, by
very definite practical concepts of Reason.
Pleasure in the Sublime in nature,regardedas
apleasure
of rationalcontemplation,alsomakes
claim to universal participation ; but it presupposes,
besides, adifferentfeeling,
viz. that of our.supersensible destination, which, howeverobscurely,has
will take
a moral foundation.But
thatothermen
account of it, and will find a satisfaction in the consideration of the wild greatness of nature(that
certainly cannot be ascribed to its 'hspect, which is
rather terrifying),I a m notabsolutelyjustified
in
supposing.Nevertheless,
in consideration of the
fact that on every suitable occasion regard should be
hadtothesemoraldispositions,
I canimputesuch
satisfaction to every man, but only by means of the
moral law which on its side again is based on
concepts of Reason.
On thecontrary,pleasure
in the Beautiful is
neither a pleasure of enjoyment nor of a law-abidi n g activity,nor even of rationalcontemplation in
accordance with Ideas, but of mere reflection. Withouthaving
as rule anypurpose
or fundamental
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proposition, this pleasure accompanies the ordinary
apprehension of an object by theImagination, as
faculty of intuition, in relation with the Understanding, as faculty of concepts, by means of a procedure
oftheJudgement
which it must alsoexerciseon
behalf of the commonest experience ; only that in
the latter case it is in order to perceive an empirical
objective concept, in the former case (in aesthetical
judgements) merely to perceive the accordanceof the
representationwiththeharmonious(subjectively
purposive) activity of both cognitive facultiesin their
freedom, i.e. to feel with pleasure the mental state
produced by the
representation.
This pleasure
must necessarily depend for every one on the same
conditions, for they are subjective conditions of the
possibility of a cognition in general ; and the proportionbetweenthesecognitivefacultiesrequisite
for Taste is alsorequisite for that ordinary sound
Understanding which we havetopresuppose
in
every one. Therefore he who judges with taste (if
only he does not go astray in this-act of consciousness andmistakematterfor
form orcharm
for
beauty) may impute to every one subjective purposiveness, i.e. his satisfaction in the Object, and may
assume his feeling tobeuniversallycommunicable
and that without the mediation of concepts.

5 40. Of Taste as a k i d of
'

sensus communis

We oftengivetotheJudgement,
if we are considering theresuIt rather than the actof its reflection,
the name of asense,and we speak of a sense of
truth, or of a sense of decorum, of justice, etc. And
yet we know, or at least we ought to know, that
these concepts cannot have their place in Sense, and
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further,thatSensehasnottheleastcapacity
for
expressing universal rules ; but that no representation of truth, fitness, beauty, or justice, and so forth,
could comeinto ourthoughts if we could not rise
beyond Sense tohigherfaculties of cognition. The
common Understanding of men, which, as the mere
sound (not yet cultivated) Understanding, we regard
as the least to be expected from any one claiming the
of
name of man, has therefore the doubtful honour
being given the name of common sense (sensus communis) ; and in sucha
way that by the name
common (not merely in our language, where the word
actuallyhasadoublesignification,but
in many
others) we understand vzlZpr, that which is everywheremet with, the possession ofwhich indicates
absolutely no merit or superiority.
But under the semus communis we must include
theIdea of a commumd sense, i.e. of a faculty of
judgement, which in its reflection takesaccount
(ap n o ~ zof
) the mode of representation of all other
men in thought ; in order as it were to compare its
judgement with the collective Reason of humanity,
andthusto
escape the illusion arising from the
private conditions that couldbe so easily taken for
objective, whichwould injuriously affect the judgement. This is done by comparingour judgement
with the possible rather than the actual judgements
of others, and by putting ourselves in the place of
any other man, by abstracting from the limitations
which contingently attach to our own judgement.
This, again, is broughtabout by leavingasideas
much as possible the matter of our representative
state, ;.e. sensation,and simply havingrespectto
the formal peculiarities of ourrepresentationor
of reflecrepresentativestate.Nowthisoperation
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tion seemsperhapstoo
artificial to be attributed
to the faculty called common sense ; but it only
in abstract formulae.
appears so, whenexpressed
I n itself there is nothing more naturalthan
to
abstract from charm or emotion if we are seeking a
judgement that is to serve as a universal rule.
The following Maxims of common human Understanding do notproperlycome in here, as parts of
may serve to
the Critique of Taste ; but yet they
elucidate its fundamental propositions. They are :
I O to think for oneself; 2' to put ourselves in thought
in the place of every one else ; 3" always to think
consistently. The first is the maxim ofultgh+zhm!
thought ; the second of endarged thought ; the third
of consecutive thought.' The first is the maxim of
a Reasonnever
passive. The tendency to such
passivity,
and
therefore
to heteronomy of the
Reason, is called pnyhdice ; and the greatest prejudice ofall
is torepresentnature
as not subject
tothe rules thattheUnderstanding
places atits
basis by means of its own essential law, i.e. is
suferstition. Deliverance from superstition is called
endzghtenment ; 2 becausealthoughthisnamebelongs to deliverance from prejudices in general,
yetsuperstition
specially (in sensu eminenti) deservesto be called a prejudice. For the blindness
1 [Kant lays down these three maxims in his Introduction to Logic,
$ vii., as '' general rules and conditions of the avoidance of error."]

is easy in tkesi; yet
We soon see that although enlightenment
in hy$otkesi it is difficult and slow of accomplishment. For not to
be passive as regardsReason,butto
be always self-legislative, is
indeed quite easy for the man who wishes only to be in accordance
with hisessential purpose, and doesnotdesireto
know what is
beyondhisUnderstanding.Butsince
we canhardly avoid seeking
this, andtherearenever
wanting others who promise with much
confidence that they are able to satisfy our curiosity, it must be very
hard to maintain in or restore to the mind (especially the mind of the
public) that bare negative which properly constitutes enlightenment.

inwhich superstitionplaces us,which it evenimposeson us as an obligation,makes the needof
being guided by others, and the consequent passive
state of our
Reason,
peculiarly noticeable.
As
regardsthe
second maxim of the mind, we are
otherwise wont to call him limited (bomu!, the
to no
opposite of enlarged) whosetalentsattain
great use (especially as regards intensity):
But
here we are not speaking of the faculty of cognition,
but of the mode of thought which makes a purposive
use thereof. However small may be the area or the
degree to which a man'snatural gifts reach, yet it
indicates a man of enZaarged thozght if he disregards
the subjective private conditions of his own judgement, by which so many othersare confined] and
reflects upon it from a universaZstandpoint (which
he can onlydetermine by placing himself atthe
standpoint of others). The thirdmaxim, viz. that
of consecutive thought, is the most difficult to attain,
and can only be attained by the combination of both
the former, andaftertheconstantobservance
of
themhasgrowninto
a habit. We may saythat
the first of these maxims i s the maxim of Understanding, the second of Judgement, and the third of
Reason.
I take up againthethreadsinterrupted
by this
digression, and I say that Taste can be called senms
comnzzcnis with morejusticethansoundUnderstandingcan ; and that t h e aesthetical Judgement
rather than the intellectual may bear the name of a
communal sense,' if we are willing to use the word
'' sense" of an effect of mere reflection upon the
mind : for then we understand by sense the feeling
1 We may designate Taste as semuJ cornmumi msthticus, common
Understanding as s e m w communis logzms.
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of pleasure. We could evendefine Tasteasthe
faculty of judging of that which makes miversa&
commanicabb, without the mediation of a concept,
our feeling in a given representation.
T h e skill that men have in communicating their
thoughts requires also a relation between the Imagination and the Understanding in order to associate
intuitions with concepts, andconceptsagain
with
those concepts, which then combine in a cognition.
But in that case the agreement of the two mental
powers is according t o Zaw, under the constraint of
definite concepts. OnlywheretheImagination
in
its freedom awakens the Understanding, and is put
by it into regular play without t h e aid of concepts,
does the representation communicate itself not as a
thoughtbut as an internalfeeling of a purposive
state of the mind.
Taste is then the faculty of judging a priori of
the communicability of feelings that are boundup
'with a given representation (without the mediation
of a concept).
If we could assumethatthemere
universal
communicability of a feeling must carry in itself an
interest for us with it (which, however, w e are not
justified in
concluding
from thecharacter
of a
merely reflective Judgement), we should beable
to explain why the feeling in the judgement of taste
comes to be imputed to every one, so to speak, as
a duty.

5 41.0f the cmpirkad iltterest iz the BeazltiJd
That the judgement of taste by which something
is declared beautiful musthave no interest as its
&temi&zg gmzcnd has been sufficiently established
above. But it does not follow that after it has been
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given as a pureaesthetical judgement, no interest can
be combined with it. This combination,however,
can onlybeindirect,
i e . tastemust first of all be
with something else, in
representedascombined
orderthat
we mayunite with thesatisfaction
of
pkeaszwe in its
merereflectionuponanobjecta
existence (as that wherein all interest consists). For
here also in aesthetical judgements what we say in
cognitive judgements '(of things in general) is valid ;
a posse ad esse non valet conseguentia. This
something else may be empirical, viz. an inclination
or intellectual,
as
the
proper
to
human
nature,
property of the Will of beingcapable of a priori
determination by Reason. Both these
involve
a
satisfaction in the presence of an Object, and so can
lay the foundation for a n interest in what has by
itself pleased
without
reference
to
any
interest
whatever.
Empirically
the
Beautiful
interests only in
society. I f we admit the impulse to society as natural'
to man, and hisfitness for it, and hispropension
towards it, i.e. sociabi&y, as a requisite for man as
a beingdestined for society, and so as a property
belonging
to
Aamady, we cannot
escape
from
a faculty for judging everyregardingtasteas
thing in respect of which we can communicate
our feeZhg to all other men, and so as a means of
furthering that which every one's natural inclination
desires.
A man abandoned by himself on a desert island
his person; nor
would adornneither his hutnor
would he seek for flowers, still less would he plant
himself therewith. It is
them, in ordertoadorn
only in society that it occurs to him to be not merely
a man, buta refined man after hiskind (the be-
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ginning of civilisation). For such do we judge him
to be who is both inclined and apt to communicate
hispleasure to others,and who is notcontented
with an Object if he cannot feel satisfaction in it in
common with others, Again,
every one expects and
requires from every one else this reference to universal communication [of pleasure], as it were from a n
original compact dictated by humanity itself. Thus,
doubtless, in the beginning only those things which
attracted
the
senses,
e.g. colours for painting
oneself (roucou amongtheCarabsandcinnabar
among
the
Iroquois), flowers,
mussel
shells,
beautiful feathers, etc.,-but in time beautiful forms
also (e.g. in theircanoes, and clothes, etc.),which
bring with them no gratification, or satisfaction of
enjoyment-were
important in society, and were
at last
combined with great
interest.
Until
civilisation, having reached its highest point, makes
out of this almost the main business of refined inclination ; andsensations are only regarded as of
worth in so far as they can be universally communicated. Here,althoughthepleasure
which every
one has in such an object is inconsiderable and in
itself without anymarkedinterest,yettheIdea
of
its universal communicability increases its worth in
an almost infinite degree.
Butthisinterest
that indirectly attaches to the
to society, and
Beautiful throughourinclinatior~
consequently is empirical, is of no importance for us
here ; because we have only to look to what may
have a reference, althoughonlyindirectly,tothe
judgement of taste a priori. For if even in this
form an interest bound up therewith should discover
itself, taste would discover a transition of our judging faculty from sense-enjoyment to moral feeling ;
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and so not only wouldwe be the better guided in
employingtastepurposively,butthere
would be
thuspresented
a link in the chain of the human
faculties a jriom., on which all legislationmust
depend. We canonlysaythus
much about the
empiricalinterest
in objects of tasteand in taste
itself. Since it is subservient to inclination, however refined thelatter
may be, it may easily be
confounded with all the inclinations and passions,
which attain
their
greatest
variety
and
highest
degree in society ; and the interest in the Beautiful,
if it is groundedthereon,can
only furnish a very
ambiguous transition from the Pleasant to the Good.
Butwhetherthis
can or cannotbefurthered
by
taste,taken in its purity, is what wenow have to
investigate.

$

42.

Of the intezlectual interest in the Beazstzyd

Withthe
best
intentions
those
persons
who
refer all activities, to which theirinnernatural
dispositions impel men, to the final purpose of
humanity, viz. the morally good, have regarded the
takinganinterest in t h e Beautifulin general as a
mark of good moral character. Butit is not without reason thattheyhavebeencontradicted
by
others who rely on experience ; for this shows that
connoisseurs in taste, not only often butgenerally,
to idle, capricious,and mischievous
aregivenup
less
passions, andthatthey
could perhapsmake
claim thanotherstoanypre-eminentattachment
to moral principles. Thusit would seem thatthe
feeling for the Beautiful is notonly (as actually is
the case) specifically different from the Moral feeling;
but that the interest which can be bound up with it
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is hardly
compatible
with moral
interest,
and
certainly h a s no inner affinity therewith.
Now I admit at once thattheinterest
in the
Beautzfd of Art (under which I include the
artificial use of natural beauties for adornment and
so for vanity)furnishes
noproof
whatever of a
dispositionattachedto
the morally goodoreven
inclined thereto. But on the other hand, I maintain
that to take an immediate ilzterest in the Beauty of
Nature (not merelytohave
taste in judging it) is
always a mark of a good soul ; and that when this
interest is habitualit a t leastindicates a frame of
mind favourable to the moral feeling, if it is voluntarilybound up with the contempZation of nature.
It is to be remembered, however, that
I here speak
strictly of the beautiful forms of Nature, and I set
asidethe chayms, that she is wonttocombine
so
abundantly with them ; because, though the interest
in the latter is indeedimmediate,it
is only empirical.
H e who by himself (andwithoutanydesign
of
communicatinghisobservationsto
others)regards
the beautifulfigure
of a wildflower,
a bird, a n
insect,etc., with admiration and love-whowould
not willingly miss it inNature,althoughit
may
bring him some hurt, who stilllesswants
any
also
advantage from it--he takes an immediate and
an intellectualinterestin
the beauty of Nature.
1.e. itisnotmerely
the form of the productof
verypresence
nature which pleases him, butits
pleases him, the charms of sensehavingnoshare
in this pleasure and nopurposewhateverbeing
combined with it.
But it is noteworthy that if we secretly deceived
this lover of the beautiful by planting in'the ground
N
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artificial flowers (which can be manufactured exactly
likenaturalones),or
by placing artificially carved
birds on the boughs of trees, and he discovered the
deceit, the immediate interest that he previously took
in them would disappear at once ; though, perhaps,
adifferentinterest,
viz. theinterest of vanity in
adorninghischamber
with them for theeyes of
others, would take its place. This thoughtthen
ustaccompanyourintuitionand
reflection on
i t ; and on
beauty, viz. thatnaturehasproduced
thisaloneis
based the immediateinterest
that
we take in it. Otherwise,thereremainsamere
judgement of taste,eitherdevoid
of all interest,
orbound up with amediateinterest,
viz. in that
it hasreferencetosociety
; which latter [interest]
furnishesnocertainindications
of a morally good
disposition.
This superiority of naturalto
artificial beauty
in that it alone
arouses
an immediate
interest,
although as regards form the first may be surpassed
by the second,harmonises
with the refined and
well-grounded habit of thought of all men who have
cultivated their moral feeling. If a man who has
taste enough to judge of the products of beautiful
Art with the
greatest
accuracy
and
refinement
willingly leavesachamberwhere
are to be found
thosebeauties
that ministertovanityor
to any
social joys,and turnstothe
beautiful in Nature
in orderto find, as it were, delightfor his spirit
in a train of thought that he can never completely
evolve, we will regard this choice of his with veneration, and attribute to him a beautiful soul, to which
noconnoisseurorlover
[of Art] can lay claimon
account of theinterest
hetakes
in his [artistic]
objects.- What now is the difference in our estima-

i"
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tion of these two different kinds of Objects, which
in the judgement of mere taste it is hard to compare
in point of superiority ?
We have a faculty of mere aesthetical Judgement
by which we judge formswithout the aid of concepts,
and find a satisfaction in this mere act of judgement;
this we make into a rule for every one, without this
judgement either being based on or producing any
interest.Ontheotherhand,
we have also a
faculty of intellectual Judgement which determines
an a #rwrz' satisfaction forthemere
forms of
practical maxims (so far as they are in themselves
qualifiedfor
universal legislation) ; this we make
into a law for everyone,withoutourjudgement
being based on any interest whatever, though in this
case it prodzces SUCA an interest. T h e pleasure or
pain in the former judgement is called that of taste,
in the latter, that of moral feeling.
(for
But it also interests Reason that the Ideas
which in moral feelingitarousesanimmediate
interest)shouldhaveobjectivereality
; Le. that
natureshould
at least show a trace or give an
indication that it contains in itself some ground for
assuming a regular agreement of its products with
our entirely
disinterested
satisfaction
(which we
recognise a priori as a law for every one, without
beingable to base it uponproofs).
Hence Reason
must takeaninterest
in everyexpressiononthe
part of nature of an agreement of this kind. Consequently, the mind cannot ponder upon the beauty
of Nature withoutfinding itself at the same time
interested
therein.
But
this
interest
is akin
to
moral, andhe who takes such aninterest in the
beauties of nature can do so only in so far as he
previously has firmly established his interest in the
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morally good. If, therefore, the beauty of Nature
interestsa
manimmediately
we havereason
for
attributing to him, at least, a basis for a good moral
disposition.
It will be saidthatthis
account of aesthetical
judgements, as akin to the
moral feeling, seems far
too studied to be regarded as the true interpretation
of that cipher through which Nature speaks to u s
figuratively in her beautiful forms. However, in the
first place, this immediateinterest in the beautiful
is actually notcommon ; but is peculiar tothose
whose mentaldisposition either has already been
is emicultivated in the direction of thegoodor
nentlysusceptible of suchcultivation.
I n that case
of taste
the analogybetween thepurejudgement
which, independently of anyinterest,causes
u s to
feel asatisfaction,andalsorepresents
it a priori
assuitabletohumanity
in general,andthe
moral
judgement that does the same
thing from concepts
without any clear, subtle, and premeditated reflection
“this analogy leads to a similar immediate interest
in theobjects
of the former as i n those of the
latter ; only that in the one case the interest is free,
in the other it is based on objective laws. To this
is to be addedouradmiration
for Nature, which
displays itself in its beautiful products a s Art, not
merely by chance, but as it weredesignedly,
in
accordance with a regular
arrangement,
and
as
purposivenesswithoutpurpose.
T h i s latter, as we
nevermeet with itoutside ourselves, we naturally
and,
in fact, in that which
seek in ourselves;
constitutesthe ultimatepurpose of our being, viz.
our moral destination. (Of this question as tothe
ground of the possibility of such natural purposiveness we shall first speak in the Teleology.)
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It is easy to explain why the satisfaction in the
pure aesthetical judgement in the case of beautiful
Art is not combined with an immediate interest as
it is in the case of beautiful Nature. For the former
is either such a n imitation of the latter that it reaches
the point of deception and then produces the same
effect as natural beauty (for which it is taken) ; or
it is an art obviously directeddesignedly
to our
satisfaction. I n the latter case the satisfaction in the
product would, it is true, be brought about immediately by taste, but it would be only a mediate interest
in the causelying at its root, viz. an art that can
onlyinterest by means of its purpose andnever in
itself. I t will, perhaps,be
said thatthis
is also
the case, if an Object of nature interests u s by its
beauty only so far as it is associated with a moral
Idea. But it is not the Object itself which immediately interests us, but its character in virtue of which
it is qualified for suchassociation, which therefore
essentially belongs to it.
The charms in beautiful Nature, which are so
often found, as it were, blended with beautiful forms,
may bereferredto
modifications either of light
(colours) or of sound (tones). For these are the only
sensations that imply not merely a sensiblefeeling
but also reflection upon the form of these modifications of Sense; and thus they involve in themselves
as it were a language by which nature speaks to us,
which thus seems to have a higher sense.
Thus t h e
white colour of lilies seems to determine the mind
toIdeas of innocence ; andtheseven
colours in
order from the red to the violet seem to suggest the
Ideas of ( I ) Sublimity, (2) Intrepidity, (3) Candour,
(4) Friendliness, (5) Modesty, ( 6 ) Constancy, (7)
Tenderness. The song of birds proclaims glad-

\
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someness and contentment with existence. At least
so we interpret nature, whether it have
this design
or not. Buttheinterest
which we heretake
in
beauty has only to
do with the beauty of Nature;
it vanishes altogether as soon as we notice that we
are deceived andthat it is only Art-vanishes so
completely that taste can no longer find the thing
beautiful or sight find it charming. What is more
highly praised by poetsthan
the bewitching and
beautiful note of the nightingale in a lonely copse
on a still summer evening by the soft light of the
moon ? And yet we have instances of a merry host,
where no such songster was to be found, deceiving
totheirgreatcontentmenttheguests
who were
staying with him to enjoy the country air, by hiding
in a bush amischievous
boy who knew how to
produce this sound exactly like nature (by means of
in his mouth). But
as soon as we
a reed or a tube
are aware that it is a cheat, no one will remain long
listeningtothesong
which before wascounted
so charming. And it is justthesame
with the
songs of all other birds. It mustbeNature
or be
regarded as Nature, if we are to take a n immediate
i d e r e s t in the Beautiful as such ; and still more is
thisthecase
ifwe can require thatothers should
take an interest in it too. This happens as a matter
of fact when we regardascoarseandignoblethe
mental attitude of those persons who have nofeeliq
for beautiful Nature (for thus we describe a susceptibilitytointerest
in itscontemplation),and
who
confine themselves toeatingand
drinking-to the
mere enjoyments of sense.
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Of Art in gemral

Art is distinguished from Nature, as doing
(facere) is distinguished from actingor workin
generally (agere), and as the productorresult
of
the former is distinguished as work ( o j u s ) from the
working (efectus) of the latter.
By right we ought only to describe as Art,
;.e. through
a
will
production
through
freedom,
that placesReason
at the basis of its
actions.
For although we like to call the product of bees
(regularly built cells of wax) a work of art, this is
only by way of analogy : as soon as we feel that
this work of theirs is basedon no properrational
deliberation, we say that it is a product of Nature
(of instinct),andasArt
onlyascribe
it totheir
Creator.
If, as sometimes happens, in searching through a
bog we come upon a bit of shaped wood, we do not
say : this is aproduct of Nature,but, of Art. Its
producing cause has conceived
a purpose to which
the bit of wood owesits form. Elsewheretoo we
should see art in everything which is made so that a
representation of it in its cause must have preceded
its actuality (as even in the case of the bees), though
the effect could not have been thogght by the cause.
But if we call anything absolutely a work of art in
order to distinguish it from a natural effect, we
always understand by that a work of man.
(2). Art regarded as humanskill
differs from
science (as caB from Rnow) as a practical faculty does
from a theoretical, as Technic does from Theory (as
mensuration from geometry). And
so what we caB
do, as soon as we merely kmm what ought to be
(I).

d
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done and therefore are sufficiently cognisant of the
desired effect, is not called Art.Onlythat
which
a man, even if heknows it completely, may not
thereforehavethe
skill to accomplish, belongs to
Art. Camper1describes very exactly how the best
shoes must be made, but he certainly could not
make one.'
(3). Art also differs from hmdimzft ; the first is
calledfree, the other may be called mercenary. We
regard the first as if it could only prove purposive
as play, ie. as occupation that is pleasant in itself.
B u t thesecond is regardedas if it could onlybe
compulsorily imposed upon one as work, i.e. as
occupation which is unpleasant (a trouble) in itself,
and which is only attractive on account of its effect
(e.g. the wage). Whether or not in thegraded list
of the professions we ought to count watchmakers
as artists, but smiths only as handicraftsmen, would
require another point of view fromwhich to judge
; viz.[we
thanthat which we areheretakingup
shouldhaveto
consider] the proportion of talents
which must be assumedrequisite in theseseveral
sooccupations. Whether or not,again,underthe
called seven free arts some may be included which
ought to be classed as sciences, and many that are
discuss.
akinratherto
handicraft, I shallnothere
But it is notinexpedientto
recall that in all free
artsthere is yet requisite something compulsory,
or, as it is called, mechanism, without which the
[Peter Camper ( 1 7 2 2 - 1 7 8 9 ) , acelebratednaturalist and cornparative anatomist ; for some years professor at Groningen.]
a In mycountry a commonman,ifyoupropose
to himsuch a
problem as that of Columbus with his egg, says, that is not art, it i s
on& science. Le. if we k m how, we can Ilb it; and he says the
artsof jugglers. O n the otherhand, he
same of allthepretended
will notrefuse to apply the termart to the performance of a ropedancer.
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spzd, which must be free in artand which alone
inspires the work, would have no bodyand would
evaporate altogether ; e.g. in poetry there must be
an accuracy
and
wealth of language,
and
also
prosodyandmetre.
[It is notinexpedient, I say,
to recall this], formanymoderneducatorsbelieve
that the best way to produce a free art is to remove
it from
it from all constraint, andthustochange
work into mere play.

5 44.

Of beautqu2 A r t

There is noScience of the Beautiful,but only
aCritique
of it ; andthere
is no such thingas
beautifulScience,butonlybeautiful
Art.For
as
regardsthe
first
point,
if it could be
decided
scientifically, i.e. by proofs, whether a thing was to
beregardedasbeautifulornot,thejudgement
upon beauty would belongtoscienceand
would
not be a judgement of taste.And
as far as the
secondpoint is concerned,ascience
which should
be beautifulassuch is a nonentity. For if in such
ascience we were toask for groundsand proofs,
off with tastefulphrases(bonwewould
beput
mots).T h e source of the commonexpression,
beautzfd science, is without doubt nothing else than
has
been
rightly
remarked,
that for
this, as it
beautiful art in its entire completeness much science
is requisite ; e.g. a knowledge of ancient languages,
a learned familiarity with classical authors, history,
aknowledge of antiquities,etc.Andhencethese
historical sciences, because they form the necessary
preparationandbasis
for beautiful art,and
also
partly because under them is included the knowledge
of the products of beautiful art (rhetoric and poetry),
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havecometo
be called beautifulsciences
by a
confusion of words.
If art which is adequate to the cognition of a
possible object performs the actions requisite therefor merely in order to make it actual, it ismechanicad
art ; but if it has for its immediate design the feeling
of pleasure,it
is called aesthtical art.This
is
again either fhasant or beazctz,fd. I t is the first, if
itspurpose is that the pleasure should accompany
the representations [of the object) regarded as mere
seszsations; it is the second if they are regarded as
modes of cognition.
Pleasant arts are those that are directed merely
to enjoyment. Of this class are all those charming
arts that can gratifyacompanyattable
; e g . the
art of telling stories in an entertaining way, of starting the company in frank and lively conversation, of
raising them by jest and laugh to a certain pitch of
merriment ; when,aspeoplesay,there
may be a
great deal of gossip at the feast, but no one will be
answerable for what he says, because they are only
concerned with momentaryentertainment,andnot
with anypermanentmaterial
for reflection or subsequent discussion. (Amongtheseare
alsotobe
reckoned the way of arranging the table for enjoyment,and, at great feasts, the management of the
a
thing.
I t is
music. This latter is wonderful
meant to dispose to gaiety the minds of the guests,
any
regarded solely as a pleasantnoise,without
one paying the least attention to its composition ;
and it favours the free conversation of each with his
[Kant was accustomed to say that the talk at adinnertable
should always pass through these three stages-narrative, discussion,
and jest; andpunctilious in this, as in all else, he is said to have
directedtheconversation
athis own table accordingly (Wallace's

Kant, P 391.1
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neighbour.)Again,
to this class belong all games
which bring with them no further interest than that
of making the time pass imperceptibly.
On theother hand,beautiful art is amodeof
representation which is purposive for itself, and
which, althoughdevoid
of [definite] purpose,yet
in referfurtherstheculture of thementalpowers
ence to social communication.
The universal
communicability
of pleasure
a
carries with it in its very concept that the pleasure
is notone of enjoyment, from meresensation,but
must be derived from reflection ; and thus aesthetical
art,astheart
of beauty,has
for standardthe
reflective Judgement and not sensation.

0 45. Beaut$uZ

Art is an art, ilz so f a r as it seems
Zike nature

In aproduct of beautiful art we mustbecome
conscious that it is Art and not Nature ; but yet the
purposiveness in its form must seemtobeasfree
from all constraint of arbitrary rules as if it were a
product of mere nature. On this feeling of freedom
in the play of ourcognitivefaculties,
which must
at the same time bepurposive,rests
that pleasure
which alone is universallycommunicable,without
being based on
concepts.
Nature is beautiful
A r t ; andArt can only be
because it lookslike
if we are conscious of it as Art
calledbeautiful
while yet it looks like Nature.
For whether we aredealing
with naturalor
with artificial beauty we can say generally : That is
beautifud which pl’eases in t h mere act of jwz’giptg it
(not in the sensation of it, or by means of a concept).
Now art has always a definite design of producing
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something. But if this something werebare sensation (somethingmerelysubjective), which is to be
accompanied with pleasure, the product would please
in the act of judgement only by mediation of sensible
feeling. Andagain,
if the designweredirected
towards the production of a definiteObject,then,
if this were attained by art, the Object would only
please by means of concepts. But in both cases the
art would not please in the mere act ofjz/.dpkg;i.e.
it would not please as beautiful, but as mechanical.
Hence thepurposiveness in the product of beautiful art,althoughit
is designed,mustnotseem
to bedesigned ; ;.e. beautiful art must Zoo& like
nature,although
we are conscious of it a s . art.
B u t aproductof
artappears
likenature when,
although its agreement with the rules, according to
which alone the product can become what it ought
to be, ispunctiZiousGy observed, yet this is not painfiZ& apparent ; [the form of the schoolsdoesnot
shows no trace of the rule
obtrude itself]'-it
having been before the eyes of the artist and having
fettered his mental powers.

5 46.

Beautz+uZ Art is the art of genius

Genius is the talent (or natural gift) which gives
the rule to Art.Since
talent, as the innate productive faculty of the artist, belongs itself to Nature,
we may expressthematterthus
: Gepsius is the
innate mental disposition (ilzgenium) through which
Nature gives the rule to Art.
Whatever maybe
thought of this definition,
whetherit
is merely arbitraryorwhether
it is
adequate to the concept that we are accustomed to
1

[Second Edition.]
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combine with the word ge9zzius (which is to be
examined in the following paragraphs), we can
provealreadybeforehand
thataccordingtothe
signification of the word hereadopted,beautiful
arts must necessarily be considered as arts of genius.
For everyartpresupposesrules
by means of
which in the first instance a product,
if it is to be
calledartistic, is representedas possible. But the
permit
the
concept of beautiful art does not
of a producttobe
judgement upon thebeauty
derived from any rule, which hasa concept as its
determining ground, and therefore has at its basis a
concept of the way in which the product is possible.
Therefore, beautiful art cannot itself devise the rule
according to which it can bring about its product.
But since at the same time a product can never be
called Art without some precedentrule, Nature in
the subject must (by
the harmony of its faculties)
give the rule to Art;i.e. beautiful Art is only possible
as a product of Genius.
( I ) thatgenius
is a talent for
We thussee
producing that for which no definiterulecanbe
given ; it is nota mereaptitude for what can be
its
learnt by a rule. Hence orzgtizality mustbe
firstproperty.
(2) But since it alsocanproduce
be models, i.e.
original nonsense, its products must
exem@zary; andtheyconsequently
ought not to
spring from imitation, but must serve as a standard
or rule of judgement for others. (3) I t cannot
describe or indicate scientifically how it brings about
itsproducts,butit
givesthe rule just as nature
does. Hence the author of aproduct forwhich he
is indebtedto his geniusdoesnot
himself know
how he has come by his Ideas ; and he has not the
power to devise the like atpleasure or in accordance
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with aplan, andtocommunicateittoothers
in
preceptsthat will enablethemto
producesimilar
products. (Hence it is probable that the word
genius is derived from genius, that peculiar guiding
and guardian spirit given to a man at his birth, from
whose
suggestion
these
original
Ideas
proceed.)
(4) Nature by the medium of geniusdoes
not
prescriberules
to Science, but toArt ; and to it
only in so far as it is to be beautiful Art.

5 47.

EZucidation and conjhmation of the above
explazation of Genius

Everyone
is agreedthatgenius
is entirely
opposed tothe
Spirit of imitation. Nowsince
learning is nothingbutimitation,it
follows that
thegreatest
abilityandteachableness
(cap’acity)
regarded qua” teachableness, cannot avail for genius.
Even if a man thinksorinvents
for himself, and
doesnot merely take in what othershavetaught,
even if he discovers many things in art and science,
this is notthe
rightground
forcallingsucha
him
(perhaps great) head, a genius (as opposed to
who because he can only learn and imitate is called
a shZZm$ate).
For even thesethings
could be
of him who
learned,they lie in thenaturalpath
investigatesandreflectsaccordingtorules
; and
they do not differ specificallyfromwhatcanbe
acquired by industrythroughimitation.
Thus we
canreadilylearn
all that Newton hasset forth in
his immortalwork
onthe
Principles of Natural
Philosophy, however great a head was required to
discoverit ; but we cannotlearntowritespirited
poetry, however express may be the precepts of the
artandhowever excellent its models. The reason
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is that Newton could make all his steps, from the
firstelements of geometrytohisowngreatand
profounddiscoveries,intuitively
plain and definite
as regards consequence, not only to himself but to
every one else. But a Homer or a WieZand cannot
show how his Ideas, so rich in fancy and yet so full
of thought,
come
together
in his
head,
simply
becausehedoesnotknow
andthereforecannot
teach
others.
I n Science
thenthegreatestdiscovereronly differs in degree from his laborious
imitator and pupil ; but he differs specifically from
him
whom
Nature hasgifted
for beautifulArt.
And in this there is no depreciation of those great
race
owes
so much
men to whom thehuman
in
gratitude, as comparedwithnature’sfavourites
respect of thetalent for beautiful art. For in the
fact that the formertalentisdirected
to the everadvancing
greater
perfection
of knowledge
and
every advantage depending on it, and at the same
this same
knowledge
to
time to theimparting
others-in this it has a great superiority over [the
talent o q those who deservethehonour
of being
called geniuses. For artstands still at a certain
is set toitbeyond
which it
point ; aboundary
cannot go, which presumably has been reached long
ago
and
cannot
be
extended
further.
Again,
artistic skill cannot be communicated ; it is imparted
to every artist immediately by the hand of nature ;
and so it dies with him, until nature endows another
in the same way, so that he only needs an example
in order to put in Operation in a similar fashion the
talent of which he is conscious.
1.f now it is a natural gift which must prescribe
its rule to art (as beautiful art), of what kind is this
rule? It cannot be reduced to a formula and serve
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asa
precept, for thenthejudgement
upon the
beautiful would
be
determinable
accordingto
concepts ; but the rule must be abstracted from the
fact, i.e. from the product, on which others may try
their own talent by usingitasamodel,
not to be
c o p i d butto be imitated. Howthis is possible is
hard to explain. The Ideas of the artist excite like
Ideas in his pupils if nature has endowed them with
of theirmental powers. Hence
alikeproportion
onlymeans
of
models of beautiful artarethe
handing
down
these
Ideas
to posterity. This
cannot be done by mere descriptions, especially not
in the case of the arts of speech, and in this latter
classical models are only to be had in the old dead
languages, now preservedonly
as“the
learned
languages.’’
Although mechanical and beautiful art are very
different, the first being a mere art of industry and
learning and the second of genius, yet
there is no
beautiful art in which there is notamechanical
element that can becomprehended by rulesand
followed accordingly, and in which thereforethere
essential
must be something schoZuslic as an
condition. For [in every art] somepurpose must
beconceived ; otherwise we could notascribe the
product toartat
all, and it would
be
amere
product of chance. But in orderto accomplish a
purpose, definite rulesfrom which we cannot dispense
ourselves are requisite.Nowsince
the originality
of the talent constitutes an essential (though not the
only)element in thecharacter of genius,shallow
headsbelieve thattheycannotbettershowthemselves to be full-blown geniusesthan by throwing
off the constraint of all rules ; they believe, in effect,
that one could make a braver show on the back of
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a wild horse than on the back of a trained animal.
Genius can only furnish rich materid for products
of beautiful art ; its execution and its f o m require
talentcultivated in the schools, in ordertomake
such a use of this material as will stand examination
by the Judgement. But
it is quite ridiculous for a
man tospeakanddecidelike
a genius in things
which requirethe
most careful investigation by
Reason. One does not know whether to laugh
more at the impostor who spreads such a mist round
him that we cannot clearly use our Judgement and
so use our Imagination the more, or a t the public
which naively imagines that his inability to cognise
clearly and tocomprehendthemasterpiecebefore
him arises from new truths crowding in on himin
such abundance that details(duly weighed definitions
andaccurate examination of fundamentalpropositions) seem but clumsy work.

§ 48. Of the YeZation of Gbnius t o Taste
For jdgiing of beautiful objects as such, taste
is requisite ; -but for beautiful art, i.e. for thepyodaction of such objects, genias is requisite.
If we consider genius as the talent for beautiful
art (which the special meaning of the word implies)
and in this point of view analyse it into the faculties
which must concur to constitute such a talent, it is
necessary in the first instance to determine exactly
the difference between natural beauty, the judging
of which requires only Taste, and artificial beauty,
whose possibility (to which reference must be made
in judging such an object) requires Genius.
A naturalbeauty is a beautiful thzng; artificial
beauty is a beaastqd represeletatiolt of a thing.
0
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Inordertojudge
of a naturalbeauty as such
I need not have beforehand a concept of whai sort
of thing the object is to be ; i.e. I neednotknow
its
its materialpurposiveness
(the purpose),but
mere form pleases by itself in the act of judging it
without any knowledge of the purpose.But
if the
object is given as a product of art, and as such is
to be declared beautiful, then, because art always
supposes a purpose in the cause (and its causality),
there must beat
bottom in the first instance a
concept of what thething is to be. Andasthe
agreement of the manifold in a thing with its inner
destination,itspurpose,constitutestheperfection
of the thing, it follows that in judging of artificial
beautythe perfection ofthething
must betaken
into account ; but in judging of natural beauty (as
szch) there is no question at all about this.It is
true that in judging of objects of nature, especially
objectsendowed with life, e.g. a man or a horse,
their objective purposiveness alsois commonly taken
intoconsideration in judging of theirbeauty;but
then the judgement is no longer purely.aesthetica1,
i.e. a mere judgement of taste. Nature is no longer
judged inasmuch as itappearslikeart,but
in so
far as it is actual (although superhuman) art; and
the teleological judgement serves as the basis and
condition of the aesthetical, as a condition to which
thelatter must have respect. In such a case, e.g.
if it is said “that is a beautiful woman,” we think
nothing else thanthis : naturerepresentsinher
figure the purposesin view in the shape of a woman’s
figure. F o r we must look beyond the mere form to
a concept, if the object is to be thought in such a
way by means of a logically conditioned aesthetical
judgement.
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Beautiful art showsitssuperiority
in this, that
itdescribes as beautiful things which may be in
nature ugly or displeasing.’ T h e Furies, diseases,
thedevastations of war, etc., may [even regarded
as calamitous],* be described as very beautiful,
andevenrepresented
in a picture. There is only
one kind of ugliness which cannotberepresented
inaccordancewithnature,withoutdestroying
all
aestheticalsatisfaction
and consequently artificial
beauty ; viz. that which excites dispst. For in
this peculiar sensation, which rests on mere imagination, the object is represented as it were obtruding
itself for our enjoyment whilewe strive against it
with all our might. And the artistic representation
of theobject is nolongerdistinguished
from the
nature of the object itself in our sensation, and thus
it is impossible that it can be regarded as beautiful.
The art of sculpture again, because in its products
art is almost interchangeable with nature, excludes
of
from itscreationstheimmediaterepresentation
ugly objects ; e.g. it represents death by a beautiful
genius, the warlike spirit byMars,andpermits
[all suchthings]
to berepresentedonly
by an
allegory or attribute’ that has a pleasing effect, and
thus only indirectly bythe aidof the interpretation of
Reason, and not for the mere aesthetical Judgement.
1 [Cf. Aristotle’s Poefzcx, c. iv. p. 1448 b : 2 y i p a h & Awqp&
6 p L i p ~roljcwv
,
TAP ciK6vas rAs pdXtura T ~ K P L ~ O ~ ~ VXalpopcv
Q S
&wp o ~ n r sotov ellplwvTE pop+
s ~ +ordrov
v
Kai V c K p ~ i v . CE also
Rhtonk, 1. I I , p. 1371 b ; and Burke on the Sublime and Beautiful,
Part I. 5 16. Boileau (L’art $dtiqw, chant 3), makes a similar
observation :
‘‘ If n’est point de serpent ni de monstre odieux
Qui, par l’art imit6, ne puisse plaire aux yeux.
D’un pinceau dt5li-t l’artifice agrCable
Du plus afFreux objet fait un objet aimable.”]
2

[Second Edition.]

3

[Cf. p. 199, infra.]
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So much for the beautiful representation of an
object, which is properly only the form of the presentation of a concept, and the means by which the
But to give
latter is communicated universally.this form to the product of beautiful art, mere taste
is requisite. By taste,after he hasexercised and
corrected it by manifold examples from art or nature,
t h e artistcheckshiswork;andafter
many,often
toilsome, attempts to content taste he finds the
form which satisfies him. Hencethis form is not,
as it were, a thing of inspiration or the result of a
free swing of the mental powers, but of a slow and
even painful process of improvement, bywhich he
seeks to render it adequate to
his thought, without
detriment to the freedom of the play of his powers.
But taste is merely a judging and nota productive
faculty : and what is appropriate to it is not therefore a work of beautiful art. I t maybeonly
a
productbelonging to useful and mechanical art or
even to science, produced according to definite rules
that can belearnedandmustbeexactly
followed.
But the pleasing form that is given to it is only the
vehicle of communication, and a mode, as it were,
of presenting it, in respect of which we remain free
it is combinedwith
t o a certainextent,although
a definite
purpose.
Thus we desire
that
table
appointments, a moral treatise,
even
a sermon,
should have in themselvesthis
form of beautiful
art, without it seeming to be sazq-ht : but we do not
of beautiful art.
therefore call thesethingsworks
Under the latter class are reckoned a poem, a piece
of music, a picture gallery, etc. ; and in some wouldbeworks of beautiful art we find geniuswithout
taste, while in others we find taste without genius.
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0 49. Of the facdties of

the mim’ that constitute
Genias

W e say of certain products of which we expect
that they should at least in part appear as beautiful
art,theyare
without spirit ; although we find
nothing to blame in them on the score of taste. A
poem may beveryneatandelegant,butwithout
spirit. A history may beexactand well arranged,
but withoutspirit. A festal discoursemay be solid
and at the same time elaborate,
butwithoutspirit.
of entertainment,
Conversation is often not devoid
but yet withoutspirit : even of a woman wesay
that she is pretty, an agreeable talker, and courteous,
we mean by
but withoutspirit.
Whatthendo
spirit ?
Spirit, in an aesthetical sense, is the name given
to theanimating principle of the mind. But that
whereby
this
principle
animates
the
soul, the
material whichit applies to that [purpose], is that
which putsthe
mental
powers
purposively
into
swing, i e . intosuch a play as maintains itself and
strengthens the [mental] powers in their exercise.
is no other
Now I maintainthatthisprinciple
than the faculty of presenting uesthetical Ideas.
And by an aesthetical Idea I understand that representation of the Imagination which occasions much
thought, without, however, any definite thought, i e .
any conc@t, beingcapable
of beingadequate
to
it ; it consequently cannot be completely compassed
We easily
andmade
intelligible bylanguage.see that it is the counterpart (pendant) of a rafionaC
1 [In English we would rather say “without SOUZ” ; but I prefer
to translate Gpist consistently by syin‘t,to avoid theconfusion of it

with Seek.]
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Idea, which conversely is a concept to which no
intzition (or representation of the Imagination) can
be adequate.
T h e Imagination (as a productive faculty of
cognition) is very powerful in creatinganother
nature, as it were, g u t of the material that actual
ourselves
with it
naturegives
it. We entertain
when experienceprovestoo commonplace, and by
it we remould experience, always indeed in accordance with analogical laws, but yet also in accordance
with principles which occupy a higher place in
Reason (laws too which are just as natural to us as
thoseby
which Understandingcomprehendsempirical nature). Thus we feel our freedom from the
law of association (which attaches to'the empirical
employment of Imagination), so thatthe material
which we borrow from nature in accordance with
this law can be worked up into something different
which surpasses nature.
Such representations of the Imagination we may
call Ideas, partlybecause they at least strive after
something which lies beyond the bounds of experience, and so seek to approximate to a presentation of concepts of Reason (intellectual Ideas), thus
of objective
giving to thelattertheappearance
reality,-but
especiallybecause no conceptcan be
fully adequatetothem
as internalintuitions.
The
poetventures to realise to sense,rational Ideas of
invisible beings, the kingdom of the blessed, hell,
; oreven
if he dealswith
eternity,creation,etc.
things of which there are examples in experience,e.g. death, envy and all vices, also love,fame, and
the like,-he tries, by means of Imagination, which
emulatesthe play of Reason in itsquestafter
a
maximum, to go beyond the limits of experience
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and to present them to Sense with a completeness
of which there is noexample
in nature. I t is,
properly speaking, in the art of the poet, that the
faculty of aesthetical Ideas can manifest itself in its
full measure. Butthis faculty, considered in itself,
is properly only a talent (of the Imagination).
If now we place under a concept a representation of the I magination belonging to its presentation,
but which occasions solely by itself morethought
be comprehended in a definite
than
can
ever
concept,and which thereforeenlargesaesthetically
the concept itselfin
anunbounded
fashion,-the
Imagination is herecreative,and
it bringsthe
faculty of intellectual Ideas (the Reason) into movement ; i.e. a movement, occasioned by a representation,towardsmorethought(thoughbelonging,no
be
doubt, to the concept of the object)thancan
grasped in the representation or made clear.
Those forms which do not constitute the preitself butonly,
as
sentation of a givenconcept
approximate
representations
of the
Imagination,
express the consequences bound up with
it and its
relationship to other concepts, are called (aesthetical)
attn‘butes of an object,
whose
concept
as a
rational Idea cannot be adequately presented.
Thus
Jupiter’s eagle with the lightning in its claws is an
of heaven, as the
attribute of the mightyking
peacock is of its magnificentqueen,
They do not,
in our
like ZogicaC attributes, representwhatlies
concepts of the sublimity and majesty of creation,
butsomething different, which gives occasion to
the Imagination to spread
itself over a number of
kindredrepresentations,thatarousemorethought
than can be expressed in a concept determined by
words. They furnish an aestheticad Iaka, which
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for that rational Ideatakesthe
place of logical
presentation ; andthusastheirproper
office they
enliven the mind by opening out to it the prospect
into an illimitable field of kindredrepresentations.
But beautiful art does this not only in the case of
painting or sculpture (in which the term “attribute ”
is commonlyemployed) : poetry and rhetoricalso
that animatestheirworks
simply
getthespirit
from the aesthetical attributes of the object, which
accompanythe logical andstimulatetheImagination, so that itthinksmore
by their aid,although
in an undeveloped way, than could be comprehended
in a concept andtherefore in a definite formof
words.Forthesake
of brevity I must limit
myself to a few examples only.
Whenthegreat
King‘ in one of hispoems
expresses himself as follows :
“

Oui, finissons sans trouble et mourons sans regrets,
En laissant l’univers comb16 de nos bienfaits.
Ainsi l’astre du jour au bout de sa carrikre,
Repand sur I’horizon une douce lumikre ;
Et les derniers rayons qu’il darde dans les airs,
Sont les derniers soupirs qu’il donne A I’univers ;”

h e quickens his rational Idea of a cosmopolitan
disposition at the end of life by an attribute which
the Imagination (in remembering all the pleasures
of a beautiful summer daythatare
recalled at its
associates with that
close by a sereneevening)
representation,
and
which excites a number of
sensations and secondary representations for
which
no expression is found. On theotherhand,
an
intellectualconceptmay
serve conversely as an
1 [Theselinesoccur
in one of Frederick the Great’s French
poems : &pitre au rnargchal Keith XVIII., sur les vaines terreurs de
la mort etles frayeursd’une autre vie.” Kantheretranslatesthem
into German.]
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attribute for a representation of sense and so can
quickenthis
latter bymeans of theIdea of the
supersensible ; but only by the aesthetical [element],
that subjectively attaches to the concept of the
latter, being here employed. Thus, forexample, a
certainpoetsays,
in hisdescription of a beautiful
morning :
The sun arose

As calm from virtue springs.”

T h e consciousness of virtue, even if one only places
oneself in thought in the position of a virtuous man,
diffuses in the mind a multitude of sublimeand
restful feelings and a boundless prospect of a joyful
future, to which no expression measured by a definite
concept completely attains.’
I n a word the aesthetical Idea is a representation
of the Imagination associated with a given concept,
which is bound u p with such a multiplicity of partial
representations in its free employment, that for it no
expression marking a definite concept can be found ;
and such a representation,therefore,adds
to a
concept much ineffable thought, the feeling of which
quickens the cognitive faculties, and with language,
which is the mere letter, binds up spirit also.
The mental powers, therefore, whose union (in a
p i t h o f , whose “ MoralPoems ” appeared in I 7 5 5 . This
reference was supplied by H. Krebs in Notes and @pries 5th January
1895.1
a Perhaps nothing more sublime was ever said and no sublimer

thought ever expressed than the famous inscription on the Temple of
‘‘ I am all that is and that was and that shall
be, andno mortal hath lifted my veil.” Segner availedhimself of
this Idea in a suggestive vignette prefixed to his Natural Philosophy,
in order to inspire beforehand the
pupil whom he w a s about to lead
to
into that temple with a holy awe, which should dispose his mind
serious attention. [J. A. deSegner (1704-17 7 7 ) was Professor of
Natural Philosophy at Gijttingen, and the author of several scientific
works of repute.]
h i s (Mother Nature) :

c
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certain relation) constitutes genizls are Imagination
and
Understanding.
In the
employment
of the
Imagination for cognition it submits to the constraint
of the Understanding and is subject to the limitation
of being conformable to the concept of the latter.
On the other hand, in an aesthetical point of view it
is free to furnishunsought,overandabovethat
agreement with a concept, abundanceof undeveloped
; to which the
material for the
Understanding
Understanding paid no regard in its concept,but
which it applies, thoughnotobjectively
for cognito quicken
the
cognitive
tion, yet
subjectively
powers andtherefore alsoindirectly to cognitions.
Thus genius properly consists in the happy relation
[between these faculties], which no science can teach
and no industry can learn, by which Ideas are found
for a given concept ; and on the other hand, we thus
expression, by means of
find for theseIdeasthe
which thesubjective state of mind brought about by
them, as an accompaniment of the concept, can be
communicated to others. T h e lattertalent is properly speaking what is called spirit ; for to express
the ineffable element in the state of mind implied by
a certain representation and
to make it universally
communicable-whether the expression be in speech
or paintingorstatuary-this
requires a faculty of
seizing the quickly passing play of Imagination and
of unifying it in a concept (which is even on that
account original and discloses a new rule that could
not have been inferred from any precedingprinciples
or examples), that can be communicated without any
constraint [of rules].'

If after this analysis we look back to the explana[Second Edition.]
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tion given above of what is called genius,we find :
j m t , that it is a talent for Art, not for Science, in
which clearly known rules must go beforehand and
determinethe procedure. Seconddy, as anartistic
talent it presupposes a definite concept of the product, as the purpose, and therefore Understanding ;
butit also presupposes a representation(although
an indeterminate one) of the material, i.e. of the
intuition, for the presentment of this concept ; and,
therefore, a relationbetween the Imaginationand
Thidb, it shows itself not so
theUnderstanding.
much in the accomplishment of the proposed purpose in a presentment of a definite concept, as in the
enunciation or expression of astheticad Ideas, which
contain abundant material for that very design ; and
consequentlyitrepresents
theImaginationasfree
from all guidance of rules and yet as purposive in
reference to the presentment of the given concept.
Finally, in the fozrth place, the unsoughtundesigned
subjectivepurposiveness in the free accordance of
the Imagination with the legality of the Understandingpresupposessuch a proportion and disposition
of these facuIties as no foIIowing of rules, whether
of science or of mechanical imitation, canbring
about, but which only the nature of the subject can
produce.
In accordance with these, suppositions genius is
the exemplary originality of the naturalgifts of a
subject in the f r e e employment of his cognitive
faculties. In this way the product of a genius (as
regards what is to be ascribed to genius and not to
possible learning or schooling) is anexample,not
to beimitated(forthenthat
which in it is genius
and constitutes the spirit of the work would be lost),
but to be -followed, by anothergenius ; whom it
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awakenstoa
feeling of his own originality and
whom it stirs so to exercise his art in freedom from
the constraint of rules, thattherebyanewrule
is
gained for art, and thus his talent shows itself to be
is afavourite of
exemplary.Butbecauseagenius
nature and must be regarded by us as a rare phenomenon, his example produces for other good heads
a school, i.e. a methodical system of teaching according to rules, so far as these can be derived from the
peculiarities of the products of his spirit. For such
which
persons beautiful art is so farimitation,to
naturethroughthemedium
of ageniussupplied
the rule.
But this imitation becomes
a mere @&y, if the
scholar c@ks everything downto the deformities,
which the genius musthaveletpassonlybecause
he could not well remove them without weakening
his Idea. This mentalcharacteristic is meritorious
only in the case of a genius. A certain audacity in
expression-and in general many a departure from
common rules-becomes himwell, butit is i n no
way worthy of imitation ; it always remains a fault
in itself which we must seek to remove, though the
genius is as it were privileged to commit it, because
the inimitablerush of his spirit would suffer from
Mannerism is another
over-anxious
carefulness.
kind of aping, viz. of mere jeczcZ&-Pilly (originality) in
general ; by which a man separates himself as far as
possible from imitators, without however possessing
time exew@hzry.thetalent
to be atthesame
There are indeed in generaltwoways
(modi) in
which such a man may put together his notions of
expressing himself; the oneis called a ma?zlacr(modus
aesthetkus), the other a method(modus Zugicus). They
differ in this, that the former has no other standard
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than the feeling of unity in the presentment, but the
latter follows definite pvincz$bs ; hence the former
aloneavails for beautiful art. B u t anartisticprothe
duct is said to show mannerism onlywhen
exposition of the artist’s Idea is founded on its very
singularity, and is not made appropriate to the Idea
itself. T h e ostentatious (prdciezx), contorted,and
affected [manner,adopted]todifferentiate
oneself
from ordinarypersons(thoughdevoid
of spirit) is
like the behaviour of a man of whom we say, that
hehears
himself talk,orwho
standsandmoves
about as if he were on a stage in order to be stared
at ; this always betrays a bungler.

9 50. Of the combination of

Taste with Genius in
the products of beautzjid Art

To askwhetherit
is moreimportant
for the
things of beautiful art that Genius or Taste should
bedisplayed, is thesameasto
askwhetherinit
moredepends
onImaginationoronJudgement.
of the firstan art is rather
Now,sinceinrespect
said to be fuU of spiri( but only deserves to be
called a beaatzfuZ art onaccount of the second ;
this latter is at least, as its indispensable condition
( c o d i t i o sine p a non), the most importantthing
to which one has to lookin the judging of art as
beautifulart.
Abundanceand originality of Ideas
are lessnecessary
tobeauty than the accordance
of the Imagination in its freedom with the conformity
to law of the Understanding. For all the abundance
of the formerproduces in lawlessfreedomnothing
butnonsense ; on the other hand, theJudgement
is the faculty by which it is adjusted to the
Understanding.

.
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Taste, likethe
Judgement in general, is the
discipline (or training) of Genius; it clips its wings
closely, and makes it cultured and polished ; but, at
thesame time, it givesguidanceastowhere
and
how far itmayextenditself,
if it is to remain
purposive. And
while it brings clearness and order
intothe
multitude of thethoughts, it makesthe
the
Ideas susceptible of being permanently and, at
same time, universallyassented to, and capable of
being followed by others, and of an ever-progressive
culture. If, then, in the conflict of these two properties
in a product something must be sacrificed, it should
be rather on the side of genius ; and the Judgement,
which in the things of beautiful art gives its decision
from its own properprinciples, will rather sacrifice
the freedom andwealth. of the Imaginationthan
permit anything prejudicial to the Understanding.
For beautiful art, therefore, Imapnation, Underskazdiq, Spiyit, and Taste are requisite.'

5 5 I.

Of the division of the beautzlfslZ arts

We may describebeauty
in general(whether
natural or artificial) as the expression of aesthetical
in beautiful Art this Idea must
Ideas ; onlythat
be occasioned by a concept of theObject ; whilst
in beautiful Naturethemere
reflection upon a
of what the
givenintuition,withoutanyconcept
object is to be, is sufficient for the awakening and
1 Thethreeformer
faculties are united in the firstinstance by
means of the fourth. Hume gives us tounderstand in his H i r t q
of EPaglund that although the English are
inferior in their productions
to no people in the world as regards the evidences they display
of
the three former properties, sepuruteZy considered, yet they must be
put after their neighbours the French
as regards that which unites
these properties. [In his 0b.remutions 0% the Beuuhyulund Sublime,
iv. sub init., Kant remarks that the English have the keener sense
of the sublime, the French of the beautifd.]
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communicating of theIdea of which thatObject
is regarded as the expression.
If, then, we wish tomake
a division of the
beautiful arts, we cannot choose a more convenient
principle, at leasttentatively,thantheanalogy
of
art with the mode of expression of which men
avail themselves in speech, in order to communicate
to one another as perfectly as possible not merely
theirconceptsbut
also their sensations."
This
is done by word, deportment, and tone (articulation,
gesticulation, and modulation). It is only by the
combination of these three kinds of expression that
communication between the speaker[and his hearers]
can be complete. Forthusthought, intuition, and
sensationaretransmittedtoothers
simultaneously
and conjointly.
There are, therefore, only three kinds of beautiful
arts ; the arts of s-eecb, the formative arts, and the
art of the pZay of sensations (as externalsensible
impressions). We may also arrange a division by
be
divided
dichotomy ; thus beautiful art may
intotheart
of expression of thoughtsand of intuitions ; and these further subdivided in accordance
with their form ortheirmatter
(sensation).But
this would appearto be too abstract,andnot
so
accordant with ordinary concepts.
( I ) The arts of SPEECH are rhtoric and poetry.
Rketon'c is the art of carrying on a serious business
of theUnderstanding as if it were a freeplay df
theImagination; poetT, the art of conducting a
free play of the Imagination as if it were a serious
business of the Understanding.
1 The reader is not to judge thisscheme for a possible division
of the beautiful a r t s as a deliberate theory. I t is only one of various
attempts which we m a y and ought to devise.
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The orator, then, promisesaseriousbusiness,
and in ordertoentertain
hisaudienceconducts it
as if it wereamere
pZay with Ideas.
The poet
merelypromises a n entertaining play with Ideas,
and yet it has thesame effect upon theUnderto carry on
standingas if he hadonlyintended
its business. T h e combination and
harmony
of
bothcognitivefaculties,SensibilityandUnderstanding, which cannotdispense with oneanother,
but which yetcannot well beunited withoutconstraint and mutual prejudice, must appear to be undesigned and so to be brought about by themselves :
otherwise it is not beautzjkZ art.Hence,
all that
is studiedandanxious
must beavoided in it, for
beautiful artmust befreeart
in adoublesense.
It is nota
work like that of atradesman,the
magnitude of which can be judged,exacted,or
paid for, according to a definite standard ; and again,
thoughthe
mind is occupied,still
it feels itself
contentedandstimulated,withoutlookingtoany
other purpose (independently of reward.)
T h e oratorthereforegivessomething
which he
doesnotpromise,
viz. an entertaining play of the
Imagination ; buthe alsofailstosupplywhathe
didpromise,
which is indeed his announcedbusiness, viz. thepurposive occupation of theUnderstanding.Ontheotherhand,thepoetpromises
littleandannouncesamere
play with Ideas; but
he supplies something which is worthoccupying
ourselveswith,becauiehe
provides in this play
of
food for theUnderstanding,and
by theaid
Imaginationgiveslifeto
his concepts. [Thus the
orator on t h e whole gives less, the poet more, than
he promises.]
[Second Edition.]
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arts,orthose
by which expression is found for Ideas in sensible intuition (not
by representations of mere Imagination that are
aroused by words), are either arts of sensible truth or
of sensible icdusion. The former is called Pdastic, the
by figures in
latter Painfing, BothexpressIdeas
space ; the former makes figures cognisable by two
senses, sight and touch (although not by the latter
as far as beauty is concerned) ; the latter only by
one, the first of these. T h e aesthetical Idea(the
archetype or original image) is fundamental for both
in the Imagination,but the figure which expresses
is either given in its
this(theectypeorcopy)
bodily extension (as the object itself exists), or as it
paints itself on the eye (according to its appearance
when projected on a flat surface). In the first case'
the condition given to reflection may be either the
reference to an actual purpose or only the semblance
of it.
T o Plastic, the firstkind of beautifulformative
Art,belong Scz@we and Architecture. T h e jkst
presentscorporeallyconcepts
of things,as
they
might have existed in nature (though as beautiful art
it has regard to aesthetical purposiveness). T h e
second is the art of presentingconcepts of things
that are possible only throagh Art, and whose form
an
has for its determininggroundnotnaturebut
arbitrary purpose, with the view of presenting them
with aestheticalpurposiveness.
Inthelatterthe
chief point is a certain m e of the artistic object, by
which condition theaestheticalIdeasare
limited.
In the former the main design is the mere expression
of aestheticalIdeas.
Thusstatues of men, gods,
(2)

FORMATIVE

[l 1.e. the case of Plastic art, with its subdivisions of Architecture
and Sculpture, as is explained in the next paragraph.]
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animals, etc., are of the first kind ; but temples,
splendid
buildings
for public assemblies,
even
dwelling-houses,triumphalarches,
columns, mausoleums, and the like, erected in honourable rememall house
brance,belong
to Architecture.Indeed
furniture(upholsterer’s work and such like things
which are for use) may be reckoned under this art ;
because the suitability of a product for a certain use is
the essential thing in an architectwad work. O n the
other hand, a merephce of sczl&hwe, which is simply
made for show and which is to please in itself, is as
a corporeal presentation a mere imitation of nature,
though with a reference to aesthetical Ideas ; in it
serzsibZe truth is not tobe carried so far thatthe
product ceases to look like art and looks like a product of the elective will.
Painting, asthe second kind of formativeart,
which presents a sensibb zZlusion artificially combined
with Ideas, I would divideintotheart
of the
beautiful deficting of nature and that of the beautiful
am-angement of its products. The first is paintilzg
proper, the second is the art of Zarzdsca$egadenzkg.
T h e first gives only the illusory appearance of
corporeal
extension
; the second gives
this
in
accordancewith truth,butonlytheappearance
of
utility and availableness for other purposes than the
mere play of the Imagination in the contemplation
of its forms.’ Thislatter is nothingelsethanthe
1 Thatlandscapegardeningmay
be regardedasa
species of
the art of painting, although it presents its forms corporeally, seems
strange.Butsinceitactuallytakes
its forms from nature (trees,
shrubs, grasses, and flowers from forest and field-at least in the first
instance), and so far is not an art like Plastic ; and since it also has
no conceptof the object and itspurpose (as in Architecture) conditioning its arrangements, but involves merely the free play of the
Imagination in contemplation,-it so far agrees with mere aesthetical
painting which has no definite theme (which arranges sky, land, and

ornamentation of the soil with a variety of those
things(grasses, flowers, shrubs,trees,evenponds,
hillocks, and dells) which naturepresentsto
an
observer, only arranged differently and in conformity
with certain Ideas. But, again, the beautiful arrangement of corporeal things is only apparent to the eye,
like painting; the sense of touch cannot supply any
intuitive presentation of such a form. Under painting in the wide sense I would reckon the decoration
of rooms by the aid of tapestry, bric-a-brac, and all
beautiful furniture which is merelyavailable tobe
Zooked at ; and the same may be said of the art of
tasteful dressing (with rings, snuff-boxes, etc.). For
a bed of various flowers, a room filled with various
ornaments (includingunder this headevenladies'
finery), make a t a fete a kind of picture ; which, Iike
pictures properly so-called (that are not intended to
teach either history or natural science), has in view
merely the entertainment of the Imagination in free
play with Ideas, and theoccupation of the aesthetical
Judgement without any definite purpose.
The
detailedwork in all this decoration may bequite
distinct in the' differentcases
and may require
verydifferent artists; butthejudgement
of taste
upon whatever is beautiful in these various arts is
alwaysdetermined in the same way : viz. it only
judges the forms (without
any
reference
to a
purpose) as theypresentthemselves
to theeye
either singly or in combination,according tothe
But
effect theyproduceuponthe
Imagination.that formative art maybecompared(byanalogy)
water, so as to entertain us by means of light and shade only).-In
general the reader is only to judge of this as an attempt to combine
the beautifulartsunder
one principle,viz. that oftheexpression of
aestheticalIdeas(accordingto
the analogy of speech),andnotto
regard it as a definitive analysis of them.

.
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with deportment in speech is justifiedby thefact
that the spirit of the artist supplies by these figures
a bodily expression to his thought and its mode, and
makes thething itself as it werespeak inmimic
language. Thisis
a very common play of our
fancy,which
attributesto
lifeless things a spirit
suitable to their form by which they speak to us.
(3) Theart of the BEAUTIFUL PLAY OF SENSATIONS (externallystimulated),
which admits at the
same time of universal communication, can be concerned with nothing else than the proportion of the
different degrees of the disposition (tension) of the
sense, to which the sensationbelongs, ;.e. with its tone.
In this far-reaching signification of the word it may
be divided into the artistic play of the sensations of
hearingandsight, i.e. into M ~ s i cand the Art of
coZow.I t is noteworthy thatthesetwo
senses,
besides their susceptibility for impressions so far as
these areneeded to gain concepts of external objects,
are also capable of a peculiar sensation bound up
therewith, of which we cannot strictly decide whether
it is based on sense or reflection. This susceptibility
may sometimes be wanting, although in other respects
thesense,asregardsitsuse
for the cognition of
Objects, is not at all deficient but is peculiarly fine.
That is, we cannot say withcertaintywhether
colours or tones (sounds) are merely pleasant sensations or whether they form in themselves a beautiful play of sensations, and as such bring with them
in aesthetical judgement a satisfaction in their form.
If we think of the velocity of the vibrations of light,
or in the second case of the air, which probably far
surpasses all our faculty of judging immediately in
perception the time interval between them, we must
believe that it is only the efect of these vibrations

upon the elastic parts of our body that is felt, but
that the time intervaZ between them is not remarked
or broughtintojudgement
; andthusthat
only
pleasantness and not beauty of composition is bound
on the other hand,
up with coloursandtones.But
j m t , we think of the mathematical [element] which
enables us to pronounce on the proportion between
these oscillations in music andthus
to judge of
them ; and byanalogywith
which we easily may
judge of the distinctions between colours. Secondly,
we recall instances (although they are rare) of men
whowith thebestsight
in the world cannot distinguish colours, and with thesharpesthearing
cannot distinguish tones ; whilst for those who can
dothis the perception of an alteredquality(not
merely of the degree of sensation) in the different
the scale of colours andtones
is
intensitiesin
definite; and further, t h e very number of these is
fixedby inteZZzgibZe differences. Thus we may be
compelled to see that both kinds of sensations are
to be regarded not asmeresensible
impressions,
but as the eifects of a judgement passed upon the
form in the play of divers sensations. T h e difference in our definition, according as we adopt t h e
one or the other opinion in judging of the grounds
of Music, would be just this : either, as we have
as the beautiful play of
done, we mustexplainit
sensations (of hearing), or else as a play o f p b a s a d
sensations.
According
to
the
former
mode
of
explanation music is representedaltogetheras
a
beaatzjd art ; according to the latter, as a pleasant
art (at least in part).
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Of the combination of beautifud arts in one
and the same product

Rhetoric may be combined with a pictorial presentation of its subjects and objects in
a theatricad
piece ; poetry may be combined with music in a
sotzg, andthisagain
with pictorial (theatrical)presentation in a n opera ; the play of sensations in
music may be combined with the play of figures in
the dance, and so on. Eventhe presentation of the
sublime, so farasitbelongs
to beautiful art, may
combine with beauty in a trapdy in verse, in a
didactic poem, in an oirratorio ; and in these combinations beautiful art is yetmoreartistic.
Whether it
is also more beautiful may in some of these cases be
doubted (since so manydifferentkinds of satisfacin all beautiful art the
tion cross one another). Yet
essential thing is the form, which is purposive as
regards our observation and judgement, where the
pleasure is at the same time cultivation and disposes
the spirit to Ideas, and
consequently makes it susceptible of still more of suchpleasureandentertainment. The essentialelement is notthematter
of sensation (charm or emotion), which has only to
do with enjoyment ; thisleavesbehindnothing
in
theIdea,anditmakesthe
spirit dull, theobject
graduallydistasteful, andthe mind, on account of
its consciousness of a disposition that conflicts with
purpose in the judgement of Reason, discontented
with itself and peevish.
If the beautiful arts are not brought into more or
less close combination with moral Ideas, which alone
bring with them a self-sufficing satisfaction, this latter
fate must ultimately be theirs. They then serveonly
as a distraction, of which we are themore in need the
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more we avail ourselves of them to disperse the discontent of the mind with itself; so that we thus render
ourselves ever more useless and ever more discontented. T h e beauties of nature are generallyof most
benefit in this point of view, if we are early accustomed to observe, appreciate, and admire them.

5 53.

Comparison o f the respective aestheticad worth
of the beautzyud arts

Of all thearts poetry (whichowesitsorigin
almost entirely to genius and will least be guided by
preceptorexample)maintains
t h e firstrank.
It
expandsthe
mind by settingthe
Imagination at
liberty ; and by offering within the limits of a given
conceptamid
theunboundedvariety
of possible
forms accordanttherewith,that
which unitesthe
presentment of this concept with a wealth of thought,
is completely
to which no verbal
expression
It
adequate ; and so risingaestheticallytoIdeas.
strengthens the mind by making it feel its facultyfree, spontaneous and independent of natural determination-of considering and judging nature as
a
phenomenoninaccordance
with aspects which it
does not present in experience either for Sense or
Understanding, and therefore of using it on behalf
of, and as a sort of schema for, the supersensible.
I t plays with illusion, which it produces at pleasure,
butwithoutdeceiving
by it ; for it declaresits
exercise to be mere play, which however can be purposively used by theUnderstanding"Rhetoric,
in so far as thismeanstheart
of persuasion, ;.e.
of deceiving by abeautifulshow
( a m omtoria),
and notmereelegance
of speech(eloquence and
style), is a Dialectic, which borrowsfrompoetry
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only so much as is needful to win minds to the side
of the orator before they have formed a judgement,
andtodeprivethem
of theirfreedom ; itcannot
therefore be recommended either for the law courts
or for the pulpit. F o r if we are dealing withcivil
law,with the rights of individualpersons, or with
lastinginstruction
anddetermination
of people’s
minds to a n accurate knowledge and a conscientious
observance of theirduty,it
is unworthy of so
important a business to allow a trace of anyexuberance of wit and imagination to appear, and still
less any trace of the art of talking people over and
of captivating them for the advantage of any chance
person. For althoughthis art may sometimesbe
directed to legitimate and praiseworthy designs, it
becomes objectionable, when in this way maxims and
dispositions are spoiled in a subjective point of view,
thoughtheactionmayobjectivelybe
lawful. I t is
not enough to do what is right ; we should practise
it solely on the ground that it is right. Again, the
mere concept of thisspecies of matters of human
concern,whenclear
and combined with a lively
presentation of it in examples, without any offence
against the rules of euphony of speech or propriety
of expression, has by itself for Ideas of Reason (which
collectively constitute eloquence), sufficient influence
upon human minds ; so that it is not needful to add
the machinery of persuasion, which, since it can be
usedequally well to beautify or to hide vice and
error, cannot quite lull the secret suspicion that one
is being
artfully
overreached.
In poetryeveryIt
thing
proceeds
with
honesty
and
candour.
declares itself to be a mere entertaining play of the
Imagination, which wishes to proceed asregards
form in harmony with the laws of the Understand-

.
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ing ; anditdoes
notdesire
to stealuponand
ensnaretheUnderstanding
by the aid of sensible
presentation.'
After poetry, z
y we are to deaZ with charm and
Mental movement, I would place that art which comes
nearest to the art of speech and can very naturally
be united with it, viz. the art oftone. For although
it speaks by means of mere sensations without conanything
cepts, and so doesnot,likepoetry,leave
over for reflection, it yet moves the mind in a greater
variety o f ways and more intensely,although only
transitorily. I t is, however, ratherenjoymentthan
culture (the play of thoughtthat
is incidentally
excited by its means is merely the effect of a kind of
mechanical association) ; and in thejudgement of
Reason it has less worth than any otherof the beautiful arts. Hence, like all enjoyment, it desires constant
change, and does not bear frequent repetition withoutproducing weariness. Its charm, which admits
of universal communication, appears to rest on this,
1 I must admit that a beautiful poem has always given me a pure
gratification ; whilst the reading of thebestdiscourse,whether
of
a Romanoratoror
of amodem
parliamentaryspeaker
or of a
preacher, has alwaysbeenmingled
with an unpleasantfeeling of
disapprobation of a treacherous art, which means to move men in
important matters likemachinesto a judgement that
mustloseall
weight for them on quiet reflection. Readiness and accuracy in
speaking
(which
taken
together
constitute
Rhetoric)
belong
to
beautiful art ; buttheart
of theorator (ars oraton'a), the art of
availing oneself of the weaknesses of men forone'sown
designs
(whether these be well meant or even actually good does not matter)
is worthy of no resjccf. Again,this art onlyreacheditshighest
point, both at Athens and at Rome, at a time when the state was
hastening to its ruin and true patrioticsentiment had disappeared.
The man who along with a clear insight into things has in his power
a wealth of pure speech, and who with a fruitful Imagination capable
of presenting his Ideas unites a lively sympathy with what is truly
good, is the vir bonilr d i c e d ' peritus, the orator without art but of
notalways
greatimpressiveness, as Cicero has it; thoughhemay
remain true to this ideal
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that every expression of speech has in its context a
toneappropriatetothe
sense. This toneindicates
more or less an affection of the speaker, and produces it also in the hearer ; which affection excites
is expressed
in its turn in the hearer the Idea that
in speech by the tone in question. Thus as modulation is as it were a universal language of sensations
of toneemploys
intelligible to every man, the art
it by itself alone in its full force, viz. as a language
of the affections, and thus communicates universally
according to the laws of association the aesthetical
Ideas naturally
combined
therewith.
Now
these
aesthetical Ideasare notconcepts or determinate
thoughts. Hencethe form of the composition of
these sensations (harmony and melody) only serves
instead of the form of language, by means of their
proportionate accordance, to express the aesthetical
Idea of a connected whole of an unspeakable wealth
of thought, corresponding to a certain theme which
produces the dominating affection in the piece. This
can be brought mathematically under certain rules,
because it rests in the case of tones on the relation
between the number of vibrations of the air in the
same time, so far as these tones are combined simultaneously or successively. To this
mathematical
form, although not represented by determinate concepts, alone attaches the satisfaction that unites the
mere reflection upon such a number of concomitant
play, as a
or consecutive sensations with this their
condition of itsbeauty valid for every man. I t is
this alone which permits Taste to claim in advance
a rightful authority over every one’s judgement.
But in the charm and mental movement produced
by Music, Mathematic has certainly hot the slightest
share. I t is only the indispensablecondition (co1c-
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ditio sine qua non) of that proportion of the impressions in their combination and in their alternation by
which it becomes possible to gather them together
and prevent them from destroying one another, and
to harmonise them so asto produce a continual
movement and animation of the mind, by means of
affections consonant therewith, and thus a delightful
personal enjoyment.
If, on the other hand, we estimate the worth of
the Beautiful Arts by the culture they supply to the
mind, and take as a standard the expansion of the
faculties which mustconcur in theJudgement for
cognition, Music will have the lowest place among
them (as it has perhaps the highest among those arts
which are valued for their pleasantness), because it
merelyplays with sensations. T h e formativearts
are far before it in this point of view; for in putting
play,
which is also
the
Imagination
in a free
accordant with the Understanding, they at the same
timecarry on a serious business. This they do by
producing a product that serves
for concepts as a
permanent self-commendatory vehicle for promoting
their union with sensibility andthus,
as itwere,
the urbanity of the higher cognitive powers. These
two species of art take quite different courses ; the
first proceeds from sensations to indeterminate Ideas,
the secondfrom determinateIdeasto
sensations.
T h e latter produce permanent, the former only
transitory impressions. T h e Imaginationcan recall
the oneandentertain
itself pleasantlytherewith ;
but the other either vanish entirely,
or if they are
recalled involuntarily by the Imaginationtheyare
rather wearisome
than
pleasant.’
Besides, there
1 [From this to theend
of the paragraph, and the nextnote,
were added in the Second Edition.]
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attaches to Music a certain want of urbanity from
the fact that, chiefly from the character of its instruments, it extends its influence further than is desired
(in the neighbourhood), and so as it were obtrudes
itself,anddoesviolence
tothe freedom of others
who arenot of the musical company. TheArts
which appeal to the eyes do not do this ; for we need
only turn our eyes away, if we wish to avoid being
impressed. The case of music is almost like that of
the delight derived from a smell that diffuses itself
widely. T h e man who pulls his perfumed handkerchief out of his pocket attracts the attention of all
round him, even against their will, andhe forces
them, if theyare to breatheat all, toenjoy
the
scent ; hence this habit has gone out of fashion.’
Among the formative arts I would give the palm
to painting ; partly because as the art of delineation
it lies at the root of all the other formative arts, and
partlybecause it can penetrate much furtherinto
the region of Ideas, and can extendthe fieldof
intuition in conformity with them further than the
others can.

§ 54. Remark
As we haveoftenshown,
there is an essential
differencebetween what satisfies siw& in the act
1 Those who recommend the singing
of spiritual songs at family
prayers do not consider that they inflict a great hardship upon the
public by such noisy (and therefore in general pharisaical) devotions ;
for they force the neighbours either to sing with them or to abandon
theirmeditations.
[Kant suffered himself from suchannoyances,
which may account for the asperity of this note.
At one period he
was disturbedby
the devotionalexercises of the prisoners in the
adjoiningjail.
In a lettertotheburgomaster
“he suggested the
advantage of closing the windows during these hymn-singings, and
added that the warders of the prison might probably be directed to
accept less sonorous and neighbour-annoying chants as evidence of
the penitent spirit of their captives’’ (Wallace‘s Kunf, p. 42).]
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of judgilzg it, and that which gratzjes (pleases in
sensation). We cannotascribe thelatter to every
one, as we can the former. Gratification (the causes
of which may even be situate in Ideas)appears
always to consist in a feeling of the furtherance of
the whole life of the man,andconsequently,also
of his bodily well-being, i.e. his health ; so that
E’iczcmcs, who gave out that all gratification was at
bottom bodily sensation, may, perhaps, not have
beenwrong,butonlymisunderstood
himself when
he reckoned intellectual and even practical satisfacIf we have this distinction
tion under gratification.
how a gratificationmay
inviewwe
canexplain
dissatisfy the man whosensibly feels it (e.g. the
joy of a needy but well-meaning man at becoming
;
the heir of anaffectionatebutpenuriousfather)
or how a deep grief may satisfy the person experiencing it (the sorrow of a widow at the death of her
excellenthusband) ; or how a gratification can in
addition satisfy (as in the sciences that we pursue) ;
or how a grief ( e g . hatred,envy,revenge)
can
moreover dissatisfy. T h e satisfaction or dissatisfaction heredepends on Reason, and is thesame as
apfloobation or disapprobation ; but gratification and
grief canonlyreston
the feeling or prospect of
a possible(onwhatevergrounds)
weZZ-beiq or its
oHosite.
All changing free playof sensations (that have no
design at their basis) gratifies, because
it promotes
the feeling of health. In the judgement of Reason
we may or maynothave
any satisfaction in its
object or even in this gratification ; and this latter
may rise to the height of an affection, although we
take no interest in the object, at least none that is
proportionate to thedegree of the affection. We
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play of sensations into the

p h y of fortune [games of chance], the $Gay of tone

[music], andthe pZay of tholdght [wit]. T h e st
requires an interest, whether of vanity or of selfishness ; which, however, is not nearly so great as the
interestthatattachestothe
wayinwhichwe
are
striving: toprocure it. T h e second requiresmerely
the change of sensations, all of which have a relation
to affection, thoughtheyhave
not thedegree of
affection, andexciteaestheticalIdeas.
The third
springs merely from the change of representations
in theJudgement ; by it, indeed,nothoughtthat
bringsaninterestwithit
is produced,but yet the
mind is animated thereby.
How much gratification games must afford,
without any necessity of placing at their basis an
;
interesteddesign,
all oureveningpartiesshow
for hardly any of them can be carried on without a
game. But the affections of hope,fear,joy,wrath,
scorn, are put . i n play by them,alternatingevery
so vivid that by them,as
moment;andtheyare
by a kind of internal motion, all the vital processes
of the bodyseem to be promoted, as is shown by
the mental
vivacity
excited
by them,
although
nothing is gained or learntthereby.But
asthe
of chance, we
beautiful does not enter into games
will here set them aside. On the other hand, music
andthat which exciteslaughteraretwo
different
kinds of play with aesthetical Ideas,
or with representations of theUnderstanding
through which
can
ultimately nothing is thought ; andyetthey
give lively gratificationmerely
by theirchanges.
Thus we recognise pretty clearly that the animation
in both cases is merely bodily, although it is excited
by Ideas of the mind ; andthat
the feeling of
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health
produced
by
a motion of the intestines
correspondingtothe
play in questionmakes u p
that whole gratification of a gayparty, which is
regarded as so refined and so spiritual. I t is not
the judging the harmony in tones or sallies of wit,
-which
serves only in
combination
with
their
beauty as a necessary vehicle,-but the furtherance
of the vital bodily processes, the affection that
moves the intestines and the diaphragm, in a word,
the feeling of health (which withoutsuchinducements one does not feel) that makes up the gratification felt by us ; so that we can thus reach the body
through the soul and use the latter as the physician
of the former.
In musicthisplayproceeds
from bodily sensations to aesthetical Ideas
(the
Objects
of our
affections), andthen from these back again to the
body wi'th redoubled force. I n thecase of jokes
(the art of which, j u s t like music, should rather be
reckoned as pleasant than beautiful) the play begins
with the thoughts which together occupy the body,
so far as theyadmit of sensibleexpression ; and
as the Understanding stops suddenly short
at this
presentment, in which it doesnot find what it expected, we feel the effectof this slackening in the
body by the oscillation of the organs, which promotes
the restoration of equilibrium and has a favourable
influence upon health.
In everything that is to excite a lively convulsive
laugh there must be something absurd (in which the
Understanding, therefore,can find no satisfaction).
Laughter is anafectionarising
from. the sud&n
transformation of a strainedexpectation into n0tAing.l
This transformation, which is certainly not enjoyable
1 [Cf.'' Parturiunt montes, nascitut n'dimlus mus."]
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by the Understanding, yet
indirectly gives it very
active
enjoyment
for a moment.
Therefore
its
causemustconsist
in the influence of therepresentationupon the body, andthe reflexeffect of
this upon the mind; not, indeed, through
the
representation being objectively an object
of gratification (for
how
could a delusive
expectation
gratify?), but simply through it as a mere play of
of
representationsbringingaboutanequilibrium
the vital powers in the body.
Suppose this story to be told : An Indian at the
table of anEnglishman in Surat, when he saw a
bottle of aleopened and all thebeerturnedinto
froth and overflowing,testified his great astonishment
with manyexclamations.
WhentheEnglishman
asked him, ‘ I What is there in this to astonish you so
much ? ” he answered, “ I am not at all astonished
that itshould flow out,but I do wonder how you
ever got it in.” At this story we laugh, and it gives
us hearty pleasure ; not because we deem ourselves
cleverer than this ignorant man, or because of anything else in it that we note as satisfactory to the
Understanding,butbecauseourexpectation
was
strained [for a time] and
then
was suddenly
: The heir of a
dissipatedintonothing.Again
rich relative wished toarrange
for an imposing
funeral, but he lamented that he could not properly
succeed ; I ‘ for ” (said he) the more money I give
mymournersto
look sad,themore
cheerful they
look ! ’’ When we hear this story we laugh
loud,
and the reason is thatanexpectation
is suddenly
‘ I

1 [The First Edition adds &‘asin the case of a man who gets the
news of a great commercial success.”
2 [The jest may have been taken from Steele‘s play, LLThe
Funeral orGrief d la mode,” whereit occursverbatim. This play
was published in 1702.1
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transformedintonothing.
W e must note well that
it does not transform itself into the positive opposite
of an expected object-for then there would still be
something, which might even be a cause
of griefbut it must be transformedintonothing.
For if a
man arouses great expectations in us when telling a
story, and at the end we .see its falsehood immediately, it displeases us ; e.g. the story of the people
whosehair in consequence of great griefturned
gray in one night. But if a wag, to repair the effect
of this story, describesverycircumstantially
the
grief of the merchant returning from India
to
Europe with all his wealth in merchandise who was
forced to throwitoverboard
in a heavystorm,
and who grievedthereat
so much that his wzg
turned gray the same night-we laugh and it gives
us gratification. For we treat our own mistake in
the case of an object otherwise indifferent to us, or
rather the Idea
which we are following out, as we
treat a ballwhich we knock to and fro for a time,
though our only serious intention
is to seize it and
hold it fast. It is not the mere rebuff of aliar or
asimpleton that arouses our gratification ; for the
latter story told with assumed seriousness would set
a whole company in a roar of laughter, while the
former would ordinarilynotberegarded
as worth
attending to.
I t is remarkablethat in all such cases the jest
must contain something that is capable of deceiving
foramoment.
Hence, when the illusion is dissipated, the mind turns back to try it once again, and
thus through a rapidlyalternatingtensionandrelaxationitisjerkedbackand
putintoastate
of
oscillation. This, because the strain on the cord as
it were is suddenly (and not gradually) relaxed, must
Q
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occasion a mentalmovement, andaninner
bodily
movementharmonisingtherewith,
which continues
involuntarilyand fatigues,even while cheering us
(the effects of a motion conducive to health).
For if we admitthat with all ourthoughts is
harmonically combined a movement in the organs
of the body, we shall easily comprehend how to this
sudden transposition of the mind, now to one now
toanotherstandpoint
in ordertocontemplateits
object, may correspond an alternatingtensionand
relaxation of the elasticportions of our intestines,
(like
which communicates itself tothediaphragm
that which ticklish people feel). In connexion with
thisthelungsexpeltheair
a t rapidly succeeding
intervals, and
thus
bring
about
a movement
beneficial to health ; which alone, and notwhat
precedes it in the mind, is the proper cause of the
gratification in a thought that at bottom represents
Vodtaire said that heavenhad given us
nothing.two things to counterbalance the
many miseries of
life, hope and sZeep.l He could have added Zaaughfer,
if the means of exciting it in reasonable men were
wit or
only as easilyattainable,andtherequisite
originality of humour were not so rare, as the talent
is common of imagining things which break om’s
head, as mystic dreamers do, or which break one’s ,
neck, as your genius does, or which brea.4 om’s heart,
as sentimental romance-writers (and even moralists
of the same kidney) do.
We maytherefore, as itseemsto
me, readily
[ Henride, Chant 7, sub init.

‘‘Du Dieu qui nous &a

la clCmence infinie,
Pour adoucir les maux de cette courte vie,
A placC parmi nous deux etres bienfaisants,
De la terre P jamais aimables habitants,
Soutiens dam les travaux, tdsors dans l’indigence :
L’un est le doux sommeil, et l’autre est l’esp6rance”]
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concede to Epiczcms that all gratification, even that
which is occasioned throughconcepts,excited
by
aestheticalIdeas, is animad, ;.e. bodily sensation ;
without the least prejudice to the spiritzGaZ feeling
of respect for moral Ideas, which is not gratification
at all but an esteem
for self (for humanity in us),
that raises us above the need of gratification, and
to the less
even without theslightestprejudice
noble [feeling] of taste.
We find a combination of thesetwolast
in
naivetd, which is the breaking out of the sincerity
originally natural to humanity in opposition to that
art of dissimulation which has become a second
nature. W e laugh atthe simplicity thatdoesnot
; andyet
we are
understandhowtodissemble
delighted with the simplicity of the nature which
thwartsthat
art. We look for the commonplace
manner of artificial utterance devised with foresight
tomake
a fair
show
; and behold ! it is the
unspoiled innocent nature which we do not expect
to find, and which he who displays it did not think
of disclosing. That the fairbut false show which
generally has so much influence upon our judgement
so that,
is here suddenly transformed into nothing,
as it were, the rogue in us is laid bare, produces a
movement of the mind in twooppositedirections,
which gives a wholesome shock to the body. But
the fact thatsomething
infinitely betterthan
all
assumedmanner,
viz. purity of disposition(or at
least the tendency thereto), is not quite extinguished
yet in humannature,blendsseriousness
andhigh
esteem with this play of theJudgement.
But because it is only a transitoryphenomenonandthe
veil of dissimulation issoondrawnover
it again,
there is mingled therewith a compassion which is

c
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an emotion of tenderness ; this, as play,readily
admits of combination with agood-heartedlaugh,
and ordinarily is actually so combined, and withal is
wonttocompensate him who supplies its material
for theembarrassment which results from notyet
An art that
being wise after the manner of men.is to be naive is t h u s acontradiction ; but the
representation of naivetb in afictitiouspersonage
is quite possible, and is a beautiful though
a
rareart.
NaivetC mustnotbeconfounded
with
open-heartedsimplicity, which doesnot artificially
it doesnotunderstand
spoilnaturesolelybecause
the art of social intercourse.
be classified
T h e humorous manneragainmay
asthat which, as exhilaratingus, is nearakin to
the gratification that proceeds from laughter ; and
belongs tothe
originality of spirit,butnotto
thetalent of beautiful art. Hzcmow in thegood
sensemeansthetalent
of beingablevoluntarily
to ' put oneself intoacertainmentaldisposition,
in which everything is judged
quite
differently
in fact), and
from the ordinarymethod(reversed,
yet in accordance with certainrationalprinciples
in suchaframe
of mind. H e who is involuntarily
subject to such mutations is called a man of humours
[launisch] ; but he who can assume them voluntarily
and purposively (on behalf of a lively presentment
brought about by the aid of a contrast that excites
a 1augh)"he and his manner of speech are called
humorous [launigt]. This manner, however, belongs
rather to pleasant than to beautiful art, because the
object of thelatter mustalwaysexhibitintrinsic
worth, and hencerequiresacertainseriousness
in
the
presentation,
as taste
does
in the act
of
judgement.

SECOND DIVISION
DIALECTIC OF THE AESTHETICALJUDGEMENT

6 55
A faculty of Judgement that is to be dialectical
must in the first place be rationalising, i.e. its judgements must claim universality' and that
a priart;
for it is in the opposition of such judgements that
Dialectic
consists.
Hencethe
incompatibility of
aesthetical judgements of Sense (about the pleasant
is not dialectical. Andagain,
andtheunpleasant)
the conflict betweenjudgements of Taste, so far
as eachmandepends
merely on his own taste,
forms no Dialectic of taste ; because no one proposes
to make his own judgement a universal rule. There
remainstherefore no otherconcept of a Dialectic
which has to do with taste than that of a Dialectic
of the Critique of taste (not of taste itself) in respect
of its princ@bs ; for here concepts that contradict
one another (as to the ground of the possibility of
judgements of taste in general) naturally and unavoidably present themselves. The transcendental
1 We may describe as rationalising
a
judgement
(judicium
ratiocinans) one which proclaimsitself as universal, for as such it
can serve as the major premise of asyllogism.
On the otherhand,
we can only speak of a judgement as rational uiutinicm ratiocznahcm)
which is thought as the conclusion of a syllogism, and consequently as
grounded a
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Critique of taste will therefore contain a part which
can bear the name of a Dialectic of the aesthetical
Judgement, only if and so far as there is found an
antinomy of the principles of this faculty which
renders its conformity to law, and consequently also
its internal possibility, doubtful.
56. Representation o f the antinomy o f Taste

T h e first commonplace of tasteiscontained
in
the proposition, with which everytastelessperson
proposes to avoid blame : every one has his own taste.
That is as much as to saythatthedetermining
ground of this judgement ismerely subjective (gratification orgrief),andthatthejudgementhasno
right to the necessary assent of others.
T h e second commonplace invoked even by those
who admit for judgements of taste the right to speak
with validity for every one is : there is no dis-uting
about taste. That is as much as to say that the determining ground of a judgement of taste may indeedbe
objective, but that it cannot be reduced
to definite
concepts, and that consequently about the judgement
itself nothing canbe decided by proofs, although
much may rightly be contested. For contesting [quarrelling] and dispzlting [controversy] are doubtless the
same in this, that by means of the mutual opposition
of judgements they seekto produce their accordance ;
but different in that the latter hopes
to bring this
about according to definite concepts as determining
grounds, and consequently assumesobjective concepts
as grounds of thejudgement.Butwherethis
is
regarded as impracticable,controversy is regarded
as alike impracticable.
We easily see that between these two common-
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places there is a proposition wanting, which, though
it hasnotpassedintoaproverb,
is yet familiar
to everyone,
viz. there may be a quarreb about
taste (although there can be no controversy).But
.
this propositioninvolves thecontradictory of the
former one. For wherever quarrelling is permissible,
there must be a hope of mutualreconciliation ;
and consequently we can count on grounds of our
judgement that have not merely private validity, and
thereforeare notmerelysubjective.
Andto this
the proposition, every one has his own taste, is
directly opposed.
There emerges therefore in respect of the principle of taste the following Antinomy :( I ) Thesis.
The judgement of taste is not
based
upon
concepts
; for otherwise
it
would
admit of controversy (would be determinablebyproofs).
(2) Antithesis.
The judgement of taste is based
on concepts ; for otherwise, despite its diversity, we
could not quarrel about it (we could not claim for
our judgement the necessary assent of others).

$ 5 7. Solution of the antinomy of Taste
There is no possibility of removing the conflict
between these principles that underlie every judgement of taste (which are nothing else than the two
peculiarities of thejudgement of tasteexhibited
above in the Analytic), except by showing that the
concept to whichwe refer the Object in this kind
of judgement is not taken in the same sense in both
maxims of the aesthetical Judgement. This twofold
sense or twofold point of view is necessary to our
transcendentalJudgement ; but also the illusion

.
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which arises from the confusion of onewith the
other is natural and unavoidable.
T h e judgement of taste must refer to some concept ; otherwise it could makeabsolutelyno claim
is not
to be necessarily valid for every one. But it
therefore capable of being provedfrom a concept ;
because a concept may be either determinable or in
itselfundetermined and undeterminable. T h e concepts of the Understanding are of the former kind ;
they are determinable through predicatesof sensible
intuition whichcan correspond to them.But
the
transcendental rational concept of the supersensible,
which lies at the basis of all sensible intuition, is of
the latter kind, and therefore cannot be theoretically
determined further.
Now the judgement of taste is applied to objects
of Sense, but not with a view of determining a concept of them for the Understanding ; for it is not a
cognitivejudgement.
I t is thus only
private
a
judgement, in which a singular representation intuiof pleasure ;
tively perceived is referred to the feeling
and so far wouldbe limited as regards its validity
to the individual judging.
The object is for me an
object of satisfaction ; by others it may be regarded
quite differently-every one has his own taste.
Nevertheless there is undoubtedlycontained in
thejudgement of tastea widerreference of the
well as of the
representation of theObject(as
subject),whereon we base an extension of judgements of this kind as necessary for every one. At
the basis of this there must necessarily be a concept
somewhere ; thougha
concept which cannot be
a condeterminedthroughintuition.Butthrough
cept of this sort we know nothing, and consequently
it can s@p& no proof for the judgement of taste.
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Such a concept is the mere pure rational concept of
thesupersensible which underliesthe object(and
also the subject judging it), regarded as an Object
of sense and thusas phenomenon.' For if we do
notadmitsuchareference,the
claim of thejudgement of taste to universal validity
would not hold
good. If the concepton
which it is basedwere
only a mere confused concept of the Understanding,
like that of perfection, with whichwe could bring
thesensibleintuition
of the Beautiful intocorrespondence, it would be at least possible in itself to
base the judgement of taste on proofs ; which contradicts the thesis.
But all contradictiondisappears
if I say:the
judgement of taste is based on a concept (viz. the
concept of thegeneralground
of thesubjective
purposiveness of nature for the Judgement) ; from
which, however, nothing can be known and proved
in respect of theObject,because
it is in itself
undeterminable and useless for knowledge.
Yet at
the same time and on that very account the judgement has validity for every one (though of course
for each only as a singular judgement immediately
accompanying his intuition); because its determining
ground liesperhaps in the concept of that which
may be regarded as the supersensible substrate
of
humanity.
T h e solution of anantinomyonlydepends
on
the possibility of showing that two apparently contradictory propositions do not contradict one another
in fact, butthat they may be consistent; althoughthe
explanation of the possibility of their concept may
transcend our cognitive faculties.
That this illusion
is natural and unavoidable
by human Reason, and
1

[Cf. p. 24 I hfiu.]

.
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also why it is so, and remains so, although it ceases
to deceiveafter the analysis of the apparent contradiction, may be thus explained.
In the two contradictory judgements we take the
concept, on which the universal validity of a judgement must be based, in the same sense ; and yet we
applytoit two oppositepredicates.
In the Thesis
we mean that the judgement of taste is not based
upon &terminate concepts;and in theAntithesis
that the judgement of taste is based upon a concept,
but an indeterminate one (viz. of the supersensible
substrate of phenomena). Between
these two there
is no contradiction.
We candonothingmorethanremovethis
conflict between the claims and counter-claims of
taste. It is absolutely impossible to give a definite
of taste, in accordance
with
objective
principle
which its judgements could be derived, examined,
and established ; for then the judgement would not
beone of tasteat all. T h e subjectiveprinciple,
viz. the indefinite Idea of the supersensible in us,
can onlybe put forward as the solekey tothe
arehidden
puzzle of this facultywhosesources
from us : it can be made no further intelligible.
T h e proper concept of taste, that is of a merely
reflective aesthetical Judgement, lies at the basis of
the antinomyhereexhibitedandadjusted.
Thus
the two apparently
contradictory
principles
are
reconciled-both
can be true ; which is sufficient.
If, ontheother
hand, we assume, as some do,
phasantness as the determining ground of taste (on
account of the singularity of therepresentation
which lies at the basis of the judgement of taste), or,
as others will have it, the principle of perfection (on
account of the universality of the same), and settle
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the definition of taste accordingly ; then there arises
to
anantinomy which it isabsolutelyimpossible
adjustexcept
by showing that 80th thecontrary
(thoughnotcontradictory)
propositions are fahe.
Andthis would provethatthe
concept onwhich
they are based is self-contradictory.
Hence we see
that the removal of the antinomy of the aesthetical
Judgement takes acourse similar to that pursued by
the Critique in the solution of the antinomies of pure
theoreticalReason.Andthushere,asalso
in the
Critique of practical Reason, the antinomies force us
against our will to look beyond the sensible and to
seek in the supersensible the point of union for all
our apriom' faculties ; because no other expedient is
left to make our Reason harmonious with itself.

Remark I.

As we so often find occasion in Transcendental
Philosophy for distinguishing Ideas from concepts of
theUnderstanding, it maybe of use tointroduce
technical terms to correspond to this distinction. I
believe that no one will object if I propose some.In the most universalsignification
of the word,
Ideasarerepresentationsreferredto
an object,
(subjective
or objective)
according to a certain
so thatthey
can neverbecomea
principle,but
to an
cognition of it.Theyareeitherreferred
intuition, according to a merely subjective principle
of the mutualharmony
of thecognitivepowers
(the Imagination and the Understanding), and they
are then called aestheticad; or they are referred to
concept
a
according
to
an
objective
principle,
although they can never furnish a cognition of the
object andare called rationaL Ideas. In thelatter

.
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case the concept is a transcendent one, which is
different from a concept of theUnderstanding, to
which an adequately corresponding experience can
always besupplied,and
which therefore is called
immanent.
An aestheticad Idea cannot become a cognition,
(of theImagination) for
because it is an int~itio%
which anadequate
concept can never be found.
A YationaZ Idea canneverbecomeacognition,
because it involves a concept (of the supersensible),
be
corresponding to which anintuitioncannever
given.
Now I believe we might call the aesthetical Idea
an inexponibk representation of the Imagination,
and a rational Ideaan indemonstrable conceptof
Reason. I t is assumed of boththattheyarenot
generated without grounds,but (according to the
of an
Idea
in general) in
above
explanation
conformity with certain principles
of the cognitive
faculties to which they belong (subjective principles
in the one case, objective in the other).
Concepts of the Understanding must, as such,
always bedemonstrable [if by demonstration we
understand, as in anatomy, merely presentation] ;
;.e. the objectcorresponding to themmustalways
in intuition. (pure or
be capable of beinggiven
empirical) ; for thus
alone
could they become
cognitions. T h e concept of m a g n i t d can be given
apriom' in the intuition of space, e.g. of a right line,
etc. ; the concept of cause in impenetrability, in the
collision of bodies, etc.Consequentlybothcanbe
authenticated by means of an empirical intuition, ie.
the thought of them can be proved (demonstrated,
verified) by an example ; and this must be possible,
1

[Second Edition.]
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for otherwise we should not be certain that the concept was not empty, i.e. devoid of any Object.
I n Logic we ordinarily
use
the expressions
demonstrable or indemonstrable only in respect of
propositiolzs, but these might be better designated by
the titles respectively of mediate4 and immediateGy
certailz propositions ; for pure Philosophy has also
i.e. true propositions,
propositions of bothkinds,
some of which are susceptible of proof and others
a pr;Ori
not. It can, as philosophy, prove them on
grounds, butitcannotdemonstratethem
; unless
wewish to depart entirely from the propermeaning of this word, according to which to demonstrate
(ostendere, exhibere) is equivalenttopresenting
a
concept in intuition (whether in proof or merely in
definition). If the intuition is apriori this is called
construction ; but if it is empirical, then the Object
is displayed by means of which objective reality is
assuredtotheconcept.
Thus we say of ananatomist that he demonstrates the human eye,
if by
adissection
of thisorganhemakesintuitively
evident the concept which he has previously treated
discursively.
I t hence follows that the rational concept of the
supersensible substrate of all phenomena in general,
or even of that which must be placed at the basis of
our arbitrary will inrespect of the moral law, viz.
in kind,an
of transcendentalfreedom,isalready,
; while
indemonstrable concept and a rational Idea
virtue is so, in degree. For there can be given in
experience, as regards its quality, absolutely nothing
corresponding to the former; whereas in the latter
case no empirical product attains to the degree
of
that causality, which the rational Idea prescribes as
the rule.

.
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As in a rational Ideathe Imagination withits
intuitions does not attain to the given concept, so in
an aesthetical Idea the Understanding by its concepts
never attains completely to that internalintuition
which the
Imagination
binds
up with given
a
representation. Since, now, to reduce a representation of theImaginationtoconcepts
is thesame
thing as to expound it, the aesthetical Idea may be
called an inexpodl4 representation of the Imagination (in its freeplay). I shallhave occasion in the
sequel to say something more of Ideas of this kind ;
now I only note that both kinds of Ideas, rational
and aesthetical, must have their principles; and must
in Reason-the one in the objective,
havethem
the other in the
subjective
principles
of its
employment.
We canconsequentlyexplain
genius as the
faculty of aestheticad Ideas; bywhich at the same
timeisshown
the reason why in the productsof
geniusit is the nature (of thesubject)and nota
premeditated purpose that gives the rule to the art
(of the production of the beautiful). For since the
beautiful must notbe judged by concepts,but by
the
purposive
attuning of the
Imagination
to
agreement with the faculty of concepts in general, it
cannot be rule and precept which can serve as the
subjectivestandard of thataestheticalbutunconin beautifulart,that
can
ditionedpurposiveness
rightly claim to pleaseevery one. I t can onlybe
that in the subject which is nature and cannot be
broughtunderrulesor
concepts, ;.e. thesuperof all hisfaculties
(to which
sensiblesubstrate
no concept of theUnderstandingextends),
and
consequentlythat with respectto which it is the
final purpose given by the intelligible [part3 of our
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naturetoharmonise
allourcognitivefaculties.
Thus aloneis
it possiblethatthere
shouldbe
apriom' at the basis of this purposiveness, for which
we can prescribe no objective principle, a principle
subjective and yet of universal validity.

Remark 11,
The following importantremarkoccurshere
:
Thereare
three Rinds of Antinomies of pure
Reason, which, however, all agree in this, that they
compel us togive up theotherwiseverynatural
hypothesis
that
objects
of
sense
are
things in
themselves, and force us to regard them merely as
t h s - anintelligible
phenomena,andtosupplyto
which the
substrate(somethingsupersensible
no proper
concept is onlyanIdea,andsupplies
knowledge). Without
such
antinomies
Reason
could never
decide
upon
accepting
principle
a
narrowing so much the field of its speculation, and
by which so
could neverbringitselftosacrifices
many
otherwise
brilliant
hopes
must
disappear.
For even now when, byway ofcompensation for
these losses, agreater
field in apracticalaspect
opens out before it, it appears not to be able without
grief to part from those hopes, and disengage itself
from its old attachment.
That there are three kinds of antinomies has its
ground in this,
that
there
are
three
cognitive
faculties,-Understanding, Judgement, and Reason ;
of which each (as a superior cognitive faculty) must
have its apnbri principles. For Reason, in so far
of theseprinciplesandtheir
use,
asitjudges
inexorably requires, in respect of them all,
tkun..
the a g n - m ; and this
conditionedfor
can never be found if we consider the sensible as
o

f
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belongingtothings
in themselves, anddonot
rather supply to it, as mere phenomenon, something
supersensible(the intelligible substrate of nature
bothexternalandinternal)asthereality
in itself
: ( I ) For
[Sachean sich selbst]. Therearethen
,the cognitive faculty an antinomy of Reason in
respect of the theoretical employment of the Under; ( 2 ) for
standingextendedtotheunconditioned
the feeling of +asareand
pain anantinomy of
Reason in respect of the aesthetical employment of
the Judgement ; and ( 3 ) f o r the faculty of desire an
antinomy in respect of the practical employment of
theself-legislativeReason
; so far as all these
faculties have their superior principles a priori, and,
in conformity with aninevitablerequirement
of
Reason, must judge and be able to determine their
Object, unconditionaZGy according to those principles.
As for thetwoantinomies
of thetheoretical
and practical employment of thesuperiorcognitive
faculties, we have already shown their mavoidableness, if judgements of this kind are not referred to a
supersensiblesubstrate
of thegivenObjects,
as
phenomena ; and also the PossibiZiz!!of their sodation, as soon as this is done.And
as for the
antinomies in the employment of the Judgement, in
conformitywith the requirements of Reason,and
their solution which is here given, there are only
two ways of avoiding them. Either: we must deny
that any apriori principlelies at the basis of the
,aesthetical judgementof taste; we must maintain that
allclaim to necessaryuniversal agreement
is a groundof taste
less and vain fancy, and that a judgement
only deserves to be regarded as correct because it
Rappens that many people agree about it ; and this,
not because we assum a n a p;Or; principle behind

I

this agreement, but because (as in the taste of the
palate) of the contingent similar organisation of the
O r : wemustassume
thatthe
differentsubjects.
judgement of taste is really a disguised judgement
of Reason upon the perfection discovered in a thing
and the reference of the manifold in it to a purpose,
and is consequently
only
called aesthetical
on
account of the confusion hereattaching
to our
reflection, although it is at bottom teleological. In
the latter case we could declare the solution of the
antinomies by means of transcendentalIdeas
to
be needlessand
withoutpoint,
andthus
could
harmonise these laws of taste with Objects of sense,
not as mere phenomena but as things in themselves.
But we haveshown in several places in the exposition of judgements of taste how little either of
these expedients will satisfy.
at
However, if it be granted that our deduction
least proceeds by the right method, although it be
notyet plain enough in all itsparts,threeIdeas
First, thereistheIdea
of
manifestthemselves.
the supersensible in general,withoutanyfurther
determination of it, as thesubstrate
of nature.
Second&, thereistheIdea
of thesame
as the
principle of the subjective purposiveness of nature
for our cognitive faculty. And thirdby, there is the
Idea of the same as the principle of the purposes
of freedom, and of the agreement of freedom with
its purposes in the moral sphere.

5 5 8.

0f the Idkalism of the purposiveness of both
Nature and Art as the unique priac;Pte of
the aestheticad /zldgewnt.
To begin with, we can either place the principle
of taste in the fact that it always judges in accord12

.
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ance with grounds which are empirical and therefore
are only given a posteriori by sense,or concede
a priori grounds. T h e former
thatitjudgeson
would be the empiricism of the Critique of T a s t e ;
the latter its rationalism. According
to the f o r m e r
the Object of our satisfaction would not differ from
thepzeasant ; according to the latter,if the judgement
rests on definiteconcepts,it would not differ from
the good. Thus all beauty would be banished from
the world, and only a particularname,expressing
perhaps a certain mingling of the two above-named
kinds of satisfaction, would remain in its place. But
we have shown that there are also a priori grounds
of satisfaction which can subsistalongwith
the
principle of rationalism, althoughtheycannotbe
comprehended in akjnite concepts.
On the other hand, the rationalism of the prinof the realism of the
ciple of tasteiseitherthat
purposiveness, or of its ideaZism. Because a judgement of taste is not a cognitivejudgement,and
beauty is not a characteristic of theObject, considered in itself, the rationalism of the principle of
taste can never be placed in the fact that the purposiveness in this judgement is thought asobjective,
i.e. that the judgement theoretically, and therefore
also logically (althoughonly in a confused way),
refers to the perfection of the Object. I t only refers
aestheticad& to the agreement of the representation
of the Object in the Imagination with the essential
principles of Judgement in general in the subject.
Consequently,even according to the principle of
rationalism, the judgement of taste and the distinction between its realism and idealismcanonly be
settled thus. Either in the first case, this subjective
purposiveness is assumed as anactual (designed)
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purpose of nature (or art) harmonising with our Judgement ; or, in the secondcase, as a purposiveharmonywith the needs of Judgement, in respect of
nature and itsforms produced according to particular
laws, which shows itself, withoutpurpose,spontaneously, and contingently.
T h e beautiful
formations
in the kingdom of
organised nature speak loudly for the realism of the
aesthetical purposiveness of nature ; since we might
assume that behind the production of the beautiful
there is an Idea
of the beautiful in the producing
cause, viz. apur$ose in respect of our Imagination.
Flowers, blossoms, even the shapes of entire plants ;
theelegance
of animalformations
of all kinds,
use, but, as itwere,
unneeded for theirproper
selected for our taste; especially the charming variety
so satisfying to the eye and the harmonious arrangement of colours (in thepheasant, in shell-fish, in
insects, even in the commonest flowers), which, as
itonlyconcerns
the surface andnotthefigure
of
these creations (though perhaps requisite
in regard
of theirinternalpurposes),seems
to beentirely
designed for external inspection ; these things give
to that mode of explanation which
greatweight
assumes actual purposesof nature for our aesthetical
Judgement.
On the other hand, not only is Reason opposed
to this assumption in its maxims, which bid us always
avoid as far as possibleunnecessary multiplication
of principles ; but nature everywhere shows in its
freeformationsmuch
mechanical tendency to the
productions of forms which seem, as it were, to be
made for the aesthetical exercise of our Judgement,
without affording the least groundfor the supposition
that there is need of anything more than its mechan-
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ism, merely as nature, according to which, without
any Idea lying at their root, they can be purposive
for our judgement. But I understand by f r e e f o m a tions of nature those whereby from a /%id at rest,
through the volatilisation or separation of a portion
of its constituents (sometimes merely of caloric), the
remainder in becoming solid assumesadefinite
shape or tissue (figure or texture), which is different
according to the specific difference of the material,
is constant. Here it is
but in thesamematerial
always presupposed that we are speaking of a perfect fluid, i.e. that the material in it is completely
dissolved, and that it is not a mere medley of solid
particles in a state of suspension.
Formation, then, takes place
by a shootizg together,
i.e. by asuddensolidification,not
by agradual
transition from the fluid to the solid state,but all
at once by a salttus ; which transition is also called
crystaldisation. The commonest
example
of this
kind of formation isthe freezing of water,where
first icicles are produced, which combine at angles
of 60",while others attach themselves toeach vertex,
until it all becomes ice ; and so that, while this is
goingon,thewaterdoes
notgraduallybecome
viscous, but is as perfectly fluid as if its temperature
is absolutely ice-cold.
were farhigher,althoughit
T h e matter that disengagesitself, which is dissipated
suddenly at the moment
of solidification, is a considerable quantum of caloric, the disappearance of
was only
required
for preserving
which, as
it
fluidity,leaves the new ice not in the least colder
than the water which shortly before was fluid.
Many salts,andalsorocks,
of crystalline
a
figure, are produced thus from a ,species of earth
dissolved in water, we do notexactly know how.
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Thusare formed theglandular configurations of
many minerals, the cubical sulphide of lead, the ruby
silverore, etc., in all probability in waterand by
the shooting together of particles, as they become
forced by some cause to dispense with this vehicle
and to unite in definite external shapes.
Butalso all kinds of matter, which have been
kept in a fluid state by heat,andhavebecome
a
solid by cooling, show internally, when fractured,
definite texture. This makes us judge that if their
own weight or the disturbance of the air hadnot
prevented it, they would also have exhibited on the
outer surface their specifically peculiar shapes. This
hasbeenobserved
in some metals ontheirinner
surface, which havebeenhardened
externally' by
fusion but are fluid in the interior, by the drawing
off the internal fluid and the consequent undisturbed
of these
crystallisation of the remainder.Many
mineral
crystallisations,
such
asspars,hematite,
arragonite, etc., often present beautiful shapes, the
like of which art can only conceive ; and the halo
in the cavern of Antiparosismerelyproduced
by
water trickling down strata of gypsum.
T h e fluid state is, to all appearance, older than
the solid state, and plants as well as animal bodies
are fashioned out of fluid nutritivematter, so far
as this forms itself in a state of rest. This last of
in freedom
course primarily combines and forms itself
according to a certain original disposition directed
towards purposes (which, as will be shown in Part
II., must not be judgedaestheticallybutteleologicallyaccording
to the principle of realism),
but also perhaps in conformity with the universal
1 [Antiparos is a small island in the Cyclades, remarkable for a
splendid stalactite cavern near the southern coast]
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law of the affinityof materials. Again, the watery
fluids dissolved in an atmosphere that is a mixture
of differentgases, if they separate from the latter
on account of cooling, produce snow figures, which
in correspondence with the character of the special
mixture of gases, often seem very artistic and are
extremely beautiful. So, without detracting from
the teleological principleby
which we judge of
organisation, we may well think that the beauty of
flowers, of the plumage of birds, or of shell-fish,
both in shape and colour, may be ascribed to nature
and its faculty of producing forms in an aesthetically
purposive way, in its freedom, withoutparticular
purposesadaptedthereto,accordingtochemical
laws by the arrangement of the material requisite
for the organisation in question.
But what shows the principle of the Ideality of
of nature, as that
the purposiveness in the beauty
which we always place at the basis of an aesthetical
judgement,and which allows us to employ, as a
ground of explanation for our representative faculty,
no realism of purpose, is the fact that in judging
beauty we invariablyseek its gauge in ourselves
apriori, and that our aesthetical Judgement is itself
legislative in respect of thejudgementwhether
anything is beautiful or not.
This could not be, on
the assumption of the Realism of the purposiveness
of nature ; because in that case we musthave
learned from nature what we ought to find beautiful,
and the aesthetical judgement would be subjected to
empirical principles. For in such an act of judging
the important point is not, what nature is, or even,
as a purpose, is in relation to us, but how we take
it. There would beanobjectivepurposivenessin
nature if ithad fashioned its forms for oursatis-
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faction ; andnot a subjectivepurposiveness which
depended upon the play of theImagination in its
freedom,where it is we whoreceivenaturewith
favour,not
nature which showsus
favour. T h e
us occasion to perproperty of naturethatgives
ceive the inner purposiveness in the relation of our
mentalfaculties in judging certain of its products
-a
purposiveness which istobeexplainedon
supersensible grounds as necessary and universalcannot be a natural purpose or be judged by us as
such; for otherwise the judgement hereby determined
would not be free, and would have at its basis
heteronomy,andnot,
asbeseems a judgement of
taste, autonomy.
In beautiful Art the principle of the Idealism of
purposiveness is still clearer. As in the case of the
beautiful in Nature, an aesthetical Realism
of this
purposivenesscannotbeperceived
by sensations
(for then the art Gould be only pleasant, not beautiful). But that the satisfaction produced by aesthetical
Ideas must not depend on the attainment of definite
purposes (as in mechanically designed art), and that
consequently, in t h e very rationalism of the principle,
the ideality of the purposesandnottheirreality
must befundamental,appears
from the fact that
beautiful Art, as such, must not be considered as a
product of Understanding and Science, but
of Genius,
and therefore must get its rule through
aesthticab
Ideas, which are essentiallydifferent from rational
Ideas of definite purposes.
~
s
~
"
h
e
- oj f ... - k + " a f - - m s e
as
phenomena.is,.tbe only .way of explaining the possibility of their forms .being susceptihk of a
determination, so the. ideaZzj.m p-urposivem-in
judging the beautiful in nature and art, is the only
,

~
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hypothesisunder which Criticismcanexplain
the
possibility of a judgement of taste which demands
a pr;wi validity for every one (without grounding
on concepts the purposiveness that is represented in
the Object).

5 59. Of B e a d y as the symboZ of

MoraZity

Intuitionsare always required to establishthe
reality of our concepts. If the concepts are empirical, theintuitionsare
called examjbs. If they are
pure concepts of Understanding, the intuitions are
to
establish the
called schemata. I f we desire
objectivereality of rationalconcepts, i.e. of Ideas,
on behalf of theoretical cognition, then we are asking
for something impossible, because absolutely no inbe given which shall be adequateto
tuitioncan
them.
All hypoty~osis (presentation, subjectio sac6 adspectum), or sensibleillustration, is twofold. I t is
either schematicad, when to a concept comprehended
by the Understanding the corresponding intuition is
given-a pr;W;; or it is symboZicaZ. In the lattercase
to a concept only thinkable by the Reason, to which
no sensible intuition can be adequate, an intuition is
supplied with which accords a procedure of the Judgement analogous to what it observes in schematism :
it accords with it, that is, in respect of the rule of
thisproceduremerely,not
of the intuition itself;
consequently in respect of the form of reflection
merely, and not of its content.
There is a use of the word symboZicaG that has
beenadopted by modern logicians, which is misleading and incorrect, i e . to speak of the symboZicaZ
mode of representation as if it were opposed to the
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intuitive ; for the symbolical is onlyamode
of the
intuitive. The latter(theintuitive),that
is, may
bedivided into the schematical and the symbolicaZ
modes of representation. Both are hypotyposes,
i.e.
presentations (exhzbitiones) ; not mere characfemkaLions, or designations of concepts by accompanying
sensiblesigns which containnothingbelonging
to
as a
theintuition of theObject,andonlyserve
means for reproducingtheconcepts,
according to
the law of association of the Imagination, and consequently in a subjective point of view. These are
either words, or visible (algebraical, even mimetical)
signs, as mere expressions for concepts.'
All intuitions, which we supply to concepts a
priori, are therefore either schemata or symbols, of
which the former contain direct, the latter indirect,
presentations of the concept. The former do this
demonstratively ; the latter by means of an analogy
of empirical
(for which we availourselveseven
intuitions) inwhich the Judgement exercises double
a
function ; firstapplying the concept to the object
of a sensible intuition, and then applying the mere
rule of the reflection made upon that intuition to a
quite different object of which the first is only the
symbol. Thus amonarchical state is represented
by aliving
b d y , if it is governed by national
laws, and by a mere machine(likeahand-mill)
if
governed by an individual absolute will ; but in both
casesonly symboliccaddy. For betweenadespotic
state and a hand-mill there is, to be sure, no similarity ; but there is a similarity in the rules according
to which we reflect upon these two things and their
The intuitive in cognitionmust be opposed to thediscursive
(not to the symbolical). The former is either schematicm', by demonstratim; or symbolical as arepresentationinaccordance
with a
mere d
g
y
.
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causality. This matter has notbeen
sufficiently
analysed hitherto, for it deserves a deeper investigation; but this is not the place to linger over it. Our
language [;.e. German] is fullof indirect presentations of this sort, in which the expression does not
for the concept, but
contain the properschema
merely a symbol for reflection. Thusthe words
gruund(support, basis), t u depend (to be held up from
above), toyuw from something (insteadof, to follow),
substance (as L o d e expresses it, thesupport
of
accidents), and countless others, are not schematical
but symbolical hypotyposes and expressions for concepts, not by means of a direct intuition, but only
by analogy with it, i.e. by the transference of reflection upon an object of intuition to a quite different
concept to which perhapsanintuition
can never
directly correspond. If we are to give the name of
cognition to a mere mode of representation (which
is quite permissible if the latter is not a principle of
the theoretical determination of what an object is in
itself, but of the practical determination of what the
Idea of it should be for u s and for its purposive use),
then all our knowledge of God is merely symbolical ;
and he who regards it as schematical, along with the
properties of Understanding, Will, etc., which only
in beings of this
establish theirobjectivereality
world, falls into Anthropomorphism, just as he who
gives up every intuitive element falls into Deism, by
which nothing at all is cognised,not
even in a
practical point of view.
Now I say the Beautiful is the symbol of the
morally Good, and that it is only in this respect (a
reference which is natural to every man and which
every man postulatesinothers
as a duty)thatit
gives pleasurewith a claim for the agreement of
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every one else. By this the mind is made conscious
of a certainennoblementandelevationabovethe
mere sensibility to pleasure received through sense,
and the worth of others is estimated in accordance
with a like maxim of their Judgement. That
is the
inteZZz$Ze, to which, as pointed out in the preceding
paragraph, Tastelooks;
with which ourhigher
cognitive faculties are in accord ; and without which
a downright contradiction would arise between their
nature and the claims made by taste. In this
faculty the Judgement doesnot see itself, as in empirical judging, subjected to a heteronomy of empirical
laws ; itgivesthe
law to itself in respect of the
objects of so pure a satisfaction, just as t h e Reason
does in respect of the faculty of desire. Hence,
of thisinner
possibility in the
bothonaccount
subject and of the external possibility of a nature
that agrees with it, it finds itself to be referred to
something within the subject as well as without him,
something which is neither nature nor freedom, but
which yet is connected with the supersensible ground
of the latter. I n thissupersensibleground,therefore, the theoretical faculty is bound together in
unitywiththe
practical, in a way which though
common is yetunknown.
We shallindicatesome
points of this analogy, while at the same time we
shall note the differences.
( I ) T h e beautifulpleases
immediate& (but only
in reflective
intuition,
not, like morality, in its
concept). ( 2 ) I t pleases a j a d f r m any zkterest
(the morallygood is indeednecessarilybound
up
with an interest, though notwith one which precedes
the judgement upon the
satisfaction, but with one
which is first of all produced .by it). (3) T h e
freedom of the Imagination(andtherefore
of the
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sensibility of our faculty) is represented in judging
the beautiful as harmonious with the conformity to
law of the Understandi'ng (in the moral judgement
the freedom of the will is thought as the harmony
of the latter with itself according to universal laws
of Reason). (4)T h e subjective principle in judging
the beautiful is represented as universad, i.e. as valid
for every man, though not cognisable through any
universal concept. (The objective principle of morality is alsoexpounded as universal, i.e. for every
subject and for every action of the same subject, and
thus as cognisable by means of a universal concept).
Hence themoral judgement is not only susceptibleof
definite constitutive principles, but is possible on& by
grounding its maxims on these in their universality.
A reference to thisanalogy is usual even with
the common Understanding [of men], and we often
describe beautiful objects of nature or art by names
that seem to put a moral appreciation a t their basis.
W e call buildings or trees majestic and magnificent,
landscapeslaughingand
gay;even
colours are
called innocent, modest, tender, because they excite
sensations which have something analogous to the
consciousness of the state of mind brought about
by moral judgements. Taste makespossible the
transition, without any violent leap, from the charm
of Sense tohabitual moral interest ; for it represents
theImagination in its freedom as capable of purposive determination for the Understanding, and so
teaches us to find even in objects of sense a free
satisfaction apart from any charm of sense.
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5 60. Of the method of

Taste

The division of aCritique into Elementology
and Methodology, as preparatory to science, is not
applicable totheCritique
of taste, because there
neither is nor can be a science of the Beautiful,
and the judgement of taste is not determinable by
means of principles. As for the scientificelement
in every art, which regards tmth in the presentation
of its Object,
this
is indeed
the
indispensable
condition (conditio sine p a non) of beautiful art,
but notbeautiful art itself. There is therefore for
beautiful art onlya manney (modas), not a method
of teaching (methodzls). The master must show
what the pupil is to do and how he is to do it ; and
the universalrules,under
which at lasthe brings
hisprocedure, serverather for bringingthemain
occasion
points back to his remembrancewhen
requires, than for prescribing them to him. Nevertheless regard must be
had here to a certain ideal,
which art must havebefore
its eyes, although it
cannot be completely attained in practice. It is
only through exciting the Imagination
of the pupil
to accordance with a given concept, by making him
note the inadequacy of the expression for the Idea,
to which the concept itself does not attain because
it is an aesthetical Idea, and by severe criticism, that
he can be prevented from taking the examples set
beforehim astypesand
modelsforimitation,
to
be subjected to no higher standard or independent
with it the
judgement. I t is thusthatgenius,and
freedom of theImagination, is stifled by itsvery

.
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conformity to law ; and without these no beautiful
art, and not even
an accurately judging individual
taste, is possible.
T h e propaedeutic to all beautiful art, regarded in
the highest degree of itsperfection,seems
to lie,
not in precepts,but in theculture of the mental
powers by means of those elements of knowledge
called humaniora, probably because humanity on t h e
one side indicates the universal f e e h g of sympathy,
and on the other the faculty of being able to comFor
municate universally our inmost [feelings].
these properties taken together constitute thecharacteristicsocialspirit'
of humanity by which it is
distinguished from thelimitationsof
animal life.
T h e age and peoples, in which the impulse towards
a law-abiding social life, by which a people becomes
a permanent community, contended with the great
difficulties presented by the difficult problem of
unitingfreedom (andthereforeequalityalso)with
compulsion (rather of respect and submission from a
sense of duty than of fear)-such an age and such a
people naturally first found out the art of reciprocal
communication of Ideas between the cultivated and
uncultivatedclassesandthusdiscovered
how to
harmonise the large-mindedness and refinement
of
theformer with thenatural simplicity andoriginality of the latter. In this
way they first found that
mean between the higher culture and simple nature
which furnishesthattruestandard
for tasteas a
sense common to all men which no universal rules
can supply.
age dispensewith
With difficulty will alater
those models, because it will be always farther
1 [I read GexeZZi@eipt with Rosenkranz and Windelband ; Hartenstein and Kirchmann have GZtickxeZigkeit.]

from nature ; and in fine, without having permanent
examples before it, a concept will hardly be possible,
in one and the same people, of the happy union of
the law-abiding constraint of the highest culturewith
the force and truth of free nature which feels its own
proper worth.
Now taste is at bottom a faculty for judging of
the sensible illustration of moral Ideas (by means
of a certain analogy involved in our reflection upon
both these) ; andit is from this facultyalso and
from thegreater susceptibility groundedthereon
for the feeling arising from the latter (called moral
feeling), thatthepleasure
is derived which taste
regardsas valid for mankind in general andnot
merely for theprivate
feeling of each. Hence
it appears plain that the true propaedeutic
for the
foundation of taste is thedevelopment
of moral
Ideas and the culture of the moral feeling ; because
it is only when sensibility is brought into agreement
with this that genuine taste
can assume a definite
invariable form.
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Of the objective purposiveness of Nattlre

We have
on
transcendental
principles
good
groundtoassumeasubjectivepurposiveness
in
nature, in its particular laws, in reference to its
comprehensibility by human Judgement and to the
possibility of the connexion of particular experiences
in a system. This may beexpectedaspossible
in
manyproducts of nature, which, as if they were
devised quite specially for our Judgement, contain
a specific form conformable thereto; which through
once to
their
manifoldness
and unity serveat
strengthen and to sustain the mental powers (that
come into play in the employment
of this faculty) ;
and to which therefore we give the name of beazltz+Z
forms.
But that the things of nature serve one another
as meanstopurposes,
and that their
possibility is
onlycompletelyintelligiblethrough
this kind of
causality-for this we have absolutely no ground in
the universal Idea of nature, as the complex of the
objects of sense. In the above-mentioned case, the
representation of things, bemuse it is something in
ourselves,canbe
quite well thought a pnbri as
suitableand
useful for theinternallypurposive
but that
determination of our
cognitive
faculties;
purposes, which neither are our own nor belong to
nature (for we do not regard nature as an intelligent
259
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being), could or should constitute
a particular kind of
causality, at least a quite special conformity to law,
"this we haveabsolutely no a p&n' reason for
presuming. Yet more, experience itself cannot prove
to us the
actuality of this ; there must then have
preceded a rationalising subtlety which only sportivelyintroduces the concept of purposeinto
the
nature of things, but which does not derive it from
Objects or from their empiricalcognition. T o this
latter it is of more service to make nature comprehensibleaccording to analogywith thesubjective
ground of the connexion of ourrepresentations,
than to cognise it from objective grounds.
Further, objective purposiveness, as a principle
of the possibility of things of nature, is so far removed from mcessary connexionwiththeconcept
of nature, that it is much oftener precisely that upon
which one relies to prove the contingency of nature
and of its form. When, e.g. we adduce the structure of a bird, the hollowness of its bones, the
disposition of its wings for motion and of its tail for
steering, etc., we say that all this is contingent in the
highest degree according tothe mere nexus efectiaus
of nature, without calling in the aid of a particular
kind of causality,namely that of purpose (nexus
finadis). In other words, nature, considered as mere
forms ina
mechanism, could haveproducedits
thousandotherwayswithoutstumblingupon
the
unity which is in accordance with such a principle.
It isnot in the concept of nature but quite apart
from it that we canhope to find the least ground
apriori for this.
Nevertheless the teleological act of judgement is
rightlybrought
to bear, at leastproblematically,
upon the investigation of nature ; but only in order
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tobringitunderprinciples
of observationand
inquiry according to the anaZogy with the causality
of purpose, without any pretence to expZain it thereby. It belongsthereforetothereflectiveandnot
to the determinant judgement. The concept of combinations and forms of nature in accordance with
purposes is thenat
least one $rinc$h more for
bringing its phenomena under rules where the laws
ofsimplymechanicalcausality
do not suffice. For
we bring in a teleologicalground, where we attribute
causality in respect of an Object to the concept of
an Object, as if it were to be found in nature (not
in ourselves) ; or rather when we represent to ourselves the possibility of the Object after the analogy
of that causality which we experience in ourselves,
and consequently think nature technically as through
aspecial faculty, If we didnotascribe
to it such
a method of action, its causality would have to be
representedas blind mechanism. If, on the contrary, we supply to nature causes acting &s&zed&,
and
consequently
place
at its
basis
teleology,
notmerely
asa regdative principlefor themere
j u d g n g of phenomena,to
which nature can be
in its particular laws, but as a
thoughtassubject
constitutive principle of the drivation of its products
from their Causes ; then would the concept of a
natural purpose no longer belong
to the reflective
but to the determinant Judgement. Then, in fact, it
would not belong specially to the Judgement (like
the concept of beauty regarded as formal subjective
it would
purposiveness),but as arationalconcept
introduceintonaturalscience
new
a causality,
which we only
borrow
from ourselves
and
ascribe
to other beings; without meaning to assume them
to be of the same kind with ourselves.
I

.
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FIRST D I V I S I O N
ANALYTIC OF THE TELEOLOGICAL
JUDGEMENT

62. Of the objective purposiveness which is mere&
formaZ as distingacishedfrom that which is mateerial

All geometricalfigurcsdrawn
on aprinciple
display a manifold, oft admired, objective purposiveness ; i.e. in reference to theirusefulness for the
solution of several problems by a single principle,
or of thesame problem in an infinite variety of
ways. T h e purposiveness
is
here
obviously
objectiveandintellectual,notmerelysubjectiveand
aesthetical. For it expressesthesuitability of the
figure for the production of many intended figures,
this purand is cognisedthroughReason.But
posiveness does not make the concept of the object
itselfpossible, i e . it is notregardedaspossible
merely with reference to this use.
I n so simpleafigureasthecircleliesthe
key
to the solution of a multitude of problems, each of
whichwould demandvariousappliances;whereas
the solution results of itself, as itwere, as one of
theinfinitenumber
of elegantproperties
of this
figure.Are
we, for example,askedtoconstructa
triangle, being given the base and vertical angle ?
The problem is indeterminate, ;.e. it can be solved
in aninfinitenumber
of ways. Butthecircle
embraces them altogether as the geometrical Iocus

-
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of thevertices
of trianglessatisfying
thegiven
that two linesareto
conditions.Again,suppose
cut oneanother so thattherectangleunderthe
segments of the one should be equal to the rectangle under the segments of the other ; the solution
of the problem from this point of view presents
much difficulty. But all chordsintersectinginside
a circle divide one another in thispvojortioH. Other
curvedlines suggest other purposivesolutionsof
which nothing was thought in the rule that furnished
their construction. All conic sections in themselves
and whencompared with oneanotherarefruitful
in principles for the solution of a number of possible
problems,howeversimple
is the definition which
determines their concept.It is a true joy to see
the zeal with which the old geometers investigated
the properties of lines of this class, without allowing
themselves to be led astray by the questions of narrow-minded persons, as to what use this knowledge
would be. Thus they worked out the properties of
the parabola without knowing the law of gravitation,
which would have suggested to them its application
to the trajectory of heavy bodies (for the motion of
a heavy body can be seen to be parallel to the curve
of a parabola). Again, they found out the properties
of an ellipsewithoutsurmising
thatany of the
heavenly bodies had weight, and without knowing
the law of force at different distances from the point
of attraction, which causes it to describe this curve
in free
motion.
Whiletheythus
unconsciously
worked for the science of the future, they delighted
themselves with a purposiveness in the [essential]
being of things which yet they were able to present
completely sen' in its necessity. PZato, himself
master of thisscience,hinted
at suchanoriginal
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constitution of things in the discovery of which we
can dispense with all experience, and at the power
of the mind to produce from its supersensible principle the harmony of beings (where the properties
of number comein,with which the mind plays in
music). This [he touches upon] in the inspiration
that raised him above the concepts' of experience to
Ideas, which seemto him to beexplicableonly
through an intellectual affinity with the origin of all
beings. No wonderthathe
banished from his
school the man who was ignorant of geometry, since
he thoughthe could derive from pureintuition,
which has its home in the human spirit, that which
Anmagwas drew from empiricalobjects andtheir
For in thevery necessity
purposivecombination.
of that which is purposive, and is constituted just as
if it were designedly intended for our use,-but at
thesametimeseems
to belongoriginally
to the
being of things without any reference to our uselies the ground of our great admiration of nature,
and that not so much external as inour own Reason,
Itissurelyexcusablethatthisadmiration
should
rise to the
throughmisunderstandinggradually
height of fanaticism.
But this intellectual purposiveness, although no
doubt
objective
(not
subjective
like
aesthetical
purposiveness), is in reference to its possibility
merely formal {not real). I t can only be conceived
as purposiveness in general without any [definite]
purpose being assumedas its basis, and consequently
without teleology being needed for it. T h e figure of
a circle is an intuitionwhich is determined by means
of theUnderstandingaccording
to a principle.
T h e unity of this principle which I arbitrarily
assume and use as fundamental concept, applied to
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a form of intuition(space) which is met with in
myself as a representation and yet apmbn, renders

intelligible the unity of manyrulesresulting
from
the construction of that concept, which are purposive
formanypossibledesigns.Butthispurposiveness
does not imply afurpose or any other ground whatever. I t is quite different if I meet with order and
regularity in complexes of things, externalto myself, enclosedwithincertain
boundaries; as, e.g. in
agarden,theorder
andregularity of thetrees,
flower-beds,andwalks,
These I cannotexpect to
derive a priori from my bounding of space made
after a rule of my own ; for this order and regularity
are existing things which must be given empirically
in order to be known, and not a mere representation
in myself determined a priori according to a principle. So then the latter (empirical) purposiveness,
as read, is dependent on the concept of a purpose.
But theground of admiration for a perceived
purposiveness, although it be in the being of things
(so far as their concepts can be constructed), may
very well be seen,andseentobe
legitimate.
T h e manifold ruleswhoseunity(derived
from a
principle)
excites
admiration,
are all synthetical
and do not follow from the concept of the Object,
e.g. of a circle ; but require this Object to be given
in intuition. Hence this unity gets the appearance
an external basis of
ru1,e.s
ofhavingempirically
distinct from our representative faculty ; as if therefore the correspondence of the Object to that need
of rules which is proper to the Understanding were
onlypossible
contingent in itself, andtherefore
by means of a purpose expressly directed thereto.
Now because this harmony, notwithstanding all this
purposiveness, isnot
cognisedempirically
but a
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pnoh, it shouldbring

us of itself to this pointthat space, through whose determination (by means
of the Imagination,inaccordancewith
a concept)
the Object is alone possible, is not a characteristic
of things external to me, but a mere mode of representation in myself. Hence, in the figure which I
draw in conformity m2h a concept, i.e. in myown
mode of representingthat which isgiven to me
externally, whatever it may be in itself, it is I that
introduce the purposiveness; I get no empirical instruction from the Object about the purposiveness,
and so I require in it no, particular purpose external
to myself. Butbecausethisconsiderationalready
calls for a critical employment of Reason, and consequently cannot be involved in the judging of the
Objectaccording to it5 properties ; so thislatter
budging] suggests to me immediately nothing but
the unification of heterogeneous rules (even according to theirverydiversity)
in a principle. This
principle, without requiring any particular a priori
basis external to my concept, or indeed, generally
speaking,to
my representation, is yetcognised
apn'wi by me as true. Now wonder is a shock of
the mindarising
from the incompatibility of a
representation,andtherulegiven
by its means,
with the principles already lying at its basis ; which
provokes a doubt as to whether we haverightly
seenorrightlyjudged.
Admirution, however,is
wonder which ever recurs, despite the disappearance .
of thisdoubt.Consequentlythelatter
is a quite
natural effect of that observed purposiveness in the
being of things (as phenomena).
I t cannot indeed
becensured,whilst
the unification of the form of
sensible intuition (space)-with the faculty of conto us ;
cepts (the Understanding)-isinexplicable
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andthatnot
only on account of the union being
just of the kind thatit is, butbecause it is enlarging for the mind to surmise[theexistence of]
something lying outside our sensible representations
in which, although unknown to us, the ultimate
We
ground of thatagreement may bemetwith.
are, it is true, not necessitated to cognise this if we
have only to do apriarz' with the formal purposiveness of our representations ; but the fact that we
are compelled to look out beyond it inspires at the
same time an admiration for the object that impels
us thereto.
We are accustomed to speak of the above
mentionedproperties of geometricalfigures or of
numbers as beautificl, on account of a certain apriom'
purposiveness they have for
all kinds of cognitive
uses, this purposiveness being quite unexpected on
account of the simplicity of theconstruction. W e
speak, e.g. of this or that beautzjd property of the
circle, which wasdiscovered in this or that way.
But there is no aesthetical act of judgement through
which we find it purposive, noact of judgement
without a concept which renders noticeable a mere
subjective purposiveness in thefree
play of our
cognitive faculties ; but an intellectual act according
to concepts which enables u s clearly to cognise an
i.e. availableness for all
objectivepurposiveness,
kinds of (infinitely manifold) purposes. We must
rather call this relative perfection than a beauty of
themathematical figure. To speakthus of an inteddectuad beauty cannot in general be permissible ;
for otherwisethe word beauty would lose all determinate significance, or the intellectual satisfaction
all superiority over the sensible. W e should rather
call a demonstration of such properties beautiful,
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because through it the Understanding as the faculty
of concepts, and the Imagination as the
facultyof
a
presentingthem,
feel themselvesstrengthened
priori. (This, whenviewed in connexion with the
of as
precisionintroduced
by Reason,isspoken
elegant.) Here, however, the satisfaction,although
it is basedonconcepts,
is subjective ; while perfection brings with itself an objective satisfaction.

5 63.

O f t h relative, as distinguished from the
inner, purposiveness o f nature

Experience leadso&- Judgement to theconcept of
an objective and material purposiveness,
i.e. to the
concept of a purpose of nature, only when we have
to judge of a relation of cause to effect which we
find ourselves able to apprehend as legitimate only
by presupposingtheIdea
of the effect of the
causality of the cause as the fundamental condition,in the cause, of the possibility of the effect.
This can take place in two ways. W e may regard
the effect directlyasanart
product, or only as
material for the art of other possible natural beings ;
in other words, either as a purpose or as a means
towards the purposive employment of other causes.
This latter purposiveness is called utility (for man)
ormereadvantage
(for othercreatures),and
is
merely relative; while the former is aninnerpurposiveness of the natural being.
For example,riversbringdown
with them all
kinds of earth serviceable for the growth of plants
1 As in pure mathematics wecan never talk of the existence, but
only of the possibility of things, v k of an intuition corresponding to
a concept, and so never of cause and effect,it
follows that aI1
purposiveness observed there must be considered merely as formal
and never as a natural purpose.
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which sometimes is deposited inland, often also
at
their mouths. T h e tidebringsthis
mud tomany
coastsover the landor.deposits
it on the shore ;
and so, moreespecially if mengivetheir
aid so
that the ebb shall not carry it back again, the fruitbearing landincreases in area,andthevegetable
kingdomgains the place which formerlywas the
habitation of fish and shells. In this way has nature
itself brought about most
of the extensions of the
land,andstillcontinuestodo
so, althoughvery
slowly.Now thequestion is whetherthis is to
be judged a purpose of nature, because it contains
utility for men. W e cannotput
it down to the
account of the vegetable kingdom, because just as
much is subtracted from sea-lifeas
is addedto
land-life.
Or, to give an example of the advantageousness
of certain natural things as means for other creatures
(if we suppose them to be means), no soil is more
suitabletopinetreesthanasandy
soil. Now the
deepsea, before it withdrewfrom
the land,left
behind large tracts of sand in our northern regions,
so that on this soil, so unfavourable for all cultivation, widely extended pine forests were enabled to
grow, for theunreasoningdestruction
of which
we frequently blame our ancestors.
We may ask if
this original deposit of tracts of sand was a purpose
of nature for the benefit of the possible pine forests ?
So much is clear, that if we regard this as a purpose of nature, we must also regard the sand as a
relativepurpose,
in reference to which the ocean
strand and its withdrawalweremeans : for in the
series of the mutually subordinated members of a
purposive
combination,
every
member
must be
(though
not
as a final
regarded as a purpose
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purpose), to which its proximate cause is the means.
So too if cattle,sheep,horses,etc.,areto
exist,
there must be grass
on the earth, but there must
also be saline plants in the desert if camels are to
thrive ; andagaintheseandotherherbivorous
animalsmust
bemet
with in numbers if there
aretobe
wolves, tigers,and lions. Consequently
the objectivepurposiveness, which is basedupon
advantage,is
not anobjectivepurposiveness
of
things in themselves ; as if the sand could not be
conceived for itself as an effect of a cause, viz. the
sea, without attributing to the latter a purpose, and
regardingthe effect, namely, thesand,as
a work
of art. I t is a merelyrelativepurposivenessconthe thingto which itisascribed
;
tingentupon
andalthough in the examples we have cited, the
as in
differentkinds
of grass are tobejudged
themselves organised products of nature, and consequently as artificial, yet are they to be regarded,
in reference to the beasts which feed upon them, as
mere raw material.
But above all, though man, through the freedom
of his causality,
findscertainnatural
things of
advantage for hisdesigns-designs
often foolish,
such as using the variegated plumage
of birds t o
adorn his clothes, or coloured earths and the juices
of plants for painting his face ; often again reasonable as when the horseisused for riding, the ox
or (as in Minorca) the ass or pig for ploughingyet we cannot even here assume a relative natural
purpose. For his Reason knows how to give things
a conformity with his own arbitrary fancies for which
he was not at all predestined by nature.Only,
zy
we assume that men are to live upon the earth, then
the means must be there without which they could
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notexist as animals, and even as rational animals
(in however low a degree of rationality) ; and thereupon those natural things, which are indispensable in
this regard, must be considered as natural purposes.
We canhenceeasily see thatexternalpurposiveness (advantage of one thing in respect of others)
can be regarded as an external natural purpose only
underthe
condition, thatthe
existence of that
or distantly
[being], to which itisimmediately
advantageous, is in itself a purpose of nature.
Since that can never be
completely determined by
mere contemplation of nature, it follows that relative purposiveness, although it hypothetically gives
indications of naturalpurposes,yetjustifiesno
absolute teleological judgement.
Snow in cold countriesprotects the crops from
the frost ; itmakeshumanintercourseeasier(by
means of sleighs). T h e Laplander finds in his
country animals by whoseaid thisintercourse is
i.e. reindeer,who
find sufficient
broughtabout,
sustenancein
a dry moss which theyhave
to
scratchout for themselves from underthe snow,
and who are easily tamed and readily permit themselves to be deprived of that freedom in which they
could have
remained
if they chose. For other
people in the same frozen regionsmarineanimals
afford rich stores; in addition to the food and
wood
clothing which arethussupplied,andthe
which is floated in by the sea to their dwellings,
thesemarine animalsprovidematerial
forfuelby
which their huts are warmed. Here is a wonderful
concurrence of manyreferences of nature to one
purpose ; and all thisapplies to the cases of the
Greenlander, the Lapp, the Sarnoyede, the inhabitwe do not see why,
ant of Yakutsk, etc. But then
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generally, men must live there all.
at Therefore tosay
that vapour falls out of the atmosphere in the form of
snow, that the sea has its currents which float down
in warmerlands, andthat
wood thathasgrown
thereare in it greatseamonsters
filled with oil,
became the idea of advantage for certain
poor
creatures is fundamental for the cause which collects
all thesenatural products, would be averyventuresome and arbitrary judgement. For evenif there
werenone of thisnatural utility, we should miss
nothingasregardstheadequateness
of natural
causes to nature’s congitution ; much more even to
desire such a tendency
in., and to attribute sucha
purpose to, nature would be the part of a presumptuous and inconsiderate fancy. For indeed it might
be observed that it could only have been the greatest
unsociability among men which thus
scattered
them into such inhospitable regions.
tj 64.

Of t h peculiar character of things as
naturadpur-oses

I n order to see that a thing is only possible as a
purpose, that is, to be forced to seek the causality of
its origin not in the mechanism of nature but in a
cause whose faculty of action is determined through
concepts, it is requisite that its form be not possible
according to mere natural laws, i.e. laws which can
be cognised by us through the Understanding alone
when applied to objects of Sense ; but that even the
empirical knowledge of it as regards its cause and
effect presupposesconcepts of Reason. This contiztgemy of its form in all empirical natural laws
in
reference to Reason affords a ground for regarding
For
its causality as possible only through. Reason.
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Reason, which must cognise the necessity of every
form of a natural product in order to comprehend
eventhe conditions of its genesis,cannotassume
such [natural] necessity in that particular given form.
The causality of its origin is then
referred to the
faculty of acting in accordance with purposes (a
will);andthe
Object which can only thus berepresented as possible is represented as a purpose.
If in a seeminglyuninhabitedcountry
a man
perceived a geometrical figure, say a regular hexagon,
inscribed on the sand, his reflection busied with such
aconceptwould attribute, although obscurely, the
unity in the principle of its genesis to Reason, and
as a ground of the
consequently would not regard
possibility of such a shape the sand, or the neighbouringsea,orthe
winds, orbeasts with familiar
footprints,or any otherirrational cause. For the
chance against meeting with such a concept, which
is onlypossible
through Reason, would seem so
infinitely great, that it would be just as if there were
nonatural law, nocause in themere mechanical
working of nature capable of producing it ; but as
if only the concept of such an Object, as a concept
which Reason alone can supplyand with which it
can compare the thing, could contain the causality
for such an effect. This then would be regarded as
a purpose, but as a product of art, not as a natural
purpose (vestigiacm k i n i s video).'
But in ordertoregard
a thing cognised a s a
natural product as a purpose also-consequently as a
mztwulpzr@ose, if this is not a contradiction-someThe allusion is to Vitruvius dc Architectura, Bk. vi. Praef.
naufragio cum eiectus ad Rhodiensium litus animadvertisset geometrica schemata descripra, exdamavisse ad comites ita dicitur, Bene speremus, hominum enim vestigia
[l

'' Aristippus philosophus Souaticus,

video."]
T
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thing more is required. I would say provisionally :
a thing exists as a natural purpose, if it is [although
cause and e f e c t of itsedf.
in a double sense]’ both
For herein lies a causality the like of which cannot
be combined with the mere concept of a nature without attributing to it a purpose ; it can certainly be
thought withoutcontradiction,butcannotbe
comprehended, W e shall elucidate thedetermination
by an example,
of this Idea of anaturalpurpose
before we analyse it completely.
In the first place, a tree generates another tree
according toa known,natural law. But thetree
produced is of the same genus ; and so it produces
itself genericalb. On the one hand, as effect it
is continually self-produced ; on the other hand, as
cause it continually producesitself, and so perpetuates
itself generically.
Secondly, a tree produces itself as an individaad.
This kind of effect no doubt we call growth ; but
it is quite different from any increase according to
mechanical laws, and is to be reckoned as generation,
thoughunderanother name. The matterthatthe
tree incorporates it previously works up into a specifically peculiar quality, which natural mechanism external to it cannot supply ; and thus it developsitself
by aid of a material which, as compounded, is itsown
product. No doubt, as regards the constituents got
from nature without, it mustonly beregarded as
an educt ; but yet in the separation and recombination of this raw material we see such an originality
in the separating and formative faculty of this kind
of naturalbeing,as
is infinitely beyond the reach
of art, if the attempt is madetoreconstructsuch
of elementsobtained
by
vegetableproductsout
[Second Edition.]
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theirdissection ormaterialsupplied
by nature for
their sustenance.
Third&, each part of a tree generates itself in
such a way that the maintenance of any one part
depends reciprocally on the maintenance of the rest.
A bud of one tree engrafted on the twig of another
produces in the alien stock a plant of its own kind,
and so also a scion engrafted on a foreignstem.
Hence we may regard each twig or leaf of the same
tree as merely engrafted or inoculated into it, and
so as an ind,ependent tree attached to another and
parasiticallynourished
by it. At thesametime,
while the leaves are products of the tree they also in
turn give support to it ; for the repeated defoliation
of a tree kills it, anditsgrowth
thus depends on
the action of theleaves upon the stem. T h e selfhelp of nature in case of injury in thevegetable
creation, when the want of a part that is necessary
for the maintenance of its neighbours is supplied
by the remaining parts ; and the abortions or malformations in growth, in which certain parts, on
account of casual defects or hindrances, form themselves in a new way to maintain what exists, and so
produce an anomalous creature, I shall only mention
in passing, though they are among the
most wonderful properties of organised creatures.

3 65.

Things regarhd as naturalpurposes are
organised beings

According tothecharacter
alleged in the preceding section, a thing, which, though a natural product, is to be cognised as onlypossible as a natural
purpose, must bear itself alternately as cause and as
effect. This, however, is a somewhatinexactand

.
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indeterminateexpression
which needsderivation
from a determinate concept.
Causalcombination
asthought merely by the
Understanding is a connexion constituting an everprogressive series(of causes and effects) ; and things
which as effects presuppose others as causes cannot be
reciprocally at the same time causes of these. This
sort of causal combination we call that of effective
Buton the other hand,a
causes ( m m s efectivas).
causal combination according to a concept of Reason
(of purposes) can also be thought, which regarded
as a serieswould lead aither forwards or backwards ;
in thisthe thing thathas beencalled
the effect
may with equalproprietybetermedthecause
of
that of which it is theeffect.Inthe
practical
department of human art we easily find connexions
such as this ; e.g. a house, no doubt, is the cause of
themoneyreceived
for rent,but alsoconversely
the representation of this possible income was the
cause of buildingthe house. Sucha causal connexion we call that offinal causes(nexusjinalis). W e
may perhaps suitably name the first the connexion
of real causes, the second of those which are ideal ;
because from this nomenclature it is at once comprehended that there
can benomorethan
these two
kinds of causality.
For a thing to be a natural purpose in the j ~ s t
place it is requisite that its parts (as regards their
beingandtheir
form) are onlypossiblethrough
their reference to the whole. For the thing itself is
a purpose and so is comprehended under a concept
or an Idea which must determine a p n w i a11 that
it. But so far asathing
is
is to becontainedin
onlythought as possiblein this way, it is a mere
work of art ; i.e. a product of one rational cause
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distinct from the
matter
(of the parts),
whose
causality(in the collection and combination of the
of a whole
parts) is determinedthroughitsIdea
possible by theirmeans(andconsequentlynot
through external nature).
But if a thing as a natural product is to involve
in itself and in its internal possibility a reference to
purposes,-ie. to be possible only as a natural purpose, and without the causality of the concepts of
rational beings externalto itself,-then it is requisite
secoddy that its parts shouldso combine in the unity
of a whole that they arereciprocally cause and effect
of each other’s form. Only in this way can the Idea
of the whole conversely (reciprocally) determine the
form and combination of all the parts ; not indeed as
cause-for then it would be an artificial productbut as theground of cognition, for himwho is
judging it, of t h e systematic unity and combination
of all the manifold contained in the given material.
For a body then which is to be judged in itself
and its internal possibility as a natural purpose, it
is requisite that its parts mutually depend upon each
other both as to their form and their combination,
and so produce a whole by their own causality ;
while conversely the concept of the whole may be
regarded as its cause according to a principle (in a
being possessing a causality according to concepts
adequate to such a product). In this case then the.
connexion of efective causes may be judged as an
efect through jmd causes.
In such a product of nature every part not only
exists by meum of the other parts, but is thoughtas
existing for the sake of the others and the whole,
that is as an (organic) instrument. Thus, however,
it might be an artificial instrument, and so might be
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represented only as apurposethat
is possible in
general ; but also its parts are all organs reciprocally
prodzccing each other. This can never be the case
wfth artificial instruments, butonly with nature which
supplies all the material
for instruments (even for
those of art).Only
a product of sucha kind can
be called a naturaZ purpose, and this because it is
an organised and se+”anzsing
being.
I n a watch one part is the instrument for moving
the other parts, but the
wheel is not the effective
cause of the production of the others ; no doubt one
part is for the sake af the others, but it does not
exist by their means. Inthiscasetheproducing
cause of the parts and of their form is not contained
in the nature (of the material), but is external to it in
a being which can produce effects according to Ideas
of a whole possible by means of its causality. Hence
a watch wheel does not produce other wheels,
still
less does one watch produce other watches, utilising
(organising) foreign materialfor that purpose ; hence
it does not replaceof itself parts of which it has been
deprived, nor does it make good what is lacking in
a first formation by the addition of the missing parts,
nor if it has gone out of order does it repair itselfall of which, on the contrary] we may expect from
An organised being is then not
organised nature.a mere machine, for that has merely moving power,
but it possesses in itself f m a t i v e power of a selfpropagating
kind
which it communicates toits
materialsthough theyhave it not of themselves;
itorganisesthem,in
fact, and thiscannot be explained by the mere mechanical faculty of motion.
W e say of nature and its faculty in organised
products far too little if we describe it as an anaZogm
of a d ; for this suggestsan artificer(a rational being)
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external to it.Muchratherdoes
it organiseitself
and its organised productsin every species, no doubt
with suitable deviaafter one general pattern but yet
tions, which self-preservation demands according to
circumstances. We perhaps approach nearer to this
inscrutable property, if we describe it as an aNalogon
of ,!$e; but then we must either endow matter, as
merematter,
with a property which contradicts
its very being (hylozoism), or associate therewith an
stana'iscg in communiole with it(a
alienprinciple
soul). But in thelatter case we must, if sucha
product is to be a natural product, either presuppose
as theinstrument of that soul,
organisedmatter
which does not make the soul a whit more compresoul as artificer of this
hensible ; or regardthe
structure andso remove the product from (corporeal)
nature. T o speak strictly, then, the organisation of
nature has in it nothing analogous to any causality
we know.' Beauty in nature can be rightly described
as an analogon of art, because it is ascribed to objects
only in reference to reflection upon their external
aspect,andconsequentlyonlyonaccount
of the
form of their external surface. But internal natural
perfection, as it belongs tothose things which are
only possible as wtural puyposes, and are therefore
calledorganisedbeings,isnotanalogoustoany
physical, ie. natural, faculty known to us ; nay even,
1 We can conversely throwlightupon
a certaincombination,
much more often met with in .Idea than in actuality, by means of an
analogy to the so-called immediatenatural purposes. In a recent
complete transformation of a great people into a statethe word
organisation for the regulation of magistracies, etc., and even of the
whole body politic, has often been fitly used. For in such a whole
every member should surely be purpose as well as means, and, whilst
all work together
towards
the
possibility of the whole, each should
be determined as regards place and function by means of the Idea
of the whole. [Kantprobablyalludesheretotheorganisation
of
the United States of America J
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regarding ourselves as, in the widest sense, belonging to nature,it is not even thinkable or explicable
by
means of any exactly fitting analogy to human art.
T h e concept of a thingas in itself a natural
purposeisthereforenoconstitutiveconcept
of
Understanding or of Reason, but it can serve as a
regulative concept for the reflective Judgement, to
guide our investigation about objects
of this kind
by a distant analogy with our own causality accordingtopurposesgenerally,and
in ourmeditations
upon their ultimate ground.This latteruse, however,
is not in reference t d t h e knowledge of nature or of
its original ground, but rather to our own practical
faculty of Reason, in analogywith which we considered the cause of that purposiveness.
Organisedbeingsarethenthe
only beings in
nature which, considered in themselvesandapart
from any relation to other things, can be thought as
.
possibleonly as purposes of nature.Hencethey
to theconcept of a
first afford objectivereality
purpose of nature, as distinguished from a practical
purpose ; and so they give to the
science of nature the
basis for a teleology, ;.e. a mode of judgement about
to a special principle
naturalObjectsaccording
which otherwise we should in no way be justified
in introducing (because we cannot see a pv;Ori the
possibility of this kind of causality).

5 66.

Of the $rinct$Ze of jadging of internad
purposiveness in organised beings

This principle, which is at thesametime
a
definition, is as follows A n orgunisedproduct of
nature is m e in which every part is reci$rocaZ&
purpose, [end] and meam. In it nothing is vain, with-
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out purpose, or to be ascribed to a blind mechanism
of nature.
This principle, as regards its occasion, is doubtless
derived from experience, viz.from that methodised
experience called observation; but on account of
the universality and necessity
which it ascribes to
such purposiveness it cannot rest solely on empirical
grounds,butmusthaveat
its basis an a priori
principle,
although
it be merely
regulative
and
these purposes lie only
in the idea of the judging
[subject]andnotinaneffectivecause.
W e may
therefore describe theaforesaid principle as a m m i v
for judging of the internal purposivenessof organised
beings.
It isanacknowledged
fact thatthedissectors
of plants and animals, in order to investigate their
structure and to find out the reasons, why and for
what end such parts, suchadisposition
and combination of parts, andjust suchaninternal
form
have been given them, assume as indisputably necessary the maxim that nothing in such a creature is
vain ; justasthey
lay down asthe fundamental
proposition of the universal science of nature, that
nothing happens by chame. I n fact, they can as little
freethemselves
from this teleologicalproposition
; for as
as from the universalphysicalproposition
without thelatter w e shouldhavenoexperience
at all, so without the former we shouldhave
no
of a species
guidingthread
for theobservation
of natural things which we have thought teleologically under the concept of natural purposes.
Now thisconceptbrings
theReasoninto
a
quite different order, of things from that of a mere
mechanism of u t u r e , which is no longer satisfying
here. An,Idea is to be the ground of the possibility
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of the naturalproduct.
But because this is an
absoluteunity
of representation,instead
of the
material being a plurality of things that can supply
by itself no definite unityof
composition,-if thatunity
of the Idea is to serve at all as the a jhm’ ground
of determination of a natural law of the causality of
such a form of composition,-the purpose of nature
must be extendedto
eveqdhing included in its
of thissort
product. For if we oncereferaction
on the whole to any supersensible ground of determinationbeyond
the blindmechanism of nature,
we must judge of 3t altogether according to this
principle ; and we havethennoreason
to regard
the form of such a thing as partlydependenton
mechanism-for
by suchmixingup
of disparate
principles no certain rule of judging would be left.
For example, it may be that in an animal body
many parts can be conceived as concretions according to mere mechanical laws (as the hide, the bones,
the hair). And yet the cause which brings together
the required matter, modifies it, forms it, and puts
it in its appropriateplace,mustalwaysbejudged
of teleologically ; so that here everything must
be
in
considered as organised,andeverythingagain
a certain relation to the thing itself is an organ.

5 67.

Of the$rinc+Ze of the teZeoZogicaZjzcdging .

of zature in general as a system of prrposes

We havealreadysaidabovethatthe
external
purposiveness of natural things affords no sufficient
warrant for usingthem as purposes of nature in
order to explain their presence, and
for regarding
their contingently purposive effects as the. grounds
of their presence according to the principle of final
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causes. Thus we cannot take for natural purposes,
rivers because theypromoteintercourseamong
inland peoples, 7nountains because they contain the
sources of the rivers and for their maintenance in
rainless seasons have a store
of snow, or the s h j e
of the land which carries away the water and leaves
the country dry ; because although this shape of the
earth’s surface be very necessary for the origin and
maintenance of the vegetable and animal kingdoms,
it has nothing in itself for the possibility of which
we are forced toassumea
causalityaccording to
purposes. Thesame is true of plants which man
uses for his needs or his pleasures ; of beasts, the
camel, the ox, the horse, dog, etc., which are indispensable to him as well for food as becausethey
are used in his service in many different ways. In
thecase of things which we have no reason for
regarding in themselves as purposes, such external
relation can only be hypothetically judged as purposive.
To judge of athingasanaturalpurpose
on
account of itsinternal
form issomethingvery
different from taking the existence of that thing to
beapurpose
of nature. Forthelatter
assertion
we requirenot merely the concept of apossible
purpose, buttheknowledge
of the final purpose
(scq&us) of nature.But
this requiresa reference
of such knowledge to something supersensible far
transcending all our teleological knowledgeof nature,
for the purpose of [the existence of]’ nature must
T h e internal form
itself be soughtbeyondnature.
of a mere blade of grass is sufficient to show that
of judgement its origin is
for our
human
faculty
[These words are inserted by Rosenkranz and Windelband, but
omitted by Hartenstein and Kirchmann.]

*
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possibleonlyaccording
to the rule of purposes.
But ifwe change our point of view and look to the
use which other natural beings make of it, abandon
of itsinternalorganisationand
theconsideration
only look to its externally purposive references, we
shall arrive at no categorical purpose ; all this purposive reference rests on an ever more distant condition, which, asunconditioned(thepresence
of a
thing as final purpose), lies quite outside thephysicoteleological view of the world. For example, grass
is needful for the ox, which again is needful for man
as a means of exiscence, but then we do not seewhy
it isnecessarythat
men shouldexist(aquestion
this, which we shall not find so easy to answer if we
sometimes cast our thoughts on theNew Hollanders
So conortheinhabitants of Tierra delFuego).
ceived, the thing is not even a natural purpose, for
neither it (nor its whole genus) is to be regarded as
a natural product.
Hence it is only so far as matter is organised
that it necessarily carries with it
the concept of a
natural purpose, because this its
specific form is at
the same time a product of nature.Butthisconceptleadsnecessarily
totheIdea
of collective
of
nature as a systeminaccordancewiththerule
purposes, to which Idea'all the mechanism of nature
must besubordinatedaccording
to principles of
Reason (at least in order to investigatenatural
phenomenatherein).
T h e principle of Reasonbelongs to it only as a subjective principle or a maxim :
viz. everything in the world is some way good for
something; nothing is vaininit.
By the example
that nature gives us in its organic products we are
justified, nay called upon, to expect of it and of its
laws nothing that is not purposive on the whole.

I t is plain thatthis isnot a principle for the
determinant but only for the reflective Judgement ;
that it is regulative and not constitutive ; and that
we derive from it a clue by which we consider
natural things in reference to an already given ground
of determinationaccordingtoanewlaw-abiding
order ; and extend our natural science according to
a different-principle,viz. that of final causes, but yet
without prejudice tothe
principle of mechanical
causality. Furthermore, it is in no wise thus
decided, whether anything of which we judge by this
principle, is a &signed purpose of nature ; whether
thegrass is for the ox or the sheep,or whether
these and the other things of nature are here for
men. I t is well also from thisside to consider the
things which are unpleasant to us and are contrary
in particular
references.
Thus, for
to
purpose
example, we can say : The vermin that torment men
in their clothes, their hair, or theirbeds,may
be,
according to a wise appointment of nature, a motive
to cleanliness which is in itself an important means
for thepreservation of health. Or again the mosquitoesandotherstinging
insects thatmakethe
wildernesses of America so oppressive .to.the savages,
may be so many goads to activityfor these primitive
men,[inducing
them]todrainthemarshesand
bringlightintotheforests
which interceptevery
breath of air, and in this way, as well as by cultivating the soil, to make their habitations more healthy.
T h e same thing, which appears to men contradictory
to nature in its inner organisation, if viewed in this
light gives an entertaining, sometimes an instructive,
outlook into a teleological order of things, to which,
without such a principle, mere physical observation
would notlead us by itself. Thussomepersons
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regard
the
tapeworm
as given to the
men
or
animals in whom it resides, as a kind of set-off for
some defect in their vital organs ; now I would ask
if dreams (without which we never sleep, though we
seldom rememberthem) may notbe a purposive
ordinance of nature ? For during the relaxation of
all themovingpowers
of the body, theyserve
to excite internally the vital organs by
the medium
of the Imagination and its great activity (which in
this state generally rises to the height of affection).
Duringsleep the,Imagination commonly is more
actively at play when the stomach is overloaded, in
which case this excitement is the more necessary.
Consequently, then, without this internal
power of
motion and this fatiguing unrest,on account of which
we complain about our dreams (though in fact they
are rather remedial)] sleep even in a sound state of,
health would be a complete extinction of life.
Also thebeauty
of nature, i.e. its connexion
faculties in
with thefree
play of ourcognitive
apprehending and judging of its appearance, can be
regarded as a kind of objectivepurposiveness of
nature in its whole [content] as a system of which
man is a member ; if once the teleological judging
of the same by means of the natural purposes which
organisedbeingssuggesttous,has
justified for
us the Idea of a great system of purposes of nature.
W e can regard it as a favour’ which nature has felt
1 In the aesthetical part [§58, p. 2471 it was said : We view beautiful nature with favour, whilst we have a quite free (disinterested) satisfaction in its form. For
in this mere judgement of taste no considerationis given to the purposeforwhich
these naturalbeauties exist ;
whether to excite pleasure in us, or as purposes without any reference
to us at all. Butin a teleological judgement wepay attention to
this reference, and here we can regard it as a favour of nature that
it has been willing to minister to ourculture by the exhibition of so
many beautiful figures.
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for us, that in additionto what is useful it has so
profusely dispensed beauty and charm ; and we can
therefore love it, as well as regard it with respect on
account of its immensity, and feel ourselves ennobled
by such regard; just as
if nature hadestablished
and adorned its splendid theatre precisely
with this
view.
W e shall say only one thing more in this paragraph.If
we haveoncediscoveredin
nature a
faculty of bringing forth products that
can only be
thought by LIS in accordance with the concept of
final causes, we go furtherstill.
W e ventureto
judge that things belong to a system of purposes,
which yet do not (either in themselves or in their
purposive relations) necessitate our seeking for any
principle of their possibility beyond the mechanism
of causesworking blindly. Forthe firstIdea, as
concerns its ground, already brings us beyond the
world of sense ; since the unity of the supersensible
principle must be regarded as valid in this way not
merely for certain species of natural beings, but for
the whole of nature as a system.

tj 68. Of t h pr;rtCipZe of Tebology as internaL
)r&c$Ze

of natural science

T h e principles of a science are either internal to
it and are then called domestic ( p n k z p z a domstica),
orare basedonconcepts
that can only find their
place outside it and so are fwezgn principles @erep’mz).Sciencesthatcontainthelatter,
place at
the basis of theirdoctrinesauxiliarypropositions
(hmmcata),i.e. they borrow some concept, and with
it a ground of arrangement, from another science.
Every science is in itself a system, and it is not
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enough in it to build in accordance with principles
and thus to employ a technical procedure,butwe
must go to work with it architectonically, as a
building subsisting for itself; we must not treat it as
an additional wing or part of another building, but
as a whole in itself, although we may subsequently
make a passage from it into that other or
conversely.
If then we introduce into the context of natural
science the concept of God in order to explain the
purposiveness in nature, and subsequently use this
purposiveness toqrove that there is a God, there is
[;.e. either
no internal consistency in either science
in naturalscience
ortheology] ; and a delusive
circlebrings thembothintouncertainty,because
they have allowed their boundaries to overlap.
T h e expression, a purpose of nature,already
sufficiently preventsthe
confusion of mixing up
natural science andthe occasion thatitgives
for
judging tedeologicuddy of itsobjects, with the consideration of God, and so of a theodopm? derivation
of them. We mustnotregard
it as insignificant,
if one interchanges this expression
with that of a
divine purpose in the ordering of nature, or gives
outthelatterasmoresuitableandproper
for a
pioussoul,becauseitmustcome
in theendto
derivingthesepurposive
forms in nature from a
wise author of the world. Onthe contrary,we
, must carefully and modestly limit ourselves to the
expression, a purpose of nature, which asserts exactly
as much as we know. Before we ask after the cause
of nature itself, we find in nature, and in the course
of its development, productsof the same kind which
aredeveloped in it according to knownempirical
laws, in accordance with which natural science must
judge of its objects, and, consequently, must seek
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in naturetheir causalityaccording tothe rule ofpurposes. So then it must not transgress its bounds
in order to introduce into itself as a domestic principle
that, to whose concept no experience
can be commensurate,upon
which we are onlyentitledto
venture after the completion of natural science.
Natural characteristics which demonstrate themselves a priori, and consequently admit
of insight
into their possibility from universal principles withof experience,althoughthey
outanyadmixture
carry with them a technical purposiveness, yet cannot, becausethey areabsolutely necessary,be referred
to the Teleology of nature, as to a method belonging
to Physic for solving its problems.Arithmetical
or geometrical
analogies,
as well as universal
mechanical laws, -however strange and admirable
may seem to u s the union of different rules, quite
independent of one another according to all appearance, in a single principle,-possess on that account
no claim to be teleological grounds of explanation
in Physic. Even if they deserve to be brought into
consideration in the universal theoryof the purposiveness of things of nature, yet they belong to another
[science], ;.e. Metaphysic, and constitute no internal
principle of naturalscience ; as with the empirical
laws of natural purposes in organised beings, it is not
onlypermissiblebutunavoidable
to use the teleological mode ofjudging as a principle of the doctrine
of nature in regard to a particular class of its objects.
So to the end that
Physic may keep within its
own bounds,it
abstracts itselfentirely
from the
question, whether natural purposes are
deszgmaed or
un&+zed;
for that would betomeddle
in an
extraneous business, in Metaphysic. It is enough
thatthere are objects,alone explicable according
U

-

to natural laws which we can only think by means
of the Idea of purposes as principle, and also alone
internally cognisabk as concerns their internal form,
in this way. Inorder,therefore,toremovethe
suspicion of theslightest
assumption,-as
if we
wished to mix with our
grounds
of cognition
something notbelonging
to Physic at all,viz.
a
supernatural cause,”we speak in Teleology, indeed,
of nature as if the purposiveness therein were designed, but in such a way that this design is ascribed
to nature, ;.e. to matter. Now in this way there can
be no misunderstanding, because
no design in the
proper meaning of the word can possibly be ascribed
to inanimate matter; we thus give notice that this
word here only expresses a principle of the reflective
not of thedeterminantJudgement,and
so is to
of causality;but
introduce n o particularground
only adds for theuse of the Reasonadifferent
kind of investigation from that according to
mechanical laws, in ordertosupplement
the inadequacy of the latter even for empiricalresearch
into all particularlaws of nature. Hence we speak
quite correctly in Teleology, so far as it is referred
to Physic, of the wisdom, the economy, the forethought, the beneficence of Nature, without either
making an intelligent being of it, for that would be
preposterous ; or even without presuming t o place
another intelligent Being above it
as its Architect,
for that would be presumptuous.’ But there should
The German word vcmtessen is a good word and full of
meaning. A judgementinwhichweforgettoconsidertheextent
of
our powers (our Understanding) may sometimes sound very humble,
andyetmakegreatpretensions,and
so be very presumptuous. Of
this kind are most of those by which
we pretend to extol the divine
it designs intheworks
of creationand
wisdombyascribingto
preservationwhicharereallymeant
to do honourto the private
wisdom of the reasoner.
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be onlysignified
thereby akind
of causality of
nature after the analogy of our own in the technical
use of Reason, in order to have before us the rule
according to which certain products of nature must
be investigated.
But now why is it that Teleology usually forms
noproperpart
of theoreticalnaturalscience,but
is regarded
as
propaedeutic
a
or transition to
Theology?This
is done in order to restrictthe
study of nature, mechanically considered, tothat
whichwe can so subject to observation or experimentthat we areabletoproduceitourselvesas
naturedoes,oratleast
bysimilar laws. For we
see into a thing completelyonly so far as we can
make it in accordance with our concepts and bring
it to completion.Butorganisation,
as aninner
purpose of nature, infinitely surpasses all our faculty
of presentingthe like by means of art.Andas
concerns the external contrivances
of nature regarded
as purposive (wind, rain, etc.), Physic, indeed,
considers their mechanism, but it cannot at all present
their reference to purposes, so far as this is a condition necessarily belonging to cause ; for this necessity
of connexionhas to do altogether with the combination of our concepts and not with
the constitution of things.

S E C O N DD I V I S I O N
DIALECTIC OF THE TELEOLOGICAL
JUDGEMENT

5 69.

./

What i s an antinomy of the judgement ?

T h e determinant Judgement has for itself no
principles which arethefoundation
of concepts of
Objects. I t hasnoautonomy,
for it subsumes only
under given laws or concepts as principles. Hence
it is exposed to no danger of an antinomy of its own
or to a conflict of its principles. So [we sawthat]
thetranscendentalJudgement
which contains the
for
conditions of subsumingundercategorieswas
itself not nonzothetzc, but that it only indicated the
conditions of sensuous intuition, under which reality
(application) can be supplied to a given concept, as
law of the Understanding, whereby the Judgement
could never fall into discord with itself (at least as
far as its principles are concerned).
But the reflective Judgement must subsume under
a law, which is not yet given, and is therefore in fact
only a principle of reflection upon objects, for which
we are objectively quite in want
of a law or of a
concept of an Object that
would be adequate as a
principle for the cases that occur. Since now no use
of the cognitive faculties can be permitted without
principles, the reflective Judgementmustinsuch
cases serve as a principle for itself. This, because
292
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it is notobjectiveandcansupplynoground
of
cognition of the Object adequate
for design, must
serve as a meresubjectiveprinciple,
for the purposiveemployment of ourcognitive faculties, i.e.
for reflecting upon a class of objects. Therefore in
reference to such cases the reflective Judgement has
its maxims-necessary maxims-on behalf of the
cognition of natural laws in experience, in order to
attain by theirmeanstoconcepts,even
concepts
of Reason ; since it hasabsoluteneed
of such in
order to learn merely to cognise nature according to
its empirical laws.Between
these
necessary
maxims of the reflective Judgement there may be a
conflict and consequently an antinomy, upon
which
a Dialectic bases itself. If each of two conflicting
maxims has its ground in the nature of the cognitive
faculties, this may be called a natural Dialectic, and
an unavoidable illusion which we must expose and
resolve in our Critique, to the end that it may not
deceive us.

5 7 0 . Represedatzon of

this antinomy

So far as Reason has to do
with nature, as the
complex of objects of external sense, itcan base itself
partly upon laws which theUnderstanding
itself
prescribes a j r i o r i to nature, partlyupon laws which
it can extend indefinitely by means of the empirical
determinationsoccurringinexperience.
To apply
the formerkind of laws, ;.e. the universal laws of
material nature in general, the Judgement needs no
specialprinciple
of reflection,
sinceit
isthere
determinant because
an
objective
principle
given
is
to it throughUnderstanding.Butasregardsthe
particular laws that can only be made known to us

*
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through experience, there can be under them such
great manifoldness and diversity, that the Judgement
must serveasits
own principle in order to investigate and search into the phenomena of nature
in accordance with a law. Such a guiding thread is
needed, if we are only to hope for a connected
empiricalcognitionaccording
to a thoroughgoing
conformity of nature to law, even its unity according
of
t o empirical laws. In
this
contingent
unity
particular laws j t may very well happenthatthe
Judgement in its reflection proceeds from twomaxims.
One of these is suggested to it apriori by the mere
by parUnderstanding ; but the other is prompted
ticularexperiences, which bring the Reasoninto
play in order to form a judgement upon corporeal
nature and its laws in accordance with a particular
principle. Hence it comesabout
thatthesetwo
kinds of maximsseem to beincapable of existing
together, and consequently a Dialectic arises which
leads the Judgement into error in the
principle of its
reflection.
T h e j r s t maxim of Judgement is theproposition :
all production of materialthingsandtheir
forms
must be judged to be possible according to merely
mechanical laws.
T h e second maxim isthe
counter-proposition:
some products of material nature cannot be judged
to be possible according to merely mechanical laws.
(To judgethemrequiresquite
a different law of
causality, namely, that of final causes.)
If these regulative principles of investigation be
converted into constitutive principles
of the possibility of Objects, they will run thus :
P r o ~ o s i t i m: All production of material things is
possible according to merely mechanical laws.
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Comter-$ropositioH : Some production of material
things is not possible according to merely mechanical
laws.
In thislatteraspect,as
objectiveprinciples for
the determinant Judgement, they
would contradict
each other ; and consequently one of the two propositionsmustnecessarily be false. We shall then,
it is true, have an antinomy, but not of Judgement ;
there will be a conflict in the legislation of Reason.
Reason, however, can prove neither the one nor the
other of these fundamental propositions, because we
can have a prior; no determinant principle of the
possibility of things according to mere empirical
laws of nature.
On the other hand, as regards thefirst-mentioned
maxims of a reflective Judgement, they involve no
contradiction in fact. For if I say, I must j m g e ,
according to merely mechanical laws, of the possibility of all events in materialnature,andconsequently of all forms regarded as its products, I do
not therefore say : They are possibb iz this way aZone
(apart from any other kind of causality). All that is
implied is : I nzust always reject upon them according
t o tAe pS;nc;PZe of the mere mechanism of nature, and
consequently investigate this asfar as I can ; because
unless this liesat the basis of investigation, therecan
be no properknowledge of nature at all. But this
does not prevent us, if occasion offers, from following out the
second maxim in the caseof certain natural
forms (and even by occasion of these in the whole
of nature), in order to reflect upon them according
to the principle of final causes, which is quite a
different thing from explainingthem according to
the mechanism of nature. Reflection in accordance
with the first maxim is thus not abrogated ; on the
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contrary, we are told to follow it as far as we can.
Nor is it said that these forms would not be possible
in accordancewith the mechanism of nature. It is
only asserted that h m a n Reason in following up this
maxim and in this way could never find ,the least
ground for that which constitutes
the
specific
[character] of a natural purpose, although it would
increase its knowledge of natural laws. Thus it is
left undecided whether or not in the unknown inner
ground of nature, physico-mechanical and purposive
combination may be united in the same things in one
principle. W e only say that our Reason is not in a
position so to unite them ; andthatthereforethe
Judgement (as reJective-from
subjective grounds,
not as determinant, in consequence of an objective
principle of the possibility of things in themselves)
is compelled to think a different principle from that
of natural mechanism as the ground of the possibility of certain forms in nature.
1/

0 71.

PreZiminavy t o the soZution of the above
antinomy
W e can in no way prove the impossibility of the
production of organised natural products by the mere
mechanism of nature, because we cannot see into
the first inner ground of the infinite multiplicity of
the particular laws of nature, which are contingent
for us since they are only empirically known ; and so
we cannot arrive at the inner all-sufficient principle
of the possibility of a nature (a principle which lies
in the supersensible).Whetherthereforetheproductive faculty of nature is sufficient for that which
we judge to be formed or combined in accordance
with the Idea of purposes, as well as for that which
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we believe to require merely a mechanical system
[Maschinenwesen] of nature ; or whether there lies
at the basis of things which we must necessarily
judge as properly natural purposes, a quite different
kind of original causality, which cannot be contained
in material nature or in its intelligible substrate,viz.
an architectonic Understanding-this
is a question
to which our Reason, verynarrowly limited in respect
of the concept of causality if it is to be specified a
priori, can give no answerwhatever.But it is just
as certain and beyond doubt that, in regard to our
cognitivefaculties, themere mechanism of nature
can furnish no ground of explanation of the production of organised beings. For the repective Judgement itistherefore
a quitecorrectfundamental
proposition, that for that connexion of things according to final causes which is so plain, there must be
thought a causality distinct from that of mechanism,
viz. that of an (intelligent) causeof the world ac'ting
,.
In accordance with purposes; but for the determinant judgement this would be a hasty and unprovable
proposition. In the first case it is a mere maxim of
the Judgement, wherein theconcept of that causality
is a mere Idea, to which we by no means undertake
to concede reality, but which we use as a guide to
reflection, which remains thereby always open to all
mechanical grounds of explanationanddoesnot
withdraw out of the world of Sense. In the second
case the proposition would be an objective principle
prescribed by Reason, to which thedeterminant
Judgement must subject itself, whereby however it
withdraws beyond the world of Sense into the transcendent and perhaps is led into error.
All appearance of an antinomybetweenthe
maxims of the proper physical (mechanical) and the
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teleological (technical) methods of explanation rests
thereforeon this ; that we confuse a fundamental
proposition of the reflective with one of the deterautonomy of the first
minantJudgement,andthe
(which has mere subjective validity
for our use of
Reason in respect of particular empirical laws) with
the heteronomy of the second, which must regulate
itselfaccording
to laws (universal or particular)
given to it by the Understanding.
J

5 72.

Of the dzflerent systems which deal with the
purposiveness of nature

No one has ever doubted the correctness of the
proposition thatjudgementmust
bepassedupon
certain things of nature (organised beings) and their
possibility in accordancewith the concept of final
causes, even if we only desire a guidieg thread to
learn how to cognise theirconstitutionthrough
observation, without aspiring to an investigation into
their first origin. T h e questionthereforecanonly
be : whether this fundamental proposition is merely
subjectivelyvalid,
;.e. is a mere maxim of our
Judgement ; or whether it is an objective principle
of nature, in accordance with which, apart from its
mechanism (according to the mere laws of motion),
quite a different kind of causality attaches to it, viz.
which these laws (of
that of final causes,under
moving forces) stand only as intermediate causes.
W e could leave this question or problem quite
undecided and unsolved speculatively ; because if we
content ourselves with speculation withinthe bounds
of mere natural knowledge, we have enough in these
maxims for the study of nature and for the tracking
out of its hidden secrets, as far as human powers
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reach. There is then indeed a certain presentiment
of ourReasonor
a hint as itweregivenusby
nature, that, by means of this concept of final causes,
we go beyond nature,and could unite it to the
highest point in the series of causes, if we were to
abandonoratleastto
lay aside for a timethe
investigation of nature (although we may not have
advanced far in it), and seek thenceforth to find out
whitherthisstranger
in natural science, viz. the
concept of natural purposes, would lead us.
Butheretheseundisputed
maxims passover
into problems opening out a wide field for difficulties.
Doespurposive connexion in nature prove a particular
kind
of causality? O r is it notrather,
considered in itself and in accordance with objective
principles, similar to the mechanism of nature, resting on oneandthesameground?
Only, asthis
ground in many naturalproducts is oftenhidden
too deep for ourinvestigation, we maketrial
of
asubjectiveprinciple,that
of art, i.e. of causality
according to Ideas, and we ascribe it to nature by
analogy. Thisexpedient succeeds in manycases,
but seems in some to mislead, and in no case does
it justify u s in introducinginto naturalscience a
particular kind of operation quite distinct from the
causality according to the mere mechanical laws of
nature. W e give the name of Technic to theprocedure (the causality) of nature, on account of the
appearance of purpose that we find in its products ;
and we shall dividethisinto
&sz@d (technics
intentionadis) and uszdeszgned (technzca natwadis).
T h e first is meant to signify thattheproductive
according
to final causes must
be
faculty of nature
taken for a particular kind of causality ; the second
that it is at bottom quite similar to the mechanism of
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nature, and that its contingent agreement with our
artistic concepts and their rules should be explained
as a mere subjectivecondition of judging it, and not,
falsely, as a particular kind of natural production.
If we nowspeak
of systemsexplanatory
of
nature in regard of final causes, it must be remarked
thatthey
all controverteachother
dogmatically,
i.e. asto objectiveprinciples of the possibility of
things, whether there are causes
which act designedly
or whetherthegarequitewithoutdesign.
They
do notdisputeas
tothe
subjective maxims, by
which we merely judge of thecauses
of such
I n thislatter
casedisparate
purposiveproducts.
principles could very wellbeunified
; but in the
former, contradictorily opposedlaws annul each other
and cannot subsist together.
There are two sorts of systems as to the Technic
of nature, i.e. itsproductivepower
in accordance
with the rule of purposes ; viz. /deadism or ReaZism
of naturalpurposes.
The firstmaintainsthatall
purposiveness of natureis undeszkned; the second
From
thatsome (in organisedbeings) is a?f?sz&ed.
thislatterthe
hypotheticalconsequence
can be
deduced thattheTechnic
of Nature,as concerns
all its other products in referenceto the whole of
nature, is also designed, i.e. is a purpose.
( I ) TheIdeaZism of purposiveness( I always under&
stand here by this, objective purposivkness) is either
that of the casuaZity or thefatality of the determination of nature in the purposive form of its products.
T h e former principle treats of the reference of matter
tothe physical basis of its form, viz. the laws of
motion ; the second, its reference to the hyjeehysicat
basis of itself and of the whole of nature. T h e
system of casuatdy that is ascribed to EpiG1cms or.
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Demowitas is, taken literally, so plainly absurd that
itneednotdetain
us. Opposed tothis
is the
system of fatality, of which S’ixoza is taken as the
it is mucholderaccordingto
author,although
all appearance. This,as it appealstosomething
supersensible to which our insight does not extend,
is not so easy to controvert ; but that is because its
concept of the original Being is notpossible
to
so much is clear, that on this
understand.But
theory the purposive combination in the world must
be taken as undesigned ; for although derived from
an original Being, it is not derived from its Understanding or from any design on its part, but rather
from t h e qecessity of its nature and of the worldunity which emanates therefrom. Consequently the
timean
Fatalism of purposiveness is at the same
Idealism.
(2) T h e
ReaZism of the purposiveness of
nature is also either physical or hyperphysical.
in nature, by the
T h e former basesthepurposes
analogy of a faculty acting with design, on the Z f e
of matter (either its own orthe life of aninner
principle in it, a world-soul) and is called HyLozoism.
The Zatter derives them from the original ground
of the universe, as from an
intelligent
Being
(originally living), who produces them with design,
and is Thism.’
1 We thusseethatinmostspeculativethings
of pure Reason,
as regards
dogmatic
assertions,
the
philosophical schools have
commonly
tried
all possible solutions of a given question. To
explainthepurposiveness
of nature men havetriedeither
Zz3Zess
matter or a ifeiess God, or again, iiving matter or a iiving Cod.
I t only remains for us, if the needshouldarise,
to abandon all
theseobjective assertions and to examinecritically our judgement
merely in reference to our cognitive faculties, in order to supply to
their principle a validity which, if not dogmatic, shall at least be that
of a maxim sufficient for the sure employment of Reason.
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None of the above systems give what they
pretend

What do all these systems desire? They desire
to explain our teleological judgements about nature,
and they go so to work therewith that some deny
theirtruthand,consequently,
explain them as an
Idealism of Nature(represented as Art);others
recognisethem as true,and promise to establish
the possibility of a nature in accordancewith the
Idea of final causes.
( I ) T h e systems which defend the Idealism of
final causes in nature grant, it is true, on the one
hand to their principle a causality in accordance with
the laws of motion (through which [causality] natural
things exist purposively) ; but they deny to itintentioutadity, i.e. that it designedly determines itself to
this its purposive production ; in other words, they
deny that the cause is a purpose. This is Epicumcs’s
method of explanation, according to which the distinctionbetween
a Technic of natureandmere
mechanismisaltogetherdenied.
Blind chance is
taken as the explanatorygroundnotonly
of the
agreement of the developed products with our concepts of the purpose, and consequently of [nature’s]
Technic ; but also of the determination of the causes
of thisproductioninaccordancewiththelaws
of
motion, and
consequently
of their mechanism.
Thus nothing is explained, not even the illusion ,in
our teleological judgements, and consequently, the
would-be Idealism of these in n o way established.
On the other hand, Spinozra wishes to dispense
with all inquiries into the ground of the possibility
of purposes of nature, and to take away all reality
J
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from this Idea.
He allows their validity in general
as accidentsinhering
in an
notasproductsbut
to thisBeing, as substrate of
originalBeing;and
thosenaturalthings,heascribesnotcausality
in
regardtothembutmeresubsistence.
On account
of its unconditioned necessity, and also that of all
natural things as accidents inhering in it, he secures,
it is true, to the forms of nature that unity of ground
which is requisite for all purposiveness ; but at the
same time he tears away theircontingence, without which no unity of purpose can be thought, and
all
with it all &szgn, inasmuch as hetakesaway
of natural
intelligence from the originalground
things.
R u t Spinozism does not furnish what it desires.
I t desires to afford anexplanatoryground of the
purposiveconnexion
(which itdoes not deny) of
the things of nature, and it merely speaks
of the
unity of the subject inwhich they allinhere.
But
even if we concede to itthatthebeings
of the
world exist in this way, such ontological unity is not
therefore a ugity of p2@o.5eJ and does not make this
in any way comprehensible. Forthislatter
is a
quite particular kind of unity which does not follow
of the
from the connexion of things(thebeings
world) in a subject (theoriginal Being), but implies in
itself reference to a came which has Understanding ;
and. even if we unite all these things in a simple
subject, this neverexhibits a purposivereference.
For we do notthink of them, first, as theinner
efects of the substance, as if it were a came ; nor,
secondly, of this cause as a cause producing effects
by mteans of its Un&rsta&iBg.
Without
these
formal conditions all unity is mere natural necessity;
and, if it is ascribed as well to things which we
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represent as externalto one another,blind necessity.
But if we wish to give the name of purposiveness of
nature to that which the schoolmen call the transcendental perfection of things (in reference t o their
proper being), according to which everything has in
itself that which is requisite to make it one thing
andnotanother,then
we are only like children
playing with words instead of concepts. For if all
things must be thought as purposes, then to be a
thing is the same as to be a purpose, and there is
at bottom nothing which specially deserves to be
represented as a purpose.
We hence see at once that Spinoza by his reducing our concepts of the purposive in nature to our
own consciousness of existing in an all-embracing
(though simple) Being, and by his seeking that form
merely in the unity of this Being, must have intended
to maintain not the realism, but the idealism of its
purposiveness. Even this hewas not able to accomplish, because the mere representation of the unity
of the substrate cannot bring about the Idea
of a
purposiveness, even that which is only undesigned.
( 2 ) Those whonotonlymaintain
the Readism
of naturalpurposes,but
also set aboutexplaining
it,believe thattheycancomprehend,
at least as
regards its possibility, a practical kind of causality,
viz. that of causes working designedly;otherwise
they could not undertake to supply thisexplanation.
For to authorise even the most daring of hypotheses,
at least the PossibiZity of what we assume as basis
to assure
mustbe certaia, and we mustbeable
objective reality to its concept.
But the possibility of living matter cannot even
be thought;its conceptinvolves a contradiction
because lifelessness, iwviia, constitutes the essential
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character of matter. T h e possibility of matter
endowed with life, and of collective nature regarded
as ananimal, can onlybeused
in aninadequate
way (in the interests of the hypothesis of purposiveness in the whole of nature), so far as it is manifested by experience in the organisation of nature
on a small scale ; but in no way can we have insight
into its possibility a jriori There must then be a
circle in the explanation, if we wish to derive the
purposiveness of nature in organisedbeings from
the life of matter,andyet
only know this life in
organised
beings,
and
can
form no concept of
its possibility
without
experience of this
kind.
Hylozoism,
therefore,
does
not
furnish
what
it
promises.
establish
Finally, Thism can just as little
dogmatically the possibility of natural purposes as a
key to Teleology; although it certainly is superior to
all other grounds of explanation in that, through the
Understanding which itascribes
tothe
original
Being, it rescues in the best way the purposiveness
of nature from Idealism, and introduces a causality
acting with design for its production.
But we must first prove satisfactorily tothe
determinantJudgementthe
impossibility of the
unity of purpose in matter resulting from its mere
mechanism,before we are justified in placing the
ground of this beyond nature in a determinate way.
We can,however,advancenofurtherthanthis.
of
In accordance with the constitutionandlimits
our cognitivefaculties (whilst wedo not comprehend
even the first inner ground of this mechanism) we
mustinno
wise seek in matter a principle of
determinatepurposivereferences
; but no other
way of judging of theorigination of its products
X
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as naturalpurposesremains
to us thanthat
by
means of a supremeUnderstanding
as cause of
the world. Butthisis
only a ground for the
reflective, not for the determinant Judgement, and
can justify absolutely no objective assertion.

5 74.

T h e reason that we cannot treat the concept of
a Technic of nature dogmaticazdy is the f a c t that
a naturi2pcrpo.w is inexpGicabGe

We deal with a conceptdogmatically
(even
though it should be empirically conditioned) if we
of
considerit as contained under another concept
the Object which constitutes a principle of Reason,
anddetermineit
in conformity with this. But we
deal with it merely critically, if we consider it only
in reference to ourcognitivefacultiesandconsequently to the subjective conditions of thinking it,
without undertaking to decideanything about its
Object.
Dogmatic
procedure
with a concept is
thenthat
which is conformable to law for the
determinantJudgement, critical procedure for the
reflective Judgement.
Now the concept of a thing as a natural purpose
is a concept which subsumes
nature
under
a
causality only thinkable through Reason, in order to
judge in accordancewiththisprinciple
about that
which is given of the Object in experience. But in
order to use it dogmatically for thedeterminant
Judgement, we must be assured first of the objective
reality of this concept, because otherwise we could
subsumenonaturalthingunder
it. Again,the
[That is, thewiderconcept

serves as auniversal,underwhich
from principles, in Kat's
phrase, is the process of knowing the particular in the universal by
means of concepts.]
1

the particular may be brought ; cognition
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concept of a thing as a natural purpose is, no doubt,
empirically
conditioned,
;.e. only
possible
under
in experience, though not
certain conditions given
to be abstracted therefrom ; but it is a concept only
possible in accordance with arationalprinciple
in
the
judgement
about
the
object,
Its objective
reality,therefore ( i e . that an object in conformity
comprehendedand
with it is possible),cannotbe
dogmatically established as such a principle ; and we
do not know whether it is merely a sophistical and
objectively empty concept (conceptus ratiocimzns),
or a rational
concept,
establishing
a cognition
andconfirmed by Reason (conceptus ratiocilzatza).’
Therefore it cannot be dogmatically treated for the
determinant Judgement, i.e. it is not only impossible
to decide whether or not things of nature considered
as naturalpurposesrequire
for their production a
causality of a quite peculiarkind (thatacting on
design); but thequestioncannotevenbeput,
because the concept of a natural purpose is simply
Reason
as regards
not
susceptible of proof through
its objectivereality.
That is, it is notconstitutive
for the determinant Judgement, but merelyregulative
for the reflective.
That it is not susceptible of proof is clear because
(as concept of a naturaZ product) it embraces in
itself natural necessity, andatthesametime
(as
purpose) a contingency of the form of the Object
(inreference tothemere
laws of nature) in the
verysamething.Hence,
if there is to be no
contradiction here it must contain a ground for the
possibility of the thing in nature, and also a ground
of the possibilityof thisnature itselfand of its
1 (This distinction will be familiar to the student of the Cn’fipueof
Pure Reason. See Dialectic, bk. i, Of the Conceflts of Pun? Rearon.]
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reference to something which, not being empirically
cognisablenature(supersensible),istherefore
for
us notcognisable at all. [Thisisrequisite]
if it
is tobejudgedaccordingto
a differentkind of
causality from that of natural mechanism whenwe
wish to establishits possibility. T h e concept of a
thing,then, as a naturalpurpose, is transcendent
for the determinantJudgement, if we consider the
Object through Reason (although for the reflective
Judgement it certainly may be immanent in respect
of theobjects of experience). Hence for determinant judgements objectivereality cannot be supplied
to it ; and so it is intelligible how all systems that
one may project for the dogmatic treatment of the
concept of naturalpurposesand
of nature itself
[considered] as a whole connectedtogether
by
means of final causes, can decide nothing either by
objective affirmation or byobjectivedenial.
For if
things be subsumed under a concept that is merely
problematical, its synthetical predicates (e.g. in the
question whether the purpose of nature which we
conceive for the production of things is designed or
undesigned) canfurnishonlyproblematical
judgements of the Object, whetheraffirmative or negative;
and we do not know whether we are judging about
somethingorabout
nothing. T h e concept of a
causality through purposes (of art) has at all events
objective reality, and also the concept of a causality
according tothe
mechanism of nature.Butthe
concept of a causality of natureaccordingto
the
rule of purposes,-still
more of a Beingsuch as
cannot be given us in experience, a Being who is
the originalcause
of nature,-though
itcanbe
thought without contradiction, yet is of no avail for
For, sinceitcannot
be
dogmaticdeterminations.
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derived from experience,and also is not requisite
for the possibility thereof, its objective reality can
in no way beassured.Bureven
if this could be
of
done, how can I numberamongtheproducts
nature thingswhich are definitelyaccounted products
of divine art, when it is just the incapacity of nature
to producesuchthingsaccording
to its own laws
that made it necessary to invoke a cause different
from it ?

5

75. The concept of an objective purposiveness o f
natureis a criticaZ pnhc@h o f Reason ~ O
the rejective Judgement

I t is then one thing
tosay, “ t h e production of
certain things of nature or that of collective nature
is only possible through a cause which determines
itself to actionaccording todesign ’’ ; andquite
another to say, ‘‘ I can according t o thefecuZiar
constitzction o f my cognitive facuZties judge concerning the possibility of these things and their production, in no other fashion than by conceiving for this
a causeworkingaccording
to design, i.e. a Being
which isproductive
in a way analogous to the
causality of anintelligence.”
In the formercase I
wish to establish something concerning the Object,
and am bound to establish the objective reality of
anassumedconcept
; in thelatter,Reasononly
determines the use of my cognitive faculties, conto the essential
formably to their peculiarities and
conditions of theirrangeandtheir
limits. T h u s
the former principle is an objective proposition for
the
determinant
Judgement,
the
latter
merely a
subjective proposition for the reflective Judgement,
i.e. a maxim which Reason prescribes to it.

Y
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We are in fact indispensably obliged to ascribe
the concept of designtonature
if wewish
to
investigate it, though only in its organised products,
by continuousobservation;andthis
concept is
thereforeanabsolutelynecessarymaximforthe
empirical use of ourReason,
I t is plain thatonce
sucha guidingthread for thestudy of nature is
admitted and verified, we must at least try the said
maxim of Judgement in nature as a whole ; because
thereby many of nature’s laws might
discover
themselves, which otherwise,onaccount
of the
limitation of our insight into its inner mechanism,
would remainhidden.
Butthough in regardto
this latter employment that maxim of Judgement is
certainly useful, itisnotindispensable,
for nature
as a whole is not given as organised (in the narrow
sense of the word aboveindicated).
Ontheother
hand, in regardto
thosenaturalproducts,
which
must be judged of asdesigned
andnot
formed
otherwise (if we are to have empirical knowledge of
their inner constitution), this maximof the reflective
Judgement is essentially necessary; because the very
thought of them as organised beings is impossible
withoutcombiningtherewith
thethought of their
designed production.
Now the concept of a thing whose existence or
formwe represent toourselves as possibleunder
the condition of a purpose is inseparably bound up
with the concept of its contingency(according to
natural laws). Hencethe naturalthingsthat
we
find possible only as purposes supply the best proof
of the contingency of theworld-whole;
to the
common Understandingandtothe
philosopher
alike they are the only valid ground of proof for its
dependence on and origin from a Being existing out-
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side theworld-a Being who must also be intelligent
on account of that purposive form. Teleology then
finds the consummation of its investigations only in
Theology.
But what now in the end does themost complete
Teleology prove ? Does it prove that there is such
an intelligent Being? No. I t only provesthat
according to the constitutionof our cognitivefaculties
and in theconsequent combination of experience
with the highest principles of Reason, we can form
of the possibility of such a
absolutelynoconcept
world [as this] save by thinking a desigmdy-working
supreme cause thereof. Objectively we cannot therefore lay down the proposition, there is an intelligent
original Being ; but only subjectively, for the use of
our Judgement in its reflection upon the purposes in
nature, which can be thought according to no other
of a designing causality of a
principlethanthat
highest cause,
If we wished to establish on teleological grounds
theabove propositiondogmatically we should be
besetwith
difficulties from which we could not
extricate ourselves. For then the propositionmust
at bottom bereduced to the conclusion, that the
organisedbeings
in the world are nootherwise
possible than by a designedly-working cause. And
we should unavoidably have to assert that, because
we can follow up these things in their causal .combination only under the Ideaof purposes, andcognise
them only according to their conformity to law, we
are thereby justified in assuming this as a condition
necessary for every thinking and cognising beinga conditionconsequentlyattaching
to theObjectand
notmerely to our subject.Butsuchanassertion
we do notsucceed in sustaining. For,since we
I

.
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do not,properlyspeaking,
observe the purposes in
nature as designed, but only in our reflection upon
its products thilzk this concept as a guiding thread
for our Judgement, they are not givento us through
the Object. It is quite impossible for us apriarz’to
vindicate, as capable of assumption, such a concept
according to its objective reality. I t remains therefore a proposition absolutely resting upon subjective
conditions alone, viz. of the Judgement reflecting in
conformity with ourcognitive faculties, If we expressed this proposition dogmatically as objectively
valid, it would be : “ There is a God.” But for us
men there is only permissible the limited formula :
We cannototherwisethinkandmakecomprehensiblethepurposiveness
which must lie atthe
bottom of our cognition of the internal possibility
of many natural things, than by representing it and
the world in general as a product of an intelligent
cause, [a God].”
Now if this proposition, based on an inevitably
necessary maxim of our Judgement, is completely
satisfactory from every human point of view for both
the speculative and practical use of our Reason, I
should like to know what we lose by not being able
to proveit as also valid for higher beings, from
objective grounds (which unfortunately are beyond
our faculties). It is indeedquitecertainthatwe
cannot adequately cognise,much less explain, organised beings and their internal possibility, according
to mere mechanical principles of nature ; and we can
say boldly it is alikecertain that it is absurd for men
to make any such attempt or to hope that another
Newton will arise in thefuture, whoshallmake
comprehensible by us the production of a blade of
[Second Edition]
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grass according to natural laws which no design has
ordered.’ W e must absolutely deny this insight to
men. But then how do we know that in nature, if
we could penetratetothe
principle bywhich
it
specifies the universal laws known to us, there
cannot lie hidden (in its mere mechanism)a sufficient
ground of the possibility of organised beings without
in theirproduction ? would
supposinganydesign
it not be judged by u s presumptuous to say this
?
Probabilities here are of no account when we have
to dowith judgements of pure Reason.- W e cannot
thereforejudge objectively, either affirmatively or
negatively,concerningtheproposition
: “ Doesa
Being acting according to design lie at the basis of
what we rightly call natural purposes, as the cause
of the world (and consequently as its author)? ” So
much only is sure, that if we are to judge according
to what is permitted us to see by our own proper
nature (theconditions and limitationsof our Reason),
we can place at the basis of the possibility of these
naturalpurposesnothingelsethananintelligent
Being. This alone is in conformity with the maxim
of our reflective Judgement andtherefore with a
ground which, thoughsubjective,isinseparably
attached to the human race.

5 76.
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Remark

This consideration, which very well deserves to
1 [This principle,
that
for our intellect, the conception of an
organised body is impossible except by the aid of the Idea of design,
is frequently insisted onbyKant.ProfessorWallacepointsout
(Kant,p. I I O ) that as farback as I 7 5 5, in his General Physiiogmy
and Theory of th Heavens, Kant classed the origin of animals and
plants with the secrets ofProvidence and themysticalnumber 666
“as one of the topics on which ingenuity and thought are occasionally
wasted.”]
‘

.
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be workedout in detail in Transcendental
Philosophy,
can come in here only in passing, by way of elucidation (not as a proof of what is here proposed).
Reason is a faculty of principles and proceeds in
its extremest advance to the unconditioned ; on the
other hand, the Understanding stands at its service
always only under a certain condition which must be
given.But
withoutconcepts of understanding, to
which objective reality must be given, the Reason
cannot form any objective (synthetical) judgement ;
and
contains
in
itself, theoretical
as
Reason,
absolutelynoconstitutivebutmerelyregulative
principles. We soon seethatwheretheUnderstanding cannot follow, the Reason is transcendent,
andshowsitself
in Ideas formerlyestablished(as
regulative principles),butnot
in objectively valid
concepts.
But
the
Understanding
which cannot
keep pace with Reason but
yet is requisite for the
validity of Objects, limits the validity of these Ideas
to thesubject, although [extending it] generally
to all
[subjects] of this kind. T h a t is, the Understanding
limits their validity to the condition, that according
to the nature of our (human) cognitive faculties, or,
generally,according to the concept which we o w selves can make of the faculty of a finite intelligent
being, nothing else can or must be thought ; though
this is not to assert that the groundof such a judgement lies in theObject.
We shall adducesome
examples which, though they are too important and
difficult to imposethem on the reader as proved
propositions, yet will give him material for thought
and may servetoelucidate
what we arehere
specially concerned with.
I t is indispensablynecessary
for the human
Understanding to distinguish between the possibility
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and the actuality of things. Theground for this
lies in the subject and in the nature of our cognitive
faculties. Such a distinction(between the possible
not
and the actual) would not be given were there
requisite for knowledge two quitedifferent elements,
Understanding for conceptsandsensibleintuition
for Objectscorresponding to them. If our Understanding were intuitive it would have no objects but
those which are actual. Concepts (which merely extend to the
possibility of an object) and sensible
intuitions (which give us something without allowing u s
to cognise it thus as an object)
would both disappear.
But now the whole of our distinction between the
merely possible and the actual rests on this, that the
former only signifies the positing of the representation of a thing in respect of ourconcept,and,
in
general, in respect of the faculty of thought ; while
the latter signifies the positing of the thing in itself
[outsidethis
concept].’ T h e distinction, then, of
possible things from actual is one which has merely
subjectivevalidity for the humanUnderstanding,
because we can always have a thing in our thoughts
although it is [really] nothing, or we can represent a
thing as given although we have no concept of it.
The propositionsthereforethatthings
can be
possible without being actual, and that consequently
to actuality from
no conclusion can bedrawnas
mere possibility-are quite valid for human Reason,
without therebyprovingthatthis
distinction lies
in thingsthemselves.
That thisdoesnot
follow,
andthatconsequentlythese
propositions, though
valid of Objects (in so faras our cognitivefaculty, as
sensuously
conditioned,
busies
itself with Objects of
sense), do not hold for things in general,appears
1 [Second

Edition.]
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from the irrepressible demand of Reason to assume
something (the original ground) necessarily existing
as unconditioned, in which possibility and actuality
should nolongerbedistinguished,and
forwhich
Idea our Understanding has absolutely no concept ;
ie. it can find no way of representing such a thing
and its manner of existence. For if the Understanding thinks such a thing (which it may do at pleasure),
the thing is merely represented as possible. If it is
conscious of it as given in intuition, then is it actual ;
butnothing as to its possibility is thusthought.
Hence the concept of an absolutely necessary Being
is no doubt an indispensable Ideaof Reason, but yet
by the
it is a problematicalconceptunattainable
It isindeedvalid
for the
humanUnderstanding.
employment of our cognitive faculties in accordance
with their peculiar constitution, but not valid of the
Object. Nor is it valid for everyknowingbeing,
because I cannotpresuppose in everysuchbeing
thought and intuition as two distinct conditions of
theexercise of itscognitive faculties, andconsequently as conditions of the possibility and actuality
of things. AnUnderstandinginto which thisdistinction did not enter, might say : All Objects that
I know are, ;.e. exist ; and the possibility of some,
which yet do not exist (;.e. the contingency or the
contrasted necessity of those which do exist), might
never come into the representation of such a being
at all. Butwhatmakesit
difficult for ourUnderstanding to treat its concepts here as Reason does,
is merely that for it, as human Understanding, that
is transcendent ( i e . impossible for thesubjective
conditions of its cognition) which Reasonmakes
Here
into a principle appertaining to the Object.the maxim alwaysholds, that all Objects whose
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cognition surpasses the faculty o f t h e Understanding
are thought by us according to the subjective conditions of the exercise of that faculty which necessarily
If judgements laid
attach to our(human)nature.
down in this way (and there is no other alternative
in regard to transcendent concepts) canno; be constitutive principles determining the Object as it is,
they will remain regulative principles adapted to the
humanpoint of view, immanent in theirexercise
and sure.
.Just as Reason in thetheoreticalconsideration
of nature must assume the Idea of an unconditioned
necessity of its original ground, so also it presupposes
in the practical [sphere] its own (in respect of nature)
unconditioned causality, or freedom,in that it is conscious of its own moral command. Here theobjective
necessity of the act, as’ a duty, is opposed to that
necessity which it would haveasanevent,
if its
ground lay in nature and not in freedom ( i e . in the
causality of Reason). The morally absolutely necessary act is regarded as physically quite
contingent,
since that which ought necessarily to happen often
doesnothappen.
I t is clear then that it is owing
to the subjective constitution of our practical faculty
that the moral laws mustbe representedascommands,
and the actions conforming to them as duties ; and
that Reason expresses this necessity not by an “ is ”
(happens),but by an“oughtto
be.” This would
as in its
not be the case wereReasonconsidered
causality independentof sensibility (as the subjective
condition of its application to objects of nature), and
so as cause in an intelligible world entirely in agreement with the moral law. For insuch a world there
would be no distinction between “ ought to do” and
“does,”between a practical law of that which is

..
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possible through us, and the theoretical lawof that
which is actualthrough us. Though,therefore, an
intelligible world in which everything would be
actualmerelybecause
(assomethinggood)
it is
possible, together with freedom as its formal condition, is forus a transcendent concept, not available
asaconstitutiveprincipletodetermineanObject
and its objective reality ; yet, because of the constitution of our (in part sensuous) nature and faculty it
is, so far as we can represent it in accordance with the
constitution of our Reason, for us and for all rational
beingsthathaveaconnexion
with the world of
sense, a universal re@Zativejrincz&’e, This principle
doesnotobjectively
determinetheconstitution
of
freedom, as a form of causality,but it makesthe
rule of actionsaccording tothatIdeaacommand
for everyone, with no less validitythan if it did
so determine it.
In the same way we may concede thus much as
regards the case in hand. Between natura1 mechanism and the Technic of nature, i.e. its purposive
connexion, we should find no distinction, were it not
is of the kind that must
thatourUnderstanding
proceed from the universal to the particular. T h e
Judgement then in respect of the particularcan cognise no purposiveness and, consequently,
can form no
determinant judgements, without having a universal
law under which tosubsume that particular. Now
the particular, as such, contains something contingent
in respect of the universal, while yet Reason requires
unity and conformity to law in the combination of
particular laws of nature.This
conformity of the
contingent to law is called purposiveness ; and the
derivation of particular laws from the universal, a s
regardstheircontingentelement,
is impossible a
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jr;Ori throughadetermination
of the concept of
the Object. Hence, the concept of thepurposiveness of nature in its products is necessary for human
Judgement in respect of nature, but has not to do
with the determination of Objects. It is, therefore,
a subjective principle of Reason for the Judgement,
which asregulative(notconstitutive)
is just as
necessarily valid for our human Judgement as if it
were an objective principle.

0 77 .

Of the fecudiarity of the human Understanding, by means of which the concept of a naturad
purpose is PossibZe

W e have
brought
forward in the Remark
peculiarities of ourcognitive
faculties(even
the
higher ones) which we are easily led to transfer as
objectivepredicatestothethingsthemselves.But
theyconcern
Ideas, noobject adequateto which
can begiven in experience,andthey
could only
in pursuit
the
of
serve
regulative
as
principles
experience. This is thecase
with the concept
of anaturalpurpose, which concerns the cause of
the possibility of such a predicate, which cause can
onlylie in the Idea. But theresultcorresponding
in nature ; and the
to it ( i e . the product) is given
concept of a causality of nature as of a being acting
accordingtopurposesseemstomaketheIdea
of a natural purpose into a constitutive
principle,
which Idea has thussomethingdifferent
from all
other. Ideas.
This differenceconsists,however,
in the fact
that the Idea in question is not a rational principle
for the Understandingbut for theJudgement.
It
is, therefore,merelytheapplication
of anUnder-

-.
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standing in general to possible objects of experience,
in cases where the judgement can only be reflective,
not determinant] and where,consequently, the object,
although givenin experience, cannot bedeterminatelly
jzldged in conformity with the Idea (not to say with
complete adequacy), but can only be reflected on.
a peculiarity of ouy
Thereemerges,therefore,
(human) Understanding in respect of the Judgement
in its reflection upon things of nature. But if this
be so, the Idea of a possible Understanding different
from the humanmust befundamentalhere.
(Just
so in the Critique of Pure Reason we must have in
our thoughts another possible [kind of3 intuition] if
ours is to be regarded as a particular speciesfor which
objects are only valid asphenomena.)And
so we
are able to say : Certain natural products, from the
special constitution of our Understanding] must be
considered by us, in regard to their possibility, as if
as purposes. But we do
produceddesignedlyand
not, therefore, demand, that thereshould be actually
given a particular cause which has the representation of a purpose as its determining ground; and
we donotdenythatanUnderstanding,
different
from (ie. higherthan)thehuman,might
find the
ground of the possibility of such products of nature
in the mechanism of nature, i.e. in a causal combination for which anUnderstanding is notexplicitly
assumed as cause.
We have now to do with therelation of o w
Understanding to the Judgement ; viz. we seek for
a certaincontingency
in theconstitution
of our
Understanding, to which we may point as a peculiarity distinguishing it from other possible Understandings.
This contingency is found, naturally enough, in
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the particadar, which theJudgementis
to bring
under the universaZ of the concepts of Understanding. For theuniversal of our(human) Understanding
does not determinethe particular, and it is contingent
in how manywaysdifferent things which agree in
a common characteristic may come
before
our
is a faculty of
perception. Our
Understanding
concepts, i.e. a discursive Understanding, for which
it obviously must be contingent of whatkind and
how very different the particular
may
be
that
can be given to it in nature and brought under its
concepts. But now intuition also belongstoknowledge,and a faculty of a compdete spontaneity of
intuition would be a cognitive faculty distinct from
sensibility, andquiteindependent
of it, in other
words, an Understanding in the most general sense.
Thus we canthink
an intuitive Understanding
[negatively, merely as not discursive 'I, which does
not proceed from the universal t o the particular,
and so tothe individual (through concepts). For
that
it contingency
of the accordance of nature in
its products according to particular laws with the
Understanding would not be met with ; andit is
thiscontingencythatmakesit
so hard for our
Understandingtoreducethe
manifold of nature
to theunity
of knowledge. This reduction our
Understandingcanonly
accomplish by bringing
a very contingent
natural
characteristics
into
correspondence with our faculty of concepts, of
which anintuitiveUnderstanding
would haveno
need.
Our Understanding has then this peculiarity as
concerns theJudgement,that
in cognition by itthe
particularisnotdetermined
by the universaland
1 [Second

Edition.]

Y
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cannot therefore be derived from it ; but at the same
time this particular in the manifold of nature must
accord with the universal (by meansof concepts and
laws) so that it may be capable of being subsumed
under it. This accordance under such circumstances
must be very contingent and without definite principle
as concerns the Judgement.
I n order now to beable at least to think the possibility of such an accordance of things of nature with
our Judgement (which accordance we represent as
contingent and consequentlyas onlypossible
by means
of a purpose directed thereto), we must at the same
time think of anot-her Understanding,by reference to
which and apart from any purpose ascribed to it, we
may represent as necessary that accordance of natural
laws with our Judgement, which for our Understandof purposes.
ing is onlythinkable through medium
the
In fact ourUnderstandinghastheproperty
of
proceeding in itscognition, e g . of thecause of a
product, from the ana&ticaGuniversad (concepts) to
the particular (the given empirical intuition). Thus
as regards the manifold of the latter it determines
nothing,
but
must
await
this
determination
by
the
Judgement,
which subsumes
the
empirical
intuition (if the object is a natural product) under
anUnderthe concept. We canhoweverthink
standing which, being, not like ours, discursive, but
intuitive,proceeds
from the synthticad-universal
(the intuition of a whole as such) to the particular,
i.e. from the whole to the parts. T h e contingency of
the combination of the parts, in order that a definite
form of the whole shall be possible, is not implied
by such an Understanding and its representation of
the whole. Our Understanding requires this because
it must proceed from the parts as universally con-
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ceived grounds todifferent
forms possible to be
subsumed under them, as consequences. According
tothe
constitution of ourUnderstandingareal
whole of nature is regarded only as the effect of the
concurrentmotivepowers
of theparts.Suppose
then that we wish not to represent the possibility of
the whole as dependent on that of the parts (after
the manner of our discursive understanding)] but
according to the standard of the intuitive (original)
Understanding to representthe possibility of the
parts (according to their constitution and combination) as dependent on that of the whole. I n accordance with the abovepeculiarity of our Understanding
itcannothappenthatthe
whole shallcontain the
ground of the possibility of the connexion of the
parts (which would be a contradiction in discursive
cognition)]butonlythatthe
rejresentatwn of a
whole may contain the ground of the possibility of
its form and the connexion of the parts belonging
to it. Now such a whole would be an effect (product)
the rejresentation of which is regarded as the cause
of its possibility ; but the product of a cause whose
determining ground is merely the representation of
its effect is called a purpose.
Hence it is merely a
of our
consequence of theparticularconstitution
Understanding] that it represents products of nature
as possible, according to a different kind of causality
from that of the natural laws of matter, namely, that
of purposes and final causes.
Hence also this
principle has not to do with the possibility of such
things themselves (even when considered as phenomena) according to the manner of their production,
but merely with the judgement upon them which is
possible to ourUnderstanding.Here
we seeat
we are not
once why it is that innaturalscience

- .
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long contented with an explanation of the products
of nature by a causality according to purposes. For
there we desire to judgeof natural production merely
in a manner conformable to our faculty of judging,
i.e. to the reflective Judgement, and not in reference
to things themselves on behalf of the determinant
Judgement. I t is here not at all requisite to prove
intedhctus archtypus is possible, but
thatsuchan
of it,-which
only thatweare
led to theIdea
containsno contradiction,-in contrast to our discursiveUnderstanding which hasneed of images
(inteddectus ectyfzcs) and to thecontingency of its
constitution.
If we consider a material whole, according to its
form, as a product of the parts withtheirpowers
and faculties of combining with one another(as well
as of bringing in foreignmaterials), we represent
to ourselves a mechanicalmode
of producing it.
But in this way no concept emerges of a whole
as purpose,whoseinternal
possibility presupposes
throughout the Idea
of a wholeon which depend
the constitution and mode of action of the parts, as
we must represent to ourselves an organised body.
It does notfollow indeed, as has been
shown, that the
mechanical production of such a body is impossible ;
for to say so would be to saythatit
would be
impossible (contradictory) for my Understanding to
represent to itself such a unity in the connexion of
the manifold, without the Idea
of the unitybeing
at the sametime its producing cause, ;.e. without
designed production. This, however, would follow
in fact if we werejustified in regardingmaterial
beings as things in themselves. For then the unity
of the possibility of
thatconstitutestheground
naturalformations would be simply the unity of

space. But space is no real ground of the products,
but only their formal condition, although it has this
similarity to the real ground which we seek that in
it no part can be determined exceptin relation to the
whole (the representation of which therefore lies at
the ground of the possibility of the parts). But now
it is at least possible to consider the material world
as mere phenomenon, and to think as its substrate
something like a thing in itself (which is not phenoto attachtothis
a corresponding
menon),and
intellectualintuition (eventhoughit
is notours).
Thus there would be, although incognisable by us,
a supersensible real ground for nature, to which we
ourselves belong. In this we consider according to
mechanical laws what is necessary in nature regarded
as an object of Sense ; but we consider according to
teleological laws theagreementand
unity of its
particular laws andits forms-which
inregardto
mechanism we must judge contingent-regarded as
objects of Reason (in fact the whole of nature as a
system). Thus we should
judge
nature
according
to twodifferentkinds
of principleswithout
the
o u t by
mechanical way of explanationbeingshut
the teleological, as if they contradicted one another.
From this we are enabled to seewhat otherwise,
though we could easily surmise it,could with difficulty
be maintained with certainty and proved, viz. that
the principle of a mechanical derivation of purposive
natural products is consistent with the
teleological,
but in n o way enables us to dispense with it. In a
thing that we must judge as a natural purpose (an
organised being) we can no doubt try all the known
and yet to be discovered laws of mechanical production, and even hope to make good progress thererid of the call for a
with ; but we can never get
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quite different ground of production for the possibility of such a product, viz. causality by means of
purposes.Absolutely
nohumanReason
(in fact
no finite Reason like ours in quality, however much
it may surpass it in degree) can hope to understand
the production of even a blade of grass by mere
mechanical causes. As regardsthe possibility of
such an object, the teleological connexion of causes
and effects is quite indispensable for the Judgement,
even for studying it by the clue of experience. For
external objects as phenomena an adequate ground
related to purposes cannot be met
with ; this, although
it lies in nature, must only be sought in the supersensible substrate of nature, from all possible insight
into whichwe are cut off. Hence it is absolutely
impossible for us to produce from nature itself
grounds of explanation for purposive combinations ;
and it is necessary by the constitution of the human
of
cognitivefaculties to seek the supreme ground
these purposive combinations in an original Understanding as the cause of the world.

Of the union of the PrincZpZe of the universaZ
mechanism of matter with the leZeoZogicaZprinc@Ze in the Technic of nature.

tj 7 8 .

It is infinitelyimportant for Reasonnot to let
slip the mechanism of nature in its products, and in
their explanation not to pass it by, because without
it noinsight into the natureof things can be attained.
Suppose
it
admitted
that
a supreme
Architect
immediatelycreated the forms of nature as they
have been from the beginning, or that He predetermined those which in the course of nature continumodel. Our
ally form themselves on thesame
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knowledge of nature isnot thus in the least furthered,
because we cannot know the mode of action of that
BeingandtheIdeas
which are to contain the
principles of the possibility of naturalbeings, and
we cannot by them explain natureas from above
downwards (a pnbrz). And if, starting from the
of experience, from below
forms of theobjects
upwards ( a @ x h v i o r i ) , we wish to explain the
purposiveness, which we believe is met with in experience, by appealing to a cause working in accordance with purposes,then is ourexplanationquite
tautological and we are only mocking Reason with
words. Indeed when we lose ourselveswiththis
wayof
explanation in thetranscendent,
whither
natural knowledge cannot follow, Reason is seduced
into poeticalextravagance, which it is its peculiar
destination to avoid.
it is just as necessary a
Ontheotherhand,
maxim of Reasonnot to passby the principle of
purposes in theproducts of nature.For,although
it does not make their mode of origination any more
comprehensible, yet it is a heuristic principle for
investigating the particular laws of nature ; supposof it for
ingeventhat
we wish to makenouse
explainingnature itself,-inwhichwe
stillalways
apspeak only of naturalpurposes,althoughit
parently exhibits a designed unity of purpose,"i.e.
withoutseekingbeyondnature
the ground of the
possibility of these particular laws. Butsince we
mustcomein the end to this latter question, it is
just as necessary to think for nature a particular kind
of causality which does not present itself in it, as the
mechanism of natural
causes
which does. To the
receptivity of several forms, different from those of
which matter is susceptible by mechanism, must be

I
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added a spontaneity of acause
(which therefore
cannot be matter), without which no ground can be
assigned for those forms. No doubt Reason, before
it takes this step, must proceed with caution, and not
try to explain teleologically every Technic of nature,
ie. every productive faculty of nature which displays
in itself (as in regular bodies) purposiveness of figure
to our mere apprehension ; but must always regard
such as so far mechanically possible. Butonthat
account to wish entirely to exclude the teleological
principle, and to follow simple mechanism only-in
cases where,in the rational investigationof the possibility of natural forms through their causes, purposiveness shows itself quite undeniably as the reference
to a different kind of causality-to do this must make
Reasonfantastic,
andsenditwanderingamong
chimeras of unthinkable natural faculties; just as a
mere teleological mode of explanation which takes
no account of natural mechanism makes it visionary.
In the same natural thing both principles cannot
be connectedas fundamental propositionsof explanation (deduction) of one by the other, i.e. they do not
unite for the determinant Judgement as
dogmatical
and constitutive principles of insight into nature. If
I choose, e.g. to regard a maggot as the product of
the mere mechanism of nature (of the new formation
that it produces of itself, when its elements are set
free by corruption), I cannot derive the same product
from the same matter as from a causality that acts
according to purposes.Conversely, if I regard the
same product as a natural purpose, I cannot count
on any mechanical mode of its production and regard
this as the constitutive principle of my judgement
upon its possibility, and so uniteboth principles.
One method of explanationexcludesthe
other;
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evensupposingthat
objectivelyboth
grounds of
the possibility of such a product rested on a single
ground,to whichwe didnotpayattention.
The
principle which should render possible the compatibility of both in judging of nature must be placed
inthat which liesoutsideboth(andconsequently
outsidethe
possible
empirical
representation of
;.e. in the
nature),butyetcontainstheirground,
of thetwomethods
of
supersensible ; andeach
explanation must be referred thereto.
Now of this
we can have no concept but the indeterminate concept of a ground, which makes the judging of nature
byempiricallaws
possible, but which we cannot
determine more nearly by any predicate. Hence the
union of both principles cannot rest upon a ground
of expZanatim of the possibility of a product according to given
laws, for the deteminant Judgement, but
only upon a ground of its exposition for the rejective
Judgement.- T o explain istoderive from a principle,
which therefore we must clearly know and of which
we can give
an account. No doubt
the principle of
the mechanism of nature and that of its causality
in one and the same natural product must coalesce
in a single higher principle, which is their common
source,becauseotherwisetheycouldnotsubsist
of nature.But
if
side by sideintheobservation
this principle, objectively common to the two, which
therefore warrants the association of the maxims of
naturalinvestigationdependingonboth,
be such
it can be pointedto,
it cannotbe
that,though
determinately known norclearly put forward for
use in cases which arise, then from such a principle
we can
draw
no explanation, i.e. no
clear
and
determinate derivation of the possibility of a natural
product in accordancewiththosetwoheterogene-
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ous principles. But now the principlecommon to
the mechanical and teleologicalderivations
is the
supersensibZe, which we must place at the basis of
nature, regarded as phenomenon. And of this, in a
theoretical point of view, we cannot form the smallest
positive determinate concept. It cannot,therefore,
in any way beexplained how, according to itas
principle, nature (in its particularlaws)constitutes
for u s one system, which can be cognised as possible
either by the principle of physical development or
by that of final causes. I f it happensthatobjects
of nature
present
themselves
which cannot
be
thought by us, as regards their possibility, according
to theprinciple of mechanism (which alwayshas
a claim on a naturalbeing),withoutrelyingon
teleological propositions, we can only make an hypothesis. Namely,
we suppose that we may hopefully
investigatenatural
laws with reference to both
(according as the possibility of its product is
cognisable by ourUnderstanding
by oneorthe
other principle), without stumbling at the apparent
contradiction which comes into view between the
principles by which they are judged. For
at least
the possibility is assured that bothmaybeunited
objectively in one principle,since they concern phenomena that presuppose a supersensible ground.
Mechanism, then, and the teleological (designed)
Technic of nature, in respect of the same product
andits
possibility, may standunder
a common
supreme principle of nature in particular laws. But
since this principle is franscenhnt we cannot, because
of the limitation of our Understanding, unite both
principles in the ex$hnation of the same production
of nature even if the inner possibifity of this product
is only inttdt@h [verstandlich] through a causality

*

according to purposes (as is the case with organised
matter). We revert then to the above fundamental
proposition of Teleology.According
tothe constitution of thehumanUnderstanding,noother
thandesignedlyworkingcausescanbeassumed
for the possibility of organisedbeings in nature ;
andthemere
mechanism of naturecannotbe
adequate to the explanation of these its products.
by this
But we do not attempt to decide anything
fundamental proposition as to the possibility of such
things themselves.
This is only a maxim of the reflective,not of
the determinant Judgement ; consequently only subjectively valid for us, not objectively for the possibility of thingsthemselves of thiskind (in which
bothkinds of production may well cohere in one
andthesameground).Further,withoutany
concept,-besides the teleologicallyconceivedmethod
of production,-of
a simultaneously presented
mechanism of nature, no judgement can be passed
onthiskind
of production as a naturalproduct.
Hence the above maxim leads to the necessity of
an unification of both principles in judging of things
as natural purposes in themselves, but does not lead
us to substitute one for the other either altogether
or in certainparts.
For in the place of what is
thought (at least by us) as possible only by design
we cannot set mechanism, and in the place of what
is cognised as mechanically necessary we cannot set
contingency, which would need a purpose as its determining ground ; but we can only subordinate the
one (Mechanism) to the other (designed Technic),
which may quite well be the case according to the
transcendental principle of the purposiveness of
nature.

',
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F o r where purposes are thought as grounds
of
the possibility of certainthings, we must assume
alsomeans,whose
law of working requires f o r
itseynothing presupposing a purpose,-a mechanical
law-and
yetcan be a subordinatecause of designed effects. Thus- in the organicproducts
of nature, and specially when prompted by their infinite number, we assume (at least as a permissible
hypothesis)design
in the combination of natural
causesbyparticular
laws as a universal jmnc;Ple
of the reflective Judgement for the whole of
nature(the
world),-we
can think a greatand
of mechanical with
indeeduniversalcombination
of nature,
teleological laws in the
productions
without interchanging the principles by which they
are judged or putting one in the place of the other.
For, in a teleological judgement, the matter, even if
the form thatitassumesbejudged
possibleonly
by design, can also, conformably to the mechanical
laws of its nature, be subordinated as a means to
the represented purpose.But,since
the ground of
thiscompatibility lies in that which is neither one
northeother(neither
mechanism norpurposive
combination), but is the supersensible substrate of
nature of which we know nothing, the two ways of
representing the possibility of such Objects are not
to beblendedtogether
by our(human)Reason.
However,wecannotjudge
of their possibility
otherwise
than
by judging
them
as
ultimately
Understanding
by the
resting on a supreme
connexion of final causes ; andthustheteleological method of explanation is not eliminated.
is quite
indeterminate,
and
for our
Nowit
Understanding alwaysindeterminable, how much
the mechanism of nature does as a means towards

,
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each final design in nature.However,
onaccount
of the above-mentioned
intelligible
principle
of
the possibility of a nature in general, it may be
assumed that it is possible throughout according to
the twokindsof
universallyaccordant
laws (the
of final causes),althoughwe
physical andthose
cannotseeintothe
way how thistakes
place.
Hence we do notknow
howfar
the mechanical
method of explanation which is possible for us may
extend. So much only is certain that, so far as we
can go in this direction, it must always be inadequate
for things
that
we once
recognise
as natural
purposes ; andthereforewemust,
by the constitution of ourUnderstanding,subordinatethese
grounds collectively to a teleological principle.
of
Hereon is based a privilege, and on account
the importance which the study of nature by the
principle of mechanism has for the theoretical use of
our Reason, also an appeal. We should explain all
products and occurrences in nature, even the most
purposive, by mechanism as far as is in our power
(the limits of which we cannot specify in this kind
of investigation).But
atthesametime
we are
not to lose sight of the fact that those things which
we cannot even state for investigation except under
the concept of a purpose of Reason, must, in conof our
formity
with
the
essential
constitution
Reason, mechanical
causes
notwithstanding,
be
subordinated by us finally to causality in accordance
with purposes.

-_
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T H E T E L E O L O G I C A LJ U D G E M E N T . '
tj 79. Whther teZeoZogy must be treated as
beZonged t o the doctrine of nature

it

Every science must have its definite position in
the encyclopaedia of all the sciences. If it is a
philosophical science its position must be either in
againithas
thetheoretical or practicalpart.If
its place in the former of these, it must be either in
the doctrine of nature, so far as it concerns that
which canbean
object of experience(inthe
doctrine of bodies, the doctrine of the soul, or the
universalscience of the world), or in the doctrine
of God(theoriginalground
of the world as the
complex of all objects of experience).
Nowthequestionis,
what
place
is due to
Teleology ? Does it belong to NaturalScience
(properly so called)or to Theology? One of the
two itmust
be ; for no sciencebelongs to the
other,
because
this
transition from one to the
or organtransitiononlymarksthearticulation
isation of the system, and not a place in it.
That it does not belong to Theology as a part
thereof,althoughit
may be made of the most
important use therein, is self-evident. For it has as
1
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its objects, natural productions, and their cause, and
although it refers at the same time to
the latter as
to a ground lying outside of and beyond nature (a
yet itdoes not do this for the
DivineAuthor),
determinant but only for the reflective Judgementin
the consideration of nature (in order to guide our
judgement on things in the world by means of such
an Idea as a regulative principle, in conformity with
the human Understanding).
But it appears to belong just as little to Natural
Science, which needs determinant andnotmerely
reflectiveprinciplesin
order to supplyobjective
grounds for natural effects. In fact, nothing is
gained for the theory of nature or the mechanical
explanation of itsphenomena
by means of its
effective causes, by considering them as connected
of purposes.
The
according the
to
relation
exhibition of the purposes of nature in its products,
so far as they constitute a system according to
teleologicalconcepts,properlybelongsonlytoa
description of nature which is drawn up in accordance with a particular
guiding
thread.
Here
work,
Reason, no doubt, accomplishes a noble
instructive and practically purposive in many points
it givesno
information as tothe
of view;but
originand
the innerpossibility
of these forms,
which is the special business of theoretical Natural
as science, belongs
Science.Teleology,therefore,
to noDoctrine,butonlytoCriticism;and
t o the
criticism of aspecialcognitivefaculty,
viz. Judgement. But so far as it contains principles aprz&i, it
can and must furnish the method by which nature
must be judged according to the
principle of final
causes. Hence its Methodology has at least negative
influence upon the procedure in theoretical Natural
,

’
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Science, and also upon the
relation which this can
as itspropaehave in Metaphysic toTheology
deutic.

5 80.

Of the necessary subordination o f the mechanicad to the tedeodogicadprincipde i n the expzanation
of a thing as a naturadpurpose.

T h e prividege of aiming at a merely mechanical
method of explanation of all natural products is in
itself quite unlimited ; but the facudty of attaining
thereto is by the constitution of our Understanding,
so far as it hasto do with things as natural purposes,
not only very much limited but also clearly bounded.
For, according to a principle of the Judgement, by
thisprocessalonenothingcanbeaccomplished
towards an explanation of these things ; and consequently the judgement upon such products must
always be at the same time subordinated by us to a
teleological principle.
It is thereforerational,evenmeritorious,
to
pursuenaturalmechanism,
in respect of the explanation of natural products, so far as can be done
with probability ; and if we give up the attempt it is
not because it is impossible in itseGf t o meet in this
path with thepurposiveness of nature,but
only
becauseit is impossible for U S as men. For there
would be required for that an intuition other than
sensuous,and
a determinateknowledge
of the
intelligible substrate of nature from which a ground
could be assigned for the mechanism of phenomena
according to particular laws,which quite surpasses
our faculties.
Hence if the naturalist would not waste his
labour he must in judging of things, the concept of
'
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any of which is indubitably established as a natural
purpose(organisedbeings),always
lay down as
basis an original organisation, which uses that very
mechanism in order to produce fresh orgziiiised
forms or to developtheexistingonesinto
new
shapes (which,however,alwaysresult
from that
purpose and conformably to it).
Itispraiseworthy
by theaid
of comparative
anatomy to go through the great creation of organised natures, in order to see whether there may not
be in it something similar to a system and also in
accordancewith the principle of production. For
otherwisewe should havetobecontent
with the
mere principle of judgement (which gives no insight
into their production) and, discouraged, to give up
all claim to naturaZ inszght in this field. T h e agreement of so many genera of animals in a certain
common schema, which appears to be fundamental
not only in the structure of their bones but also in
that
the disposition of theirremaining parts,-so
with an admirablesimplicity of originaloutline, a
great-variety of species has been produced by the
shortening of one member and the lengthening
of
another, the involution of this part and the evolution
of that,-allows
a ray of hope,howeverfaint,
to
penetrate into our minds, that here something may
be accomplished by the aid of the principle of the
mechanism of nature (without which there can be no
natural science in general). This analogy of forms,
which with all their differences seem to have been
producedaccording
t o a commonoriginaltype,
strengthens our suspicions of an actual relationship
between them in their
production from a common
parent,throughthegradual
approximation of one
animal-genus to another-from
those in which the

z
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principle of purposes seems to be best authenticated,
i.e. from man, down to the polype, and again from
this down to mosses and lichens, and finally to the
lowest stage of nature noticeable by us, viz. to crude
matter. And so the whole Technic of nature, which
is so incomprehensible to us inorganisedbeings
that we believeourselves
compelled to think a
different principle for it, seems to be derived from
matter and its powers according to mechanical laws
(like those by which it worksinthe formation of
crystals).
Here it is permissible for the arckmoZogist of
nature to derive from thesurvivingtraces
of its
oldestrevolutions,accordingtoallitsmechanism
known or supposed by him, thatgreat family of
creatures (for so we must represent them if the said
thoroughgoing relationship is to have any ground).
He can suppose the bosom of mother earth, as she
passed out of her chaotic state (like a great animal),
to have given birth in the beginning to creatures of
less purposive form, that these again gave birth to
others which formed themselves with greater adaptation to their place of birth and their relations to each
other ; until this womb becoming torpid and ossified,
limited its birthstodefinitespecies
not further
modifiable, andthe
manifoldnessremained
as it
was attheend
of theoperation of that fruitful
formative power.Onlyhemust stillin the end
an organisation
ascribe to this universalmother
purposive in respect of all these creatures; otherwise
it would not be possible to think the possibility of
the purposive form of the products of the animal and
vegetable kingdoms.' He hasthenonlypushed
1 We m a y call a hypothesis of this kind a daringventure
of
reason, and there may be few even of the most acute naturalists
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further back the ground of explanation and cannot
pretend to have made the development of those two
kingdomsindependent
of the conditionof
final
causes.
Even as concerns the variation to which certain
individuals of organisedgeneraare
accidentally
subjected, if we find that the character’s0 changed
is hereditaryand is takenup into thegenerative
power, then we cannot pertinently judge the variation to be anything else than an occasional development of purposivecapacitiesoriginallypresentin
the species with a view
to the preservation of the
of
race. For in thecompleteinnerpurposiveness
anorganisedbeing,thegeneration
of its like is
closely bound
up
with
the
condition
of taking
nothingupintothegenerativepower
which does
not belong, in such a system of purposes, to one of
its undevelopedoriginalcapacities.
Indeed, if we
depart from this principle, we cannotknowwith
certainty whether several parts of the form which is
now apparent in a species have not a contingent and
unpurposive origin ; and the principle of Teleology,
as unpurto judge nothing in anorganisedbeing
through whose headithasnot
sometimespassed.
Foritisnot
the
absurd, like that generatiomquivoca by which isunderstood
production of an organisedbeingthroughthe
mechanics of crude
unorganised matter, I t would always remain generatio univoca in the
most universal sense of the word, for it only considers one organic
being as derivedfromanotherorganic
being, although from one
which is specifically different ; e.g. certain water-animals transform
themselvesgraduallyintomarsh-animals
and fromthese,after
somegenerations,into
land-animals. A $nkrz’, in thejudgement
of Reason alone, there is nocontradiction here. Only experience
gives no example of it ; according to experience allgeneration
that we know is generatio Aomnynza. This is not merely
univoca in contrast to the generation out of unorganised material,
butintheorganisation
the product is of likekindtothat
which
produced it ; and generatio htteronymz, so far as our empirical
knowledge of nature extends, is nowhere found.
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posive which maintains it in its propagation, would
beveryunreliable in its application and would be
valid solely for the original stock (of which we have
no further knowledge).
Hame’ takesexceptiontothosewho
find it requisite to assume for all such natural purposesa teleological principle of judgement, i.e. an architectonic
Understanding. He says that itmay fairly be asked :
how is such an Understanding possible ? How can
the manifold faculties and properties that constitute
the possibility of an Understanding, which has at the
same time executive force, be found so purposively
together in one Being? But this
objection is witho u t weight. For the whole difficulty which surrounds
the questionconcerning the firstproduction of a
thing containing in itself purposes and only comprehensible by means of them,restsonthefurther
question as to the unity of the ground of the combination in this product of the various elements [des
Mannichfaltigen] which are externaG to om another.
For if this groundbe placed in the Understanding of
a producing cause as simple substance, the question,
so far as it is teleological, is sufficiently answered ;
but if the cause be sought merely in matter as an
1 [It is probable that Kant alludes here to
Hurne’s Essay O n a
Providence and a FutureState, 5 xiof the 1nqui.r. Hume argues
that though the inference from an effect to an intelligent cause may
be valid in the case of human contrivance, it is not legitimate to rise
by a like argumenttoSupremeIntelligence.
‘‘ Inhumannature
there is a certain experienced coherence of designs and inclinations ;
so that when from any fact we have discovered one intention of any
man, it may often be reasonable from experiencetoinferanother,
and draw a long chain of conclusions concerning his past or future
conduct. Butthismethod
of reasoningcanneverhaveplace
with
regard to a being so remote and incomprehensible, who bears much
lessanalogytoanyotherbeing
in the universe than the sun to
a waxen taper, and who discovers himself only by some faint traces
or outlines,beyond which we havenoauthoritytoascribe
to him
any attribute or perfection.”]

.
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aggregate of many
substances
external
to one
another, the unity of the principle is quite wanting
for the internally purposive form of its formation,
and the autocracy of matter in productions which
canonly be conceived by ourUnderstandingas
purposes is a word without meaning.
Hence it comes to pass that those who seek a
supreme ground of possibility for the objectivelypurposive forms of matter, without attributing to it
Understanding,eithermakethe
world-whole into
a singleall-embracingsubstance(Pantheism),or
(which is only a moredeterminate explanation of
the former) into a complex of many determinations
inhering in a single simple substance (Spinozism) ;
merelyin
orderto
satisfy that condition of all
purposiveness-the unity of ground. Thus they do
justice indeed to one condition of the problem, viz.
the unity in the purposive combination, by means of
the mere ontological concept of a simple substance ;
buttheyadducenothing
for the other condition,
viz. the relation of thissubstancetoitsresult
as
purpose, through which relationthat
ontological
ground is to be more closely determined in respect
of the question at issue. Hencetheyanswer
the
whle question in no way. I t remainsabsolutely
unanswerable (for our Reason) if we do not representthat
original ground of things, as simple
sdstaBce ; its property which has reference to the
specific constitution of the forms of nature grounded
thereon, viz. its purposive unity, as the property of
an intelligent substance ; and the relation of these
forms to this intelligence (on account of the contingency which weascribe to everythingthat we think
possible only as a purpose) as that of causaZity.

1

-
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8 I . Of the association o f mechanism with the teZeo-

GogicaZpn’ncipZe in the expzanation o f a natural
purpose as a naturadproduct.
According
to
the
preceding
paragraphs
the
not enable us to
mechanism of naturealonedoes
think the possibility of an organised being ; but (at
least according to the constitution of our cognitive
faculty) it mustbeoriginallysubordinated
to a
cause working designedly.
But, just as little is the
mere teleological ground of such a being sufficient
for consideringitandjudging
it as a product of
nature, if the mechanism of the latter be not associated with the former, like the instrument of a cause
workingdesignedly, to whosepurposesnatureis
subordinated in its mechanical laws. T h e possibility of such a unification of two quite different
kinds of causality,-of nature in its universal conformity to law with anIdea which limitsit to a
particular form, for which it contains no ground in
its.elf-is not comprehended by our Reason. I t lies
in the supersensible substrateof nature, of which we
can determine nothing positively, except that it is
the being in itself of whichwe merely know the
phenomenon. B u t the principle, “all that we assume as belonging to this nature (phenomenon) and
as its product, must be thought as connected therewithaccording to mechanical laws,’’ hasnone the
less force, becausewithout thiskind of causality
organised beings (as purposes of nature) would not
be natural products.
Now if the teleological principle of the producis inevitable),
tion of these beings be assumed (as
we canplace atthe basis of the cause of their
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internallypurposive
form either OccasionaZism or
Pre-estabdisked HarmoHy. According to the former
the SupremeCause of the world would, conformably to its Idea, furnishimmediately theorganic
formation on the occasion of every union of intermingling materials.
According
to
the
latter
it
would, in the original products of its wisdom, only
havesupplied the capacity by means of which an
organic being produces another of likekind, and
the species perpetually maintains itself;
whilst the
loss of individuals is continuallyreplaced by that
nature which at the same time works towards their
destruction. If we assume the Occasionalism of the
production of organised beings, all nature
is quite
lost, and with it all employment of Reason in judging
of t h e possibility of such products ; hence we may
suppose that no one will adopt this system, who has
anything to do with philosophy.
[Thetheory of] Pre-estabZished Harmony may
proceed in two different ways. I t regardsevery
organised being as generated by one of like kind,
either as an educt or a product. The system which
regardsgenerations as mereeducts is called the
of
theory of ilzdividuaZpreformation or the theory
evoZution: that which regards themasproductsis
entitled the system of ep&enesis. Thislatter may
also be entitled the system of gene& preformation,
because the productive faculty of the generator and
consequentlythe specific form would be virtuad&
performed according to the inner
purposive capacities
which are part of its stock. In correspondence with
this the opposite theory of individual preformations
would be better entitled the theory of invodution.
T h e advocates of the theory of evolautim, who
remove every individual from the formative power

- .
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of nature, in ordertomakeit
comeimmediately
from the hand of the Creator, would, however, not
venture to regardthisashappening
according to
the hypothesis of Occasionalism. For according to
this the copulation is a mere formality, 2 Projos of
which a supreme intelligent Cause of the world has
concluded to form a fruit immediately by his hand,
and only to leave to the mother its development and
nourishment. They declare
themselves
for preformation ; as if i t were not all the same, whether a
supernatural origin is assigned to these forms in the
beginning or in the course of the world. Onthe
contrary, a great number of supernatural arrangements would be spared by occasional creation, which
would be requisite, in order that the embryo formed
in the beginning of the world might not be injured
throughout the long period of its development by the
destructive powers of nature, and might keep itself
unharmed ; and there would also be requisite an incalculably greater number of such preformed beings
than would ever be developed, and with them many
creations would be made without need and without
purpose. They would, however, be willing to leave
at least something to nature, so as not to fall into a
complete Hyperphysic which can dispense with all
naturalexplanations.
I t is true,they hold so fast
by their Hyperphysic that they find even in abortions
(which it is quite impossible to take for purposes of
nature) an admirablepurposiveness ; thoughitbe
the fact thatananatomist
would
onlydirectedto
take exception to it as a purposeless purposiveness,
and would feel a disheartened wonder thereat.
But
the production of hybrids could absolutelynot be
accommodatedwiththesystem
of preformation ;
and to the seeds of the male creature, toyhich they
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had attributed nothing but the mechanical property
of serving as the first means of nourishment for theembryo, they must attribute in addition a purposixe f.
formative power, which in the case of the product oc
two creaturesof the same genus theywould concede
to neither parent.
On the other hand, even if we do not recognise
the great superiority which the theory of Epigenesis
has over the formeras regards the empirical grounds
of its proof, still prior to proof Reason views this
favour. For in
way of explanationwithpeculiar
respect of the things whichwe can only represent
as possible originallyaccording to the causality of
purposes, at least as concerns their propagation, this
theory regards nature as self-producing, not merely
as self-evolving : and so with the least expenditure
of the supernatural leaves to nature all that follows
after the first beginning (though without determining
anything about this first beginning by which Physic
generally is thwarted,howeverit
may essay its
explanation by a chain of causes).
As regards this theory of Epigenesis, no one has
contributed more eitherto its proof or to the establishment of the legitimate principles of its application,partly by the limitation of a too presumptuous employment of it,-than H e r r Hofr. BZzmzenbacA.’ In
all physical explanations of these formations he
starts from organisedmatter.Thatcrudematter
shouldhaveoriginally
formeditselfaccording
to
mechanical laws, that life should have sprung from
thenature of what is lifeless, thatmattershould
to disposeitselfinto
the form
havebeenable
1 [j. F. Blumenbach (1752-1840), a German naturalist and
professor at Gottingen; the author of
InstitutionesP/rysioZogicat( I 787)
and ether works. An interesting account of him is given inLever‘s
novel Advenbres of Arthur QLeary, ch. xix.3
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of a self-maintaining purposiveness-this he rightly
declares to be contradictory to Reason. But
at the
same time heleaves to naturalmechanismunder
thisto us indispensable pnizciph of anoriginal
organisation, an undeterminable but yet unmistakeableelement, in referenceto which the faculty of
matter in anorganisedbody
is called by him a
fornative impuZse (in contrast to, and yet standing
underthehigherguidance
anddirection of, that
merely mechanical formative poweruniversally resident in matter).

5 82.

Of the teZeoZogz'cal system in the external
relations of organised beings

By external purposiveness I mean that by which
a
one thing of nature serves another as means to
purpose.Now
things which have no internalpurposivenessand
which presupposenonefortheir
possibility, e.g. earth, air,water, etc., may at the same
time be very purposive externally, i.e. in relation to
other beings. But theselatter must beorganised
beings, i.e. natural purposes, for otherwise the former
could not be judged as means to them. Thus water,
air, and earth cannot be regarded as means to the
raising of mountains,becausemountainscontain
of
nothing in themselvesthatrequiresaground
their possibility accordingto purposes, in reference to
which therefore their cause can never be represented
under the predicate of a means (as useful therefor).
External purposiveness is a quite different concept from that of internalpurposiveness,
which
is boundup with the possibility of anobject irreWe
spective of its actuality being itself a purpose.
can askaboutanorganisedbeingthequestion
:
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What i s it for? B u t we cannot easily askthis
aboutthings
in whichwe
recognisemerely
the
For in the
working of nature’s mechanism.
former, as regards their internalpossibility, we represent a causalityaccording to purposes, a creative
Understanding, and we refer this active
faculty to
its determining ground, viz. design. There is only
one external purposiveness which is connected with
the internal purposiveness of organisation, and yet
serves in theexternal
relation of a means t o a
purpose, without the question necessarily arising, as
to whatendthisbeing
so organisedmusthave
existed for. This is the organisation of both sexes
in their mutual relation for the propagation of their
kind ; since here we can always ask, as in the case
of an individual, why must such a pair exist ? T h e
answer is : This pair first constitutes an organising
whole, though not anorganised whole in a single
body.
If we now ask, wherefore anything is, the answer
is either : Its presence and its production have no
reference at all to a causeworkingaccording
to
design, and so wealwaysrefer
its origin to the
mechanism of nature, or : There is somewhere a designed groundof its presence(as a contingent natural
being). This thought we canhardly separate from
the concept of an organisedthing ; for, since we
must place at the basis of its internal possibility a
causality of final causesandanIdealying
at the
ground of this, we cannot think the existence of this
productexcept as a purpose. For the represented
effect, the representation ofwhich is at the same
time the determining groundof the intelligent cause
working towards its production, is called a purpose.
I n this casetherefore
we can eithersay : T h e
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purpose of theexistence of suchanaturalbeing
is in itself; i.e. it is not merely a purposebut a
j z a d purpose, or : This is external to it in another
natural being, ;.e. it existspurposivelynot
as a
final purpose, but necessarily as a means.
whole of nature
But if we go throughthe
in it, as nature,no
being which could
wefind
of beingthe
final
make claim totheeminence
purpose of creation ; and we can even prove apriori
that what might be for nature an ultimate PaCrpose,
according to all the thinkabledeterminationsand
properties wherewith one could endow it, could yet
as a natural thing never be a$naZpurpose.
If we consider the vegetable kingdom we might
at first sight, on account of the immeasurable
fertility with which it spreads itself almost on every
soil,beled
totakeit
for a mereproduct of that
mechanism which nature displays in the formations
of the
mineral
kingdom.
But more
a intimate
knowledge of itsindescribably
wise organisation
us to hold tothisthought,but
doesnotpermit
prompts the question : Whatarethesethings
createdfor?
If it is answered : For the animal
kingdom, which is thereby nourished and has thus
beenable tospreadovertheearth
in genera so
various, thenthefurtherquestion
comes : What
are these plant-devouring animals for ? T h e answer
would be something like this : For beasts of prey,
which can only be nourished by that which has life.
Finally we have the question : What are these last,
as well as the first-mentioned natural kingdoms,
good for? For man, in referencetothe manifold
use which his Understanding teaches him to make
of all thesecreatures.
He is the ultimatepurpose
of creationhereonearth,
because he is the only
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being upon it who can form a concept of purposes,
and who can by his
Reason
make
out
of an
aggregate of purposively formed things a system of
purposes.
We might also with the chevalier Linmzms' go
the apparently oppositeway and say : The herbivorous animals aretheretomoderatetheluxurious
growth of the vegetable kingdom, bywhich many
of its species are choked.
T h e carnivora are to set
boundstothevoracity
of theherbivora.Finally
man, by his pursuit of these andhisdiminution
of theirnumbers,preservesacertainequilibrium
between the producing and the destructive powers
a certain
of nature. And so man, althoughin
in
referencehemightbeesteemedapurpose,yet
another has only the rank of a means.
If anobjectivepurposiveness
in thevariety of
the genera of creatures and their external relations
to one another, as purposively constructed beings,
be made a principle, then itis conformable to Reason
to conceive in these relations a certain organisation
and a system of allnaturalkingdomsaccording
flatly
to final causes.Onlyhereexperienceseems
to contradict the maxims of Reason,especially as
concerns an ultimatepurpose of nature, which is
indispensable for the possibility of such asystem
and which we canputnowhereelsebut
in man.
For regarding him as one of the many animal
genera,naturehas
not in the least excepted him
powers, but
from its destructiveoritsproductive
to a mechanismthereof
hassubjectedeverything
without any purpose.
T h e first thing that must be designedly prepared
[Carl von LinnC ( I 707-1778),
celebrated Swedish botanist.]
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in a n arrangement for purposive
a
complex
of
naturalbeings on theearth would betheir place
of habitation,the soil and theelement on and in
which they are to thrive. But
a moreexactknowledge of the constitution of this basis of all organic
productionindicates
no other causesthanthose
workingquiteundesignedly,causes
which rather
destroy than favour production, order, and purposes.
Land and sea not only contain
in
themselves
memorials of ancient mighty desolations which have
confounded them and all creatures that are in them ;
but'their whole structure,thestrata
of theone
of theother,havequitethe
andtheboundaries
appearance of beingthe product of the wild and
violent forces of a nature working in a state of chaos.
Although the figure, the structure, and the slope of
the land mightseemto
bepurposivelyordered
for the
for the reception of water from theair,
welling up of streamsbetween strata of different
kinds (for manykinds of products),and
for the
course of rivers-yet acloserinvestigationshows
that they are merely the effects of volcanic eruptions
or of inundations of the ocean, as regards not only
the first production of this figure, but, above all, its
subsequent transformation, as well as the disappearance of its firstorganicproductions.'
Now if the
place of habitation of all thesecreatures,the
soil
1 If the once adopted name Natural hirtory is to continue for the
description of nature, we may in contrast withart, give the title of
Archeology ofnature to that which the former literally indicates, viz.
a representation of the old condition of theearth,about
which,
although we cannothope for certainty, we have good ground for
conjecture. As sculptured stones, etc., belong to the province of art,
so petrefactions belong to the archaeology of nature. And since work
is actually being donein this [science] (under the name of the Theory
of theEarth),constantly,although
of course slowly, thisname is
not given to a merely imaginary investigation of nature, but to one to
which nature itself leads and invites us.
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(of theland)orthe
bosom (of the sea), indicates
nothingbutaquiteundesignedmechanism
of its
production, how and with what right can we demand
andmaintaindifferent
a
originforthese
latter
(in
products ? T h e closestexamination,indeed
Camjer’s judgement), of the remainsof the aforesaid
devastations of nature seems to show that man was
not comprehended in these revolutions ; but yet he
is so dependent on the remaining creatures that, if
auniversallydirectingmechanism
of nature.be
admitted in the case of theothers, he must also
be regarded as comprehended under it; even though
his Understanding (for the most part at least) has
been able to deliver him from these devastations.
But this argumentseemstoprovemorethan
was intended by it. I t seems to provenotmerely
that man cannot be the ultimate purpose of nature,
and that on thesamegroundstheaggregate
of
the organised things of nature on the earth cannot
be a system of purposes ; but also that the natural
products formerly held to be natural purposes have
no other origin than the mechanism of nature.
But in the solution given above of the Antinomy
of the principles of the mechanical and teleological
methods of production of organic beings of nature,
we haveseenthattheyare
merelyprinciples of
the reflective Judgement in respect of nature as it
produces forms inaccordance with particular laws
(for the systematic connexion of which we have no
key). They do not determinethe origin of these
beings in themselves ; but only say that we, by the
constitution of our Understanding and our Reason,
cannotconceive
it in this kind of beingexcept
possible
according to final causes. Thegreatest
[See p. 184 above.]

.
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effort, even audacity, in theattempt
to explain
them mechanically is notonly permitted,but we
are invited to it by Reason ; notwithstanding that
we know from the subjective grounds of the particular
speciesandlimitations of our Understanding (not
e.g. becausethe
mechanism of production would
contradict in itself an origin according to purposes)
attain
thereto.
Finally, the
that we can never
compatibility of both ways of representingthe
possibility of nature maylie in the supersensible
principle of nature(external to us, as well as in
us) ; whilst the method of representation according
to final causes may be only a subjective condition
of the use of our Reason, when it not merely wishes
to form a judgement upon objects
as phenomena,
but desires to refer these phenomena together with
theirprinciples to their supersensible substrate, in
order to find certainlaws of theirunitypossible,
which it cannot represent to itself except through
purposes (of which the Reason also hassuch as
are supersensible).

5 83.

Of the adtimate purpose of nature as a
tebohguaZ system

We haveshown in the precedingthat,though
not for the
determinant
but
for the reflective
Judgement,wehave
sufficient cause for judging
man to be,notmerelylikeallorganisedbeings
\ a satwad jarjose, but also the d i m a t e purpose of
!.nature here onearth; in reference to whom all
p t h e r natural things constitute a system of purposes
:according to fundamentalpropositions of Reason.
If now that must be found in manhimself, whit&
is to be furthered as a purpose by means of his
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connexion with nature,thispurposemusteither
be of a kindthat can be satisfiedby
nature in
its beneficence ; or it is the aptitude and
skill for
nature(external
allkinds of purposes forwhich
and
internal)
can
be
used
by him. The first
purpose of nature would be man's happiness, the
second his cxZhwe.
The concept of happiness is not one
that
man derives byabstraction from hisinstinctsand
so deduces from his animal nature ; but it is a
wishes to make
mere Idea of a state,thathe
adequate
to
the
Idea
under
merely
empirical
conditions
(which
is impossible). This
Idea
he
projects- in suchdifferentways
on account of the
complication of his Understanding with Imagination
and Sense, and changes so often, that nature, even
if itwereentirelysubjected
to hiselective will,
couldreceiveabsolutelynodeterminate,universal
and fixed law, so as to harmonise with this vacillating concept and thus with
the purpose which each
man arbitrarily sets before himself. Andeven if
we reducethis
tothetruenaturalwantsasto
the
which our raceisthoroughlyagreed,oron
other
hand,
raise ever so high
man's
skill to
accomplish his imagined purposes ; yet, even thus,
what man understands by happiness, and what is
in fact hisproper,ultimate,naturalpurpose(not
purpose of freedom), would neverbeattainedby
For itis
not hisnature
to rest and be
him.
contented with the possession andenjoyment
of
anything whatever. On the other side, too, there
is something wanting. Naturehas nottaken him
for her special darling and favoured
him
with
benefit above all animals. Rather, in her destructive
q~rations,-plague, hunger, perils of waters, frost,
2A

assaults of other animals great andsmall, etc.,-in
these things has shespared himaslittle
asany
other animal. Further,the
inconsistency of his
own zaturad dispositions drives him into self-devised
torments, and also reduces others of his own race to
misery, by the oppression of lordship, the barbarism
of war, and so forth ; he, himself, as far as in him
lies, works for the destruction of his own race ; so
that even with the most beneficent external nature,
itspurpose, if it weredirectedtothehappiness
of our species, would not be attained in an earthly
system, because our nature is not susceptible of it.
Man is thenalwaysonlya
link in the chain of
in respect
naturalpurposes ; aprinciplecertainly
of many purposes, for which nature seems to have
destined him in her disposition, and towardswhich he
sets himself, but also a means for the maintenance
of purposiveness in the mechanism of the remaining
links. As the only being on earth which hasan
Understanding and, consequently, faculty
a
of setting
is certainly enarbitrary purposes before itself, he
titled to be the lord of nature ; and if it be regarded
as a teleological system he is, by his destination, the
ultimatepurpose of nature. But this is subject to
the condition of his having an Understanding and
the Will to give to it and to himself such a reference
to purposes, as can be self-sufficient independently
of nature, and, consequently, can be a final purpose ;
which, however, must not be sought in nature itself.
But in order to find out where in man we have
to place that adtimate purpose of nature, we must
seekout what nature cansupply toprepare him
for what he must do himself in order to be a final
purpose,and we mustseparateit
from all those
purposeswhosepossibilitydependsuponthings

.
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thatone
can expect only from nature. Of the
latter kind is earthly happiness, by which is understood the complex of all man’s purposes possible
through nature, whether external nature
or man’s
nature; i.e. the matter of all his earthly purposes,
his whole purpose,renders
which, if hemakesit
himincapable of positinghis own existenceas a
final purpose,andbeing
in harmonytherewith.
There remainstherefore
of all hispurposes
in
nature only the formalsubjective condition ; viz.
the aptitude of setting purposes in general before
himself, and (independent of nature in his purposive
determination) of using nature, conformably to the
maxims of his free purposes in general, as a means.
This nature can do in regard to the final purpose
that lies outside it, and it therefore may be regarded
as itsultimatepurpose.
T h e production of the
aptitude of a rational being for arbitrary purposes
in general (consequently in his freedom) is cudture.
Therefore, culture alone can be the ultimate purpose
which we havecause
for ascribing to nature in
respect to the human race (not
man’s earthly happiness or the fact thatheisthe
chief instrument
of instituting order and harmony in irrational nature
external to himself).
But a11 culture is not adequate to this ultimate
purpose of nature. T h e culture of skiZZ is indeed the
chief subjective condition of aptitude for furthering
one’s purposes in general ; but it is not adequate to
furthering the will’ in the determination and choice
of purposes, which yetessentiallybelongs
to the
whole extent of anaptitude
for purposes. T h e
of aptitude, which
we
might call
latter
condition
the culture of training (discipli.ne), is negative, and
1

[First Edition

hasfi-eL.donr.1

- .
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consists in the freeing of the will from the despotism
as we aretocertain
of desires. By these,tied
naturalthings, we arerendered incapableeven of
choosing, while we allow those impulses to serve as
fetters, which Naturehasgiven
us asguiding
threadsthat we shouldnotneglect
or violate the
destination of our animal nature-we being
all the
timefree
enoughtostrainorrelax,toextend
ordiminishthem,according
asthepurposes
of
Reason require.
race
Skillcannot
be developed in thehuman
except by means of inequality among men ; for the
great majorityprovide the necessities of life, as it
were,mechanically,withoutrequiringany
art in
particular, for the convenience and leisure of others
who work at the less necessary elements of culture,
science andart.In
a n oppressedcondition
they
have
hard
work
and
little
enjoyment,
although
much of theculture of thehigher classesgradually
spreadstothem.Yet
with theprogress of this
culture (the height of which is called luxury, reached
when the propensity to what can be done without
beginstobeinjurioustowhatisindispensable),
their calamitiesincreaseequally
in twodirections,
on the one hand through violence from without, on
theotherhandthroughinternaldiscontent;
but
still thissplendidmisery
is bound up with the
development of the natural capacities of the human
race, and the purpose of nature itself, although not
our purpose, is thus attained. T h e formal condition
under which nature can aloneattain this its final
design, is that arrangement of men's relations to one
another, by which lawful authority in a whole, which
we call a civil cot~zmunity,is opposed to the abuse
of their conflicting freedoms ; only in this can the
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greatestdevelopment
of natural capacities take
place. Forthis also there would be requisite,-if
m e n werecleverenough
to find it out and wise
voluntarily to its
enough to submitthemselves
cosmofoZitan whole, i.e. a system of
constraint,-a
all states that are in danger of acting injuriously
upon
each
other.’
Failing this, and with the
obstacles which ambition,lust
of dominion, and
avarice, especially in those who have the authority
to the possibility of
in theirhands,opposeeven
such
scheme,
a
there
is, inevitably, way (by
which sometimes
states
subdivide
and
resolve
a state
themselvesintosmallerstates,sometimes
annexes other smaller states and strives to form a
undesigned
greater whole). Though war is an
enterprise of men (stirred up by theirunbridled
passions), yet is it [perhaps]’adeep-hidden
and
designedenterprise of supreme wisdom for preparing, if not for establishing, conformity to law
amid the freedom of states, and with this
aunity
of a morally groundedsystem of thosestates.
In
spite of the dreadful afflictions with which it visits
the human race, and the perhaps greater afflictions
with which the constant preparation for i t in time
yet is it(although
the
of peaceoppressesthem,
hope for a restful state of popular happiness is ever
further off) a motive for developing all talents serviceable for culture, to the highest possible pitch.’
As concerns the discipline of the inclinations,1 [These viewsare
set forth byKant
Zum m g e n Frieden ( I 795).]
2 [Second Edition.]

morefully

in the essay

3 [Cf. The P&Zos@hicaZ Theory
Religion, Part i., O n the bad
pn’mj5Ze in Human Nature, III., where Kant remarks that although
war “is not so incurablybad as the deadness of auniversal monarchy . . . yet, as an ancient observed, it makes more bad men than
it takes away.”]
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for which ournatural
capacity in regard of our
destination as an animal race is quite purposive, but
of humanityvery
which renderthedevelopment
difficult,-there is manifest in respect of this second
of
requirement for cultureapurposivestriving
nature to a cultivation which makes us receptive of
higher purposes than nature
itself can supply. We
cannotstriveagainst
the preponderance of evil,
which is poured out upon us by t h e refinement of
taste pushed to idealisation, and even by the luxury
of science as affording food for pride, through the
insatiable number of inclinations thus aroused. But
yet we cannot mistake the purpose of nature-ever
aiming to win us away from the rudeness and violence of those inclinations (inclinationsto enjoyment)
which belongrather to our animality,and for the
to the cultivation of our higher
most part are opposed
destiny, and to make wayfor the development of
our humanity. T h e beautiful arts and the sciences
which, by their universally-communicable pleasure,
and by the polish and refinement of society, make
man more civilised, if not morally better, win us in
large measurefrom the tyrannyof sense-propensions,
andthusprepare
men for alordship,
in which
Reason arone shall have authority ; whilst the evils
with whichwe are visited, partly by nature, partly
of meu,
summon,
by the intolerant
selfishness
strengthen, and harden the powers
of the soul not
to submit to them,
and
so make us feel an
aptitude for higher purposes, which lieshidden
in us.'

'

The valueof life for us, if it is estimated by that which we
enjoy (by thenaturalpurpose
of the sum of all inclinations, Le.
happiness), is easy to decide. I t sinks below zero ; forwhowould
be willing to enter upon life anew under
the same conditions I who
would do so even according toa new, self-chosen plan (yet in conformity
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a

worZd,i.e. of creation itse(f

A jHaZ purpose is that purpose which needs no
other as condition of its possibility.
If the mere mechanism of nature be assumed as
the ground of explanation of its purposiveness, we
cannot ask : what are things in the world there for ?
For according to such an idealistic system it is only
the physical possibility of things (to think which as
purposes would be mere subtlety without any Object)
that is under discussion ; whether we refer this form
of things to chance or to blind necessity, in either
If, however, we
case thequestion would bevain.
assume the purposivecombination in the world to
be real and to be [brought about] by a particular kind
of causality, viz. that of a designed&-working cause,
we cannot stop at the
question : why have things
of the world (organised beings) this or that
form?
why are they placed by nature in this or that relationto oneanother?
But oncean Understanding
is thoughtthatmust
be regarded as the cause of
the possibility of such
forms
as
are actually
found in things, it must be also asked on objective
grounds : Who could havedeterminedthisproductive Understanding to an operationof this kind ?
with the course of nature), if it were merely directed to enjoyment?
We have shown abovewhat value life has in virtue of what it
contains initself,when
lived in accordance with thepurposethat
naturehasalong
with us, and which consists in what we do (not
merely what we enjoy), in which, however, we are always but means
towards an undetermined final purpose. There
remains
then
nothing but the value which we ourselves give our life, through what
we can not only do, but do purposively insuchindependence
of
of nature itself can only be a purpose
naturethattheexistence
under this condition.

- .
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This being is then the final purpose in reference to
which such things are there.
I have said above that the final purpose is not a
purpose which nature would be competent to bring
aboutandtoproduce
in conformity with itsIdea,
because itis unconditioned. Forthere is nothing
in nature (regarded as a sensible being) forwhich
the determining ground present in itself would not
be always conditioned ; andthisholdsnotmerely
of external(material)nature,but
also of internal
(thinking) nature-it
being of courseunderstood
that I only am considering that in myselfwhich is
nature.But
a thingthat
is to existnecessarily,
on account of its objective constitution, as the final
purpose of an intelligent cause, must be of the kind
that in the order of purposes it is dependent on no
further condition than merely its Idea.
Now we have in the world only one kind of
beings whose causality is teleological, i.2. is directed
to purposes and is at the same time so constituted
thatthe law according to which theyhaveto
determinepurposes for themselvesisrepresentedas
unconditioned and independentof natural conditions,
T h e being of this
andyet as in itselfnecessary.
kind is man, but man considered as nournenon ; the
only natural being in which we can recognise, on the
a supersensible
side of its peculiarconstitution,
faculty (fkzdom) and also the law of causality,
together with itsObject, which this faculty may
proposeto itself as highestpurpose
(the highest
good in the world).
Now af man (and so of every rational creature
inthe world) as a moral being it can no longer
beasked : why ( p e m in Jkehz) heexists ? His
existence involves thehighestpurpose
to which,
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as far as is in his power, he can subjectthe
whole of nature ; contrary to which atleasthe
cannotregard himself as subject to anyinfluence
of nature.If now things of the world, as beings
dependent in their existence, need a supreme cause
acting according to purposes, man is the final purpose of creation ; sincewithout him the chain of
mutually subordinated purposes would not be comits ground.Only
in man, and
pleteasregards
only inhim
assubject of morality, dowemeet
with unconditioned legislation inrespect of purposes,
which therefore alone renders him capable of being
a final purpose, to which the whole of nature is
teleologically subordinated.'
It wouldbe possible thatthehappiness
of rationalbeings in
the world should be a purpose of nature, and then also this would be
itsultimate purpose. Atleast we cannot see a priofi why nature
should not be so ordered, because by means of its mechanism this
effectwould becertainly possible, at least so faras we see. But
morality, with a causality according to purposes subordinated thereto,
is absolutely impossible by means of natural causes ; for the principle
by which itdeterminesto
action is supersensible, and is therefore
the only possible principle in the order of purposes that in respect of
nature is absolutely unconditioned. Its subject consequently alone
is qualified to be thejnaZ$urpose of creation to which the whole of
nature is subordinated."
Hapjiness, on thecontrary, as has been
shown in the preceding paragraphs by the testimony of experience,
is not even a purpose of nature in respect of man in preference to
othercreatures ; much less a jnal purpose of creation. Men may
of coursemakeittheirultimate
subjective purpose. But if I ask,
in reference to the final purpose of creation, why must men exist?
then we are speaking of an objective supreme purpose, such as the
highestReason would requireforcreation.
If we answer:These
beings exist to afford objects for the benevolence of that Supreme
Cause ; then we contradict the condition to which the Reason of man
subjects even his inmost wish for happiness (viz. the harmony with
his own internalmoral legislation). This proves that happiness can
onlybe a conditioned purpose, andthat it is only as a moral being
that man can be the final purpose of creation ; but that as conterns
hisstatehappiness
is only connected with it as a consequence,
according to the measure of his harmony with that purpose regarded
as the purpose of his being.

.
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85. 0f Physico-theodogy

of Reason to
Physico-theodogy istheendeavour
infer the Supreme Causeof nature and its properties
from the purposes of nature (which can only be empirically known). Moral thodogy (ethico-theology)
would be the endeavour to infer that Cause and its
properties from the moral purpose of rational beings
in nature (which can be known apvz'ok).
T h e former naturally precedes the latter. For
if
wewish to infer a World Cause teboZogzkaZ& from
thethings in the world, purposes of naturemust
first be given, for which we afterwards have to seek
a final purpose,and for thisthe principle of the
causality of this Supreme Cause.
Many investigations of nature can and must be
to the teleological principle,
conductedaccording
without our having cause to inquire into the ground
of the possibility of purposive working with which
if we
we meet in variousproducts of nature.But
wish to have a concept of this we have absolutely
nofurtherinsightintoitthanthe
maxim .of the
reflective Judgement affords : viz. if onlyasingle
organic product of nature were given to us, by the
constitution of our cognitive faculty we could think
n o other ground for it than that of a cause of nature
itself (whether the whole of nature or only this bit
of it) which containsthe causality for it through
Understanding. This principle of judging,though
it does not bring us any further in the explanation of
natural things and their origin, yet discloses to u s an
outlbok over nature, by which perhaps we may be
able to determine more closely the concept, otherwise so unfruitful, of an Original Being.

'
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Now I say that Physico-theology, however far it
may be pursued, can disclose to us nothing of afinaZ
purpose of creation ; for it does not even extend to
the question as to this. I t can, it is true, justify the
concept of an intelligent World Cause, as a subjectiveconcept(onlyavailable
for the constitution of
our cognitive faculty) of the possibility of things
that we canmakeintelligible
to ourselvesaccording to purposes; but it cannot determine this concept
further, either in a theoretical or a practical point of
view. Its endeavour does not come up to its design
of beingthe basis of a Theology,but it always
remains only a physical Teleology; because the
is and must be always
purposive reference therein
consideredonly as conditioned in nature,andit
consequentlycannotinquireinto
thepurpose for
which nature itself exists (for which the ground must
be sought outside nature),-notwithstanding that it
is upon the determinate Idea of this that the determinate concept of that Supreme Intelligent World
Cause, and the consequentpossibility of a Theology,
depend.
Whatthethings
in the world are mutually
useful for; what good the manifold in a thing does
for the thing ; how we have ground to assume that
nothing in the world is in vain, but that everything
in mzture is good for something,-the condition being
granted that certain things are to exist (as
purposes),
whence our Reason has in its power for the Judgementnoother
principle of the possibility of the
Object, which it inevitablyjudges
teleologically,
than that of subordinating the mechanism of nature
to the Architectonic of an intelligent Author of the
world-all this the teleological consideration of the
world supplies uswith excellently andto our extreme

.
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admiration.
But
because
the
data,
and
so the
principles, for &termitzing that concept of an intelligentWorld
Cause(ashighest
artist)are merely
us to infer
any
empirical,
they
do not
enable
ofitspropertiesbeyondthose
which experience
Now
experience,
since
it
reveals in its effects.
can never embracecollective natureasasystem,
mustoften(apparently)happen
upon this concept
(and by mutually conflicting grounds of proof) ; but
it can never, even if we had the power of surveying
empiricallythe whole system as far as it concerns
mere nature, raise us above nature to the purpose of
its existence, and so to the determinate concept of
that supreme Intelligence.
If we lessen the problem with the solution of
which Physico-theology has todo, its solution appears
easy. If we reduce the concept of a Deity to that
of an intelligent being thought by us, of which there
may be one or more, which possesses many and very
great properties, but not all the properties which are
requisite for the foundation of a nature in harmony
with the greatest possible purpose ; or if we do not
scruple in a theory to supply by arbitrary additions
what is deficient in thegrounds of proof,and so,
where we haveonly
ground for assuming much
perfection (and what is
‘ I much ” for us ?),consider
ourselves entitled to presuppose adz posszbb perfection ; thusindeedphysicalTeleologymaymake
weighty claims to the distinction of being the basis
if we are desired to point out
of a Theology. But
what impels and moreover authorises us to add these
supplements, then we shall seek in vain for a ground
of justification in the principles of thetheoretical
use of Reason, which is everdesirous in theexplanation of an Object of experience to ascribe to

it no more properties than those for which empirical
data of possibility are to be found. On closer examination w e should see that properly speaking an Idea
of a Supreme Being, which rests on a quite different
use of Reason (the practical use), lies in us fundamentally apriari, impelling us to supplement, by the
concept of a Deity,the defective representation,
supplied by a physical Teleology, of the original
ground of the purposes in nature ; and we should
not falsely imaginethat we had worked outthis
Idea,and
with it a Theologyby
means of the
theoretical use of Reason in the physical cognition
of the world-much
lessthat we had proved its
reality.
One cannotblame the ancients much, if they
thought of their gods as differing much from each
other both as regards their faculties and as regards
their designs and volitions,but yet thought of all
of them, the Supreme One not excepted, as always
limited after human fashion. For if they considered
the arrangement and the course of things in nature,
they certainlyfound groundenough for assuming
something more than mechanism as its cause, and
for conjecturing behind the machinery of this world
designs of certain higher causes, which they could
not think otherwise than superhuman. But because
theymet with goodandevil,
the purposiveand
theunpurposive, mingled together(at least as far
as our insightgoes),and
couldnotpermit
themselves to assume nevertheless that wise and benevolent purposes of which they saw no proof lay hidden
at bottom,onbehalf
of thearbitraryIdea
of a
supremely perfect original Author, their judgement
upon the supreme World Cause could hardly have
been other than it was, so long as they proceeded
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consistently
according
to maxims of the
mere
theoretical
use
of Reason.Others,
who wished
to be theologians as well as physicists, thought to
find contentment for the Reason by providing for
the absolute unity of the principle of natural things
of a Being of
which Reasondemands,theIdea
which as sole Substance
the
things
would be
all only inherentdeterminations.
ThisSubstance
would notbeCause
of theWorld
by means of
intelligence,but in it all theintelligences of the
beings in the world would be comprised. This
Being consequently would produce nothing according to purposes;but in it all things, on account
of the unity of the subject of which they are mere
determinations,mustnecessarilyrelatethemselves
purposively to one another, though without purpose
of
anddesign.ThustheyintroducedtheIdealism
final causes, by changing the unity
(so difficult to
explain) of a number of purposivelycombined
substances, from being the unity of causal dependence on one Substance to be the unity of inherence
in one. This system-which
in the sequel,considered on the side of the inherent world beings,
becomes Pantheism, and (later) on the side of the
Being,
Subjectsubsisting
by itself as Original
becomes Spinozism,-does not so much resolve as
explain away into nothing the question of the first
ground of the purposiveness of nature ; because this
latter concept, bereft of all reality, must be taken
for a meremisinterpretation of a universal ontological concept of a thing in general.
of a Deity, which would
Hencetheconcept
be adequate for our teleological judging of nature,
can never
be
derived
from mere
theoretical
principles of the use of Reason (on which Physico-
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theologyalone is based). For as one alternative
we may explain all Teleology as a mere deception
of the Judgement in its judging of the causal combination of things, and fly to the sole principle of a
mere mechanism of nature, which merely seems to
us, on account of the unity of theSubstance of
whosedeterminationsnature
is butthe manifold,
to contain a universalreference
to purposes. Or
if, instead of thisIdealism
of
final
causes, w e
wish to remain attachedtothe
principle of the
kind of causality, we
Realism of thisparticular
may set beneath natural purposes many intelligent
originalbeings or only a single one. B u t so far
as we have for the basis of this concept [of Realism]
onlyempiricalprinciples
derived from the actual
purposivecombination in the world, we cannot on
the one hand find any remedy for the discordance
thatnaturepresents
in manyexamples in respect
of unity of purpose; and on the other hand, as to
the concept of a single intelligent Cause, so far as
we areauthorised
by mereexperience,
we can
neverdrawittherefrom
in a manner sufficiently
determined for any serviceable Theology whatever
(whether theoretical or practical).
Physical Teleology impels us, it is true, to seek
a Theology;butitcannotproduceone,however
far we may investigate nature by means of experience and, in reference to the purposive combination
apparent in it, call in Ideas of Reason (which must
What is the
betheoretical for physicalproblems).
use, one might well complain, of placing at the basis
of all thesearrangements a greatUnderstanding
to govern
incommensurable
by
us,
and
supposing
it
the world according to design, if nature does not and
cannottell us anything of the final design? For

- .
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without this we cannot refer all these natural purposes to any common point,norcan we form any
teleological principle, sufficient either for cognising
the purposes collected in a system, or for forming
a concept of the Supreme Understanding, as Cause
of such a nature,that could serve as a standard
for our Judgement reflecting teleologically thereon.
I should thushavean
artistic Understanding for
scattered purposes, but no Wisdom for a final purpose, in whichfinal purposeneverthelessmustbe
contained the determining groundof the said Understanding.But
in theabsence
of a final purpose
which pureReasonalone
can supply(because all
purposes in the world are empiricallyconditioned,
only
and can containnothingabsolutelygoodbut
what is good for this or that regarded as
a contingent design),and
which alone .would teachme
what properties, what degree, and what relation
of
theSupremeCausetonature
I have tothink in
order to judge of nature as a teleological system ;
how and withwhat rightdo I daretoextendat
pleasuremyverylimitedconcept
of thatoriginal
Understanding (which I can baseon my limited
of that
knowledge of the world), of theMight
originalBeing in actualising its Ideas,and of its
of
Will to do so, and complete this into the Idea
anAllwise,Infinite
Being? If this is to bedone
theoretically, it would presuppose omniscience in
me, in order to see into the purposes of nature in
their whole connexion, andin addition the power
of conceiving all possible plans, in comparison with
which the presentplan would be judged on[sufficient]
/grounds asthe best. For withoutthiscomplete
:knowledge of the effect Z arrive at=”o deter‘ m i n a t e . . s a n ~ e p _ t . , ~ ~which
_ , ~ can
~ ~ ~ r ~

*
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onlybe
found inthe concept of an Intelligence
infinite in every respect, ;.e. the concept of a Deity,
and so I can supply no foundation for Theology.
Hence, with every possible extension of physical
Teleology, according to the propositions above
laid
down we may say : By theconstitutionandthe
principles of our cognitive faculty we can think of
nature, in itspurposivearrangements
which have
become known to us, in no other way than as the
product of an Understanding to which it is subject.
But the theoretical investigationof nature can never
reveal to u s whether this Understanding may not
also, with the whole of natureanditsproduction,
have had a final design (which would not lie in the
contrary,
nature of the sensible world). Onthe
with all our knowledge of nature it remains undeis its original
cided whetherthatSupremeCause
ground according to a final purpose, or not rather
by means of an Understanding determined by the
mere necessity of its nature to produce certainforms
(according to the analogy of what we call the artinstinct in animals) ; without it being necessary to
ascribe to it even wisdom, much less thehighest
wisdom combined with all other properties requisite
for the perfection of its product.
Hence
Physico-theology
is a misunderstood
physical Teleology,onlyserviceable as a preparation(propaedeutic) for Theology ; andit is only
adequate to thisdesign by the aid of a foreign
principle o n which it can rely, and not in itself,
as its name would intimate.

.
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Of Ethico-theodogy

T h e commonest Understanding, if it thinks over
the presence of things in the world, and the existence
of the world itself, cannot forbearfrom the judgement
that all the various creatures, no matter
how great
theart displayed in theirarrangement,and
how
varioustheirpurposivemutual
connexion,-even
the complex of their numerous systems (which we
incorrectly callworlds),-would
be for nothing, if
there were not also men (rational beings in general).
Without men the whole creation would be a mere
waste, in vain, and without final purpose.
But
it is not in reference to man'scognitive
faculty
(theoreticalReason)that
the being of everything
else in the world gets its worth ; he is not there
merely that there may be some one to contemjZaate
the world. F o r if the cpntemplation of the world
only afforded a representation of things without
to its
any final purpose,noworthcouldaccrue
being from themere fact thatitis
known ; we
must presuppose for it a final purpose, in reference
to which its contemplation itself has worth. Again
it is not in reference to the feeling of pleasure, or
to the sumof pleasures, that we think a final purpose
of creation as given ; i.e. we do not estimate that
by well-being orbyenjoyment
absolute
worth
(whether bodily or mental), or in a word, by happiness. Forthe fact that man, if he exists,takes
this for his final design, gives us no concept as to
why in generalheshouldexist,and
as towhat
worth he has in himself to makehisexistence
supposed to be
pleasant. He must,therefore,be
the final purpose of creation, in order t o have a
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rational
ground
for holding
that
nature
must
harmonisewithhishappiness,
if it is considered
asanabsolute
whole according to principles of
purposes.Hence
there
remains
only the
faculty of desire ; not,however,that
which makes
man dependent(throughsensuousimpulses)upon
nature,northat
in respect of which theworth
of hisbeingdependsupon
what he receives and
enjoys. But the worth which he alonecangive
to himself, and which consists in what he does,
how and according to what
principles
heacts,
and that not as a link in nature’s chain but in the
freedom of his faculty ofdesire-;.e.
a good willis that whereby alone his beingcan have an absolute
worth,and in reference to which the being of the
world can have a$maZpurpose.
of healthy human
The commonestjudgement
Reasoncompletelyaccordswiththis,that
it is
only as a moral beingthat
man can be a final
purpose of creation ; if we but direct men’s attention
to thequestionandincitethemtoinvestigate
it.
man
What doesit
avail, one will say,thatthis
has so much talent, that he is so active therewith,
and that he exerts thereby
a useful influence over
the community, thushaving a great worthboth
inrelation to his own happycondition and to the
benefit of others, if hedoes notpossess
a good
will? He is a contemptibleObjectconsidered
in
is
respect of hisinnerself;and
if thecreation
not to be without any final purpose at all, he, who
as man belongs to it, must, in a world under moral
laws, inasmuch as he is a bad man, forfeit his subjective
purpose
(happiness).
This is the only
condition under which his existence can accord with
the final purpose.
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If now we meet with purposive arrangements
in the world and, as Reasoninevitablyrequires,
subordinate the purposes that are only conditioned
to an unconditioned,supreme, ;.e. final,purpose ;
then we easily see in the firstplace that we are
thus concerned
not
with purpose
a
of nature
(internalto
itself), so far as it exists,but
with
the
purpose
of its
existence
along
with all its
ordinances,and,consequently,
with the ultimate
pzcrpose of creation, and specially with the supreme
condition under which can be posited a final purpose
(i.e. the ground which determines a supreme Understanding to produce the beings of the world).
Since now it is only as amoralbeing
that
we recognisemanas
the purpose of creation, we
least, the
have in the first place aground(at
chief condition) for regarding
the
world as a
whole connected
according
to purposes, andas
a system of final causes. And, more especially, as
regardsthereference
(necessary for usbythe
constitution of our Reason) of natural purposes to
a n intelligentWorldCause,
we have one jrincz.),?..
enabling us to think thenatureandproperties
of
this First Cause as supreme ground in the kingdom
of purposes,and
todetermineits
concept. This
physical Teleology could not do ; it could only
lead to indeterminate concepts thereof, unserviceable
alike in theoretical and in practical use.
Fromthe
principle, thusdetermined,
of the
causality of the Original Being
we must not think
Him merelyasIntelligenceand
as legislativefor
nature, but also as legislating supremely in a moral
kingdom of purposesInreference
to the kzgkest
good, alone possible under His sovereignty, viz. the
existence of rationalbeings 'under moral laws, we
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shall think this Original Being as aZZ-kmwing : thus
our inmost dispositions (which constitute the proper
moral worth of the actions of rational beings of the
world) will notbe hid from Him. W e shallthink
Him as ald-might': thus H e will beabletomake
the whole of nature accord with this
highest
purpose. W e shall think Himas aZZ-good, andat
the same time asjust : because these two properties
constitute Wisdom) arethe
(which whenunited
conditions of the causality of a supreme Cause of
the world,ashighestgood,under
moral laws. So
also all theothertranscendentalproperties,
such
as Eternity, Omm..resence, etc. [for goodnessand
justice are moral properties '1, which are presupposed
in reference to such a final purpose, must be thought
in Him.I n this way moral TedeoZogy supplies the
deficiency in physicar Teleology, and first establishes
a TheoZogy ; because the latter, if it did not borrow
from the formerwithoutbeingobserved,but
were
to proceed consistently, could only found a Demmohgy, which is incapable of any definite concept.
But theprinciple of the reference of the world
to a supremeCause, as Deity, onaccount of the
of certainbeings
in
moralpurposivedestination
it, does not accomplish this by completing the
physico-teleological ground of proof and so taking
this necessarily as its basis. I t is sufficient zn dsey
and directs attention to the purposes of nature and
the investigation of that incomprehensible great art
lyinghiddenbehind
its forms, in order to confirm
incidentally by means of natural purposes the Ideas
For the
that
pure
practical
Reason
furnishes.
concept of beings of the world undermorallaws
is a principle ( a j n b r i )according to which man must
[Second Editian.]
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of necessity judge himself. Further, if thereis
in general a WorldCauseactingdesignedlyand
directed towards a purpose, this moral relation must
be just as necessarily the condition ol' the possibility
of a creation, asthat in accordancewith physical
laws (if, thatis,thisintelligentCausehas
also a
final purpose). This is regarded a priori by
Reason as a necessary fundamental proposition for
it in its teleological judging of the existence of
things. I t now onlycomes
tothis,whether
we
have sufficient ground for Reason(either speculative or practical) to ascribe to the supreme Cause,
acting in accordance with purposes, a j n a d purpose.
For itmay
a pnoh betaken
by us as certain
that this, by thesubjectiveconstitution
of our
Reasonandeven
of theReason of otherbeings
as far as we can think it, can be nothing else than
man under moraZ Zaws : sinceotherwisethepurposes of nature i n the physical order could not be
in no way
known a pW;ori, especially as itcan
beseenthatnature
could notexistwithoutsuch
purposes.
Remark

Suppose the case of a man at the moment when
his mind is disposed to a moral sensation. If surrounded by the beauties of nature, he is in a state of
restful, sereneenjoyment of hisbeing,he
feels a
want, viz. to be grateful for this to some being or
other. Or if another time he finds himself in the
samestate of mind when pressed by dutiesthat
a
he can and wiIl onlyadequatelydischargeby
voluntary sacrifice, he again feels in himself a want,
viz. to have thus executed a command and obeyed
a Supreme Lord. Or, again ; if he has in some

heedless way transgressed his duty,butwithout
becoming
answerable
to men, his severe selfreproach will speak to him with the voice of a judge
to whom hehastogive
account. In a word, he
needs a moral Intelligence, in order to havea Being
for thepurpose of hisexistence, whichmay
be,
conformably to thispurpose, the cause of himself
and of the world. I t is vain to assignmotives
behind these feelings, for theyare
immediately
connected with the purest moral sentiment, because
gratituh, obedience, and hmikation (submission to
deserved chastisement) are mental dispositions that
make for duty;andthe
mind which is inclined
towards a widening of its moral sentiment here only
voluntarilyconceives anobjectthatisnot
in the
worldin orderwherepossible
torender its duty
before such an one. I t is therefore at least possible
and grounded too in our moral disposition to represent a pure moral need of the existence of a Being,
by which our morality gainsstrengthoreven(at
leastaccording to our representation) more scope,
viz. a new object for its exercise. That is, [there is
a need] to assume a morally-legislating Being outside the world, without any reference to theoretical
proofs, stillless t o self-interest, from pure moral
grounds free from all foreign influence (and consequently only subjective), on the mere recommendation of a pure practical Reason legislating by itself
alone. Andalthough
such a mental
disposition
might seldom occur or might not last long, but
be
transientand without permanent effect, ormight
even pass away without any meditation onthe object
represented in suchshadowy outline,orwithoutcare
to bring it under clear concepts-there
is yet here
unmistakably the ground why our moral capacity,

e
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as a subjective principle, should not be contented in
its contemplation of the world with its purposiveness
by means of naturalcauses, but shouldascribe to
it a supreme Cause governing nature according
to
moral principlesI n addition, we feel ourselves
constrained by the moral law to strive for a universalhighestpurpose
which yet we, in common
with the rest of nature, are incapable of attaining ;
and it is only so far as we strive for it that we can
judgeourselvesto
be in harmony with the final
purpose of an intelligent World Cause (if such there
be). Thus is found a pure moral ground of practical
Reason for assumingthisCause
(sinceit can be
done withoutcontradiction), i n order that we may
no more regard that effort of Reason as quite idle,
and so run the risk of abandoning it from weariness.
With all this, so much only is to besaid,that
is
though fear first produces gods (demons),it
Reason by means of its moralprinciples that can
of God (evenwhen, as
first producetheconcept
commonly is the case, oneis
unskilled in the
Teleology of nature, or is very doubtful on account of
the difficulty of adjusting by a sufficiently established
principle its mutuallycontradictoryphenomena).
Also, the inner mwal purposive destination of man’s
being supplies that in which natura1knowledge is
deficient, by directing us to think, for the final
purpose of the being of all things (for which no
other principle than an ethicad one is satisfactory to
Reason), thesupremeCause
[as endowed] with
properties, whereby it is able to subject the whole
of nature to that single design (for which nature is
merely the instrument),-ie. to think it as a Deity.
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§ 87. Of the morudproof of the Being o f God
There is a physicad TeZeodogy, which gives
sufficient ground of proof toour
theoreticalreof an
flective Judgement toassumethebeing
But wefind also in ourintelligentWorld-Cause.
selvesand stillmore in the concept of arational
with freedom (of his
being in generalendowed
causality) a morud TekoZogy. However, as the
purposive reference, together with its law, is determined a pm’ori in ourselvesandthereforecanbe
cognised as necessary,thisinternalconformity
to
law requires no intelligentcauseexternalto
us ;
anymorethan we need look to a highestUnderstandingasthe
source of the purposiveness(for
everypossibleexercise
of art) that we find in the
geometricalproperties
of figures. Butthis
moral
Teleology concerns us as beings of the world, and
therefore as beingsbound up with other things in
the world ; upon which latter, whether as purposes
or as objects in respect of which we ourselves are
final purpose, thesame moral laws require us to
pass judgement.This
moralTeleology,then,has
to do with the reference of our own causalityto
purposes and even to a
final purpose that we must
aim at in the world, as well as with the reciprocal
reference of the world to that moral purpose, and
theexternal possibility of its accomplishment (to
which nophysicalTeleology
can lead us). Hence
it compels
the questionnecessarilyarises,whether
-our rational judgement to go beyond the world and
seek an intelligent supreme principle
for that reference of naturetothe
moral in us ; in orderto
represent nature as purposive even in reference to

*
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our inner moral legislation anditspossible
accomplishment. There is therefore
certainly
a
moral
Teleology, which is connected on the one hand with
the nomothetic of freedom and on the other with that
of nature ; just as necessarily as civil legislation is
connected with the questionwhere
theexecutive
authority is to be sought,and i n general in every
wherein
Reason
is to
case [with the question]
furnishaprinciple
of the actuality of a certain
regularorder of things onlypossibleaccording
to
Ideas.W e shallfirst set forth theprogress of
Reason from that moral Teleology and its reference
to physical,to
TheoZogy ; andthenmake
some
observations upon the possibility and the validity of
this way of reasoning.
If we assumethebeing
of certainthings
(or
even only certain forms of things) to be contingent
and so to be possible only through something else
which is theircause, we mayseek for the unconditionedground of thiscausality
of thesupreme
(and so of the conditioned) either in the physical or
the teleological order (either according to the nexzcs
efectivus or the nexzcs $naZis). That is,we may
either ask, what is the supreme productive cause of
these things ; or what is their supreme (absolutely
unconditioned) purpose, i e . the final purpose of that
cause in its production of this or all its products
it is plainly pregenerally? I n the secondcase
supposed that this cause is capable of representing
purposes to itself, and consequently is an intelligent
Being ; at least it mustbethoughtasacting
in
accordance with the laws of such a being.
If wefollow
thelatterorder,
it is a FUNDAMENTAL PROPOSITION,
to which even the commonest
human Reason is compelled to give immediate
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assent, that if there is to be in general a j n a d parpose furnished a priori by Reason, this can be no
other than man (every rational being of the world)
ander morad Zaws.l For (and so every one judges)
if the world consisted of mere lifeless, or even in
part of livingbutirrational,beings,itsexistence
would have no worth because in it there would be
concept of
no being who mould havetheleast
what
worth
is. Again, if there were intelligent
beings, whose Reasonwere only ableto place the
worth of the existence of things in the relation of
I say
deliberately
under
moral laws. It is not
man
in
accorhme with moral laws, i.e. a being who behaves himselfin
conformity wlth them, who is the final purpose of creation. For by
usingthelatter
expression we should be assertingmorethan
we
know ; viz. thatit is in the power of an Author of the world to
causeman
always to behave himself in accordance with moral
laws. But this presupposes a concept of freedom and of nature (of
which latter we can only think an externalauthor), whichwould
of nature and its
imply an insight into the ppersengiblq substrate
identity with that which causalitythroughfreedommakes
possible
inthe world. And this farsurpasses the insight of our Reason.
Only of man under mora( laws can we say, without transgressing
the limits of our insight : his being constitutes the
final purpose of
the world. This harmonises completely with the judgement of
humanReason
reflecting morally upon thecourse of the world.
We believe that we perceive in the case of the wicked the traces of a
wise purposive reference, if we only see that thewanton criminal does
notdie before he has undergone the deservedpunishment of his
misdeeds. According to our concepts of free causality, ourgood
or badbehaviourdependson
ourselves ; we regard it the highest
for the first,
wisdom inthe government of the world toordain
opportunity, and for both, their consequence, in accordance with moral
laws. Inthelatter
properly consiststhe glory of God, which is
hencenotunsuitablydescribedby
theologians as the ultimate
purpose of creation.I t isfurther to be remarked that when we
use the word creation, we understand nothing more than we have
said here, viz. the cause of the being of the world or of the things
in it (substances). This is what the concept properlybelonging to
this word involves (mtuatio substantiae est creatio) ; and consequentlythere
is not implied initthe
supposition of a freely
working, and therefore intelligent, cause (whose being we first of all
want to prove).
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naturetothemselves(theirwell-being),but
not to
furnish of itself an original worth (in freedom), then
there would certainly be (relative) purposes in the
world, butno(absolute)
final purpose,because the
existence of suchrationalbeings
would be always
purposeless. But the moral laws have this peculiar
characteristic that theyprescribe to Reason something as a purpose
without
any condition, and
consequently exactly as the concept of a final purposerequires. The existence of a Reason that can
be for itself the supreme law in the purposive reference, in other words the existence of rational beings
under moral laws, can therefore alone be thought as
the final purpose of the being of a world. If on the
contrary this be not so, .there would beeither no
purpose at all in the cause of its being, or there
would be purposes, but no final purpose.
T h e moral law as the formal rationalcondition
of the use of our freedom obliges us by itself alone,
without depending on any purpose as
material
condition ; but it neverthelessdetermines
for us,
and indeed a pnbri, a final purpose towards which
it obliges us to strive ; andthispurpose
is thk
A@zest good in t h wordd possible tl~roughfreedom,
T h e subjective condition under which man (and,
accordingto all our concepts, every rational finite
being) can set a final purpose before himself under
law is happiness.
Consequently,
the
the
above
highestphysicalgoodpossible
in the world, to be
furthered as a final purpose as far as in us lies, is
hajfittess, under the objective
condition
of
the
harmony of man with the law of morality as worthiness to be happy.
But it is impossible for us in accordancewith
all our rationalfaculties
to represent these two
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requirements of the final purposeproposed to us
by the moral law, as conmcted bymerelynatural
causes, and yet as conformable to the Idea of that
final purpose. Hence the concept of the practicab
necessity of such a purpose through the application
of our powers
does
not harmonise
with
the
theoreticalconcept
of the Physicad possibidity of
working it out, if we connect with our freedom no
other causality (as a means) than that of nature.
Consequently,wemustassume
a moral WorldCause(anAuthor
of the world), in order to set
beforeourselves a final purposeconsistentlywith
is
the moral law ; and in so far as thelatter
necessary, so far ( i e . in the same degree and on the
sameground)the formeralsomust
be necessarily
assumed ; ;.e. we must admit that there is a God.'
This proof, to which we can easily give the form
of logical precision, does not say : it is as necessary
to assumetheBeing
of God as to recognise the
validity of the moral law ; and consequently he who
cannotconvince
himself of the first, can judge
himself free from the obligations of the second.
No ! there must in such case
only be given up the
a i m k g at the final purpose in the world, to be
brought about by the pursuit of the second (viz. a
happiness of rational beings in harmony with the
pursuit of moral laws,regarded
asthehighest
I

1 [Note a d d e t inSecondEdition.]Thismoralargumentdoes
not suppy any ob~ectiVel~vaCid
proof of the Being of God ; it does
not prove to the sceptic that there
is a God, but proves that if he
wishes to think in a way consonant with morality, he must admit the
assumy5tion of thispropositionunderthemaxims
of his practical
Reason.We should therefore not say : it is necessary fw morais
[Sittlichkeit], to assume the happiness of all rational beings of the
world in proportion t o their morality [Moralitat] ; but rather, this is
necessitated &ymorality. Accordingly, thisis a su6jectiive argument
sufficient for moral beings.

good). Every rationalbeing
would yet haveto
cognise himself as straitlybound by theprecepts
of morality, for its laws are formalandcommand
unconditionally without respect to purposes (as the
of the
matter ofvolition).
Buttheonerequisite
it to
final purpose, as practicalReasonprescribes
beings of the world, is
an
irresistible
purpose
imposed on them by their nature (as finite beings),
which Reasonwishes to know as subjectonly to
the moral law as inviolable condiLion, or evenas
universally setup
in accordance
with
it. T h u s
Reason takes for final purpose thefurthering of
happiness in harmony with morality. T o further
this so far as is in our power ( i e . in respect of
happiness) is commanded u s by the moral law ; be
what it may. T h e
the issue of thisendeavour
fulfilling of duty consists in the form of the earnest
will, not in the intermediate causes of success.
Suppose then that partly through the
weakness
of all the speculative arguments so highly extolled,
and partly through many irregularities in nature and
the worldof sense which comebefore him, a man
is persuaded of the proposition, There is no God ;
he would neverthelessbecontemptible
in his own
eyes if onthataccount
he were to imaginethe
laws of dutyasempty,
invalid and inobligatory,
and wished to resolve totransgressthem
boldly.
Such an one, even if he could be convinced in the
sequel of that which he haddoubted at the first,
would always be contemptible while having such a
disposition,although
he should fulfil hisdutyas
regards its [external] effect as punctiliously as could
be desired, for [hewould beacting] from fear or
from the aim at recompense, without the sentiment
of reverence for duty. If, conversely, as a believer
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[in God] he performshis
dutyaccording to his
conscience, uprightly and disinterestedly, and nevertheless
believes
that he is free from all moral
obligation so soon as he is convinced that there
is no God, this could accord but badlywithan
inner moral disposition.
We maythensupposethe'case
of a righteous
holds
himself firmly
man [e.g. Spinoza],' who
persuaded that there is no God, and also (because
of morality a similar
in respect of theObject
consequenceresults)nofuture
life ; how is he to
judge of his own innerpurposivedestination,by
means of the moral law, which he reveres in
practice ? He desires no advantage to himself
from following it, either in this or another world ;
he wishes, rather,disinterestedlytoestablishthe
good to which that holy law directs all his powers.
But his effort is bounded ; and from nature, although
h e may expect here and there a contingent accordance, he can
never
expect
a regular
harmony
agreeingaccordingtoconstant
rules (such as his
maxims are and mustbe, internally), with the purpose
feels himself obliged and impelled to
thatheyet
accomplish. Deceit, violence, and envy will always
surround him, although
he
himself
be
honest,
peaceable, and kindly ; and the righteous men with
whom he meets will, notwithstanding
all
their
worthiness of happiness, be yet subjected by nature
which regardsnot
this, to all the evils of want,
disease, and untimely death, j u s t like the beasts of
theearth.
So it will be until one wide grave
engulfs them together (honest or not, it makes no
difference), and throws them back-who were able
to believe themselves the final purpose of creation
1

[Second Edition.]
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-into the abyss of the purposeless chaos of matter
from which they were drawn.T h e purpose, then,
which this well-intentioned person had and ought to
have before him in hispursuit of moral laws, he
must certainly give up as impossible. Or else, if he
wishes toremain dependent upon the callof
his
moral internaldestination,andnottoweakenthe
respect with which the moral law immediately
of the
inspires him, by assumingthenothingness
high
single, ideal, final purpose adequatetoits
demand (which cannot be broughtaboutwithout
a violation of moralsentiment),
he must,as
he
wellcan-since
there is at least no contradiction
from a practical point of view in forming a concept
of the possibility of a morally prescribed final purpose-assume t h e being of a moraZ author of the
world, that is, a God.

5 88.

Limitation of the vadidzty of the moradproof

Pure
Reason,
as
a practical
faculty,
i.e. as
the faculty of determiningthe
freeuse
of our
causality by Ideas (pure rational concepts), not only
comprises in the moral law a regulative principle of
our actions, but supplies us at the same time with a
subjectiveconstitutiveprinciple
in the conceptof
an Object which Reason alone can think, and which
is tobe
actualised by ouractions
in the world
according to that law. T h e Idea of a final purpose
in the employment of freedomaccordingtomoral
laws has therefore subjective practica2 reality. We
are apnuri determined by Reason to promote with
allourpowers
the szrmmum bmzcm [Weltbestel
which consists in thecombination of thegreatest
welfare of rational beings with the highest condition
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of thegood
in itself, i.e. in universalhappiness
conjoined with moralitymostaccordant
to law,
I n this final purposethepossibility
of onepart,
happiness, is empirically conditioned, i.e. dependent
on the constitution of nature (which may or may
not agree with this purpose) and is in a theoretical
aspect problematical ; whilst the other part, morality,
in respect of which we are free from the effects of
nature, stands fast a priori as to its possibility, and
is dogmaticallycertain.
I t is thenrequisite for the
objectivetheoreticalreality
of the concept of the
final purpose of rational beings, that we should not
only have a pr;On*presupposed a final purpose for
ourselves,butalso
that the creation, i.e. the world
itself, shouldhave asregards itsexistencea
final
purpose, which if it could be proved a #nun.
would
add objectivity to the subjective reality of the final
purpose [of rational beings]. For if the creation has
on the wholea final purpose, we cannotthink it
otherwise than as harmonising with the moral purpose (which alone makes the concept of a purpose
in
possible). Now we find withoutdoubtpurposes
the world, and physical Teleology exhibits them in
such abundance, that if we judge in accordance with
Reason, we have ground for assuming as a principle
in the investigation of nature that nothing in nature
is without a purpose ; but the final purpose of nature
we seek there in vain. This can and must therefore,
as its Idea only lies in Reason, be sought as regards
its objective possibility only in rational beings. And
the practical Reason of these latter not only supplies
this final purpose ; it also determines this concept in
respect of the conditions under which alone a final
purpose of creation can be thought by us.
The question is now, whethertheobjective
2c

reality of the concept of a final purpose of creation
cannotbeexhibitedadequately
tothe theoretical
requirements of pure Reason-if
not apodictically
for the determinant Judgement yet adequately
for
the maxims of the theoretical reflective Judgement ?
This is the least one could expect from theoretical
philosophy, which undertakes to combine the moral
purpose with natural purposes by means of the Idea
of one single purpose ; but yet this little is far more
than it can accomplish.
According to the principle of the theoretical reflective Judgement we should say : if we have ground
for assuming for the purposive products of nature a
supreme Causeof nature-whose causality in respect
of the actuality of creation is of a different kind from
that required for the mechanism of nature, ;.e. must
be thought as the causality of an Understandingwe have also sufficient ground for thinking in this
original Being not merely the purposes everywhere
in naturebut
also a final purpose. This is not
indeed a final purpose by which we can explain the
presence of such a Being, but one of which we
may at least convince ourselves (as was the case in
physical Teleology) that we can make t h e possibility
of such a world conceivable, not merely according to
purposes, but only through the fact that we ascribe
to its existence a final purpose.
But a final purposeismerely a concept of our
practical Reason, and can be inferred from n o data
of experience for the theoretical judging of nature,
of nature.
norcanitbeappliedtothecognition
No use of this concept is possible except it5 use for
practical Reason according to moral laws ; and the
final purpose of creation is that constitution of the
world which harmonises with that which alonewe
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can put forward definitely according to laws, viz. the
final purpose of our pure practical Reason, in so far
as it is to be practical.Now we have in the moral
law, which enjoins on us in a practical point of view
the application of our powers to the accomplishment
of this final purpose, a ground for assumingits
possibility and practicability, and consequently too
(becausewithout the concurrence of nature with
a condition not in our power, its accomplishment
would be impossible) a nature of things harmonious
with it. Hence we have a moral ground for thinking in a world also a final purpose of creation.
We have not yet advanced from moral Teleology
to a Theology, i.e. to the being of a moral Author
of the world, but only to a final purpose of creation
which is determined in this way. But in orderto
account for this creation, i.8. the existence of things,
in accordance with a fznalpzlrpose, w e must assume
not only first an intelligent Being (for the possibility
of things of nature which we are compelled to judge
of aspzlrposes), but also a moraZ Being, as author of
the world, i.e. a God This second conclusion is of
such a characterthat
we seeit holdsmerelyfor
to concepts of practical
theJudgementaccording
Reason, and as such for the reflective and not the
determinant Judgement. It is true that in us morally
practicalReason is essentially different in its principles from technically practicalReason.
But we
cannotassume that it must be so likewise in the
supremeWorld- Cause,regardedasIntelligence,
and that a peculiar mode of its causality is requisite
for the final purpose, different from that which is
requisite merely for purposes of nature. We cannot
therefore assume that in our final purpose w e have
not merely a moral gvomd for admitting a final
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purpose of creation (as an effect), but also for admitting a moraZBeitz..as the original ground of creation.
But we may well say, that, accorditzg t o the constitzction of our rationaZ facuZty, we cannot comprehend
the possibility of such a purposiveness in respect of
the moraL Zazu, and its Object, as there is in this final
purpose, apart from an Author and Governor of the
world, who is at the same time its moral Lawgiver.
The actuality of a highestmorally-legislating
Author is therefore sufficiently established merely
for the practicaz use of our Reason, without determining anything theoretically as regards its being.
For Reason requires, in respect of the possibility of
its purpose, which is given to us independently by
its own legislation,
an
Idea through which the
inability to follow upthis
purpose,according
to
the mere natural concepts of the world, is removed
(sufficiently for the reflective Judgement).Thus
this Idea gains practical reality, although all means
of creating such for it in a theoretical point of view,
for the explanation of nature and determinationof the
supreme Cause, are entirely wanting for speculative
cognition. For the theoreticalreflective Judgement
physical Teleology sufficiently proves from the purposes of nature an intelligent World-Cause ; for the
practical Judgement moral Teleology establishes it
by the concept of a final purpose, which it is forced
to ascribe to creation in a practicalpoint of view.
T h e objective reality of the Idea of God, as moral
Author of the world, cannot, it is true, be established
by physical purposes adone. But nevertheless, if the
cognition of thesepurposes is combined with that
of the moralpurpose,theyare,
by virtue of the
maxim of pureReason which bids us seekunity
of principles so far as is possible, of great importance
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for the practicalreality of thatIdea, by bringing
in the reality which it has for the Judgement in a
theoretical point of view.
T o prevent a misunderstanding which may easily
arise, it is in the highest degree needful to remark
that, in the first place, we can think these properties
of the highestBeingonlyaccordingto
analogy.
How indeed could we explorethenature
of that,
to which experiencecanshowusnothingsimilar?
Secondly, in this waywe onlythinkthesupreme
Being; we cannot thereby cognise Him and ascribe
anything theoretically to Him. I t would be needful
for thedeterminantJudgement
in thespeculative
aspect of our Reason, to consider what the supreme
World-Cause is in Himself. But here we are only
concernedwith thequestion whatconceptwecan
form of Him, according to the constitution of our
cognitive faculties ; and whether we have to assume
His existence in order merely to furnish practical
reality to a purpose, which pureReasonwithout
any suchpresuppositionenjoins
upon us a pr;On*
to bringabout
with all our powers, i.e. in order
to beable to think as possible a designed effect.
Although that concept may betranscendentfor
which
thespeculative Reason, andtheproperties
may,
we ascribe to theBeingtherebythought
objectively used, conceal ananthropomorphism in
themselves ; yetthedesign
of its use is not to
determine the natureof that Being which is unattainable by us, but todetermineourselvesandour
will accordingly. We may call a causeafter the
concept which we have of its effect (thobgh only in
reference to this relation), without thereby meaning
todetermine
internally itsinner constitution,by
means of the properties which can be made known

I
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to us solely by similar causes and must be given in
experience. For example, amongst other properties
weascribe
tothe
soul a vis Zocomotiva because
bodily movements actually arise whose cause lies in
the representation of them ; without therefore meaning to ascribe to it theonly mode [of action] that we
know in moving forces (viz. by attraction, pressure,
impulse, and consequently motion, which always
presupposeanextendedbeing).
Just so wemust
assume somethhg, which contains the ground of the
possibility and practical reality, i.e. the practicability,
of a necessary moral final purpose ; but w e can think
of this, in accordance with t h e character of the effect
expected of it, as a wise Being governing the world
according to moral laws, and,conformably tothe
constitution of our cognitive faculties, as a cause of
things distinct from nature, only in order to express
the d a t i o n of this Being (which transcends all our
cognitivefaculties) to the Objects of o w practical
to it
Reason. We do not pretendthustoascribe
theoretically the only causality of this kind known to
us, viz. an Understandingand a Will : we do not
even pretend to distinguish objectively the causality
thought in thisBeing, as regardswhat is f o r us
final purpose,from the causality thought in it as
regards nature (and its purposive determinations in
general). We canonly assumethis distinction as
subjectivelynecessary
by the constitution of our
cognitive faculties, and as valid for the reflective, not
for the objectively determinant Judgement. But if we
come to practice, then such a replaalive principle (of
prudence or wisdom) [commanding us] to act conformably to that as purpose, which by the constitution of our cognitive faculties can only be thought as
possible in a certain way, is at the same comtitzdive,

i.e. practically determinant.
Nevertheless,
as a
principle for judging of the objective possibility of
things, it is no way theoretically determinant (ie. it
does not say that the only kind of possibility which
belongs to the Object is that which belongs to our
thinking faculty), but is a mere regzcdutive principle
for the reflective Judgement.

Remnarh
This moral proof is not one newly discovered,
although perhaps its basis is newly set forth ; since
’it has lain in man’s rational faculty from its earliest
germ,and is onlycontinuallydevelopedwith
its
So soon as menbegin
to
advancingcultivation.
reflect upon right and wrong-at a time when, quite
indifferent as to thepurposiveness of nature,they
avail themselves of itwithoutthinkinganything
more of it than that it is the accustomed course of
nature-this judgement is inevitable, viz. thatthe
issuecannotbethesame,whether
a man has
or falsely,
fairly
or violently,
behaved
candidly
even though up to
his life’s end, as far as can be
seen, h e has met with no happiness
for his virtues,
nopunishment for his vices. I t is as if theyperceived a voice within [saying] thatthe issuemust
lie
hidden
in
be different. And so there must
them a representation,howeverobscure,
of someto
thingafter
which they feel themselvesbound
strive ; with which such a result would not agree,with which, if they looked upon the course of the
world as the only order of things,they could not
of
harmonise
that
inner
purposive
determination
their minds. Now theymightrepresent in various
rude fashions the way in which such an irregularity
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could beadjusted(anirregularity
which must be
far morerevoltingtothehumanmind
than the
blind chance that we are sometimes willing to use as
aprinciple for judging of nature). But they could
never think any other principle of the possibility of
the unification of nature with its inner ethical laws,
than a supreme Cause governing the world accordi n g to moral laws ; because a final purpose in them
proposed as duty,andanaturewithout
a n y final
purpose beyond them in which that purpose might
be actualised, would involve a contradiction. As to
the [inner] constitution of thatWorld-Causethey
could contrive much nonsense.
But that moral
relation in thegovernment
of the world
would
remain always the same, which by the uncultivated
Reason,
considered
practical,
as
is universally
comprehensible,
but
with
which the
speculative
Reason can make far from the likeadvance.And in all probabilityattention wouldbe directed
first by thismoralinterest
tothebeautyand
the
purposes in nature, whichwould serveexcellently
tostrengthen this Idea thoughthey could not be
the foundation of it. Still less could that moral
it is only in
interest be dispensedwith,because
reference tothe final purpose thattheinvestigathat imtion of thepurposes of natureacquires
mediate interest which displays itself in sucha
great degree in the admiration of them without any
reference to the advantage to be derived from them,

9 89.

Of the zcse of the moral argu-ment

The limitation of Reason in respect of all our
Ideas of the supersensible to the conditions of its
[Second Edition.]
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practical employment has, as far as the Idea of God
is concerned,
undeniable
uses. For prevents
it
ThoLogy from risinginto
THEOSOPHY
(intotranscendent concepts which confound Reason), or from
sinking into DEMONOLOGY
(an anthropomorphic way
of representingthehighestBeing).Anditalso
prevents ReZzgioon from turninginto
Thewgy (a
fanatical belief that we can have a feeling of other
supersensiblebeingsand can reciprocallyinfluence
them),orinto
Idohtry (a superstitious belief that
wecan please the Supreme Being by other means
than by a moral sentiment).'
For if we permit the vanity or the presumption
of sophistry to determine the least thing theoretically
(in a way thatextends our knowledge) in respect
of what lies beyond the world of sense,or if we
allow any pretence to be made
of insight into the
beingandconstitution
of thenature
of God, of
His Understandingand Will, of the laws of both
and of His properties which thus affect the world,
I shouldliketo
know- where and at what point
wewill bound theseassumptions of Reason. For
whereversuchinsight
can bederived,theremay
yet more be expected (if we only strain our reflection,
as we haveamindto
do). Bounds must then be
put to such claims according to a certain principle,
and notmerelybecause
we find that all attempts
of thesorthavehitherto
failed, for thatproves
nothingagainstthepossibility
of a betterresult.
1 In a
practical
sense that religion is alwaysidolatrywhich
conceives theSupreme Being with properties, according to which
something else besides morality can be a fit condition for that which
man can do being in accordance with H
is WilL For however pure
and free from sensible images the conceptthat
we haveformed
may bein a theoretical point of view,yetit
will be in a practical
point of view still represented as an i&l, i.e. in regard to the character of His Will, anthropomorphically.
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Butherenoprinciple
is possible, excepteitherto
assume that in respect of the supersensible absolutely
nothingcanbetheoreticallydetermined(except
mere negations) ; or else that our Reason contains
in itselfayetunusedmine
of cognitions, reaching
no one knows how far, stored up for ourselves and
ie.
our posterity.But as concerns
Religion,
morals in reference toGod
as legislator, if the
theoretical cognition of H i m is to come first, morals
must be adjusted in accordance with Theology;
andnot
only is anexternalarbitrarylegislation
of aSupreme
Beingintroduced
in place of an
internalnecessarylegislation
of Reason,butalso
whatever is defective in our insight into the nature
of thisBeingmust
extend to ethicalprecepts,and
thus make Religion immoral and perverted.
As regards the hope of a future life, if instead of
the final purpose we haveto
accomplish in conformity with the precept of the moral law, we ask
of our theoretical faculty of cognition a clue for the
judgement of Reason upon ourdestination (which
clue is onlyconsidered as necessary or worthy of
then in this
acceptance in a practicalreference),
like Theology, gives nomore
aspectPsychology,
thananegativeconcept
of ourthinkingbeing,
That is, none of itsactions or of thephenomena
of the internal sense can be explained materialistically; andhence of itsseparatenatureand
of the
continuance or non-continuance of irs personality
afterdeathabsolutelynoampliativedeterminant
grounds by
judgement is possibleonspeculative
means of our whole theoretidl cognitivefaculty.
Here then
everything
is handed
over
to the
teleological judging of our existence in a practically
necessaryaspect,
andtothe
assumption of our

continuance as a conditionrequisite
for the final
purposeabsolutelyfurnished
by Reason. And so
this advantage (which indeed at first glance seems
to be a loss) is apparent ; that,as Theology for
us can never be Theosophy, or rational PsycAoZogy
become Pnezlmatodogy-an
ampliative science-so
on theotherhand
thislatter is assured of never
fallingintoMateriaZism.Psychology,
rather, is a
mere anthropology of the internal sense, i.e. is the
knowledge of ourthinking
self in l q e ; and, as
theoretical
cognition,
remains
merely empirical.
as far as
Ontheother
hand,rationalPsychology,
it is concerned with questions as to oureternal
at all, but
existence, is not atheoreticalscience
rests on asingle conclusion of moral Teleology;
as also its whole use is necessary merely on account
of the
latter,
i.e. on
account
of our practical
destination.
tj 90.

Of the kind of bedief in a teboZogikalfroof
of the Beiltg of God

The firstrequisite for every proof, whether it
be derived from the immediate empirical presentation (as in the proof from observation of the object
or from experiment) of that which is to be proved,
or by Reason a pl-ioci from principles, is this. I t
should not perszcade, but convittce,' or at least should
tend to conviction. Le. theground
of proof or
the conclusion shouldnotbe
merely a subjective
(aesthetical)determiningground
of assent (mere
illusion), but objectively valid and a logical ground
[Cf.Idrod. to b g z ' c , ix p. 63, Conviction is opposed to Persuasion, which is a belief from inadequate reasons, of which we do not
know whether they are only subjective or are also objective."],
1
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of cognition ; for otherwise theUnderstandingis
ensnared,
but
not
convinced. Such a n illusory
proof isthat which, perhaps with goodintent but
yet withwilful
concealment of its weaknesses, is
adduced in NaturalTheology.
I n this we bring
in thegreatnumber
of indications of the origin
of natural
things
according
to the principle of
of the merely
purposes, and
take
advantage
subjective basis of humanReason, viz. its special
one principle instead of
propensitytothinkonly
several,whenever
this cat1 bedone without contradiction ; and, when in this principle only one
or more requisites for determining a concept are
furnished, toadd in ourthoughtthese
additional
concept of the
[features] so as tocompletethe
thing by arbitrarily supplementing it. For, in truth,
when we meet with so manyproducts
in nature
which are to us marks of an intelligent cause, why
should we not think One cause rather than many ;
and in thisOne,notmerelygreat
intelligence,
power, etc., butratherOmniscience,
andOmnipotence-in a word, think it as a Cause that conin
tainsthe
sufficient ground of suchproperties
all possible things?Further,
why should we not
ascribe tothis unique, all-powerful, originalBeing
not only intelligence for natural
laws and products,
but also, as to a moral Cause of the world, supreme,
ethical, practical Reason ? For by this completion
of the concept a sufficient principle is furnished
both for insight into nature and for moral wisdom ;
and no objection grounded in any way can be made
againstthe
possibility of such an Idea. If now
at the same time the moral motives of the mind are
aroused, and a lively interest in the latter is added
by the force of eloquence (of which they are indeed
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veryworthy),thentherearisestherefromapersuasion of the objective adequacy of the proof; and
also (in most cases of its use) a wholesome illusion
which quitedispenses with all examination of its
logical strictness, and even on the contrary regards
this with abhorrenceand dislike as if animpious
doubtlay at itsbasis-Nowagainst
this there
is indeed nothingto
say, so long aswe
only
then
haveregard
to its popularusefulness.But
the division of the proof intothetwodissimilar
belonging to
parts involved in theargumentphysical and moral Teleology respectively-cannot
be
prevented.
For the
blending
and must not
of thesemakes it impossible to discernwhere the
properforce of the proof lies, and in whatpart
be elaborated in orderthatits
and how itmust
validitymay
be able tostandthestrictestexif we should be compelled to
amination
(even
weakness of our rational
admit in onepartthe
insight). Thus it is theduty
of the philosopher
(supposing even that he counts as nothing the claims
of sincerity) to expose the above
illusion, however
wholesome it is, which such a confusion can produce;
and to distinguish what merely belongs to persuasion
from that which leadstoconviction
(for theseare
determinations of assent which differnotmerely
in degree but in kind), in ordertopresentplainly
its whole
thestate of the mind in thisproofin
it frankly to
clearness, andto be abletosubject
the closest examination.
Buta proof which is intended to convince, can
the
again be of two kinds ; eitherdecidingwhat
object is in its&
or what it is for 11s (for men in
general) accordingto our necessary rational principles
of judgement (proof #ai &x#?Ecuv or K ~ T ’d v e P O ~ o Y ,

the last word being taken in its universal signification of man in general). In the first case it is based
on adequate principles for the determinant Judgement, in the second for the reflective Judgement. In
the latter case it can never, when resting on merely
theoreticalprinciples,tend
to conviction ;. but if
a practicalprinciple of Reason (which is therefore
universally and necessarily valid) lies at its basis,
it may certainly lay claim to conviction adequate
in a pure practical point of view, i.e. to moral
conviction. But a proof tends t o Conviction, though
without convincing, if it is [merely] brought on the
way thereto ; i.e. if it contains in itself only objective
grounds, which although not attaining to certainty are
yet of such a kind that they do not serve merely for
persuasion as subjective grounds of'the judgement.'
All theoretical grounds of proof resolvethem: ( I ) Proofs by logically strict
selveseitherinto
SyZZop.sms of Reason ; or where this is not the case,
(2) C o ~ Z ~ s i o l according
zs
to analogy; or where this
also has no place, (3) Probable o$inion ; or finally,
which hasthe leastweight, (4) Assumption of a
merely possible ground of explanation, i e . Hypothesis,-- Now I say that
all grounds of proof in
general, which aim at theoreticalconviction,can
bring about no belief of this kind from the highest
to the lowest degree, if there is tobeproved
the
proposition of the existence of an original Being, as
a God, in the signification adequate to the whole
content of this concept ; viz. a morad Author of the
world,. by whom the final purpose of creation is at
the same time supplied.
[Second Edition.]
[Ire. Urtheils. *First Edition had Uc!heilens, the judging
subject.)
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As to the dogicaZdy accurate proof proceeding

from universal to particular,we have sufficientlyestablished in the Critique the following : Since no intuitionpossible for us corresponds to the concept of
a Being that is to be sought beyond nature-whose
concept therefore, so far as it is to be theoretically
determined by synthetical predicates] remains always
problematical for us-there is absolutely no cognition
of it to be had (by which the extent of our theoretical
knowledge is in the least enlarged). T h e particular
concept of a supersensible Being cannotbe subsumed
under the universal principlesof the natureof things,
in order to conclude from them to it, because those
principles are valid simply for nature, as an object
of sense.
(2.) We can indeed think one of two dissimilar
things, even in the very point of their dissimilarity,
in accordance with the anaZogy of theother ; but
1 At~czZoa(in a qualitative signification) is theidentity of the
relation between reasons and consequences (causes and effects), so
far as it is to be found, notwithstanding the specific difference of the
things or those properties in them which contain the reason for like
consequences (Le. consideredapart from this relation).
Thus we
conceive of the artificial constructions of beasts by comparing them
with those of men ; by comparing the ground of those effects brought
about by the former, whichwe d o not know,with the ground of
similar effects brought about by men (reason)] whichwe do know;
i.e. we regard the ground of the former as an analogon of reason.
We then try at the same time to show that the ground of the artisan
faculty of beasts, whichwe call instinct, specifically different as it
is in fact from reason, has yet a similar relation to its effect (the
buildings of the beaver as compared with those of men).But then
I cannottherefore
condudethat
because man uses reason for
his building, the beaver
must
have
the
like, and call this a
concZusion according to analogy. But from the similarity of the
mode of operation of beasts (ofwhich
we cannotimmediately
perceive the ground) to that of men (ofwhich we are immediately
conscious), we can quite rightly conclude according t o amdogy, that
beasts too act in accordance with refiese&atians (not as Descartes
has it, that they are machines), andthatdespitetheirspecific
distinction they are yet (as living beings) of the samegenus as

we cannot, from that wherein theyare

dissimilar,

concdude from the one to the other by analogy, i.6.

transfer from theoneto
the otherthis
sign of
specific distinction. Thus I can,according to the
analogy of the law of the equality of action and
of
reaction in the mutualattractionandrepulsion
bodies, also
conceive
of the association of the
members of a commonwealth according to rules of
right ; but I cannottransfer
to it those specific
determinations (material attraction or repulsion), and
ascribe them to the citizens in order to constitute a
systemcalled
a state.Just so we canindeed
conceive of the causality of the originalBeingin
respect of the things of the world, asnatural
purposes,according to the analogy of an Understanding, as ground of the forms of certain products
which w e call works of art (for this only takes place
on behalf of the theoretical or practicaluse that
we havetomake
by ourcognitive faculty of this
concept in respect of the natural things in the world
according to a certainprinciple).But
we can in
no way concludeaccording toanalogy,because
in
the case of beings of the world Understanding must
man. Theprinciple of our right so to concludeconsists in the
sameness of the ground for reckoning beasts in respect of the said
determination in the same genus with men, regarded as men, so far
as we can externally compare them with one another in accordance
with theiractions.There
is $ur vutio. Just so I can conceive,
according to the analogy of an Understanding, the causality of the
supreme World-Cause, by comparing its purposiveproducts in the
world with the artificial works of men ; but I cannotconclude
according to analogy to those properties in it
[which are in man$
of thepossibility of such a method of
becauseheretheprinciple
reasoningentirelyfails,
viz. the &zritas rationis for countingthe
Supreme Being in one and the same genus with man (in respect of
thecausality of both). The causality of the beings of the world,
which is always sensibly conditioned (as is causality through Understanding)cannot be transferredto a Being which has in common
with them no generic concept save that of Thing in general.

be ascribed to the cause of an effect which is judged
artificial, that in respect of nature the same causality
which we perceive in men attaches also to the Being
which is quite distinct from nature. For this concerns the very pointof dissimilarity which is thought
of
between a cause sensibly conditioned in respect
its effects and the supersensible original Being itself
in our concept of it, and which therefore cannot be
Inthe very
transferred from one tothe other.fact that I must conceive the divine causalityonly
according to the analogyof an Understanding (which
faculty we know in no other being than in sensiblyconditionedman) lies the prohibition to ascribe to
it this Understanding in its peculiar signification.’
(3.) Opinion finds in a pr;On*judgements no
we either
cognise
place
whatever,
for bythem
something as quite certain or else cognise nothing
at all. But if thegivengrounds
of proof from
which we start(ashere
from the purposes in the
world) are empirical, then we cannoteven
with
their aid form anyopinion as to anything beyond
the world of sense, nor can we concede to such
venturesome
judgements
the
smallest claim to
probability. For probability ispart of a certainty
possible in a certain series of grounds (its grounds
compare with the sufficient ground as parts with
a whole), the insufficient ground of which m u s t be
susceptible of completion. But since, as determining grounds of one and the same judgement, they
must be of the same kind, for otherwise they would
a whole (such as certainty
not together constitute
is), one part of them cannot lie within the bounds
1 W e thus miss nothing in therepresentation of the relations of
thisBeing to the world, as far as theconsequences,theoretical
or
practical, of this concept are concerned. T o wish to investigate
what it is in itse&is a curiosity as purposeless as it is vain.
2D
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of possible experience and another outside all
possible experience.
Consequently,
since
merely
empirical grounds of proof lead to nothingsupersensible, and sincewhat is lacking in the series of
them cannot in any way be completed, we do not
approach in the least nearer in our attempt to attain
by their
means
to the
supersensible
and
to a
cognition thereof. Thus in anyjudgement about
thelatter
bymeans
of argumentsderived
from
experience, probability has no place.
(4.)If an hypothis is to serve for the explanation of the possibility of a givenphenomenon] at
least its possibilitymust be completely certain.’ I t
is sufficient that in anhypothesis I disclaim any
an
cognition of actuality (which is claimed in
opinion givenout as probable) ; morethanthis
I
cannotgive up. T h e possibility of that which I
place at the basis of my explanation] must at least
be exposed to no doubt ; otherwise there would be
noend
of empty chimeras. But to assume the
possibility of a supersensible
Being
determined
according to certain concepts would be a completely
groundless supposition. For here none of the conditions requisite for cognition, as regards that in it
which rests upon intuition] is given, and so the sole
criterion of possibility remaining is the mereprinciple
of Contradiction (which can only prove the possibility of the thought, not of the object thought).
T h e resuit then is this.
For
the
existence
[Dasein] of the original Being, as a Godhead, or of
the soul as a n immortalspirit,absolutely no proof
in a theoreticalpoint of view is possible for the
[Cf.Introd. do +gk, p. 76, where the conditions ofa legitimate
hypothesis are laid down. See also Critique of Pure Reason,
Methodology, c. i. 3.1
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human Reason, which canbringabouteventhe
least degree of belief. T h e ground of this is quite
Ideas
easy to comprehend. For determiningour
of the supersensible we have no material whatever,
and we mustderive this latterfromthings
in the
world of sense, which is absolutelyinadequatefor
such an Object. Thus, in the absence of all determination of it, nothing remains b u t the concept of
a non-sensible something which contains the ultimate
ground of the world of sense, but which does not
furnish anyknowledge(any
amplification of the
concept) of its inner constitution.

5 9I.

Of the kind of be&f prodwed 6y a PracticaL
faith

If we look merely to the wayinwhich anything
can be for as (according to the subjective constitution of our representative powers) anObject
of
knowledge (res cognoscibilis), then our concepts will
not cohere with Objects, but merely with our cognitive faculties and the use which they can make of
a given representation (in a theoretical or practical
point of view). Thusthequestionwhetheranything is or is not a cognisable being is not a question
concerningthe
possibility of thingsbut
of our
knowledge of them.
CognisabGe things are of three kinds : thiqs of
@inion (opinabile) ; thingsof fact (scibih) ; and things
of faith (mere credibize).
( I . ) Objects of mere rationalIdeas,
which for
theoreticalknowledge cannotbepresentedinany
possibleexperience, are so far not cogtzziabh things,
and consequently in respect of them .we can form no
ojinwtz ; for to form an opinion a pr;On. is absurd

- .

*

in itself andthestraight
road tomere chimeras.
Either then our proposition is certain a jbnori or it
contains nothing for belief. Therefore things of
opi~ionare always Objects of an empirical cognition
at least possible in itself (objects of the world of
sense) ; but, which, on account merely of the [low]
degree of this faculty that we possess, is j o y zcs
impossible. Thus the ether of the new physicists,’
an elastic fluid pervading all other matter (mingled
intimately with it) is a mere thing of opinion, yet is
such that, if our external senses were sharpened to
the highest degree, it could be perceived ; though it
canneverbepresented
in anyobservation or exof] rational
periment. To assume[theexistence
inhabitants of other planets is a thing of opinion ;
for if we could come closer to them, which is in
itself possible, we should
decide
by
experience
whether they did or did not exist ; but as we shall
never come so near,itremains
in the region of
opinion. But to hold the opinion that there are in
the materialuniverse purethinkingspiritswithout
bodies (viz. if we dismiss as unworthy of our notice
certainphenomena which havebeen published as
actual ’) is to be called poetic fiction. This is no
thing of opinion, but a mereIdea which remains
1 [This illustration is also given in the Lugz? (p. 57) ; where the
three modi of belief, Opinion, Faith, and Knowledge, are distinguished
from
each
other.
Cf. Critique o j Pure Reason, Methodology,
c. ii. S 3.1
2 [The speculations of Swedenborgseem to have always had a
strangefascination for Kant. He says of two reported cases of
Swedenborg‘s clairvoyance that he knows not how to disprove them
(Rosenkranz vii. 5 ) ; but in his AntkropaIogy
35, 37, he attacks
Swedenborgianism as foHy. So in an early essay, &urns of a
Visionay exjlaz’md by Dreams oj Mefafikysics, he avows his
scepticism as to the value of the information which cLpsychical
rescarch ” can supply about the spirit-world, though he is careful not
to commit himself to any dogmaticstatement
on thesubject of

over, when we remove from a thinking beingeverything material,
and
only
leave
thought to it.
Whether then the latter (which we know only in
man, that is, in combination with a body)does
decide.
Such
a
thing is a
survive, we cannot
sojhisticad being (ens rationis ratwcinantis),nota
rational being (ens rationis ratiocinatae) ; of which
latter it is possible to show conclusively, the
objectivereality
of its concept ; at least for the
practical use of Reason, because this which has its
peculiar and apodictically certain principles a prior;,
demands (postulates) it.
(2.) Objects for concepts, whose objective reality
can be proved (whetherthroughpureReasonor
throughexperience, and, in the firstcase, from its
theoretical or practical data, in all cases by means of
a correspondingintuition)
are things offact (res
facti).’ Of this kind are the mathematical properties
of magnitudes (in geometry), because they are susceptible of apresentation apriori for the theoretical
use of Reason. Further,
things
or their
characteristics, which can be exhibited in experience
(either our own or that of othersthrough. the
medium of testimony) are likewise things of fact.And, what is very remarkable, there is one rational
Idea (susceptible in itself of no
presentation
ghosts.
In
the
Cn+e
of Pure Reaxon (when
discussing
the
Postulates of EmpiricalThought) he gives, as an instance of a
conceptinconsistent with thecanons of possibility, “ a power of
being in a community of thought with other men, however distant
from us.”]
1 [ct W ~ Y U ,p. 229.1
2 I hereextend,correctly
as itseems to me, theconcept of a
thing of factbeyondthe usual signification of this word. For it is
not needful, not even feasible, to limit this expression merely to
actual experience., if we are talking of the relation of things to our
cognitive faculties ; fur an experience merely possible
is quite sufficient
in order that we may speak of them merely as objects of a definite
kind of cognition.
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inintuition,
and consequently, of notheoretical
proof of its possibility) which alsocomes
under
things of fact. This is the Idea of freedom, whose
as that of a particularkind
of
reality,regarded
causality (ofwhich
the concept,theoretically considered, would betranscendent),may
be exhibited
by means of practical laws of pureReason,and
conformably to this, in actualactions,and,consequently, in experience.This is the only one
of all the Ideas of pure Reason, whose object is a
thing of fact, and to be reckoned under the stibidia.
(3.) Objects, which in reference to the use of
pure practicalReason
that is in conformity with
duty must be thought a priori (whether as consequences or as grounds), but which are transcendent
for its theoretical use, are mere things of faith. Of
thiskind is the hzghst good in the world, to be
broughtabout by freedom.' T h e concept of this
cannot be established as regards its objective reality
in any experience possible for us and thus adequately
for the theoretical use of Reason ; but its use is
commandedbypracticalpureReason
[in reference
to the best possible working o u t of that purpose],'
and it consequently must be assumed possible. This
commanded effect, together with t h on& conditions
of its possibility thinkabk by as, viz. the 3eing of
God and the immortality of the soul, are things of
faith ( r e s j h i ) , and of all objects are the only ones
which can be so called.' For though what we learn
[Cf. Introduction lo b g i c , p. 59 note.]
2 [SecondEdition.]
Things of faith are nottherefore
a r t i c h of fa'th ; if we
confesrion of which
understandbythelatterthingsoffaithtothe
theology contains
(internalorexternal) we canbebound.Natural
faith (like things
nothinglikethis.For
since they, as thingsof
of fact) cannot be basedontheoretical
proofs, [they are accepted
by] a belief which is free and which only as such is compatible with
the morality of the subject.
1

3
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by testimmy from the experience of others must be
believed byus, yet it is not therefore a thing of
faith ; for it was the proper experience of some one
witness and so a thing of fact, or is presupposed as
such. Again itmustbe possible by thispath (that
of historical faith) to arrive at knowledge ; and the
Objects of history andgeography,likeeverything
in general which it is at least possible to know by
the constitution of our cognitive faculties, belong
not to things of faithbut to things of fact, I t is
only objects of pure Reason which can be things of
faith at all, though not as objects of the mere pure
could not be
speculativeReason : for thenthey
reckoned with certaintyamongthings, ie. Objects
of that cognition which is possible for us. They are
Ideas, ;.e. concepts of the objective reality of which
we cannottheoretically be certain. Ontheother
hand, the highest final purpose to be worked out by
us, by which alone we can become worthy of being
ourselvesthe final purpose of creation, is an idea
which has in a practicalreferenceobjectivereality
for us, and is also a thing. But because
we cannot
furnish such reality to this concept in a theoretical
point of view, it is a mere thing of faith of the pure
Reason, along with Godand Immortality, as the
conditions under which alone we, in accordance with
the constitution of our (human) Reason, canconceive
the possibility of that effect of the useof our freedom
in conformity with law. But belief in things of faith
is a belief in a pure practical point of view, ie. a
moral faith, which proves nothing for theoretical pure
rational cognition, but only for that which is practical
and directed to the fulfilment of itsduties ; it in no
way extends speculation or the practical rules of
prudence in accordance with the principle of self-

~
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love. I f the supreme principle of all moral laws is
a postulate, so is also the possibility of its highest
Object ; and consequently, too, the condition under
which we can thinkthispossibility
is postulated
along with itand
by it. Thus the cognition of
the latter is neitherknowledgenor
opinion of the
being and character of these conditions, regarded as
theoreticalcognition ; but is a mereassumption in
areference whichis practicalandcommandedfor
the moral use of our Reason.
If we were able also plausibly to base upon the
purposes of nature, which physicalTeleologyprea determinate
sents to us in suchrichabundance,
concept of an intelligentWorld-Cause,thenthe
existence[Dasein]
of thisBeing
would notbe
this
would not be
thing
a
of faith. For since
assumed on behalf of the performance of my duty,
but only in reference to the explanation of nature,
it would be merely the opinion and hypothesis most
conformable toourReason.NowsuchTeleology
leads in no way to a determinate concept of God ;
on the contrary, this can only be found in the concept of a moral Author of the World, because this
alonefurnishes the final purposeto whichwe can
only reckon ourselves [as attached] if we behave conformably to what the moral law prescribes as final
purpose and consequently obliges us [to do]. Hence
it is only by its reference to the Objectof our duty, as
the condition of the possibility of attaining the final
purpose of the same, that the concept of God attains
the privilege of counting as a thing of faith, in our
belief;but on theother hand,this same concept
cannot make its Object valid asathing
of fact.
plain
For,althoughthe
necessity of dutyisvery
for practical Reason, yet the attainment of its finaI
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purpose, so far asit is notaltogether in our own
power, is only assumed on behalf of the practical
is not so practically
use of Reason,andtherefore
necessary as duty itself.]
Faith (as habitus, not as a c k ) is the moral
attitude of Reason as to belief in that which is unattainable by theoreticalcognition.
It is therefore
the constant principle of the mind, to assume as true,
on account of the obligation in reference to it, that
which it is necessary to presuppose as condition of
thepossibility of the highest moral final purpose ;
The final purpose which the moral law enjoins upon us to
further, is not the ground
of duty ; since this lies in the moral law,
which, as formal practical principle, leads categorically, independently
of the Objects of the faculty of desire (the material of the will) and
consequently of anypurpose whatever. This formal characteristic
of my actions(theirsubordinationunderthe
principle of universal
validity), wherein alone consists their inner moral
worth, is quite in
our power; and I can quite well abstract from the possibility or the
unattainableness of purposes which I am obliged to promote in conformity with that law (becauseinthemconsists
only theexternal
worth of my actions) as something which is never completely in my
power, in order only to look to that which is of my doing. But then
the design of promoting the final purpose of all rational beings
with duty)
(happiness so far as it is possible for it to be accordant
is even yet prescribed by the lawof duty. The speculative Reason,
however, does not see at all the attainableness of this (neither on the
side of our own physical faculty nor on that of the co-operation of
nature). It must rather, so far as we canjudge in a rational way,
hold the derivation, by the aid of such causes, of such a consequence
of our good conduct from mere nature (internal and external) without
God and immortality, to be an ungrounded and vain, though well-meant, expectation ; and if it could have complete certainty of this
judgement, it would regard the moral law itself as the mere deception
of our Rearon in a practical aspect. But since the speculative Reason
fully convinces itself that the latter can never take place, but that on
the other hand those Ideas whose object lies outside nature can be
thought without contradiction, it must for its own practical law and the
problem prescribed thereby, and therefore in a moral aspect, recognise
those Ideas as real in order not to come into contradiction with itself.
It is a trust in thepromise of the moral law; [not however
such as is contained in it, butsuch as I put intoitandthat
on
morally adequate grounds.31 For a final purpose cannot be com[Second Edition.]

although its possibilityorimpossibility
bealike
impossibleforus tosee into. Faith (absolutely so
called) is trust in theattainment of a design, the
promotion of which is a duty, but the possibility of
the fulfilment of which (and consequently also that
of the only conditions of it thinkable by us) is not to
be comprehended by us. Faith,then,that refers to
particular objects, which are not objects of possible
knowledge or opinion (in which latter case it ought
to be called, especially in historical matters, credulity
and not faith), is quite moral. I t is a free belief, not
in that for which dogmatical proofs for the theoretically determinant Judgement are to be found, or in
that to which we hold ourselves bound, but in that
whichwe assume on behalf of a design in accordance with laws of freedom. This, however, is not,
likeopinion,without any adequate ground; but, is
grounded as in Reason (although only in respect of
its practicalemployment),
and adepzteby for its
ahzgn. For without this, the moral attitude of
thought in its repudiation of the claimof the theoreticalReason for proofs (of the possibility of the
Objects of morality) has no permanence ; but
wavers between practical commands and theoretical
rnanded by any law of Reason without this latter at the same time
promising, however uncertainly, its attainableness; and thus justifying our belief in the special conditions underwhich alone our Reason
can think it as attainable. The word @s
expresses this ; and it can
only appear doubtful, how this expression andthisparticularIdea
cameintomoral
philosophy, since it first was introduced with
Christianity, and the adoption of it perhaps might seem to be only a
flattering imitation of Christian terminology. But this is not the only
case in which this wonderful religion with its great simplicity of statement has enriched philosophy with far more definite and purer concepts of morality, than it had been able to furnish before ; but which,
once they are there,arefreeZy assented to by Reason and are assumed
as concepts to which it could well have come of itself and which it
could and should have introduced.

doubts. - To be increddous means to cling to
maxims, and not to believetestimony in general ;
buthe
is zcnbedhving, who denies all validity to
rational Ideas, because there is wanting a thoretical
ground of their reality.’ He judges therefore dogsubsist
matically. A dogmatical unbeZief cannot
together with a moral maxim dominant in the
mental attitude (for Reason cannot command one to
follow a purpose, which is cognised as nothing more
than a chimera) ; but a doubtfuZ faith can. To this
the absence of conviction by grounds of speculative
Reason is only a hindrance, the influence of which
uponconduct a critical insightinto the limits of
this faculty can remove, while it substitutes by way
of compensation a paramount practical belief.

If, in place of certainmistaken
attempts, we
wish to introduce a differentprinciple into philosophyand to promote its influence, itmakesus
highly contented to see how and why those attempts
must have disappointed us.
God,freedom, and immortadzty, are the problems
at the solution of which all the equipments of Metaphysicaim, as theirultimate and unique purpose.
Now it was believed that the doctrine of freedom is
needed for practical philosophy only as its negative
condition ; but that on the other hand the doctrine
of God and of the constitution of the soul, as belonging to theoreticaI philosophy, must be established for
themselvesandseparately,
in orderafterwardsto
unite both with that
which the moral law (possible
onlyunderthe
condition of freedom)commands,

’

[Cf. Intsod.to Lop>,
ix. p. 60, That man is morally unbelieving
who does not accept that which though iWzposd&e to know is mora&

rncessary to suppose.'^]

and so toconstituteareligion.
But we can easily
seethattheseattempts
must fail. For from mere
ontological concepts of things in general, or of the
existence of anecessaryBeing,it
is possible to
form
absolutely
no
determinate
concept
of an
originalBeing
by means of predicates which can
be given in experience and can therefore serve for
cognition. Againa
concept based on experience
of the physical purposiveness of nature could furnish
no adequate proof for morality, or consequently for
cognition of a Deity. Just as little could the cognition of the soul by means of experience (which we
only apply in this life) supply u s with a concept of
its spiritual immortal nature, a concept which would
beadequate for morality. Theudogy and Peeumatud u n , regardedasproblems
of the sciences of a
speculative
Reason,
can
be
established
by no
empirical data andpredicates,because
the concept
of them is transcendentforour
whole cognitive
faculty.The determination of both
concepts,
God and the soul (in respect of itsimmortality)
alike, can only take place by means of predicates]
which, although they are only possible from a supersensible ground, must yetprovetheirreality
in
experience ; for thus alone can they make possible
acognition of a quite supersensible Being.The
only concept of this kind to be met with in human
Reason is that of the freedom of men under moral
laws, along with the final purpose which Reason
prescribes by these laws.Of
these two[themoral
laws and the final purpose], the first are useful for
ascribingto the Author of Nature, the secondfor
ascribing to man, those properties which contain the
necessary condition of the possibility of both [God
and the soul] ; so that from this Idea a conclusion
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canbedrawn
as to the existence and
constitution
of these beings which are otherwise quite hidden
from us.
Thustheground
of the failure of theattempt
to prove God and
immortality
by
the merely
in this, that no
cognition
theoretical
path
lies
whatever is possible of thesupersensible in this
way
(of
natural
concepts).
The ground of its
success by the moral way (of the concept of
freedom) is as follows. Here the
supersensible
(freedom), which in this case is fundamental, by
a determinate law of causality that springs from
it, not only supplies material for cognition of other
supersensibles
{the
moral final purpose
and
the
conditions of its attainability),butalsoestablishes
its reality in actions as a fact; though at the same
time it can furnish a valid ground of proof in no
other than a practical point of view (the only one,
however, of which Religion has need).
It is thus very remarkable that of the three pure
rationalIdeas, God,freedom, and immoytaZiLy, that
of freedom is the only concept of the supersensible
which (by means of the causality that is thought in
it) proves its objective reality in nature by means of
the effects it can producethere ; and thus renders
possible the connexion of both theothers
with
nature, and of all threetogether
with Religion.
in us a principlecapable
of
We havetherefore
determining the Idea of the supersensible within
us, and thus also that of the supersensible without
us, for knowledge,although
only in a practical
; a principlethis
of which mere
point ofview
speculativephilosophy (which could give a merely
negative concept of freedom) must despair. Consequently the concept of freedom(asfundamental
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concept of all unconditioned practical laws) can
extend Reason beyond those bounds,
within which
every
natural
(theoretical)
concept
must
remain
hopelessly limited.
a

General remark on Teleology

I f the question is, what rank the moral argument,
which proves the Being of God only as a thing of
faith for the practical pure Reason, maintains among
the other arguments in philosophy, it is easy to set
aside the whole achievement of t h i s last ; by which
it appearsthatthere
is no choice, butthat
our
theoretical faculty must give up all itspretensions
before an impartial criticism.
Allbelief
must in the first place begrounded
upon facts, if it is not to be completely groundless ;
and therefore the onlydistinction in proofs that
there can be is that belief in the consequence derived
therefromcan either be groundedonthis
fact as
Rnowbdge for theoreticalcognition,
or merely as
faith for practical. All factsbelong either to the
natural concept which proves
its
reality in the
objects of sense,given (or whichmaypossibly
be
given) before all natural concepts ; or to the cmcept
of freedom, which sufficiently establishes its reality
through t h e causality of Reason in regard of certain
effects in the world of sense, possible throughit,
which it incontrovertibly postulates in the moral law,
The natural concept (merely belonging to theoretical
cognition) is now either metaphysical and thinkable
completely a Yriori, or physical, ;.e. thinkable a
posteriori and asnecessary only through determinate
experience. The metaphysical natural concept

(whichpresupposes no determinateexperience) is
therefore ontological.
T h e ontoZogicaZ proof of the being of God from
the concept of an original Being is either that
which from ontological predicates, by which done it
can bethought
as completelydetermined,infers
absolutely necessary being ; or that which, from the
absolute necessity of the being somewhere of some
thing, whatever it be,infers the predicates of the
original Being. Forthere belongsto the concept
of an original Being, inasmuch as it is not derived
from anything,theunconditionednecessity
of its
presence, and (in order to represent this) its completedetermination by its [mere] concept. I t was
believedthatbothrequirements
were found in the
concept of the ontological Idea of a Being the most
real of adz; and thus two metaphysical proofs
originated.
The proof (properly called ontological)resting
upon a merelymetaphysicalnaturalconceptconcludes from the concept of the Being the most real
of all, its absolutely necessary existence ; for (it is
said), if it did not exist, a reality would be wanting
to it, viz. existence.The other (which is also
called the metaphysico-cosmoZogicaZproof') concludes
from the necessity of the existence somewhere of a
is
thing (which mustbeconceded,for
abeing
given
to
us in self-consciousness), its complete
determination as that of a Being the most real of
all ; for everythingexistingmust
be completely
determined, but the absolutelynecessary (ne. that
which zere oughttocognise
as such and consequently a p.;Ori) must be completely determined 6y
means of its own cmcept. But this is only the case
1

[First Edition.]
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with the concept of a thing the mostreal of all.
I t is not needful to exposehere thesophistry in
both arguments, which has been already done elsewhere ;’ it is only needful to remarkthatneither
if they could be defended by all
proof,
even
manner of dialectical subtlety, could ever pass from
theschoolsinto
the world, orhavetheslightest
influence on the mere sound Understanding.
The proof, which rests on anaturalconcept
that can only be empirical andyet is to lead us
beyond the bounds of nature
regarded
as
the
complex of the objects of sense, can be no other
than that derived from thepzcrposes of nature. T h e
concept of these cannot, it is true, be given apriori
but only throughexperience ; but yet it promises
such a concept of the original ground of nature as
alone,among all those which we can conceive, is
suitedto the supersensible, viz. that of ahighest
Understanding as Cause of the world. This, in fact,
it completely performs in accordance with principles
of the reflective Judgement, i.e. in accordance with
theconstitution
of our(human) faculty of cognition.Butwhether or not it is in aposition to
supply from the same data this concept of a sz+-ewze,
i.e. independent intelligent Being, in short of a God
or Author of a world under moral laws, and consequently as sufficiently determined for the Idea of a
final purpose of the being of the world-this is the
questionupon which everythingdepends,whether
we desireatheoretically
adequate concept of the
Original Being on behalf of our whole knowledge of
nature, or a practical concept for religion.
This argument derived from physical Teleology
is worthy of respect. It produces a similar effect
1 [In the Ctiiipw QJPUYC
ReardpL, Dialectic, bk. 11. c. i i i f$4, 5.1

in the way of conviction upon the common Understanding as upon the
subtlest
thinker;
and
a
ReimarzGs' has acquiredimmortalhonour
in his
work (not yet superseded), in which he abundantly
develops thisground
of proof with hispeculiar
thoroughnessand
lucidity.Buthowdoesthis
proof acquire such mighty influence upon the mind ?
How does a judgement by cold reason (for we
might refer to persuasion the emotion and elevation
of reason produced by the wonders of nature) issue
thus in a calm and unreserved assent ? I t is not the
physical purposes, which all indicate in the World
Cause anunfathomableintelligence ; theseare inadequatethereto, because they do notsatisfy the
need of theinquiringReason,For,wherefore
(it
asks) are all thosenaturalthingsthatexhibit
art?
Wherefore is man himself, whom we must regard as
the ultimatepurpose .of naturethinkable
by us ?
Wherefore is this collective Nature here, and what
is the final purpose of such great and manifold art ?
Reason cannot be contented with enjoyment or with
contemplation, observation, and admiration (which, if
it stops there, is only enjoyment of a particular kind)
as the ultimate final purpose for the creation of the
world and of man himself; for thispresupposes a
personal worth, which man alone can give himself,
as the condition under which alone he and his being
can be the final purpose. Failing this (which alone
is susceptible of a definite concept), the purposes of
;
nature do notsatisfactorilyanswerourquestions
especiallybecausetheycannotfurnishany
aider1 [H, S. Reimarus (1694 - 1768), the author of the famous
W o y e d t t e f F+lagments, published after the death of Reimarus by
Lessing. The book alluded to by Kant is probably the A b h n d
Zuagen von den vomhmten Wdrheiten a% nai&-Zich.en Reiip'm
(r754), which had great popularity in its day.J
2E
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minate concept of the highestBeing
as an allsufficient(andtherefore
uniqueand
so properly
called hzghst) being, and of the laws according to
which a n Understanding is Cause of the world.
Hencethatthe
physico-teleological proof convinces, just as if itwere a theological proof, does
not arise from our availing ourselves of the Ideas of
purposes of nature as so many empirical grounds of
proof of a Rzghest Understanding. B u t it mingles
itself unnoticed with that moral ground of proof,
which dwells in everymanand
influences him
secretly, in the conclusion bywhich we ascribeto
the Being, which manifests itself with such incomprehensible art in the purposes of nature, a final
purpose and consequently wisdom (without however
being justified in doing so by the perception of the
former) ; and bywhich thereforewearbitrarily fill
up t h e lacunas of the [design] argument. In fact it
is only the moral ground of proof which produces
conviction, and that only in a moral reference with
which every man feels inwardly
his
agreement.
But the physic0 - teleological proof has only the
merit of leading the mind, in its consideration of the
world, by the way of purposes and through them to
an intedhgent Author of the world. The moral
reference to purposes and the Idea of a moral legislatorandAuthor
of the world, as a theological
concept, seem to be developed of themselves o u t of
that ground of proof, although they arc in truth pure
additions.
Henceforward we may allow the customary
statementto stand. For itisgenerally
difficult (if
the distinction requires much reflection) for ordinary
to distinguish
from
one
sound
Understanding
another as heterogeneousthedifferentprinciples
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which it confuses, and from one of which alone it
actually draws conclusions with correctness.
The
moral ground of proof of the Being of God, properly
speaking, does not merely compZete and
render
perfect the physico-teleological proof; butit
is a
special proof that sz#$ies the conviction which is
wantinginthelatter.Thislatter
in fact can do
nothing more than guide Reason, in its judgements
upon the ground of nature and that contingent but
admirableorder
of nature only known to us by
experience, tothe causality of a Causecontaining
the ground of the same in accordance with purposes
(which we by the constitution of our cognitive
; and
faculties mustthinkasanintelligentcause)
thus by arresting the attention
of Reason it makes
it moresusceptible of the moral proof. For what
isrequisitetothelatterconcept
is so essentially
different from everything which naturalconcepts
containandcanteach,
thatthere
is need of a
particular ground of proof quiteindependentof
the former, in order to supplytheconcept of the
original
Being
adequately
for Theologyand
to
infer its existence.The moral proof (which it
is true only proves the Being of God in a practical
though indispensable aspect of Reason) would preserve all its force, if we found in the world no
material, or only that which is doubtful, for physical
Teleology. I t is possible to conceive rational beings
surrounded by a nature which displayed no clear
trace of organisation but only the effects of a mere
mechanism of crude matter; on behalf of which and
amid the changeability of somemerelycontingent
purposive forms and relations there would appear
to be no ground for inferring an intelligent Author.
I n such case there would be no occasion for a

physicalTeleology ; andyetReason,
which here
getsnoguidance
from natural
concepts,
would
find in the concept of freedomand in the moral
Ideas founded thereon a practically sufficient ground
for postulating the concept of the originalBeing
in conformity with these, i e . as aDeity, and for
postulatingnature(even
the nature of our own
being) as a final purpose in accordance with freedom
and its laws-andall
this in reference to the indisHowpensablecommand
of practicalReason.everthe fact thatthere is in the actual worId for
the rational
beings
in it abundant
material
for
is not necesphysical Teleology (even though this
sary)serves
as a desirable
confirmation
of the
moral argument, as far as nature can exhibit anything analogous to the (moral)rationalIdeas.
For
the concept of a supreme Cause possessing intellifor a
gence
(though
not
reaching
far
enough
Theology) thus acquires sufficient realityfor
the
reflective Judgement, but it is notrequired as the
basis of the moral proof; nor does this latter serve
to complete as a proof the former, which does not
at all, by means of an
by itself pointtomorality
argument developed according to a single principle.
Two suchheterogeneousprinciples
as natureand
of
freedomcanonlyfurnishtwodifferentkinds
proof;andtheattempttoderiveone
from the
other is foundunavailing as regards that which is
to be proved.
If the physic0 - teleological ground of proof
sufficed for the proof which is sought, it would
beverysatisfactory
for the speculativeReason ;
for it would furnish the hope of founding a Theosophy (for so w e must call the theoretical cognition
of the divine nature and its existence which would

suffice at once for the explanation of the constitution
of the world and for the determination of moral laws).
In the same way if Psychology enabled us to arrive
at a cognition of the immortality of the soul it would
make Pneumatology possible, which would be just
as welcome to the speculative Reason. But neither,
agreeable as they would be to the arrogance of our
curiosity, would satisfy the wish of Reason in respect
of a theory which must be based on a cognition of
the nature of things. Whether the first, as Theology,
and the second, as Anthropology, when founded on
the moral principle, ie. the principle of freedom, and
consequently in accordance with the practical use [of
Reasonldo not better fulfil their objectivefinal design,
is another question which we need not here pursue.
The physico-teleologicalground of proofdoes
it doesnotand
notreach
toTheology,because
cannot
give
any
determinate concept,
sufficient
for this design, of the original Being ; but we must
derivethis
from quiteanotherquarter,ormust
supplyitslacuna
by anarbitrary
addition. YOU
infer, from the great purposiveness of natural forms
a world-cause endowed with
andtheirrelations,
is thedegree
of this
Understanding ; butwhat
Understanding ? Without doubt you cannot assume
that it is the highest possible Understanding ; because for that it would be requisite that you should
see that a greater Understanding than that of which
you perceive proofs in 'the world, is not thinkable ;
and this would be to ascribe Omnisciencetu yourself.'
In the same way, if you infer from the magnitude
of the world the very great might of itsAuthor,
[These arguments are advanced by Hume, Inpity, $ vii. Cf.
also Pure Reason, Dialectic, bk. 11, c. iii 8 6, and Practicul Reason,
Dialectic, c ii. $ vii.]
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you must be content with this having only a comparative significance for your faculty of comprehension ; for since you do not know all that is possible,
so as to compare it with the magnitude of the world
as far as you know it, you cannot infer the Almightiness of its Authorfrom so small a standard, andso on.
Now you arrive in this way a t no definite concept
of an original Being available for a Theology ; for
this can only be found in the concept of the totality
of perfections compatible with intelligence, and you
cannot help yourself to this by merely emjimiad data.
But without such a definite concept you cannot infer
a unique intelligentoriginalBeing
; you canonly
assume it (withwhatever motive).Now it may
you shouldarbitrarily
certainlybeconcededthat
say
add (forReasonhasnothingfundamentalto
tothecontrary)
: Where so much perfection is
found, we may well assumethat all perfection is
united in a uniqueCause
of the world, because
Reason succeeds better both theoretically and practically with a principle thus definite. But then
you cannot regard this concept of the original Being
as proved by you, for you have only assumed it on
behalf of a betteremployment of Reason. Hence
of
all lamentation orimpotentanger
onaccount
the alleged mischief of rendering
doubtful
the
coherency of yourchain of reasoning, is vain pretentiousness, which would fain have us believe that
the doubt here freely expressed as to your argument
is a doubting of sacredtruth, in order that under
this coverthe shallowness of yourargument may
pass unnoticed.
Moral Teleology, on theotherhand,
which is
not less firmly based than physical,-which, indeed,
the preference
because
it rests
rather
deserves
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PYZOYZ.
on principles inseparable from our Reason

-leads to that which is requisite for the possibility
of a Theology, viz. to a determinate concept of the
supremeCause, as Cause of the world according
to morallaws,
and, consequently,to
the concept
of such a cause as satisfies our moral final purpose.
For this are required, as natural properties belonging to it, nothinglessthanOmniscience,Omnipotence, Omnipresence, and the like, which must be
thought as boundup with the moral final purpose
which is infinite and thus as adequate to it. Hence
moral Teleologyalonecanfurnishtheconcept
of
a unique Author of the world, which is available
for a Theology.
In this way Theology
leads
immediately to
Redigwn, i.e. the recognition of OUY duties as divine
commaltds’ ; because it is only the recognition of
our dutyand of the final purposeenjoinedupon
us by Reason which brings out with definiteness
of God. This concept,therefore,
is
theconcept
inseparable in its origin from obligation to that
Being. Ontheotherhand,even
if theconcept
of the originalBeing
could be also found determinately by the merely theoretical path (viz. the
concept of it as mere Cause of nature), it would
afterwards
be
very
difficult-perhaps
impossible
[of elementsl-to
without
arbitrary
interpolation
ascribe to this
Being
by well-grounded proofs
a causality in accordance with moral laws ; and
yet without
this
thatquasitheological concept
could furnish no foundation for religion. Even if
a religion could be establishedbythistheoretical
sentiment
path, it would actually, as regards
(wherein its essence lies) bedifferent from that in
[Cf. Practical Reason, Dialectic, c. ii.

5 v.]

.

,

I

which the concept of God and the (practical)
conviction of His Being originate from the fundamental Ideas of morality. For if we must suppose
of an Author
the Omnipotence,Omniscience,etc.,
of the world as conceptsgivento us from another
quarter, in order
afterwards
only
to
apply
our
concepts of dutiestoour
relation toHim,then
these latter conceptsmustbearverymarkedly
the
appearance of compulsion and forced submission.
If, instead of this, the respectfor the moral law,
quite freely, in virtue of the precept of our own
Reason, represents to us the final purpose of our
moral viewsa
destination, we admit amongour
Cause harmonising with this and with its accomplishment, with the sincerestreverence, which is quite
distinct from pathologicalfear ; and we willingly
submitourselvesthereto.'
I f itbeasked
why it is incumbentupon us to
at all, it appearsclearthat
haveanyTheology
it is not needed for thevextensionorcorrection
of
our cognition of nature or in general for any theory,
but simply in a subjective point of view for Religion,
i.e. the practical or moral use of our Reason. I f
it is found thatthe only argument which leads to
a definite concept of the object of Theology is itself
strange, but w e miss
moral, it is not onlynot
nothing in respect of its final purpose as regards
1 The admiration for beauty, and alsotheemotion
aroused by
the manifold purposes of nature, which a reflective mind is able
to feel even prior to a clear representation of a rational Author of the
world, havesomething in themselveslike ycligolls feeling. They
seem in the first place by a method of judging analogous to moral
to produce an etrect upon the moral feeling (gratitude to, and
veneration for, the unknowncause) ; andthus by excitingmoral
Ideas to produce an effect upon the mind, when they inspire that
admiration which is b u n d up with far moreinterestthan
mere
theoretical observation can bring about
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the sufficiency of belief from this ground of proof,
provided that it be admitted that such an argument
onlyestablishesthe
Being of Godsufficientlyfor
2.e. in a practicalpoint of
our moraldestination,
view, andthatherespeculationneithershowsits
strength in any way, nor extends by means of it
thesphere of its domain. Oursurpriseandthe
the possibility of a
allegedcontradictionbetween
Theology asserted here and that which the Critique
ofspeculativeReason
said of the Categories-viz.
that they can only produce knowledge when applied
to objects of sense,but
in n o way when applied
to the supersensible-vanish, if we see that they
are here used for a cognition of God not in a
theoretical point of view (in accordance with what
His own nature,inscrutableto
us, may be)but
simply in a practicalIn orderthen
at this
opportunity to make an end of the misinterpretation
of that verynecessarydoctrine
of the Critique,
which, to the chagrin of the blind dogmatist, refers
I addherethe
following
Reasontoitsbounds,
elucidation.
If I ascribe to a body motive f i n e and thus
think it by means of the category of caasdity,
then I at the same time cugnzFe it by that [category] ;
i.e. I determine the concept of it, as of an Object in
general, by means of whatbelongs to it byitself
(as the condition of the possibility of that relation)
as an object of sense. If the motive force ascribed
to it is repulsive, then there belongs to it (although
I do not place near it any other body upon which
it may exert force) a place in space, and moreover
extension, i.e. space in itself, besides the filling
up of this by means of the repulsiveforces
of
its parts. In addition there is the law of
this
'
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filling up (that the ground
of the repulsion of the
parts must decrease in the same proportion as the
extension of the bodyincreases, and as the space,
which it fills with the same parts by means of this
force, is augmented).On the contrary, if I think
a supersensibleBeing as the first mover, and thus
bythecategory
of causality asregardsitsdetermination of the world (motion of matter), I must
as existing in any place in spacenor
notthinkit
as extended ; I mustnoteventhinkitasexisting
in time or simultaneously with other beings. Hence
I have nodeterminationswhatever,
which could
make intelligible to me the condition of the possibility of motion bymeans
of thisBeing
asits
ground.Consequently,
I do not in the veryleast
cognise it by means of the predicate of Cause (as
first mover), for itself; but I have only the representation of a something containing the ground
of the motions in the world ; andthe relation of
thelattertoitas
theircause,since
itdoesnot
besidesfurnish me with anythingbelongingto the
constitution of the thing which is-cause, leaves its
conceptquiteempty.
T h e reason of this is, that
by predicates which only find theirObject in the
world of sense I can indeed proceed to the being of
something which must contain their ground, but not
to the determinationof its concept as a supersensible
being, which excludes
all
these
predicates.
By
thecategory of causality, then, if I determine it
by the concept of a first move'ey, I do not in the
veryleastcognisewhatGod
is. Perhaps,however,
I shallhavebettersuccess
if I start from the
order of the world, not merely to think its causality
as that of a supreme Uza!,mstundi?zg,but to cogrrzie
it by means of this determination of the said con-

cept ; becausehere
the troublesomecondition
of
space and of extension disappears.At all events
thegreat purposiveness in the world compels us
to think asupreme cause of it, and to think its
causality as that of an Understanding ; but we are
ascribe thisto
it. (E.g.
notthereforeentitledto
we think of theeternity
of God as presence in
all time, because wecanform
no other concept
i.e. asduration
;
of mere b e i n g asaquantum,
or we think of the divine Omnipresence as presence
in all places in order tomakecomprehensible
to
which
ourselves His immediatepresenceinthings
; without daring toascribe
are external to one another
to God any of these determinations, as something
cognised in Him.) I f I determinethe causality of
aman,
in respect of certainproducts
which are
only explicable by designed purposiveness, by thinking it asthat of Understanding, I neednot stop
here,but I can ascribeto him thispredicate as a
him accordingly.
well-known propertyandcognise
For I know that intuitions are given to the senses
of men andarebrought
by theUnderstanding
underaconceptandthusunderarule
; that this
conceptonlycontains
the common characteristic
(with omission of the particularones) and is thus
discursive ; andthatthe
rules for*bringinggiven
representationsunderaconsciousness
in general
are given by Understanding before those intuitions,
etc. I thereforeascribethispropertyto
man as a
property by means of which I cugnzse him. . However, if I wish to thid a supersensible Being (God)
as an intelligence, this is not only permissible in a
certain aspect of my employment of Reason-it is
unavoidable ; but to ascribe to Him Understanding
and to flatter ourselves that we can cognise Him by
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means of it as a property of His, is in no way permissible. For I must omit all those
conditions
underwhich alone I know an Understanding,and
thus the predicate which only serves for determining
mancannot be applied at all to a supersensible
Object ; and thereforeby a causalitythus determined,
I cannot
cognise
what God is. And so it is
with all Categories, which 'can have no significance
for cognition in a theoretical aspect, if they are not
applied to objects of possible experience.However, according to the analogy of an Understanding
I can in a certain other aspect think a supersensible
being, without at the same time meaning thereby to
cognise it theoretically ; viz. if this determination of
its causality concerns an effect in the world, which
contains a design morally necessary but unattainable
by asensible being. For then a cognition of God
and of His Being (Theology) is possible by means
of propertiesanddeterminations
of His causality
merely thought in Him according to analogy, which
has all requisitereality
in practical
a
reference
though OH& in respect of this (as moral).An
Ethical Theology is thereforepossible ; forthough
morality can subsist without theology as regards its
rule, it cannotdo so asregardsthe
final design
which this proposes,unlessReason
in respect of
it is to berenounced.ButaTheological
Ethic
is impossible; for laws which
(of pureReason)
Reason itself does not give and whose observance it
doesnotbringabout
as a purepracticalfaculty,
cannot be moral. Inthe same way a Theological
Physic would be a nonentity, for it would propose no
laws of nature but ordinances
of a Highest Will ;
while on the other hand a physical (properly speaking a physico-teleological) Theology can serve at

'
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least as a propaedeutic to Theologyproper, by giving
occasion for theIdea
of a final purpose which
nature cannot present by the observation of natural
purposes of which it offers abundant material. I t
thus makes felt the need of a Theology which shall
of God adequately for the
determinetheconcept
highest practical useof Reason, but it cannot develop
this and base it satisfactorily on its proofs.

THE END
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